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• Listen. Don’t respond.
• Read. Books are an excellent brain-opener.
• Meditate. Spend time with yourself.

What are these ‘ropes’?
• Fear of failure.
• Self-doubt.
• Prioritising money over time.
• Allowing others to grip your attention.
• An ‘I know all’ attitude.

How to break the ‘rope’?
That’s where advice – mental protein vs. mental candy 
– helps.

Once you feed the suitable protein to your mind, your 
mind grows and it extends in the right direction.

Mental candy – social media feeds, television, binge-
watching, binge-eating, binge-shopping, constantly 
checking emails, flashy news.

Mental protein – books, e-books, audiobooks, online 
courses, meditation, physical exercise, adequate sleep, 
healthy food.

So what’s the sustainable way to feed your mind with 
mental protein?

Small and consistent efforts.
When I say small, I mean tiny efforts – just 1%.

Suppose you wish to start a reading habit. Target just five 
pages each day.

Suppose you wish to lose weight. Do short walks, five 
push-ups each day. Bring continuity. Then leap.

What you feed your body decides how healthy it becomes.
What you feed your mind decides how you think and act.

Every time I listen to Brian Tracy, I only learn, I grow. I 
became a new person.
Don’t feed your brain with mental candy; instead, provide 
it with mental protein.

THE ELEPHANT ROPE
There is a story about a man who, as he passed some 
elephants, suddenly stopped, confused, because these 
enormous creatures were being held by only a small rope 
tied to their front legs. No chains, no cages. The elephants 
could break away from their bonds, but they did not.

He saw their trainer nearby and asked why these animals 
just stood there and did not get away. ‘Well,’ the trainer 
said, ‘when they are very young and much smaller, we 
use the same size rope to tie them, and at that age it’s 
enough to hold them. As they grow up, it conditions them 
to believe they cannot break away. They believe the rope 
can still hold them, so they never try to break free.’

It amazed the man. These animals could break free from 
their bonds, but because they believed they couldn’t, 
they were stuck right where they were!

How do you know that there is a ‘rope’ and it ties you?
• When you consider that time is not enough.
•  If you consider all others except yourself as the reason  
   for your problems.
• If you see negativity around you.
• If you are short of creativity.
• If you are not investing in learning.

How to identify these ‘ropes’?
• Write down your current belief systems. Don’t judge. 
‘What is that one belief which you think is holding you 
back from becoming the best version of yourself?’
• Take feedback. Continued on Page 12   

NAMASKAAR

MENTAL CANDY VS. MENTAL PROTEIN – A LESSON 
FROM BRIAN TRACY

NISHITH GOYAL
Chartered Accountant
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EDITORIAL
DESTRUCTION BY DISTRACTION

As you hold this issue of the BCAJ in your hands, it’s a 
new F.Y.! Perhaps the most uncertain and traumatic year 
of our lives is finally behind us. Each one of us has come 
out stronger. From teamwork to IT infra to client interface 
– every facet was challenged and most of us would 
have inoculated our professional practice with greater 
resilience and therefore become more immune than we 
were in March, 2020.

Just as the seasons turn, so will this phase pass. Let’s 
remember these precious words of Maya Angelou: We 
need Joy as we need air. We need Love as we need 
water. We need each other as we need the earth we 
share. The ‘Formula for LIFE’ is that simple.

However, the environment around us puts immense 
pressure to keep things complex, and sometimes in the 
name of making them simple! I have realised that if one 
were to engage in bare minimum socio-economic activity, 
one will be swamped by the need for keeping timelines, 
dealing with emails, passwords and OTPs and so much 
coordination. I looked at my situation for a middle-class 
SMP practitioner with a typical family size of five to six.

I have perhaps twenty passwords / MPINs / numbers to 
remember – from banks / credit cards, DPs, to emails, 
portals (electricity, municipality, mutual funds [MFs], 
digital magazines, etc.) to social media. Add to that family 
members’ passwords, especially for older parents. Take 
the example of CAS (common account statement) – one 
email ID can be used for only three CASes. So if you have 
senior parents, children and an HUF, you will need quite a 
few email IDs and mobile numbers.

Then there is ‘stalking’ by deadlines. If you paid advance 
tax, then there is the KYC deadline, then a membership 
fees renewal timeline. And then a mediclaim is due, and 
then PT. Earlier, Profession Tax (which is nothing short of 
a nuisance for an income-tax payer and should rather be 
taken with income tax) could be paid for five years, but it 
is now allowed only for one year.

And then when I look at my mobile phone I see an 
incessant stream of SMSes – we are paying your FD 
interest on ‘ddmmyy’, we have paid your FD interest, we 
have issued TDS Certificate on the interest paid to you. 
I recently bought something and I received eight SMSes 
before the product arrived, telling me all about the order 
received, removal from the shelf, about to be shipped, just 
shipped, soon reaching my city and so on.

Then there are OTPs. Even a courier delivery requires 
an OTP before it parts with it. And for a festival such as 
Holi I receive a message (SMS and email) from M&M, 
HDFC to Zandu – whether I had dealt with them for FD or 
Chyavanprash – they want to wish me for Holi and help 
me to remember them. (That’s about 10 to 20 vendors x 
8 festivals / holidays). While India has reached the Moon 
and Mars, its DND still doesn’t work!

While many wish to just remind you, there are others who 
convey that you have missed a timeline. Mumbai PUC 
sent an SMS minutes before the expiry of the PUC to 
share the bad news that I will wake up to a day of violating 
PUC norms.

I guess we are today a sum total of numbers, passwords, 
OTPs, and timelines to keep. Without them, we are 
dysfunctional, non-entity, yet they make so much 
clutter and crowd our time and psyche. One can easily 
lose something big if one didn’t have a way to deal 
with them: reading-dealing-deleting, it could be simply 
overwhelming. Interruptions and distraction today are a 
form of destruction. Beware, for they are detrimental to 
deep work.

Wishing you a happy 2021-22!

Raman Jokhakar
Editor
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On 15th March we lost our evergreen Past President (1964-
65) Shri Arvindbhai H. Dalal. He was also Past President 
(1989-90) of ICAI, our alma mater. A thorough and dedicated 
professional, he was always ready to guide and provide a 
helping hand to all professionals and juniors and mentored 
many. I had occasion to speak to him on call many times 
and he was very informed and keen to know everything, 
including new publications, joining BCAS events on a digital 
platform and so on. The March issue of the BCAJ published 
a photograph from 1951-52 in which he could be seen and I 
had occasion to speak to him for the last time – today I recall 
the saying, ‘coincidence means only a connection that's not 
seen’. It's the end of an era and the profession will truly miss 
him. Our sincere prayers for his soul to remain in eternal 
peace.

Recently, the ICAI Council approved ‘Guidelines for 
networking of Indian CA firms, 2021’. These were originally 
framed in 2005, revised in 2011 and in 2020 a group was 
formed for final revision to make them conducive for CA 
firms to grow through networking. It is now expected that 
Indian CA firms will network and grow big to handle larger 
assignments. These are domestic networking guidelines and 
do not govern international affiliations of CA firms, which 
need to be addressed in due course.

Our Taxation Committee submitted its post-Budget 
memorandum for consideration by Finance Minister Nirmala 
Sitaraman. The Finance Bill, 2021 was passed in the Lok 
Sabha on 23rd March with quite a few changes in the original 
proposals of the Union Budget. The overall theme was the 
ease of doing business and reduction in compliances. Certain 
amendments in the charitable trust space are a concern and 
could pose real challenges in operations and compliance for 
a genuine charitable organisation.

Recently, we completed one year of the pandemic-induced 
national lockdown. But we are not out of the woods yet with the 
anticipated second and third waves and the risk of infection 
spreading. The vaccination drive is on in full force with the 
Government agencies and local bodies doing their best. 
The last year taught us so much. It changed our work 
culture, our work habits, our work model. It changed our 
lifestyle with the domination of technology. It also gave us 

new directions, new possibilities and, on a positive note, 
taught us how to perform under constraints – physical, 
financial, and human.

At BCAS, the last year was a virtual year with all events and 
meetings held digitally. Over a period of time, we realised 
that it provided us with an opportunity to excel and become 
even more relevant. Participation in virtual events increased 
manifold with geographical spread all over India and in some 
cases international, too. Content is king and under virtual 
circumstances it became much more structured, disciplined 
and systematic. The faculties, national and international, 
happily came to our platform and we could reach more 
people at a reasonable cost. It was a blessing in disguise 
with real value unlocking for BCAS events. The message is 
loud and clear, that virtual realities are here to stay – maybe 
permanently, even after the pandemic recedes.

The Final CA results for the January, 2021 attempt were 
declared on 21st March and we congratulate and welcome all 
fresh CAs entering this noble profession. BCAS has planned 
a fresh felicitation on 23rd April for all CAs who entered the 
profession in February and March, 2021. Please remain 
connected with www.bcasonline.org for more details.

The beginning of a new financial year starts with the 
bank audit season and corporate audits and finalisation. 
Financial results will start flowing in and give us the full-year 
performance of companies in one of the most difficult years 
in corporate history. New CARO reporting is applicable from 
1st April and will need deliberations to create awareness 
among small and medium-sized practitioners. We at BCAS 
would plan the same and keep you updated.

I wish everyone a Happy Gudhi Padwa, Ram Navami and 
Mahavir Jayanti.

Best Regards,

Suhas Paranjpe
President

FROM THE PRESIDENT
My Dear Members,
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Web of Complexities [March 2021]

Indirect Taxes
• Operational Impact of Coronavirus Outbreak on GST 

[May 2020]
• GST on Payments Made to Directors [June 2020]

Accountancy & Audit
• Financial Reporting and Auditing Considerations on 

Account of Covid-19 [May 2020]
• Governance & Internal Controls: The Touchstone of 

Sustainable Business - Part II [June 2020]
• Internal Audit Analytics and AI [June 2020]
• Financial Reporting Dossier [June 2020]
• The Run Up to Audit in the 2030s [July 2020]
• Learnings for Audit firms in the Era of PCAOB and NFRA 

[July 2020]
• Data Driven Internal Audit -1 [August 2020]
• Data Driven Internal Audit -II Practical Case Studies 

[September 2020]
• Fraud Analytics in Internal Audit [October 2020]
• Provisioning for Expected Credit Losses for 

Financial Institutions and NBFCs Post Covid-19 
[October 2020]

• Integrated Reporting - A Paradigm Shift in Reporting 
[December 2020]

• Value Addition in Internal Audit [December 2020]
• CARO 2020 - Enhanced Auditor Reporting Requirements 

[December 2020]
• Fraud Risk Management in Internal Audit 

[January 2021]
• The Long Form Audit Report for Banks Gets Even 

Longer [February 2021]

Highlights of Volume 52 (YE March 31, 2021)

• 70 Articles / Surveys in addition to our 24 regular features 
• Special Issue on ‘Impact of Covid-19’ [May 2020]
• Annual Special Issue – ‘Risk and Technology Challenges for Professionals’ [July 2020]
• New Section on Technology under the title ‘Practice Management and Technology’ from November 2020
• Regulatory Referencer: Feature in new avatar bringing a curated set of changes in Tax, Company Law, Accounting 
and Audit, and FEMA
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Corporate and Other Laws
• Overview of Amendments to the Arbitration and 

Conciliation Act 1996: One Step Forward and Two Steps 
Back [April 2020]

• Transition to Cash Flow Based Funding [April 2020]
• Housekeeping for Bhudevi [April 2020]
• Covid-19 and the Reshaping of the Global Geopolitical 

order [April 2020]
• Impact of Covid-19 on Corporate and Allied Laws [May 

2020]
• Some Reflections on Covid-19 and the Economy: Reset 

Time [May 2020]
• Covid-19 Impact on Indian Economy and the Financial 

Markets [May 2020]
• Possible Solution to the Problem of Stressed Assets 

[June 2020]
• Current Themes in Corporate Restructurings and M&As 

[July 2020]
• Mutually Assured Destruction in Corporate Lending 

[August 2020]
• Corporate Law in India Promoting Ease of Doing 

Business without Diluting Stakeholder Interests 
[December 2020]

• Statement Recorded Under PMLA and Other Laws: 
Whether Admissible as Evidence? [December 2020]

• PFUTP Regulations – Background, Scope and 
Implications of 2020 Amendment [January 2021]

• Offence of Money Laundering: Far-reaching Implications 
of Recent Amendment [January 2021]

• ‘Proceeds of Crime’ – PMLA Definition Undergoes 
Retrospective Sea Change [February 2021]

• CSR Rules Amendment – An Analysis [March 2021]
• Daughter’s Right in Coparcenary – Part VI 

[March 2021]

Practice Management and Technology
• Self-Quarantine your mind whilst working from Home 

[April 2020]
• Overcoming the Challenge of Risk Management in 

Professional Services [July 2020]
• Working Capital Challenges for CA Firms in Covid Times 

[July 2020]
• Excel in What you Do – Some Personal Tips [August 

2020]
• ‘Collaborate to Consolidate’ – A Growth Model for 

Professional Services Firms [September 2020]
• Benefits for SMPs Under MSME Act & Other Statutes 

[October 2020]
• Executive Presence [October 2020]
• Whether Practising CAs can Deal in Derivatives on 

Stock exchanges [November 2020]
• Personal Data Protection [November 2020]
• Effective use of Quora for a Professional [January 2021]
• Digital Marketing? Naah, It’s Digital Branding [February 

2021]
• Initiatives During Pandemic – Personal Experiences 

[February 2021]
• Podcasting – The Novel Mode of Storytelling for Your 

Professional Brand [March 2021]
• Strategy: The Heart of Business – Part I (March 2021)

Others
• How to Restart the Engine after the Lockdown [May 

2020]
• India: The Land of Creativity [August 2020]
• The New Edge Banking [November 2020]
• WHO Controversy: Lack of Global Leadership in Corona 

Crisis [September 2020]

Surveys 
• Impact of Covid-19 on Chartered Accountant Firms [May 

2020]
• Digital Gearing of Chartered Accountant Firms [October 

2020] 

Suppose you wish to take an alternative career path. Start 
a side hustle instead. Test the waters.

How to end the urge for mental candies?
Once you make the transition from mental candies to 
mental protein, your brain cells will change. There will be 
realignment.

Small and consistent efforts will start showing results in a 
few days. If you make mistakes during this time, don’t be 

afraid; it’s better to be scared of ‘not’ making mistakes.

Don’t let your mind enter a shell with ‘big’ and ‘daunting’ 
changes. Such changes give you a ‘kick’ and ‘excitement’ 
on Day 1, but then the excitement dies its natural death 
the next day.

It’s not only essential to feed the physical body the 
suitable protein, but it’s also critical to provide the mind 
with adequate protein. 

  NAMASKAAR Continued from Page 5
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF MLI, INCLUDING 
APPLICABILITY, COMPATIBILITY AND EFFECT

The development and roll-out of Multilateral Instruments 
or MLI is the latest global tax transformational process 
under the BEPS initiative. The BCAJ, in this Volume 
53, will run a series of articles by practitioners to bring 
out basic concepts, de-jargonise terminology and bring 
out practical implications and deal with hurdles that they 
bring in our day-to-day practice. We would welcome your 
comments and suggestions and even generic questions 
which can be taken up by the authors.

A. INTRODUCTION TO MLI
1. The Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 
(the BEPS Action Plan), published by the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) at 
the request of the G20, identified 15 actions to address 
BEPS in a comprehensive manner and set deadlines to 
implement those actions. Action 15 of the BEPS Action 
Plan provided for the development of a Multilateral 
Instrument (MLI).

2. As per the Explanatory Statement to the MLI, its 
object is to Implement Tax Treaty-Related Measures to 
Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting i.e., tax planning 
strategies that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules 
to artificially shift profits to low or no-tax locations where 
there is little or no economic activity, resulting in little or no 
overall corporate tax being paid.

3. FAQ 1 of Frequently Asked Questions on MLIs explains 
that the MLI helps fight BEPS by implementing the tax-
related treaty measures developed through the BEPS 
Project in existing bilateral tax treaties in a synchronised 
and efficient manner. These measures will prevent treaty 
abuse, improve dispute resolution, prevent the artificial 
avoidance of permanent establishment status and 
neutralise the effects of hybrid mismatch arrangements.

B. IMPORTANT EVENTS OF MLI AND 
MLI STATISTICS
1. Background of MLI – from conception to entry-into-

effect1: On 12th February, 2013 the report ‘Addressing 
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting’ (BEPS) was published 
recommending the development of an ‘Action Plan’ to 
address BEPS issues in a comprehensive manner. In 
July, 2013 the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs (CFA) 
submitted the BEPS Action Plan to the G20 identifying 
15 actions to address BEPS in a comprehensive manner 
and set out deadlines to implement those actions. Action 
Plan 15 interim report provided for an analysis of the 
possible development of a Multilateral Instrument (MLI) to 
implement tax treaty-related BEPS measures. Based on 
the Action 15 interim report, a mandate was developed 
by the CFA in February, 2015 to set up an Ad hoc Group 
for the development of an MLI which was also endorsed 
by the G20 Finance Ministers and the Governors of 
Central Banks. The development of MLI was open for 
participation of all interested countries on an equal footing. 
On 24th November, 2016 the Ad hoc Group concluded the 
negotiations and adopted the text of the MLI as well as its 
accompanying Explanatory Statement which was signed 
by representatives of over 70 governments on 7th June, 
2017 at a high-level signing ceremony in Paris. Thus, on 
1st July, 2018, the MLI began its legal existence. However, 
the MLI would enter into force with respect to each of 
its parties on the first day of the month following three 
calendar months after the deposit of their instrument of 
ratification, acceptance or approval.

2. Applicability of MLI: As stated earlier, the MLI and 
its explanatory statement were adopted by the Ad 
hoc Group on 24th November, 2016 and MLI began its 
legal existence on that date. The first high-level signing 
ceremony took place on 7th June, 2017 when India 
signed the MLI by depositing its provisional document of 
notifications and ratifications. Thereafter, it filed its final 
document of notifications and ratifications on 25th June, 
2019. As on 18th February, 2021, 95 tax jurisdictions 

1 https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-instrument-BEPS-tax-treaty-
information-brochure.pdf

K.K. CHYTHANYA
Advocate

VIPUL KAMATH K.V.
Chartered Accountant
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2 http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-convention-to-implement-tax-
treaty-related-measures-to-prevent-beps.htm

3 https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/mli-matching-database.htm#:~:text=MLI%20
Matching%20Database%20(beta)%20The%20Multilateral%20Convention%20
to,MLI%20by%20matching%20information%20from%20Signatories'%20M-
LI%20Positions

4 http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/multilateral-convention-to-implement-tax-
treaty-related-measures-to-prevent-beps.htm

5 https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/mli-matching-database.htm#:~:text=MLI%20
Matching%20Database%20(beta)%20The%20Multilateral%20Convention%20
to,MLI%20by%20matching%20information%20from%20Signatories'%20M-
LI%20Positions

the MLI would come into effect only when the necessary 
procedures with regard to deposit of final instruments of 
notifications and ratifications are complied with by the 
treaty partners.

3. Global list of countries in respect of which MLI has 
come into effect as on 18th February, 2021: As stated 
earlier, MLI has already come into effect qua 57 countries 
globally as on 18th February, 2021. To get a detailed list of 
countries and to be updated with the latest position, one 
may go to the OECD website4 and click on ‘Signatories 
and Parties (MLI Position)’.

are signatories to the MLI as per the website2 of OECD. 
Out of these, the MLI has come into effect qua 57 tax 
jurisdictions, including India. With reference to India, as 
per the MLI Matching database available on the OECD 
website3, out of its 90 tax treaties with other countries, 
60 tax treaties are Covered Tax Treaties (CTAs). In other 
words, 60 tax treaties would stand modified by the MLI. 
Out of the said 60 treaties, MLI has already come into 
effect or is to come into effect qua India with respect to 42 
tax treaties as the treaty partners have already deposited 
their final instrument of notifications and ratifications. 
Thus, with regards to the other 18 treaties (60 minus 42), 

4. Countries with which MLI is in effect qua India or is to come into effect for India5:
 

Sl. No. Contracting 
jurisdiction

Entry into 
effect with 
respect to 

withholding

Entry into effect 
with respect to 

other taxes

Sl. No. Contracting 
jurisdiction

Entry into 
effect with 
respect to 

withholding

Entry into effect 
with respect to 

other taxes

1 Albania 01.04.2021 01.07.2021 22 Latvia 01.04.2020 01.08.2020

2 Australia 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 23 Lithuania 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

3 Austria 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 24 Luxembourg 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

4 Belgium 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 25 Malta 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

5 Canada 01.04.2021 01.06.2020 26 Malaysia 01.04.2022 01.12.2021

6 Croatia 01.04.2022 01.12.2021 27 Netherlands 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

7 Cyprus 01.04.2021 01.11.2020 28 New Zealand 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

8 Czech Republic 01.04.2021 01.03.2021 29 Norway 01.04.2020 01.05.2020

9 Denmark 01.04.2021 01.07.2020 30 Poland 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

10 Egypt 01.04.2021 01.07.2021 31 Portugal 01.04.2021 01.12.2020

11 Finland 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 32 Qatar 01.04.2020 01.10.2020

12 France 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 33 Russia 01.04.2021 01.04.2020

13 Georgia 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 34 Saudi Arabia 01.04.2021 01.11.2020

14 Iceland 01.04.2021 01.07.2020 35 Serbia 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

15 Indonesia 01.04.2021 01.02.2021 36 Singapore 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

16 Ireland 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 37 Slovak Republic 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

17 Israel 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 38 Slovenia 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

18 Japan 01.04.2020 01.04.2020 39 Ukraine 01.04.2020 01.06.2020

19 Jordan 01.04.2021 01.07.2021 40 United Arab 
Emirates

01.04.2020 01.04.2020

20 Kazakhstan 01.04.2021 01.04.2021 41 United Kingdom 01.04.2020 01.04.2020

21 Korea 01.04.2021 01.03.2021 42 Uruguay 01.04.2021 01.12.2020
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5. India’s significant treaties which are not CTAs 
under the MLI:

Sl. No. Country Remarks

1 Mauritius Kept India out of its CTA list
2 China Though no CTA, but treaty with China 

amended recently on lines of MLI
3 United States 

of America
MLI not signed

4 Germany Kept India out of its CTA list

C. ENTRY INTO EFFECT OF MLI, i.e., 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPLICABILITY 
OF MLI BETWEEN INDIA AND ITS 
TREATY PARTNER
1. MLI 34 deals with ‘entry into force’ and MLI 35 deals 
with ‘entry into effect’. There is a difference between the 
two. ‘Entry into force’ indicates the date of adoption of the 
MLI by a country which is determined with reference to the 
date of filing the instrument of ratification by it. By itself, 
‘entry into force’ does not make MLI applicable. It only 
signifies the MLI position adopted by a particular country. 
On the other hand, ‘entry into effect’ indicates the date of 
applicability of MLI between two countries. The ‘entry into 
effect’ makes MLI applicable and effective qua the two 
contracting states. The ‘entry into effect’ is determined by 
taking into consideration the dates of ‘entry into force’ of 
two contracting states.

2. MLI 35(1)(a) and (b) provide for different timelines for 
entry into effect of MLI in respect of taxes withheld at 
source and entry into effect of MLI in respect of all other 
taxes, respectively. The application of different timelines 
for withholding and other taxes could vary based on the 
interpretation of principles of levy of tax and its recovery 
and the domestic tax laws of contracting states dealing 
with the levy and recovery of tax.

3. We may consider one possible interpretation while 
being mindful of contrary views. In the Indian context, 
withholding in respect of payments to non-residents 
u/s 195 would apply in respect of all sums which are 
chargeable to tax. Ordinarily, chargeability to tax and 
withholding are inseparable. The obligations of a non-
resident do not get discharged merely because taxes 
are liable to withholding. Recourse can be had to non-
resident where tax is not withheld or short withheld. 
Compliance obligations like filing return and other 
reporting requirements would apply to such non-resident 
as well as be subject to specific exceptions, viz., sections 

115A(5), 115AC(4) and 115BBA(2).

4. This may not be the position in case of India’s DTAA 
partner country. In such DTAA partner country, the 
domestic law may have two ‘boxes’ of incomes. The 
‘first box’ would consist of incomes which are subject to 
withholding by the payer with no recourse to the recipient 
in case of non- / short deduction. The ‘second box’ 
consists of incomes which are not subject to withholding 
but are liable to be taxed directly in the hands of the 
person earning the income. The first box would be similar 
to the case of equalisation levy version 1 introduced by 
the Finance Act, 2016 which levies tax on a non-resident 
but enforces the same through deduction by the resident 
payer. The second box would be similar to the case of 
equalisation levy version 2 introduced by the Finance Act, 
2020 whereby the liability is on the non-resident to pay 
the levy directly.

5. In this regard, reference may be made to Paragraph 4 
of the OECD Commentary on Article 31 (Entry into force) 
of the OECD Model Tax Convention, 2017. The said 
Paragraph recognises that the relevant Article dealing 
with ‘entry into force’ of certain treaties provides, as 
regards taxes levied by deduction at the source, a date for 
the application or termination which differs from the date 
of application of the treaty to taxes levied by assessment. 
This would indicate that there may be countries whose 
domestic laws may have two boxes of incomes as referred 
to in the previous paragraph.

6. Consider Article 30(2)(a) of the Indo-USA DTAA which 
provides for a different time point for entry into effect 
of the DTAA in respect of taxes withheld as compared 
to other taxes. This may be because as per the US 
domestic taxation law, income of a non-resident in the 
US that is effectively connected with the conduct of a 
trade or business in the US is not subject to NRA 
withholding. [Source: https://www.irs.gov/individuals/
international-taxpayers/withholding-on-specific-
income.]

At this juncture, a reference may be made to Paragraph 
60 of the recent judgment of the Supreme Court in the 
case of Engineering Analysis Centre of Excellence 
Private Limited vs. CIT [2021] 125 taxmann.com 
42 (SC) where, after referring to the OECD Model 
Commentary and Article 30(2)(a) of the Indo-USA DTAA, 
the Court concluded that adoption of such different dates 
for application of the treaty was for reasons connected 
with USA’s municipal taxation laws.
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7. Now, consider a case where the MLI has come into 
effect only in respect of taxes withheld. In such a case, the 
CTA as amended by the MLI may be applied by the DTAA 
partner country for determining the taxes to be withheld 
(incomes of first box). However, the CTA amended by 
the MLI cannot be applied by the DTAA partner country 
in respect of incomes not subject to withholding but that 
are taxed directly in the hands of the person earning the 
income (incomes of second box). In such cases, the 
provisions of the CTA unamended by MLI will be applied 
till such time as the MLI comes into effect for the purposes 
of all other taxes.

8. Thus, in the Indian context the different timelines would 
not be relevant as non-residents earning Indian income 
are subject to comprehensive obligations. However, in 
a given case, from the DTAA partner country’s context, 
different timelines would matter.

D. SYNTHESISED TEXTS
1. Every CTA will have to be read along applicable 
protocol and applicable portions of the MLI. The said 
exercise would be complex and cumbersome particularly 
when the applicability of the MLI depends on reservations 
and notifications by contracting states.

2. The OECD encourages the preparation of consolidated 
texts or synthesised texts which would reproduce the 
text of each CTA as modified by the MLI. The same has 
been explained in Paragraph 1 at Page 9 of the ‘Guidance 
for the development of synthesised texts’ issued by 
OECD.

3. However, the parties to the MLI are under no obligation 
to prepare synthesised texts. This has been clarified in 
Paragraph 13 of the Explanatory Statement on the MLI. 
This paragraph is referred to in Paragraph 4 at Page 9 
of ‘Guidance for the development of synthesised texts’ 
issued by OECD.

4. In Paragraph 3 at Page 9 of the ‘Guidance’, it has been 
noted that the purpose of synthesised texts is to facilitate 
the understanding of the MLI. However, for legal purposes 
the provisions of the MLI must be read alongside Covered 
Tax Agreements as they remain the only legal instruments 
to be applied, in light of the interaction of the MLI positions 
of the contracting jurisdictions.

5. Thus, the synthesised texts would only help the users 
in better understanding of the CTA as modified by the 
MLI. In case of conflict between the synthesised text and 

the CTA read independently with applicable portions of 
the MLI, the latter would prevail.

6. As of date, India has synthesised texts in respect of tax 
treaties with the following jurisdictions:

Sl. No. Country Sl. No. Country Sl. No. Country

1 Australia 11 Latvia 21 Slovak 
Republic

2 Austria 12 Lithuania 22 Slovenia

3 Belgium 13 Luxembourg 23 UAE
4 Canada 14 Malta 24 UK
5 Cyprus 15 Netherlands 25 Ukraine
6 Czech 

Republic
16 Poland 26 France

7 Finland 17 Portuguese 
Republic

8 Georgia 18 Russia
9 Ireland 19 Serbia

10 Japan 20 Singapore

E. MINIMUM STANDARDS
1. In the final BEPS Package, in order to combat the 
issues relating to Base Erosion and Profit Shifting, it was 
agreed that a number of BEPS measures are minimum 
standards, meaning that countries have agreed that the 
standard must be implemented. Thus, countries which are 
parties to the OECD / G20 inclusive framework on BEPS 
are required to comply with the following five minimum 
standards:

 Action Plan 4: Limiting Base Erosion Involving Interest 
Deductions and Other Financial Payments (Adoption of 
a fixed ratio rule which limits an entity’s net deductions 
for interest to a percentage of EBITDA to entities in a 
multinational group is a minimum standard as per the 
Executive Summary to this Action Plan, AP4);
 Action Plan 5: Countering Harmful Tax Practices 
More Effectively, Taking into Account Transparency and 
Substance;
 Action Plan 6: Preventing the Granting of Treaty Benefits 
in Inappropriate Circumstances;
 Action Plan 13: Transfer Pricing Documentation and 
Country-by-Country Reporting;
 Action Plan 14: Making Dispute Resolution Mechanisms 
More Effective.

2. While some of these minimum standards in BEPS 
Actions 6 and 14 have been implemented through MLI, 
others have been implemented via domestic amendments.
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3. The following are the minimum standards implemented 
by way of domestic amendments:

Section of IT Act Particulars BEPS Action Plan

94B Thin capitalisation – 
Limitation on interest 
deduction

Action Plan 4

115BBF Patent box regime Action Plan 5
90/90A (India 
has entered Tax 
Information Exchange 
Agreements with 
several non-DTAA 
jurisdictions)

Exchange of 
information on tax 
rulings

Action Plan 5

286 Country-by-country 
reporting

Action Plan 13

4. The following are the minimum standards implemented 
through MLI:

Article Provision

6(1) Preamble text to tax treaties
7(1) Principal Purpose Test (PPT)

16(1) to 16(3) Improving dispute resolution through Mutual 
Agreement Procedure (MAP)

17(1) Corresponding adjustment

5. Paragraph 14 of the Explanatory Statement to the 
MLI explains the flexibility with respect to the provisions 
relating to minimum standards. It has been stated that 
opting out of provisions that reflect minimum standards 
is possible only in limited circumstances where the 
provisions of the Covered Tax Agreement already meet 
the minimum standard. However, it clarifies that where a 
minimum standard can be met in several alternative ways, 
the convention gives no preference to any particular way 
of meeting such minimum standard.

6. MLI 6(1) dealing with the ‘preamble text’ is a 
minimum standard. Opting out is possible only if the CTA 
already contains the text which is equal to or broader than 
the said ‘preamble text’. Therefore, MLI 6(4) provides 
for an exit option only where the CTA already contains 
preamble language which is similar to the preamble text 
of MLI 6(1) or is broader than the said preamble text of 
MLI 6(1).

7. MLI 7(1) dealing with the ‘Principal Purpose Test (PPT)’ 
is also a minimum standard. Opting out is possible only if 
parties to the CTA intend to reach a mutually satisfactory 
solution which meets the minimum standard, or if the CTA 

already contains a PPT. MLI 7(15)(a) provides an exit 
option where parties to a CTA intend to reach a mutually 
satisfactory solution which meets the minimum standard 
for preventing treaty abuse under the OECD / G20 BEPS 
package. MLI 7(15)(b) provides for an exit option only 
where the CTA already contains a PPT.

8. MLI 17(1) dealing with the ‘corresponding adjustments’ 
is another minimum standard. Opting out is possible 
only if the CTA already contains a provision providing 
for corresponding adjustment or on the basis that it shall 
make appropriate corresponding adjustment as referred 
to in MLI 17(1), or that its competent authority shall 
endeavour to resolve the case under the provisions of the 
CTA. This is accordingly provided in MLI 17(3).

9. India has reserved its right under MLI 17(3)(a) for the 
entirety of MLI 17 not to apply to those of its CTAs that 
already contain a provision described in MLI 17(2).

10. India has notified the list of DTAAs which contain 
a provision for corresponding adjustment. One such 
example is Canada where Article 9(2) of the DTAA already 
provides for corresponding adjustment. Hence, the same 
would remain unamended by MLI 17(1). One may notice 
this from the synthesised text of the Indo-Canada DTAA 
published by the CBDT.

11. One may also take note of the DTAA between 
India and France. Article 10 of the DTAA which deals 
with ‘Associated Enterprises’ does not provide for 
corresponding adjustment. Hence, India has not notified 
the DTAA with France under MLI 17. Thus, in the absence 
of a provision providing for corresponding adjustment, MLI 
17(1) would get added to Article 10 of the Indo-France 
DTAA. This may be observed from the synthesised text of 
the Indo-France DTAA published by the CBDT.

F. COMPATIBILITY
1. MLI provisions may either be newly added into CTA or 
may overlap with the existing provisions of CTA. While 
in the former the provisions of the MLI can be applied 
without any conflict with the provisions of the CTA, in the 
latter there is a conflict between the provisions of the MLI 
and the provisions of the CTA.

2. In order to address such conflicts, the provisions of the 
MLI contain compatibility clauses which may, for example, 
describe the existing provisions which the Convention is 
intended to supersede, as well as the effect on CTAs that 
do not contain a provision of the same type. This has been 
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explained in Paragraph 15 of the Explanatory Statement 
to the MLI.

3. The Glossary to the Frequently Asked Questions on 
the Multilateral Instrument defines ‘compatibility clause’ 
as ‘clauses which define the relationship between the 
provisions of the MLI and existing tax treaties in objective 
terms and the effect the provisions of the MLI may have 
on Covered Tax Agreements.’

4. We may understand the application of compatibility 
clauses with reference to MLI 4:

4.1 MLI 4(1) deals with tie-breaker test in the case of dual-
resident entities (person other than individual). MLI 4(2) 
provides that the text of MLI 4(1) would apply in place 
of or in absence of a clause in the existing text of the 
CTA which provides for a tie-breaker in the case of person 
other than individuals.

4.2 MLI 4(3) provides various reservations including 
reservation of right for the entirety of MLI 4 not to apply to 
the CTAs, under MLI 4(3)(a).

4.3 MLI 4(4) provides for notifications by the parties to the 
Depository where reservations under MLI 4(3)(a) have 
not been made. It provides that the text of MLI 4(1) would 
replace the existing provision of CTA where all parties 
have made such a notification. In all other cases, the 
provisions of the CTA would be superseded by the text 
of MLI 4(1) only to the extent that those provisions are 
incompatible with MLI 4(1).

4.4 If both the parties to the CTA notify the same Article 
number of the CTA, the text of MLI 4(1) would replace the 
existing text of such Article. Otherwise, the text of MLI 4(1) 
would supersede the text of the CTA only to the extent 
that those provisions are incompatible with MLI 4(1). The 
latter situation may arise, for example, when there is a 
mismatch in the notification of Articles by the parties.

4.5 In the Indian context, the applicability of MLI 4 is as 
per the following table:

Row Labels Count of Article 4

A.4(3) would be replaced by Article 4(1). 22
Article 4 would not apply. 34
The last sentence of Article 4(1) would be 
replaced with the text described in Article 
4(3)(e). A.4(2) would be replaced by Article 
4(1).

1

Row Labels Count of Article 4

Japan
The last sentence of Article 4(1) would be 
replaced with the text described in Article 
4(3)(e). A.4(3) would be replaced by Article 
4(1).

1
3

Australia
Fiji 
Indonesia

1
1
1

Grand Total 60

4.6 As may be seen from the above table, there is no 
notification mismatch. Therefore, there is no compatibility 
issue.

4.7 MLI 4(1) deals with cases of persons other than 
individuals. However, some CTAs may contain a 
common tie-breaker test in respect of both individuals 
and non-individuals. In such a case, Paragraph 52 of the 
Explanatory Statement to the MLI observes that where 
a single tie-breaker rule exists in the tax treaty for both 
individuals and persons other than individuals, the text of 
MLI 4(1) shall modify only that portion of the rule which 
deals with determination of residence for persons other 
than individuals. In other words, that portion of the tie-
breaker rule dealing with individuals would remain 
unaltered or unaffected by MLI 4(1). One such example 
is Article 4(2) of the Indo-Japan DTAA. One can observe 
from the synthesised text of the Indo-Japan DTAA that 
the text of Article 4(2) would remain modified by the text 
of MLI 4(1) only to the extent that it deals with tie-breaker 
tests in the case of non-individuals.

5. We can understand the application of compatibility 
clauses with reference to MLI 6:

5.1 MLI 6(2) provides that the text of MLI 6(1) would apply 
in place of or in the absence of the preamble language 
of the Covered Tax Agreement referring to an intent to 
eliminate double taxation, whether or not that language 
also refers to the intent not to create opportunities for non-
taxation or reduced taxation.

5.2 Paragraph 81 of the Explanatory Statement to 
the MLI explains that the preamble text in MLI 6(1) 
replaces the existing preamble language of CTAs 
that refers to an intent to eliminate double taxation 
(whether or not that language also refers to an intent 
not to create opportunities for non-taxation or reduced 
taxation), or is added to the preamble of CTAs where such 
language does not exist in the preamble of the Covered 
Tax Agreements.
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5.3 MLI 6(5) provides that each party shall notify 
the Depository of whether each of its CTAs, other than 
those that are within the scope of a reservation under MLI 
6(4), contains preamble language described in MLI 6(2), 
and if so, the text of the relevant preamble paragraph. 
Where all contracting jurisdictions have made such 
a notification with respect to the preamble language, 
such preamble language shall be replaced by the text 
described in MLI 6(1). In other cases the text described 
in MLI 6(1) shall be included in addition to the existing 
preamble language.

5.4 It may be noted that India has not made a reservation 
under MLI 6(4). India has also not made any notification 
under MLI 6(5). Other contracting states may have 
notified the existing preamble texts. For example, France 
has notified the existing preamble text with its treaty 
with India. Thus, there is a notification mismatch (i.e., India 
has not notified while France has notified). In such a case, 
the text of MLI 6(1) being a minimum standard would be 
added to the existing preamble text contained in the CTAs.

5.5 We may also refer to some of the following CTAs of 
India where the text of MLI 6(1) has been added to the 
text of the CTA:

5.5.1 Indo-Luxembourg DTAA:

DTAA LUXEMBOURG - Preamble – Relevant Extract

Existing The Government of the Republic of India and the 
Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, desiring 
to conclude an Agreement for the avoidance of double 
taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect 
to taxes on income and on capital and with a view to 
promoting economic co-operation between the two 
countries, have agreed as follows:

Added ‘Intending to eliminate double taxation with respect to 
the taxes covered by this agreement without creating 
opportunities for non-taxation or reduced taxation through 
tax evasion or avoidance (including through treaty-
shopping arrangements aimed at obtaining reliefs provided 
in this agreement for the indirect benefit of residents of third 
jurisdictions),’

5.5.2 Indo-Japanese DTAA:

DTAA JAPAN - Preamble – Relevant Extract

Existing The Government of Japan and the Government of the 
Republic of India, 
Desiring to conclude a new Convention for the avoidance 
of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with 
respect to taxes on income, 
have agreed as follows:

DTAA JAPAN - Preamble – Relevant Extract

Added ‘Intending to eliminate double taxation with respect to 
the taxes covered by this agreement without creating 
opportunities for non-taxation or reduced taxation through 
tax evasion or avoidance (including through treaty-
shopping arrangements aimed at obtaining reliefs provided 
in this agreement for the indirect benefit of residents of third 
jurisdictions),’

G. RESERVATION
1. It would be pertinent to note that the MLI cannot 
impinge upon the sovereign taxing rights of a contracting 
jurisdiction.

2. Thus, where a substantial provision of the MLI does 
not reflect a minimum standard, a party (contracting 
jurisdiction) is given the flexibility to opt out of the provision 
entirely, or in some cases partly.

3. Reservation means a party opts out of a provision of 
the MLI. When reserved, the relevant provision of the 
MLI so reserved would not amend the CTA. A reservation 
of an MLI provision would thus mean the CTA provision 
applies as it is. More and more of reservation means less 
and less of MLI affecting the CTA.

4. However, a reservation is not permitted for a minimum 
standard unless the CTAs contain clauses which meet 
the minimum standard. This has been dealt with in 
Paragraphs E6-E11 above.

5. It may be noted that MLI 28 deals with reservations. MLI 
28(5) provides that reservations shall generally be made 
at the time of signature or when depositing the instrument 
of ratification, acceptance or approval, subject to certain 
exceptions. After such deposit, no further reservation is 
permissible. This would prevent further dilution of the 
impact of MLI by subsequent reservations.

6. At the same time, MLI 28(9) permits a party to withdraw 
a reservation made earlier at any time or to replace it 
with a more limited reservation. This would mean that it 
is permissible to further enhance the impact of MLI by 
subsequent withdrawal of reservations.

7. On reservation, in the Indian context, an example is 
the reservation made by India under MLI 3(5)(a). By 
virtue of this, India has reserved its right for MLI 3 not to 
apply in entirety to its CTAs. Thus, irrespective of whether 
contracting jurisdictions choose to apply MLI 3 qua India, 
the provisions of MLI 3 would not amend the provisions 
of India’s CTAs.
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8. Consider the impact of reservation under MLI 12(4) 
by Australia on Article 5(PE) of the Indo-Australia DTAA. 
Though India has notified the relevant article numbers of 
the Indo-Australia DTAA under provisions of MLI 12(5) 
and MLI 12(6), Article 5 of the Indo-Australia DTAA would 
remain unamended by MLI 12 as Australia has reserved 
the application of MLI 12 in its entirety with respect to all 
its CTAs.

9. A party cannot make a reservation with respect 
to a particular CTA. It has to either be across-the-board 
or with respect to a subset of CTAs based on an objective 
criterion. This has been taken note of at Page 5 of the 
Explanatory Statement to the MLI. In other words, 
reservations cannot be country-centric but must be 
parameter-centric.

10. A country may still achieve the desired result in certain 
cases in light of specific reservation clauses. One such 
example could be of MLI 4(3)(f) which enables a party 
to reserve the right for MLI 4 not to apply in its entirety 
to those of its CTAs where the other party to the CTA 
has opted for MLI 4(3)(e). Thus, where a reservation is 
made under MLI 4(3)(f) it would only seek to target those 
treaties where the treaty partners exercise option under 
MLI 4(3)(e).

11. It may be noted that qua India, three countries, namely, 
Australia, Fiji and Indonesia, have exercised reservation 
under MLI 4(3)(e). If India wished it could have exercised 
reservation under MLI 4(3)(f). However, India has not 
chosen to make such a reservation.

H. NOTIFICATION
1. Notification represents an expression of choice of option 
by a party to the MLI or it ensures clarity about existing 
provisions that are within the scope of compatibility 
clauses.

2. This is clear from Page 11 of the FAQs to the MLI 
which provides that it is the information submitted to the 
Depository to ensure clarity and transparency on the 
application of alternative or optional provisions of the MLI 
and on the application of provisions of the MLI, and on 
the provisions that supersede or modify specific types of 
existing provisions of a CTA.

3. Notification is thus a communication by a contracting 
state who is party to the MLI. Notifications are issued for 
expressing reservations or exercising options or indicating 
the provisions of CTA to be amended by MLI.

I. INDIA’S MLI POSITION AS ON 18TH 
FEBRUARY, 2021
1. India’s MLI position as per the MLI Matching Database 
available on the OECD Website6 stands as follows:

Particulars Count of 
countries

Agreements that would be CTAs:
1. Notification mismatch. Need to check whether both 
jurisdictions have identified the same agreement

10

2. The agreement would be CTA with an amending 
instrument in force:

Austria
Belgium
Morocco
Spain

4

3. The agreement would be a CTA 46

Sub-total (A) = 1 + 2 + 3 60
Agreements that would not be CTAs:
4. The agreement would not be a CTA because Germany 
has not included it in its notification

1

5. The agreement would not be a CTA because Hong 
Kong (China) has not included it in its notification

1

6. The agreement would not be a CTA because Mauritius 
has not included it in its notification

1

7. The agreement would not be a CTA because neither 
jurisdiction has included it in its notification

28

8. The agreement would not be a CTA because neither 
jurisdiction has included it in its notification

Bahrain

1

9. The agreement would not be a CTA because Oman 
has not included it in its notification

1

10. The agreement would not be a CTA because 
Switzerland has not included it in its notification

1

Sub-total (B) = (4) + (5) + (6) + (7) + (8) + (9) + (10) 34

Total (A) + (B) 94

2. As per MLI 2(1)(a)(ii), in order for a tax treaty to be 
a CTA, it will have to be notified by each party to such 
treaty. From the above table it is clear that in the case 
of ten tax treaties there seems to be a notification 
mismatch as to the relevant tax treaty sought to be 
modified by the MLI. Thus, one will have to check 
whether both India and the corresponding treaty 
partner have notified the same treaty sought to be 
modified by the MLI before applying the MLI.

6 https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/mli-matching-database.htm#:~:text=MLI%20
Matching%20Database%20(beta)%20The%20Multilateral%20Convention%20
to,MLI%20by%20matching%20information%20from%20Signatories'%20M-
LI%20Positions.
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J. CONCLUSION
MLI is a reality and is in effect or is to come into effect in 
respect of treaties with 42 jurisdictions qua India. While 
examining the tax consequences under the treaty one 
will have to be mindful of the provisions of the MLI and 
the interaction between the provisions of the MLI and 
the provisions of the treaty. In doing so, one will have to 

People who call differences “inequities” 
and achievements “privilege” leave 

social havoc in their wake, while 
feeling noble about siding with the less 
fortunate. It would never occur to them 
that they have any responsibility for the 

harm done to both blacks and Asian 
Americans

 —  Thomas Sowell

A couple of generations ago, smoking 
was the norm. That’s changed because 

social norms have shifted.
In many ways, our phones are the 

cigarettes of today. 
But, just as we did with smoking, we 
can develop norms that make it taboo 

to check one’s phone in the company of 
others

 —  Nir Eyal

refer to the compatibility clauses. One may also have to 
refer to the Explanatory Statement to the MLI which would 
explain each provision of the MLI and the object behind 
such insertion, the BEPS Actions which have formed the 
basis for conclusion of the MLI, the Frequently Asked 
Questions on MLI, the OECD Model Tax Conventions and 
Commentaries thereon. 
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I HAD A DREAM

The intensity was brewing slowly in the court. Spectators 
were biting their nails, not knowing which shot will be 
fired next. Both players were not letting their guard down. 
The crowd was silent, the referee's movement oscillated 
with the player's delivery and the linesman kept a check 
on every movement. The match was telecast live on 
various channels. Young aspirants were seeing their 
heroes showcasing their skills – and just then the siren 
went berserk.

I woke up shaking, shut the alarm and realised that it 
was a dream. Although it might have seemed like that, 
but it was not a match at the Australian Open, rather, it 
was two learned tax experts arguing their case in the 
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal. It was telecast live on 
the ITAT's channel and subscribers could watch any 
hearing going on across the country. ‘What a dream’, I 
whispered to myself, considering that it might have been 
the after-effect of the recent budget proposal of turning 
the ITAT faceless. However, instead of ruminating on the 
bizarre story, I thought about daydreaming and penned 
down my thoughts on my wish list for the future of the 
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT).

The ITAT was established in 1941 and has been the 
torch-bearer of judicial fairness in the country. It can 
be compared to cricketer M.S. Dhoni in his heydays. It 
is the last fact-finding authority (the finisher), the first 
appellate authority outside the Income Tax Department 
(the ’keeper) and has led the way for being the Mother 
Tribunal of all the other tribunals in the country (the 
Captain). And the fact that the Department winning 
ratio in ITAT is just 27%1, it overturns many high-pitched 
assessments (the DRS winner) and it keeps on doing its 
work without making much of a fuss (the cool-headed).

I still remember the first day when I entered the Tribunal as 
a first-year article assistant. Though my only contribution 
to the paper book at that time was numbering the pages, 
I realised the holiness of the inner sanctum of the 
Tribunal when my manager insisted that I be meticulous 
on page numbering and he even reviewed the same after 

I finished it. The showdown was spectacular and I was 
awestruck by the intellect and inquisitiveness shown by 
the Honourable Tribunal members.

That was the story of the past; now let’s focus back on 
the dream. The ITAT has stood the test of time and it 
is only possible because it is agile and adaptive to 
changes. Keeping with that spirit, I present my 7-point 
wish list for the future of the ITAT.

1. Less-Face and not Face-Less: Changes which 
might not have been sought by a Chief Technical Officer 
of an entity in a decade have been brought by Covid-19. 
Companies adapted and learnt to work from home and 
now are seeing multiple ways of saving costs through 
technical upgradation. Similarly, all cases in the Tribunal 
should be categorised into three: (a) Basic – Does not 
require a hearing and can be judged just based on 
submission; (b) Complex – Requires video hearing; 
and (c) Complex and high value – Requires in-person 
hearing. This will be cost and time-efficient for the 
Tribunal, the tax practitioners and the clients. Since in-
person attendance will not be required, it will open a lot 
of opportunities for tax practitioners from tier-2 and tier-3 
cities to grow their litigation practice.

2. One Nation - One Law - One Bench: In spite of 
numerous benches, currently there is a huge backlog 
of cases (88,0002). With the technological upgradation 
(mentioned at point 1 above) in place, Tribunal members 
from across the country could preside over hearings 
related to any jurisdiction. This will not only reduce the 
workload from overloaded benches but will also reduce 
the hectic travelling of Tribunal members who go on a 
tour to set up benches in several locations. This may 
also result in a spurt in the setting up of additional 
benches and Tribunals which can work in two shifts, 
having separate members if required.

3. Jack of all trades and master of one: A decade 
back, the accounting profession was mostly driven by 

1 Economic Survey, 2017-18

2 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/88000-appeals-
pending-before-income-tax-appellate-tribunal-chairman/articleshow/74322517.
cms

NAMAN SHRIMAL 
Chartered Accountant
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general practitioners who were masters in all subjects. 
With rising complexities and frequent changes in the 
law, very few can now deal with all the intricacies of 
even a single income tax law. Most of the big firms 
have separate teams for Transfer Pricing, International 
Taxation, Individual Taxation, Corporate Taxes and 
so on. Owing to these complexities, the Honourable 
Tribunal members must spend a lot of time studying 
minute details of every case. If a ‘dynamic jurisdiction’ 
is in place (see point 2), judges of a specialised area 
/ section can preside over all similar cases. This will 
ensure detailed, in-depth discussion on each topic and 
the results will be similar and swifter.

4. OTT platform: Online telecasts of Tribunals can be 
done for viewers which will not only help tax practitioners 
and students learn some technical aspects, but will also 
help them to learn court craft. This will give confidence to 
newcomers and more lawyers and chartered accountants 
would be inclined to join litigation practice.

5. ETA: Currently, a lot of the time of a professional is 
spent waiting for his hearing. Once full digitisation kicks 
in with video conferencing facility, an ETA (Expected 
Time of Appeal!) could be provided. This would help tax 
professionals to schedule their day better.

6. Error 404 - Page not found: Many times, digitisation 
leads to further problems rather than solutions. A robust 
internal technical system which allows uploading of 
documents without size limit, writing of replies without 
word limit and allowance of documents to and from in the 
hearing would help the cause of e-hearing. Additionally, 
the facility of explaining through a live digital whiteboard 
and PowerPoint presentation would be the cherry on the 
cake.

7. Circular reference: Often, a case is remanded back 
to the Assessing Officer for finding the facts. Then, the 
whole circular motion of the A.O., CIT(A) and ITAT starts 
once again, which delays the decision-making. With the 
help of technological advancement, if a special cell is 
created at the ITAT level to finalise the facts and present 
them to the bench, it would surely ensure speedy justice.

The list can go on and on with the emphasis on 
technological upgrading and efficient utilisation of 
resources. However, the one thing that I don't want to 
be changed is the way in which ITAT has upheld the 
principle of natural justice. This is one thing by which 
I was mesmerised as a young kid and I want any other 

Top 15 things money can’t buy:
Time. 

Happiness. 
Inner Peace. 

Integrity. 
Love. 

Character. 
Manners. 
Health. 
Respect. 
Morals. 
Trust. 

Patience. 
Class. 

Common sense. 
Dignity

 —  Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart

person joining the profession to feel the same. I would 
be extremely grateful if some portion of my dream does 
come true.

Jai Hind! Jai Taxpayers! 
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COGNIZANCE OF THE OFFENCE OF MONEY-LAUNDERING

INTRODUCTION
Newspaper reports show that, on an average, every 
week in two to three cases a businessman, politician, 
banker or bureaucrat is booked under the Prevention of 
Money-Laundering Act (PMLA). Apart from attachment of 
property and freezing of bank accounts, another action 
started simultaneously against such a person is initiation 
of criminal proceedings. On a complaint made u/s 44 of 
the PMLA, investigation commences and the Special 
Court may take cognizance of the offence of money-
laundering.

However, the terms ‘cognizance of offence’ and 
‘cognizable offence’ are not defined in the PMLA. Indeed, 
section 65 provides that the provisions of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973 (CrPC) shall apply insofar as 
they are not inconsistent with the provisions of the PMLA 
for arrest, search and seizure, attachment, confiscation, 
investigation, prosecution and all other proceedings 
under the PMLA.

Accordingly, in the absence of any provision in the PMLA, 
one may refer to the provisions of the CrPC on a given 
aspect such as the definition of ‘cognizable offence’. This 
term is defined in section 2(c) of the CrPC as follows:

‘Cognizable offence’ means an offence for which, and 
‘cognizable case’ means a case in which, a police officer 
may, in accordance with the First Schedule or under 
any other law for the time being in force, arrest without 
warrant.

From a review of the above-mentioned definition one 
can see that where the offence is covered under the First 
Schedule of the CrPC or under any other law for the time 
being in force, the police officer may arrest without a 
warrant.

A reference to the First Schedule shows that it provides 
the following classification of offences:
• cognizable or non-cognizable,
• bailable or non-bailable, and
• the court which will try the offence.

Part II of the First Schedule refers to ‘classification of 
offences under other laws’. It provides that offences 
punishable with imprisonment for more than three years 
would be cognizable and non-bailable.

A reference to section 4 of the PMLA shows that the 
offence of money-laundering is punishable with rigorous 
imprisonment for more than three years which may 
extend up to seven years (ten years in the case of NDPS 
offences).

Accordingly, on the basis of the criteria specified in 
the First Schedule of the CrPC, the offence of money-
laundering is cognizable.

WHETHER THE OFFENCE OF MONEY-
LAUNDERING IS COGNIZABLE?
The issue whether the offence of money-laundering is 
cognizable had come up for consideration before the 
Courts in the following cases:
•  Jignesh Kishorebhai Bhajiawala vs. State of Gujarat 
[2018] 90 taxmann.com 320 (Guj);
• Rakesh Manekchand Kothari vs. UoI (Manu/
Guj/0008/2015);
• Chhagan Chandrakant Bhujbal vs. UoI [2017] 78 
taxmann.com 143 (Bom);
• Vakamulla Chandrashekhar vs. ED [2019] 356 ELT 
395 (Del);
• Virbhadra Singh vs. ED (Manu/Del/1813/2015);
• Moin Akhtar Qureshi vs. Union of India [2017] 88 
taxmann.com 66 (Del);
• Rajbhushan Omprakash Dixit vs. Union of India 
[2018] 91 taxmann.com 324 (Del).

The Courts gave views which were divergent and in many 
cases the matter was carried to the Supreme Court by 
way of SLPs which are pending.

However, an Explanation to section 45 has now 
settled the issue. The Explanation was added to 
section 45 w.e.f. 1st August, 2019 to clarify the meaning 
of ‘offence to be cognizable and non-bailable’. It reads 
as follows:

DR. DILIP K. SHETH 
Chartered Accountant
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not of an offender. ‘Cognizance’ indicates the point of 
time when a Magistrate takes judicial notice of an offence. 
It is different from initiating a proceeding. Rather, it is a 
condition for initiating a proceeding2.
• Taking cognizance does not involve any formal action 
but occurs as soon as a Magistrate applies his mind to 
the suspected commission of an offence and takes first 
judicial notice of an offence on a complaint or police report 
or on his own information.3

• The Magistrate takes cognizance once he makes himself 
fully conscious and aware of the allegations made in the 
complaint and decides to examine or test the validity of 
the said allegation4.
• At the stage of taking cognizance, only the prima 
facie case is to be seen. It is not open to the Court to 
appreciate the evidence at this stage with reference to 
the material5.
• For taking cognizance of an offence, the Court has to 
merely see whether prima facie there are reasons for 
issuing process and whether the ingredients of an offence 
are on record6.
• ‘Taking cognizance of offence’ means taking notice of 
an offence which would include the intention of initiating 
judicial proceedings. It is not the same thing as issuance 
of process. It is entirely different from initiation of judicial 
proceedings; rather, it is a condition precedent to the 
initiation of proceedings by the Magistrate7.

Private complainant has no locus standi
Having regard to the provisions of section 44(1)(b) 
and section 45 of the PMLA dealing with a complaint 
to the Special Court to take cognizance of an offence 
punishable under the PMLA, an important question that 
frequently arises is whether a complaint filed by a private 
complainant can be entertained by the Special Court.

This question was addressed by the Delhi High Court 
in the Raman Sharma case8. While answering it in the 
negative, the High Court made the following observations:

‘The question before the learned Trial Court was whether 

‘Explanation. – For the removal of doubts, it is clarified 
that the expression “Offences to be cognizable and non-
bailable” shall mean and shall be deemed to have always 
meant that all offences under this Act shall be cognizable 
offences and non-bailable offences notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary contained in the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), and accordingly the officers 
authorised under this Act are empowered to arrest an 
accused without warrant, subject to the fulfilment of 
conditions under section 19 and subject to the conditions 
enshrined under this section’.

Thanks to this clarification, the controversies faced by the 
Courts in the above-mentioned decisions have been put 
to rest.

COGNIZANCE OF THE OFFENCE OF 
MONEY-LAUNDERING – PRECONDITION
There are two provisions which refer to the precondition 
to take cognizance of the offence of money-laundering.

Section 44(1)(b) of the Prevention of Money-Laundering 
Act, 2002 (PMLA) provides that, notwithstanding anything 
contained in the CrPC, a Special Court may take 
cognizance of the offence of money-laundering upon a 
complaint made by an authority authorised in this behalf 
under the Act, without the accused being committed to it 
for trial.

The second Proviso to section 45(1) lays down the 
basic precondition for taking cognizance of an offence 
punishable u/s 4. It categorically provides that the Special 
Court cannot take such cognizance except upon a written 
complaint by the Director or any officer of the Central or 
State Government authorised by a general or special 
order.

‘Taking cognizance of’ – connotation of
The expression ‘taking cognizance of’ is not defined or 
explained in the PMLA. In section 44, too, there is no 
clarification as regards the meaning of this expression. 
However, its meaning has been examined by the Supreme 
Court and the High Courts in various decisions. The 
propositions laid down by the Courts may be reviewed 
as follows:

• Whether a Magistrate has taken cognizance of an 
offence depends on the facts and circumstances of each 
case and no rule of universal application can be laid down 
on this issue1.
• Taking cognizance means cognizance of an offence and 
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the Trial Court can entertain a complaint filed by a private 
party for the offence committed under the Prevention of 
Money-Laundering Act. On this issue, section 44(b) of the 
Act clearly stipulates that the Special Court may, upon a 
complaint made by an authorised person in this behalf 
under this Act, take cognizance of an offence under 
section 3. Further, the second Proviso to section 45 makes 
it clear that the Special Court shall not take cognizance 
of offence except upon a complaint in writing made by 
the Director, or any officer of the Central Government or 
State Government authorised in writing in this behalf by 
the Central Government.

Accordingly, the learned Trial Court opined that the 
aforesaid two provisions make it clear that the Court 
cannot entertain a complaint filed by a private complainant 
for the offence committed under the Act’.

Cognizance of supplementary complaint
In the context of a supplementary complaint, a question 
arises whether cognizance is required to be taken again on 
the filing of a supplementary complaint? This question has 
been addressed by the Delhi High Court in Yogesh Mittal 
vs. Enforcement Directorate (2019) 105 taxmann.com 
336 (Del). While answering it in the negative, the Delhi 
High Court made the following observations:

‘It is thus trite law that cognizance is taken of the 
offence and not the offender. It is also well settled that 
cognizance of an offence / offences once taken cannot 
be taken again for the second time. Since this Court has 
already taken a view that a supplementary complaint on 
additional evidence qua the same accused or additional 
accused who are part of same larger transactions / 
conspiracy is maintainable, however, with the leave of the 
Court and cognizance is taken of the offence / offences, 
not the offender and in case no new offence is made 
out from the additional material collected during further 
investigation, supporting an earlier offence on which 
cognizance has already been taken or additional accused 
are arrayed, no further cognizance is required to be taken’.

Procedural aspect of the cognizance of the offence of 
money-laundering
Apart from the above-mentioned substantive aspects 
of cognizance of the offence of money-laundering, it is 
equally necessary to be aware of procedural aspects 
relating to the same. Such procedural aspects are not 
specified in the PMLA.

Section 65 of the PMLA provides that the provisions of 

the CrPC shall apply, insofar as they are not inconsistent 
with the provisions of the PMLA, for search and seizure, 
attachment, confiscation, investigation, prosecution and 
all other proceedings under the PMLA.

Hence, a reference may be made to Chapter XII of the 
CrPC [Information to the Police and their Powers to 
Investigate]. This Chapter lays down the procedure to be 
followed for investigation of cognizable or non-cognizable 
offences.

A reference may be made to the following provisions 
relating to a cognizable offence:
• Section 154 – Information in case of cognizable offence,
• Section 157 – Procedure for investigation of cognizable 
offence,
• Section 158 – Report to Magistrate, how submitted,
• Section 159 – Power to hold investigation or preliminary 
inquiry,
• Section 160 – Police officer’s power to require attendance 
of witnesses,
• Section 161 – Examination of witnesses by Police,
• Section 167 – Procedure when investigation cannot be 
completed in twenty-four hours,
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• Section 172 – Diary of proceedings in investigation,
• Section 173 – Report of police officer on completion of 
investigation.

A review of the above-mentioned provisions of the CrPC 
in the context of certain provisions of the PMLA would 
show that the PMLA does contain the following provisions 
which are analogous to corresponding provisions of the 
CrPC:
• Section 19 of the PMLA empowers the ED to arrest a 
person u/s 19 if, on the basis of material in its possession, 
it has reason to believe that a person is guilty of an offence 
punishable under the PMLA.
• Proviso to section 44(1)(b) of the PMLA (inserted 
w.e.f. 1st August, 2019) requires that upon completion of 
investigation where it is found that no offence of money-
laundering was committed, just like section 173 of the 
CrPC, the ED is required to submit a closure report to the 
Special Court.
• However, in respect of the other provisions of Chapter XII 
of the CrPC, such as filing of FIR, maintaining a case diary, 
etc., the PMLA does not contain analogous provisions.

CONCLUSION
Often, clients approach their chartered accountants 
with the show cause notice received by them from an 
Enforcement Officer alleging that an offence under the 
PMLA has been committed. The clients seek advice on the 
manner of giving a reply. That apart, a number of questions 
are raised by clients in respect of the consequences of 
various actions under the PMLA, such as provisional 

The mind is sharper and keener in 
seclusion and uninterrupted solitude. 

No big laboratory is needed in which to 
think. Originality thrives in seclusion 

free of outside influences beating upon 
us to cripple the creative mind

 —  Nikola Tesla (1856 - 1943)

The most we can do is to write —
intelligently, creatively, critically, 

evocatively — about what it is like living 
in the world at this time

 —  Oliver Sacks

attachment of property, arrest, search and seizure, etc.

To advise clients on the proper course of action it is 
necessary for us to familiarise ourselves with basic 
knowledge of the main provisions of the PMLA. This 
will facilitate proper steps to be taken by the client 
during adjudication and other proceedings under 
the PMLA and briefing the arguing Counsel engaged 
by the client for representation before the Special 
Court. 
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ROLLING OUT ‘COACHING’ IN PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES FIRMS

MADHUKAR HIREGANGE 
Chartered Accountant

In today’s world of information overload and entertainment 
addiction, the attention span of most of the younger 
generation and our grandkids is going down. They are 
amazingly tech-savvy, smarter and faster than us and 
even those before us. The ones joining / doing their 
professional courses are also very clear on the balance 
between work and life. Those who are joining these 
professional courses now are comparatively more affluent 
with time. They are also clear on the need to set aside 
space to grow.

The earlier understanding of in-depth knowledge and 
rattling off the sections, sub-sections, clauses and 
explanations is no longer in vogue. Practical problem-
solving in the shortest time is the call of the day.

The advanced world is adapting rapidly to the needs of 
being able to empower the students to be able to meet the 
unknown future. The ability to communicate and present 
effectively have been the most-sought-after skills in the 
past decade. This decade is seeing ‘coaching / mentoring’ 
as the most important key to success in the workplace, be 
it in services, startups, or in professional firms. Lakhs of 
life coaches are available today on commercial basis but a 
few do it out of passion. Mentors are few and far between. 
Readers may Google for the difference between them. 
Suffice it to say that mentoring is normally longer term 
and may not be specific to ‘growth’ or ‘profession’ and 
could be said to lean towards the ‘gurukul’ system.

There can be different coaches for different aspects like 
profession, sport, life itself.

This article attempts to provide some thoughts on 
‘how to’ take up steps that one can adopt for putting 
a coaching plan in action in a CA firm. It is based on 
the exercise undertaken in the past two decades with 
the concentration being on the last year. (The ongoing 
pandemic gives us the time for both sides!)

WHO CAN BE COACHED?
Anyone can be coached if they are willing. However, most 
employees / partners may opt out as they see it as an 

exercise for additional responsibility, intrusion into their 
privacy, etc. The advantages of getting coached to be 
more effective (smart), fast-track their growth and reach 
their potential early could reduce the resistance.

There can be no coaching without the student / 
professional (hereinafter called student) being 
convinced that they need to be coached and by that 
particular person. Their view that distinguished seniors 
/ friends may not be ideal as they could be carrying 
baggage which can come in the way of open listening 
needs to be assuaged. Suggestions would include the 
need to change their thought process, take on disciplined 
habits which would need them to step out of their comfort 
zone. The resistance can come in the implementation of 
suggestions like ‘deliberate gratitude’ where they may 
need to have open oral acknowledgements with their 
parents / others.

The objective could be to be able to reach limitation due 
to past / present events, reframe the ‘stories’ to recognise 
that they were mere events and nothing more... rather, 
they were a guide for a broader ‘world view’. It is important 
to ensure that it is not mixed up with the objective of being 
advantageous to the firm.

It may also be important to set (a) the purpose, (b) the 
limits and (c) have a broad agreement on how it would go 
along as it is a strong commitment of time and proactive 
effort on both sides.

If there is too much resistance then the student may have 
to be encouraged to find out more by watching various 
coaching videos, read articles / books on the subject and 
learn like ‘Eklavya’.

WHO CAN COACH?
There is no one born to coach but those having good 
interpersonal skills and compassion could find it easier. 
Both these skills can be cultivated and one can learn 
about them on the internet. The competencies which 
can be focused on and which are needed to be a coach / 
mentor could be:
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1) Listening deeply to what is being shared without 
distractions, disturbances and interruptions. The coach 
should even be able to catch some of the unsaid things.
2) Learning to ask the appropriate questions to understand 
the student / professional’s mental make-up and possible 
‘block’ which they cannot see (reading between the lines, 
as they say). Avoid judging in the interaction.
3) Be aware of the general characteristics of the generation 
(a result of the environment) but not to be judgmental 
while listening. Understand Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs 
for arriving at the real reasons for decisions taken.
4) Get to understand possible and available ‘tools’ such 
as workbooks for coaching.
5) Understand that even managers / partners have a need 
to be loved, belonging, worthiness, constant validation 
and at times feeling that they are not enough.
6) Dealing with coaching setbacks with the belief that one 
is striving to make a difference.
7) Need to be self-motivated as well as motivating all the 
time and avoid blame and complaints about the students.
8) A coach who is in a rush or insists on completion of one 
stage can get a student disconnected.
9) If possible, the coach should have mindfulness 
(being aware of his feelings, thoughts and sensations), 
heartfulness (being sincere and warm in feelings / 
emotions) and soulfulness (expressing deep feelings and 
emotions).

ALTERNATE WAYS / MEANS OF COACHING
The need to understand the ways and means (tools) to 
coach gives us the needed confidence to take up this 
onerous contributing exercise. Some of the ways could 
be as under:

I   Learning to be a good coach as explained above is 
most important;
II  Listen to clients – are they holding back - past, present 
or future? Where excited, sad, body language, listen for 
frustrations / challenges / what is holding them back, 
demotivating factors;
III Thinking to spark ideas / alternatives for them to be 
even better. Insightful real self-stories along with well-
known stories of others could strike a chord. Use of 
metaphors is found relatable and acceptability is high;
IV Communicating – how we reply (judging vs. empathetic); 
absolute truth vs. relative truth – circumstances / 
environment being considered;
V  Long-term habits / behaviour changes and sticking to it 
by journaling, habit tracker, daily empowering routine can 
be emphasised;
VI Emotional Awareness / Mapping: +ive / -ive emotions 

ranked. Those below the average improved (issue may 
be self-esteem, negative environment, meaning given to 
events) and those with high marks also sharpened;
VII Emotional Training.

All emotions to be detailed as and when felt – not vague. 
Once labelled, suggestions could be:
1. Distance self from the incident / communication – as if 
it is happening to someone else;
2. If in five years it would not mean anything, do not spend 
more than five minutes on it; 
3. Look at the incident from the other person’s point of 
view if something keeps coming back.

POSSIBLE METHODOLOGY OF COACHING 
(HOW TO?)
a) Categorise the professional into the five major types of 
human beings to be able to customise the coaching. (A = 
Director; B = Socialiser; C = Thinker; D = Supporter; and 
X = Combination of two or more.)

b) Understand the past, present with possibly a strength 
/ weakness assessment.

c) Understand / agree on the need for coaching and 
acceptability of the coach.

d) Establish ‘connect’ by listening actively.

e) Set framework and periodicity as per mutual 
convenience of the student / professional.

f) In the physical meeting (preferred) or virtual one be 
open and transparent as a coach and if some resistance 
is observed, do not hurry or decide, probe sensitively – 
give time.

g) Getting the understanding of the emotional intelligence 
which rules each and every one of us by self and later the 
students’ / professionals’ ranking. This could lead to self-
realisation and the beliefs / areas where one may like to 
focus to be more balanced.

h) Ability to reframe the issue by placing for consideration 
the possibilities is vital. The shame, incompetence, 
helplessness expressed to be presented that one is 
enough, one is as good as the next or the opportunity to 
grow, respectively.

i) Guide in the setting up of SMART goals by looking 
at ‘wow’ goals, why that goal is important (three to five 
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reasons), sub-goals to achieve the goal, how one needs 
to ‘be’ to achieve the goals. Finally, how to achieve to-dos 
with timelines on yearly, quarterly, monthly, weekly and 
daily action points.

(a) This is a crucial part where sharing of incidents in 
one’s life, being vulnerable connects one better.
(b) Arriving at achievable goals with areas of ‘higher 
calling’ may be vital: envisioning a better world, being 
an inspirational person, believing that small daily acts 
can lead to the astounding results that one wants.

j) Look at facilitating the goals set with genuine positive 
celebratory acknowledgements for the improvement 
as perceived by the student / professional is a key to 
continuation.

k) Seek out the challenges and see the alternatives as 
identified by the student. Do not be in a hurry to provide 
the solutions. Rather, guide them to the answers to ensure 
ownership of the solution.

l) Proven technologies such as focus on being rather 
than doing, deliberate gratitude, regular exercise, 
breathing properly, meditation, journaling, letting go of the 
past and learning to forgive could be part and parcel of 
this coaching.

m) Follow through at least for six months to one year on a 
monthly basis to get the desired results.

n) Much more by involving and growing in coaching.

CONCLUSION
The world, India and our profession, all of them need 
heroes. Everyone has the capacity and potential to be 
that in at least one area. One cannot think of a better 
contribution / legacy than leaving the world better off  
with committed, professional global citizens / leaders. 
Coach yourself and coach all at the office for an 
empowered and happy office with no limits on growth of 
the individual or firm. 
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REVISITING AUDITING STANDARDS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Section 149(3) of the Companies Act, 2013 makes a short 
statement to the effect that, ‘Every auditor shall comply 
with the Auditing Standards’. This proviso legalised the 
necessity for auditors to follow Auditing Standards. 
The recent reports of the National Financial Reporting 
Authority (NFRA) on the work of the auditors raise a lot 
of questions about how (and also whether they should) 
Regulators look at Auditing Standards and whether the 
expectations of the Regulators from the auditing fraternity 
are changing.

Background to Auditing Standards
As mentioned earlier, section 143(9) of the Companies Act 
states that ‘Every auditor shall comply with the Auditing 
Standards’. This is followed by section 143(10) which 
clarifies that the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India, in consultation with the National Financial Reporting 
Authority (NFRA) would recommend Auditing Standards 
for adoption by the Central Government. Till that time, the 
Auditing Standards issued by the ICAI would have to be 
followed.

The ICAI has issued 40 Auditing Standards segregated 
into seven different areas:

Sl. No. Area No. of standards

1 General principles and responsibilities 9
2 Risk assessment and response to 

assessed risks
6

3 Audit evidence 11
4 Using the work of others 3
5 Audit conclusions and reporting 6
6 Specialised areas 3
7 Standards on review engagements 2

Total 40

These standards cover an eclectic variety of areas 
and are comprehensive in their coverage to enable 
auditors of any type of entity to discharge their duty with 
confidence. The standards within the above broad areas 
are detailed below:

General principles and responsibilities
The nine Auditing Standards on general principles and 
responsibilities lay down the foundation for the Auditing 
Standards on other topics. These Standards cover an 
eclectic array of areas such as the terms of the audit 
engagement, quality control, documentation and the 
auditor’s responsibilities relating to fraud. In addition, they 
also provide guidance on consideration of other laws and 
regulations, communicating with Those Charged With 
Governance (TCWG) and communicating deficiencies in 
internal control. These are considered to be the general 
responsibilities of the auditor. While the terms of the 
audit engagement are best left to the auditor and the 
client, there should not be a situation where there is no 
engagement entered into at all just because of familiarity. 
In a similar vein, both the quality and quantity of the audit 
documentation maintained are equally important for the 
audit.

Risk assessment and response to assessed risks
One of the greatest risks in the preparation and 
presentation of financial statements is that of material 
misstatement. The six Auditing Standards on risk 
assessment and response to the risks that have been 
assessed by the auditor mandate planning the audit of 
financial statements and understanding the entity and its 
environment to assess risks of material misstatement. 
Since no audit can cover a comprehensive review of all 
transactions, one of the Auditing Standards covers the 
concept of materiality. It is also important that the auditor 
conduct some procedures as a response to the risks that 
he has assessed. The auditor would also have to evaluate 
the action to be taken on misstatements that have been 
identified during the audit.

Audit evidence
The importance of reviewing and retaining evidence that 
has been gathered during an audit can never be over-
emphasised. The series of Auditing Standards on audit 
evidence describes what is audit evidence and provides 
specific considerations for specific items. External 
confirmations (such as bank balances and balances of 
trade receivables) would have to be obtained. As there 

MOHAN R. LAVI
Chartered Accountant
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The opinion of the auditors in their Audit Report is 
based on their conducting the audit on the basis of 
Auditing Standards prescribed by section 143(10) of the 
Companies Act, 2013.

In the present environment where business transactions 
are becoming complex and technology drives almost 
everything, the task of auditing becomes riskier. 
Recently, Regulatory investigations and interventions 
have also focused on compliance with Auditing 
Standards.

IS THERE A CHANGE IN THE 
EXPECTATIONS OF AUDITORS FROM 
USERS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS?
One of the contexts in which the importance of Auditing 
Standards needs to be viewed is whether there is a change 
in the expectations of auditors from users of financial 
statements. In 1896, Justice Lopez ruled in the case of 
Kingston Cotton Mills that the auditor is a watchdog and 
not a bloodhound. Those days are long gone. To take an 
analogy from cricket, auditors these days are more like 
an umpire who needs to report on anything that needs 
to be reported by the laws or regulations without fear or 
favour. Auditing Standards are the tools that the auditor 
will use to report. Although there is a vast array of Auditing 
Standards, the users of financial statements cannot 
expect the auditor to detect well-conceived fraudulent 
transactions. However, the auditor would be able to 
sensitise the users of financial statements on areas that 
are of concern to him. It is up to the management to take 
note of these and ensure that corrective action is taken. 
Using Key Audit Matters, Emphasis of Matter and other 
paragraphs permitted by Auditing Standards, the auditor 
should be able to red-flag issues that could snowball into 
a crisis later.

AUDIT RISKS
In the present environment, audit risks have increased 
manifold. Over the last decade or so, most Regulators 
all over the world have had to issue negative comments 
on auditors who failed to report on entities that were 
deteriorating rapidly and ultimately had to either apply for 
bankruptcy or be sold at a bargain. A leading real estate 
company in the UK and a company in the infrastructure 
development and financing space in India are cases in 
point. In both these cases, auditors were auditing these 
companies for a very long time and hence were aware 
of the pain points. Yet, they failed to report on these. An 
extract from the report of the NFRA on the auditors of one 
of the companies reads:

would be a lot of audit evidence available regarding the 
entity being audited, the auditor has to use analytical 
procedures and sampling techniques to ascertain the 
quantum of evidence that he would need. The set of 
Auditing Standards on audit evidence provides guidance 
on transactions with related parties, subsequent events, 
assessing the going concern concept and obtaining 
written permissions.

Using the work of others
Many a time during an audit, the auditor has to use the work 
of other auditors such as Internal Auditors, Concurrent 
Auditors and Stock Auditors. It is also possible that the 
auditor may have to use the work of experts such as fair 
valuers for land and building and financial assets. These 
areas have been covered in the three Auditing Standards 
on using the work of others.

Audit conclusions and reporting
The finished product or the end result of an audit 
assignment is the issuance of the Audit Report. The Audit 
Report contains different paragraphs such as forming 
an opinion and reporting on the financial statements, 
communicating Key Audit Matters in the independent 
auditors’ report, communicating matters that in the opinion 
of the auditors need emphasis (Emphasis of Matter) and 
modification to the opinion in the Independent Auditors’ 
Report. All of the above areas have been covered in 
separate Auditing Standards.

Specialised areas
Often, auditors are engaged to attest financial statements 
prepared in accordance with special purpose frameworks. 
For example, the Securities and Exchange Board of 
India (SEBI) mandates auditors to attest the financial 
statements presented in the draft red herring prospectus 
that precedes an IPO. The 800 series of Auditing 
Standards provides guidance on how these should be 
conducted and reported.

Standards on review engagements
On some occasions, auditors are asked to review 
historical financial statements and review interim financial 
information. SEBI requires auditors to perform a limited 
review of the quarterly results of listed companies. The 
standards on review engagements have been issued 
with the intention of enabling auditors to carry out these 
engagements. Since the review engagements are not 
audits, it is necessary that the Audit Report states these 
facts – these and other matters have been covered in the 
standards on review engagements.
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‘This AQR has the objective of verifying compliance with 
the Requirements of Standards on Auditing (SAs) by the 
audit firm relevant to the performance of the engagement. 
The AQR also has the objective of assessing the Quality 
Control System of the audit firm and the extent to which 
the same has been complied with in the performance of 
the engagement.’

As a part of the conclusion, the report states: 
‘The instances discussed below of failure to comply with 
the requirements of the SAs are of such significance that 
it appears to the NFRA that the audit firm did not have 
adequate justification for issuing the Audit Report asserting 
that the audit was conducted in accordance with the SAs. 
In this connection, the NFRA wishes to draw attention 
to Response 12 in the ICAI’s Implementation Guide on 
Reporting Standards (November, 2010 edition) that says 
that “A key assertion that is made in this paragraph is that 
the audit was conducted in accordance with the SAs”; and 
that “If during a subsequent review of the audit process, it 
is found that some of the audit procedures detailed in the 
SAs were not in fact complied with, it may tantamount to 
the auditor making a deliberately false declaration in his 
report and the consequences for the auditor could be very 
serious indeed”. It bears emphasis that the very serious 
consequences referred to would ensue irrespective of 
whether such non-compliance was or was not associated 
with a proved financial reporting misstatement. Failure to 
comply with any of the requirements of applicable SAs 
indicates that the audit firm has failed to achieve the 
central purpose of the audit and that there was not an 
adequate basis to issue the report that it did.’

Even if we assume that such cases should be treated 
as an exception, the conclusions reached by the NFRA 
should be a matter of concern to the auditing fraternity.

An issue that needs to be discussed is whether 
Regulators and Government agencies should be given 
the power to prescribe Auditing Standards and also 

review whether auditors have followed these standards. 
Auditing Standards are a part of the Companies Act, 2013 
and auditors who do not comply with these Standards are 
violating the Act. The Act itself has a number of penal 
provisions for non-compliance. Hence, getting other 
Regulators also to penalise auditors would not only result 
in multiplication of roles but also cause confusion as to 
who takes the action first. Auditing Standards are best 
left to the Institute of Chartered Accountants and taking 
action for non-compliance is best left to the Companies 
Act.

COVERAGE OF AUDITING STANDARDS
As can be seen from the list tabulated above, Auditing 
Standards cover an eclectic variety of topics from audit 
risks to documentation to sampling. If applied in toto, the 
present set of Auditing Standards should be able to cover 
all risks that an auditor may face during the audit – the 
standards would also enable auditors to minimise their 
risks. However, since Regulators seem to be raising their 
expectations from the auditors, auditors would need to 
take extra care to ensure that the audit team has followed 
all Auditing Standards.

CONCLUSION
From the above discussion it can be concluded that 
auditors need to focus their attention on the applicability 
of Auditing Standards to the entity under audit and 
how they have documented the manner in which the 
requirements of the particular Auditing Standard have 
been carried out. The Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) in the United States carries 
out regular inspections in accordance with the provisions 
of the Sarbanes Oxley Act. A cursory analysis of their 
reports reveals that auditors have two options to prove 
that they have followed all Auditing Standards in an audit:
 Maintain and produce documentary evidence that they 
have followed all auditing standards; and
 Produce persuasive other evidence, other than oral 
assertions and explanations. 

We are just an advanced breed of monkeys on a minor planet of a 
very average star. But we can understand the Universe. 

That makes us something very special 
 —  Stephen Hawking
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UNDERSTANDING PREPACK RESOLUTION

BACKGROUND OF IBC AND NECESSITY 
OF PREPACKING THE RESOLUTION
The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC) was 
passed four years ago with the objective ‘to consolidate 
and amend the laws relating to reorganisation and 
insolvency resolution in a time-bound manner for 
maximisation of value of assets of such persons, to promote 
entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balance the 
interests of all the stakeholders including alteration in 
the order of priority of payment of Government dues 
and to establish an Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of 
India, and for matters connected therewith and incidental 
thereto.’ The NCLAT in Binani Industries Limited vs. 
Bank of Baroda & Anr. laid down the objective of the 
code as ‘reorganisation and insolvency resolution of 
Corporate Debtor (CD), maximising value of assets of the 
company and promoting entrepreneurship, availability of 
credit and balancing the interests of all stakeholders’.

Since then, the IBC has moved on and benefited with 
the help of the rich source of knowledge as provided by 
jurisprudence. After all, it was time for Government to 
take steps that would further improve the ease of doing 
business. Especially with the impact of the pandemic, 
there is every possibility that businesses will suffer from 
greater stress due to external reasons beyond their 
control. This could also put many businesses into greater 
trouble, making them go through the stress of insolvency 
through the Courts.

The IMF, through its ‘Special Series on Covid’, identifies 
three potential phases of the crisis, viz., a first phase where 
there is a need for interim measures to halt insolvency 
and debt enforcement activity; a second phase, in cases 
of severe crisis, where transitional measures may be 
required to respond to the wave of insolvency cases, 
including special out-of-court restructuring mechanisms; 
and a third phase in which countries strengthen their 
regular debt resolution tools to address the remaining 
debt overhang and support economic growth.

While the harsh truth of such turmoil is flailing and 
failing businesses, the pressing need is to allow genuine 
businesses to sustain themselves and provide options 

for them to recoup and bounce back. Legislative options 
may create a lucrative, conducive environment to rescue 
those affected in these challenging times. ‘Prepack’ 
emerges in the midst of all this as a decoction which 
combines the formal and informal option to lessen 
the burden. Addressing this necessity, the Ministry 
of Corporate Affairs constituted a sub-committee on 
24th June, 2020 to propose a detailed scheme for 
implementation of prepacked and prearranged resolution 
processes.

As of today a company in stress in India has four options: 
the Compromise and Arrangement scheme under 
the Companies Act, 2013; the Corporate Insolvency 
Resolution Process (CIRP) under the IBC; RBI’s 
prudential framework for early recognition, reporting and 
time-bound resolution of stressed assets; and fourth, the 
out-of-court settlement framework. The then Finance and 
Corporate Affairs Minister, the Late Mr. Arun Jaitley, once 
said, ‘I think today may not be the right time to go in for 
this discussion (informal option) because of the huge 
rush of companies coming to the insolvency process, but 
once this rush is over over the next couple of years, and 
business comes back to usual, honest creditor-debtor 
relationship is restored on account of IBC, a situation 
may arise when we may then have to consider a need 
to marry the two processes together so they may well 
exist simultaneously’. Thus, the necessity to introduce an 
ecosystem of informal options was foreseen at the time 
of legislation of the IBC and prepack has emerged as an 
innovative corporate rescue method that incorporates the 
virtues of both informal (out-of-court) and formal (judicial) 
insolvency proceedings1.

GETTING TO KNOW ABOUT PREPACK
Prepack is a process to conclude in advance an agreement 
by a company which is stressed before moving for statutory 
administration of the same. This provides it an opportunity 
to continue its business as a going concern and enables 
the promoter to rationally decide the options, and to save 
the time and money cost, along with erosion of goodwill, 
had this been routed through the CIRP channel.

The United Nations Commission on International Trade 

PRAMOD SRIHARI
Chartered Accountant
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Law (UNCITRAL) in its ‘Legislative Guide on Insolvency’ 
uses the word ‘Expedited reorganisation proceedings’ and 
Paragraph 76 defines prepack as ‘to involve all creditors 
of the debtor and a reorganisation plan formulated and 
approved by creditors and other parties in interest after 
commencement of the proceedings. Reorganisation 
may also include, however, proceedings commenced to 
give effect to a plan negotiated and agreed by affected 
creditors in voluntary restructuring negotiations that take 
place prior to commencement, where the insolvency 
law permits the court to expedite the conduct of those 
proceedings’.

The USA was the first to introduce prepack in the 
Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978. It soon gained momentum 
with more than 20% of the bankruptcies going through 
prepack2.The plan ‘is negotiated, circulated to creditors 
and voted on before the case is filed’3.

With a slight variation, the United Kingdom requires 
an administrator to conclude the sale. The Insolvency 
Practitioners Association issued a Statement of 
Insolvency Practice which defines prepack sale as 
‘an arrangement under which the sale of all or part of 
a company’s business or assets is negotiated with a 
purchaser prior to the appointment of an Administrator 
and the Administrator effects the sale immediately on, or 
shortly after, appointment.’

In Singapore, the Insolvency, Restructuring, and 
Dissolution (Amendment) Bill, 2020 proposes to introduce 
a new prepack scheme for micro and small companies 
in the Covid-19 environment. An automatic moratorium 
would come into play when a company is accepted into 
the scheme. There would be no requirement to convene 
a meeting of the company’s creditors. Instead, the Court 
can approve the scheme, provided that the company 
can satisfy it that if a meeting had been called a majority 
representing at least two-thirds in value of the creditors 
would have approved the proposed scheme.

BENEFITS OF PREPACK
Faster resolution and cost effective: The greatest 
advantage of prepack lies in early disposal of the case. 
A majority of the terms are negotiated at the stage before 
the same are administered by the courts, which allows 
sufficient time for the debtor to fructify the negotiations. 
The time taken in courts reduces substantially, together 
with an increase in the possibility of a resolution. This 
eventually reduces the cost of administrator / Insolvent 
Professional (IP) consultant. On the other hand, increase 

in the time involved in the process of resolution would 
mean that the CD may have to sustain the stress until 
the resolution, which in turn reduces the value of the 
business and also the overall chances of resolution. 
After introduction of the IBC, the time for resolving 
insolvency also came down significantly from 4.3 
years to 1.6 years. Now, prepack intends to bring it 
down even further. In countries which are in advanced 
stages of implementation of the insolvency law, such 
as the UK and the USA, the time of resolution in 
prepack can be as low as a few hours!

Goodwill retention and value maximisation: The 
threat to any business during the resolution process is 
the disruption that it causes on its normal business, 
which eventually threatens and hampers its goodwill. 
Even the Act tries to resolve this concern by introducing a 
moratorium on admission of CIRP, but the concern is that 
of loss of goodwill which would otherwise impact the right 
resolution options. Prepack as an option would enable the 
CD to safeguard the goodwill which otherwise would be 
impacted in the formal process.

Increases the possibility of resolution: Once a 
debtor opts for CIRP, he loses control of the decision-
making process which goes to the creditors. It is believed 
that the defaulting debtor must not be in control of the 
decision-making process, but then this reduces the 
possibility of resolution and leads to liquidation. The 
incidental option for a defaulting debtor in CIRP is that 
of liquidation, but the statistics reveal that debtors that 
stay long at CIRP are more prone to end in liquidation. 
Liquidation is a consequence of failed resolution and a 
non-desirable situation for the debtor, the creditors, the 
employees, etc. With prepack invoking informal methods, 
the chances of resolution increase with intent to move 
with commercial wisdom, which the debtor can assist and 
resolve.

Less reliance on courts: The report of the sub-committee 
of the Insolvency Law Committee on prepacked Insolvency 
Resolution process mentions withdrawal of applications 
filed for initiation of CIRP in respect of 14,510 Corporate 
Debtors at pre-admission stage, closure of CIRPs of 
218 CDs u/s 12A of the Code, 27 terminations of CIRPs 
by the Adjudicating Authority (AA), closure of CIRPs on 
taking note of settlement recorded by the mediator, and 
even settlements at the level of the Apex Court. The 
volume of cases is testimony to the success of out-of-
court settlements which if nurtured and guided can enable 
courts to decide and resolve.
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CONCERNS IN PREPACK
Transparency: In the existing CIRP, section 29A of the 
IBC, 2016 imbibes the importance of transparency and 
concern of involvement of the related party in the process. 
Over the concerns of serial prepacking or phoenix 
companies hangs the fear of failure of prepack. This 
may also necessitate the Government to work the whole 
process in a controlled environment to ensure that any 
unscrupulous elements do not fail the process.

Defaulting debtor in decision-making: The process 
of CIRP shifts the decision-making power from the CD 
to professionals who are independent and work for the 
common commercial good of all. This ensures that the CD 
is not in control of but only a part of the decision-making 
process. The RP and the COC decide the course of 
action which is further supervised by the Courts. Prepack 
in contract empowers the defaulting corporate to decide 
on the course of resolution, whereas administrator / RP 
/ IP have a limited role in the resolution process, that of 
overseeing and approval. This ensures that the CD does 
not hijack the resolution in his favour if left unchecked.

Framework on prepackaged Insolvency Resolution 
Process as suggested by the sub-committee
Different jurisdictions have legislated prepack under 
insolvency with various options; but it is necessary to 
make a law which is country-specific because one size 
may not fit all. The three principles that the sub-committee 
suggested to guide the design of the prepack framework 
are,
(i)    the basic structure of the Code should be retained;
(ii)  there should be no compromise of the rights of any 
party; and
(iii) the framework should have adequate checks and 
balances to prevent any abuse.

The report mentions the following as the main features of 
prepack:
 Prepack as an option must be part of the same law 
which governs IBC and also part of the same legislation.
 Prepack as an option must be available to all CDs for 
any stress, pre-default and post-default.
 The CD shall initiate prepack with consent of simple 
majority of (a) unrelated FCs and (b) its shareholders. 
No two proceedings – prepack and CIRP – shall run in 
parallel.
 Promoters and management of the CD to be in control 
of the decision-making process, except for decisions on 
matters enumerated u/s 28 of the Code, including interim 
finance, which shall be taken by the CD with the approval 

of the CoC.
 List of documents and reports like outstanding claims, 
including contingent and future claims, and a draft 
Information Memorandum, etc., shall be prepared by the 
CD and certified by the MD.
 The moratorium u/s 14 shall be available from the 
Prepack Commencement Date (PCD) till closure or 
termination of the process.
 IP shall be appointed by unrelated FC’s who shall not 
run the business like in CIRP but only administer / conduct 
the process of prepack.
 Similar to CIRP, RP shall make public announcements 
but on electronic platform, he shall verify the claim, 
constitute CoC (Committee of Creditors), get valuation 
report, conduct due diligence, make application to AA 
(Adjudication Authority) in case of avoidance transaction, 
etc.
 As in CIRP, the CoC shall take decisions with regard 
to approval by majority of votes except that of liquidation 
which requires 75% vote.
 Section 29A related to persons not eligible to be 
resolution applicants to remain sacrosanct even in the 
prepack process.
 Prepack to have the Swiss challenge method to counter 
the first offer to ensure better proposals. Two-option 
approach: (i) without Swiss challenge but no impairment to 
Operational Creditors (OCs), and (ii) with Swiss challenge 
with rights of OCs and dissenting FCs subject to minimum 
provided u/s 30(2)(b). Prepack should allow 90 days for 
market participants to submit the resolution plan to the AA 
and 30 days thereafter for the AA to approve or reject it.

BRIEF ABOUT THE PREPACK 
INSOLVENCY RESOLUTION PROCESS 
(PIRP) PASSED BY ORDINANCE DATED 
4TH APRIL, 2021
The Government, aware of the urgent need for prepack, 
has inserted a Prepackaged Insolvency Resolution 
Process (PIRP) under Chapter III-A in Part II of the IBC 
through the ordinance route. The following is a brief, 
along with some highlights, about the process:

 An application for initiating a PIRP may be made in 
respect of a CD classified as a micro, small or medium 
enterprise under sub-section (1) of section 7 of the Micro, 
Small and Medium Enterprises Development Act, 2006.
 Restrictions have been placed on the CDs who have 
recently concluded CIRP / PIRP within three years or are 
undergoing CIRP, or those against whom liquidation order 
is passed u/s 33.
 An FC, not being a related party of more than 66% 
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in value, has to propose an IP to be appointed as the 
Resolution Professional (RP). The CD shall also obtain 
approval for filing the PIRP from its FC not being its 
related parties representing not less than 66% in value of 
the financial debt due to such creditors.
 The majority of directors / partners have to declare 
that the CD shall file an application for PIRP within the 
timeframe not exceeding 90 days along with other 
declarations as required u/s 54A(2)(f).
  The special resolution in case of companies should have 
three-fourths of the total number of partners approving for 
filing the PIRP.
 The IP to be appointed as RP in PIRP is duty-bound to 
confirm whether the CD confirms the eligibility requirement 
for application under PIRP.
 Fees paid to the IP to perform his duties shall form part 
of the PIRP costs.
 The AA shall, within a period of 14 days of the receipt of 
the application under PIRP, either accept or reject it after 
providing seven days’ time to rectify the defects, if any.
 The PIRP shall commence from the date of admission 
of the application by the AA. The PIRP shall be completed 
within 120 days from its commencement and the RP 
shall submit the resolution plan within 90 days from the 
prepackaged insolvency commencement date. If the 
resolution plan is not approved by the CoC within the 
stipulated time, then the RP shall file for termination of 
the PIRP.
 Moratorium as provided in sub-section (1) read with 
sub-section (3) of section 14 shall be applicable and shall 
cease to exist upon termination of PIRP.
 CD shall submit within two days of commencement 
of PIRP a list of claims and preliminary information 
memorandum relevant to formulate the Resolution Plan.
 Unlike in CIRP, the management of affairs shall vest 
with the Board of Directors. However, the management 
may be handed over to the RP if the Committee by a vote 
of not less than 66% of the voting share in value decides 
to do so, or the AA is of the opinion that the affairs had 
been conducted in a fraudulent manner or there has been 
gross mismanagement.
 The CoC shall be constituted within seven days of the 
prepackaged insolvency commencement date and its first 
meeting shall be held within seven days of its constitution.
 The CD shall submit the base resolution plan, referred 
to in clause (c) of sub-section (4) of section 54A, to 
the RP within two days of the prepackaged insolvency 
commencement date and the RP shall present it to the 
CoC.
 The CoC may approve the base resolution plan for 
submission to the AA if it does not impair any claims owed 

by the CD to the operational creditors.
 The RP shall invite prospective resolution applicants 
to submit a resolution plan or plans, to compete with the 
base resolution plan, in such manner as may be specified.
 Sub-section (2) section 14, sub-section 2A of 14, section 
14(3(c), section 17, section 19(3), section 18 clause g to 
e, section 19(2), section 21, section 25(1), clauses (a) to 
(c) and clause (k) of sub-section (2) of section 25, section 
28, section 29, sub-sections (1), (2) and (5) of section 
30, sub-sections (1), (3) and (4) of section 31, sections 
24, 25A, 26, 27, 28, 29A, 32A, 43 to 51, provisions of 
Chapters VI and VII of Part II have been applied mutatis 
mutandis to the PIRP.
 If the AA is satisfied that the resolution plan as approved 
by the CoC under sub-section (4) or sub-section (12) of 
section 54K, as the case may be, subject to the conditions 
provided therein, meets the requirements as referred to 
in sub-section (2) of section 30, it shall, within 30 days of 
the receipt of such resolution plan, by order approve the 
resolution plan.

Prepack is a great way if India can take a leaf out of the 
book of countries which have legislated, administered and 
have learnt from experience. It may also be necessary to 
implement the law in a controlled environment but with 
the caution of not excessively restricting the eco-system 
which the law would promulgate. This law would stretch 
to the fullest strength when it is allowed to resolve the 
stress, provided that it is allowed to be experimented with 
within the framework, with little interference from courts. 
Excess legislation and restrictions may dilute the intent 
of faster resolution; this requires that those involved in 
the process of prepack are sensitive to the consensus-
building mechanism of debtors and creditors. This also 
means that creditor-debtor must also act maturely during 
this process as they must realise that the success of 
this process depends on its negotiation and approval of 
the same. On the point of restriction, such as the one 
in section 29A, views are divided on transparency and 
genuine related-party buyer.
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COVID IMPACT AND TAX RESIDENTIAL STATUS: 
THE CONUNDRUM CONTINUES

The last 12 months have resulted in people facing 
challenges and difficulties coming at them from all sides, 
and often all at once. At the very inception of the lockdown 
in late March, 2020, a panic had set in amongst a large 
number of NRIs and PIOs stuck in India, despite wishing 
to leave the country to avoid becoming tax resident in 
India.

The CBDT came out with a welcome Clarification on 
8th May, 2020 vide Circular No. 11/2020 and provided 
relief to such persons becoming accidental and 
unintentional residents. The accompanying press 
release, dated 9th May, 2020, provided further assurance 
from the Government that relief for F.Y. 2020-21 would be 
given in due course of time.

‘Further, as the lockdown continues during the Financial 
Year 2020-21 and it is not yet clear as to when 
international flight operations would resume, a Circular 
excluding the period of stay of these individuals up to 
the date of normalisation of international flight operations, 
for determination of the residential status for the 
previous year 2020-21, shall be issued after the said 
normalisation.’

By the time of the actual normalisation of international 
flight operations, the 182-day mark had already been 
crossed, thereby resulting in a situation in which a non-
resident who was stranded in India due to the lockdown 
became a tax resident for F.Y. 2020-21. There was indeed 
a pressing need for a proactive step from the Government 
to provide a breather to such people stranded in India, or 
to instruct the CBDT to issue the necessary guidelines 
for them. However, our Government, recognising tax 
as a major source for revenue, felt it appropriate to 
leave the matter untouched and was busy in other 
priority matters not concerning the hardship that people 
would face. Accordingly, people had to make several 
representations to the Government for clarity, since the 
so-called commitment to issue a relief-granting Circular 
was never met, nor any statement or indication given by 
the Government as to its plans.

Finally, after multiple representations to the Government, 
an SLP had to be filed before the Supreme Court. While 
hearing the SLP filed by an NRI who gained involuntary 
residency in India, the Court pronounced that the CBDT 
was the appropriate body to grant relief and directed it to 
issue a Circular within three weeks. But despite all these 
efforts, the CBDT came out with an ineffective Circular and 
reasoning. On the international platform, the Government 
is trying to co-operate with OECD countries to tackle tax 
nuances whereas, on the other hand, this action of the 
Government reflects its fickle mind-set in relation to tax 
levy. It is important for the Government to understand that 
‘trust is earned when actions meet words’. They should 
learn from the ancient days when kings collecting bali 
from the people were considerate not to collect such bali 
during the periods of drought / floods.

Circular No. 2/2021 was issued on 3rd March, 2021 
and instead of granting any relief or concession, as 
was expected, it was merely a summarisation of the 
existing provisions of section 6 of the Income-tax Act, 
1961 (‘ITA’) and a short explanation of how Articles 4 
and 16 of the India-US tax treaty work, amongst other 
things.

What was the CBDT trying to clarify through this Circular 
– the provisions of the ITA and the Tax treaty, or guidelines 
for stranded people in India? It is a perfect example of how 
CBDT easily discharged its obligation without considering 
the practical applicability of the Circular. No relief through 
this Circular means that non-residents have to again 
make representations and file SLPs before the due date 
to file returns in India, resulting in prolonged litigation for 
these NRIs. It is believed that this Circular will severely 
harm NRIs stranded in India.

On an examination of the reasons in the Circular for 
not granting any relief, the following points emerge:

ONE. There is no ‘short-stay’ in India
The first reason given by the Circular for not granting 
relief was that a ‘Short stay will not result in Indian 
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Clearly, the answer to this must be an emphatic 
‘No’. However, the knife is in the hands of the Indian 
Government and they would try to tax (i.e., cut) everything 
which comes their way in the name of legitimate tax 
collection. Just because NRIs have got stranded in India 
due to the lockdown by virtue of which they became 
residents in India satisfying the condition of section 6, the 
Government feels it has the right to tax their worldwide 
income. This shows that the Government interprets 
Indian laws as per its convenience. Further, if the source-
country has ‘source-based’ taxation rules like India, then 
it will levy tax on such income, irrespective of the fact that 
the income-earner is a non-resident there. If the source-
country has given up its right to tax such income arising 
and originating therein, then that should be of no concern 
to the Indian Government and remain a matter solely 
relevant to that Sovereign State.

It is also unfair for the involuntary period of stay in India 
to be considered while determining residential status. The 
Delhi High Court in its decision in CIT vs. Suresh Nanda 
[2015] 375 ITR 172 has articulated this point very well as 
follows:

‘It naturally follows that the option to be in India, or the 
period for which an Indian citizen desires to be here, is 
a matter of his discretion. Conversely put, presence in 
India against the will or without the consent of the citizen 
should not ordinarily be counted adverse to his chosen 
course or interest, particularly if it is brought about under 
compulsion or, to put it simply, involuntarily. There has to 
be, in the opinion of this Court, something to show that 
an individual intended or had the animus of residing in 
India for the minimum prescribed duration. If the record 
indicates that – such as for instance omission to take 
steps to go abroad, the stay can well be treated as 
disclosing an intention to be a resident Indian. Equally, 
if the record discloses materials that the stay (to qualify 
as resident Indian) lacked volition and was compelled by 
external circumstances beyond the individual’s control, 
she or he cannot be treated as a resident Indian.’

Besides, the newly-inserted section 6(1A) should have 
automatically addressed the concerns of the Indian 
Government of double-non-taxation of ‘stateless’ Indian 
citizens, if that is the thinking behind non-granting of relief.

The Indian Government seems to be taking a position that 
because some persons may get too much of a benefit, 
no relief should be granted to anyone, a position which 
is both disingenuous and inconsistent. By granting relief, 

residency’. This reason shows that the CBDT has not 
considered the situation that by the time international 
flights were normalised and stranded NRIs could leave 
the country and return to their country of usual residence, 
they had already exceeded the threshold of 183 days’ 
stay in India and become residents. Therefore, for most 
persons who were stranded in India as on 1st April, 2020 
the terminology of a ‘short stay’ in India during F.Y. 2020-
21 introduced by the CBDT is highly irrelevant, especially 
as it was evident that NRIs were forced to remain in India 
till at least July (when limited flights to the US and France 
were commenced) and in most other cases till October. 
Further, in case of several other countries such as Hong 
Kong and Singapore, flights have yet not resumed.

TWO. Possibility of dual non-residency is no reason 
for not granting relief
The Circular, while further explaining the rationale for 
not granting relief, raised an issue which has become 
a hot topic and a sore point for the Indian Government 
– the inequity and injustice of double non-taxation. The 
Indian Government has been focused on non-residents, 
especially NRIs, avoiding tax in India by ‘managing’ their 
residential status to remain outside India. Section 6 was 
significantly amended to tackle this scourge on the Indian 
exchequer. The Circular states that granting relief for the 
forced period of stay in India could result in a situation 
where ‘a person may not become a tax resident in any 
country in F.Y. 2020-21 even after staying for more than 
182 days or more in India resulting in double non-taxation 
and end up not paying tax in any country.’ Therefore, the 
Government deems it fit to not grant any general relief.

Never mind that this aspect was not considered 
relevant while granting relief for F.Y. 2019-20, or that the 
Government had already committed to granting relief in 
May, 2020.

Coming back to the reasoning, even if a person ends up 
becoming a ‘stateless’ person (if relief were hypothetically 
provided), they would then be unable to seek recourse 
to any beneficial position under a tax treaty and have all 
their India-sourced income subject to tax in India anyway. 
The only tax revenue that the Indian Government would 
forgo would be in respect of foreign-sourced income, 
which anyway it has no right to tax. The reasoning defines 
the intention of the CBDT to tax global income of the 
NRI stranded in India due to the lockdown. Is the Indian 
Government morally right to levy tax on such foreign-
sourced income under the ‘residence-based’ taxation 
rules?
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the Indian Government would not have done any favour; 
instead, it would simply be forgoing a right it normally 
would, and should, never have had in the first place.

In addition to exposing the income of stranded foreign 
residents to tax in India, they shall be burdened with 
the additional responsibility of the disclosures and 
compliances in India as applicable to residents. In case 
the foreign assets’ disclosures are not made by such 
persons, then the Indian Assessing Officer has been given 
unfettered powers under the Black Money Act wherein he 
can levy penalties and prosecutions.

Further, they would also lose the benefit of concessional 
or beneficial tax provisions available to non-residents 
both under the ITA and a tax treaty. And, if they are 
engaged in a business or profession outside India or take 
part in the management of a company or entity outside 
India, they would risk the income arising to them through 
such business or profession becoming taxable in India, 
or the company being considered a resident in India by 
virtue of its place of effective management being in India. 
Compliances with tax audit provisions, transfer pricing 
provisions, etc., also become applicable to such persons 
and their business transactions when they become 
resident in India. Additionally, whatever payments such 
persons would make, whether personal in nature or for 
their business or profession, would also be subject to 
evaluation for taxability in India – for example, if a person 
who becomes resident in India due to being stuck here 
during the lockdown makes royalty payments in respect 
of his foreign business to a non-resident, then such 
royalty would be deemed to accrue and arise in India and 
be chargeable to tax in India.

These follow-on consequences of becoming a resident are 
completely ignored by the Government while evaluating 
the impact of not granting relief, since there is nothing 
which is going from its pocket instead of falsely piling up 
the case for taxing such income.

THREE. No tie to break
The Circular explains that the tie-breaker test under tax 
treaties will come to the rescue of dual-residents. This 
clarity completely misses its own stand as stated in the 
Circular in the earlier section, that if someone becomes a 
resident of India by virtue of their period of stay in India, 
they will not be able to access the tie-breaker test of the 
tax treaty because they may not qualify as residents of 
the country of their usual or normal tax residency. So, 
how would the tie-breaker test come to the rescue? The 

Government should take the trouble to explain in detail 
the difference in stand taken by it in the same Circular. 
Was the Circular drafted by two different persons applying 
their minds independently? Further, India does not have 
a tax treaty with each and every country and any person 
who is resident of such a country with which India does 
not have a tax treaty would have no such recourse 
available, even if he were to become a dual resident. In 
case of any non-compliance, the Government comes with 
retrospective clarifications to tax such people. Isn’t this a 
kind of tax terrorism?

The Circular further states that: ‘It is also relevant to note 
that even in cases where an individual became resident 
in India due to exceptional circumstances, he would 
most likely become not ordinarily resident in India and 
hence his foreign sourced income shall not be taxable in 
India unless it is derived from business controlled in or 
profession set up in India.’

If this is indeed the case, and eventually relief will 
anyway be granted by operation of the tie-breaker test 
or MAP (Mutual Agreement Procedure), or foreign source 
income will anyway not be subject to tax in India, then 
there should be no reason for the Indian Government 
to not grant relief pre-emptively and reduce the genuine 
hardship and burden on accidental residents. By the very 
reasoning adopted in the Circular, granting relief will not 
confer any additional benefit upon anyone and therefore 
the Government should not have had any reluctance and 
objection to granting such relief.

The issue of tie-breaker also raises the practical difficulty 
in claiming tax treaty based on non-residential status while 
filing the return of tax (‘ITR’) in India. There is no provision 
in the ITR for individuals to claim status as tax treaty non-
residents if they are residents under the provisions of the 
ITA. It has become mandatory to provide details of period 
of stay in India in the ITR and, therefore, issues shall arise 
in cases where stay in India exceeds 182 days but the tie-
breaker results in non-residence in India.

In such cases, the options are that the filer simply claims 
all foreign source income as exempt even though his 
status is disclosed as a resident, or the filer does not fill in 
the period of stay and files as a non-resident. Filing as a 
resident may expose him to the need to make unnecessary 
additional disclosures and compliances, such as in 
respect of foreign assets. However, if such disclosures are 
rightly not made, this may attract additional scrutiny and 
also the potential for proceedings under the Black Money 
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law. Even if the proceedings may not eventually result in 
any consequence, the nuisance and additional effort and 
financial burden due to the scrutiny will nonetheless arise. 
Filing as a non-resident without providing details of period 
of stay may result in the ITR being considered defective, 
which has its own consequences. In the absence of any 
changes to the ITR or clarification on this subject from the 
CBDT, the fact that such difficulty has not been addressed 
will add to the anguish and confusion.

FOUR. Employment income
The Circular reiterates the current legal position that 
employment-related income of an accidental resident will 
only be subject to tax in India if his stay exceeds 183 days 
in India or if a PE of the foreign employer bears the salary.

Therefore, the Circular itself acknowledges the fact that 
many persons will be in India for 183 days or more when 
it talks about dual non-residency, (but) it ignores this very 
aspect while discussing taxation of salary and wages.

The salary structure of any employee is designed based on 
the applicable taxation and labour laws of the jurisdiction 
where the employee was expected to be exercising 
his employment. The tax deductions and taxability of 
perquisites, employment benefits such as pension, 
social security and retirement benefit contributions, stock 
options and similar reward schemes, etc., vary greatly 
from country to country and the calculation is extremely 
sensitive to the specific tax considerations under which 
the remuneration package was designed.

Therefore, all those persons stuck in India and exercising 
their employment in India will unnecessarily have their 
employment income subjected to tax in India. While 
there may not be an instance of double taxation, there 
surely will be instances of unforeseen and unexpected 
tax consequences on account of differing tax treatments 
and employment-related tax breaks not being available in 
India as against the jurisdiction of the employer.

Not merely this, the rates of tax applicable in India may 
be much higher than the rates of tax applicable in the 
person’s home country, and given the relatively weaker 
purchasing power of the Indian Rupee, it is likely that a 
major portion of the employment-related income would be 
subject to tax under the 30% tax slab, while the income 
would not have been subject to such high rates of tax 
in the home country. This will have a serious cash flow 
impact due to the additional tax liability to be borne in 
India.

FIVE. No credit-worthiness
This brings up the next matter which the Circular 
addressed, i.e., credit of foreign taxes. The Government’s 
argument is that even if there is a case of double taxation, 
credit of foreign taxes would be available in India as per 
Rule 128.

This ignores the concern of many of the accidental 
residents, that the real problem may not be double 
taxation but the overall rate of taxation. If the foreign tax 
liability and effective rate of tax is greater that the Indian 
rate of tax, there would be no concern. However, in 
most cases the Indian rate of tax is higher due to which 
even after eliminating double taxation there would be an 
additional tax cost borne in respect of Indian taxes. In this 
respect, the CBDT in its Circular could have clarified that 
such additional burden shall be refunded to the people 
taxed overly. On a serious note, if you want to tax people 
considering a certain scenario, then the Tax Department 
should also consider a scenario in which it has to refund 
money to them.

Apart from this, the elimination of double taxation through 
tax credit is irrelevant to the many Indian emigrants living 
and working abroad in lower tax or zero-tax rate countries 
such as the UAE, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Kuwait, 
Bahamas, Singapore, Cyprus, Mauritius, Hong Kong, 
etc. In such a scenario, the Indian Government is taxing 
something which it never had the right to tax. Clearly, the 
Government is taking undue advantage of the pandemic 
by deriving revenue from the stranded people.

SIX. International inexperience
The Circular then goes on to quote from the OECD Policy 
Responses to Coronavirus (Covid-19), which stated that 
the displacement that people would face would be for a 
few weeks and only temporary and opined that acquiring 
residency in the country where a person is stranded is 
unlikely.

This reference to the OECD’s analysis is of 3rd April, 2020, 
less than a week into India’s lockdown. The Circular relying 
on a projection in April, 2020 of people being stranded 
for a few weeks only is absurd given that this Circular 
is issued in March, 2021 and it is abundantly clear that 
people were stranded for several months (or even a year) 
and in almost all cases acquired residency in India.

A majority of OECD countries are in Europe where inter-
country and cross-continental travel by road is fairly 
common and convenient due to the short distances 
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involved. If a person working in France gets stranded in 
the Netherlands or Belgium, he could simply travel back 
to France by his own private car – this convenience is 
surely not available to a person working in the US and 
stranded in India.

If the Government really did want to rely on international 
experience to justify its actions, it should have fallen back 
on something more recent, which considers the situation 
as it is today, not on what it was in April, 2020 and definitely 
not an invalidated forecast from the past.

The Circular then mentions what other countries have 
done and states that the UK and the USA have provided 
an exclusion or relief of 60 days, subject to fulfilment 
of certain conditions, while some countries have not 
provided any relief or have undertaken to provide relief 
based on the circumstances of each case. The Indian 
tax authorities often argue that India is not bound by the 
actions, decisions and interpretations of other countries. 
This is done especially while denying benefits or adopting 
positions that are not aligned with the international 
experience and best practices. Conveniently in this case, 
the CBDT has taken its cue from international experience!

What is also relevant is the difference in circumstances 
between India and the other countries. A large number 
of Indians normally reside and work in other countries 
– estimated to be more than 13 million NRIs / PIOs 
globally. The US, the UK, Germany or Australia are more 
likely to host foreign citizens than have their own citizens 
working and living overseas. Therefore, these countries 
are less likely to be concerned about their emigrants 
accidentally re-acquiring residency under their domestic 
tax laws from being stranded due to the lockdown. The 
Indian Government, however, ought to have been more 
considerate to the plight of some of these 13 million people.

Another argument relied upon by the Circular is the 
position adopted by Germany which has held that ‘in the 
absence of a risk of double taxation, there is basically no 
factual inequity if the right to tax is transferred from one 
contracting state to another due to changed facts.’

However, this presumes that the taxation system and tax 
burden faced by the person in either jurisdiction will be 
similar or comparable. As has been argued above, there 
are real possibilities that accidental residents will suffer a 
much greater tax burden as compared to what they would 
have suffered had they continued to reside in the country 
of normal residence.

CONCLUSION
The position of the Government is correct to the extent 
that there are reduced chances of double taxation and 
that double taxation through dual residency can be 
mitigated and relieved through operation of tax treaties 
and credit for foreign taxes. The Circular also provides 
that persons suffering double taxation and not receiving 
relief can make an application to the CBDT for specific 
relief. It, however, ignores several other issues.

It neither acknowledges nor addresses the concerns of the 
large number of NRIs and PIOs who are normally residing 
in lower tax or zero-tax jurisdictions and will suffer a much 
higher tax burden only because an unforeseen global 
lockdown forced them to be physically present in India. 
It also ignores the implications arising out of residency in 
India that go beyond being subject to tax in India.

There would be a large number of persons who were 
resident in India previously but have recently emigrated 
to another country, but they become not just resident but 
also ordinarily resident in India because of their current 
year’s presence along with their past status and stay. 
This exposes their global income to tax in India, which is 
patently unfair.

Such forced residential status may also require them to 
disclose all their foreign assets in India and if they are 
unable to do so accurately and exhaustively, it exposes 
them to implications under Black Money law and severe 
non-disclosure related penalties. It will also restrict 
their access to beneficial tax provisions available to 
non-residents under the ITA simply because they were 
stranded in India.

Most importantly, however, none of the arguments made 
by the CBDT in the Circular are new or were not already 
known before. They were also known in May, 2020 
when the Government provided relief for F.Y. 2019-20 
and explicitly committed that it would issue a Circular to 
provide relief in respect of the period of stay in India till the 
normalisation of international flights.

The second petition filed against the Circular before 
the Supreme Court by the same NRI who had filed the 
original SLP makes the argument that the Government 
is obligated to provide relief based on its earlier promise. 
It relies on the Supreme Court’s ruling in the case of 
Ram Pravesh Singh vs. State of Bihar that there 
was a legitimate expectation of relief based on the fact 
that under similar facts relief had been provided for 
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F.Y. 2019-20 and it had been promised for F.Y. 2020-21. 
The doctrine of ‘legitimate expectations’, although 
not a right, is an expectation of a benefit, relief or 
remedy that may ordinarily flow from a promise or 
established practice. The expectation should be 
legitimate, i.e., reasonable, logical and valid. Any 
expectation which is not based on established practice, 
or which is unreasonable, illogical or invalid cannot be a 
legitimate expectation. It is a concept fashioned by courts 
for judicial review of administrative action. It is procedural 
in character based on the requirement of a higher 
degree of fairness in administrative action, as a consequence 
of the promise made, or practice established. In short, a 
person can be said to have a ‘legitimate expectation’ of 
a particular treatment if any representation or promise is 
made by an authority, either expressly or impliedly, or if the 
regular and consistent past practice of the authority gives 
room for such expectation in the normal course.

In addition to this, the petition argues that the Circular is 
unconstitutional because it violates the principle of equality 
before law under Article 14 – there is inconsistency in not 
granting relief for F.Y. 2020-21, although under similar 
circumstances relief had been granted for F.Y. 2019-20. 
Another argument is that not granting relief from being a 

non-resident violates Article 19 because it interferes with 
the freedom to practice a trade or profession and places 
undue restrictions on the same. Lastly, it argues that the 
Constitution guarantees protection to life and personal 
liberty and the lockdown was a force majeure situation, 
where the appellant was forced to remain in India in order 
to protect his life and liberty – the Circular penalises him 
for merely exercising this Constitutional right because, if 
not for the pandemic, he would have travelled back to the 
UAE and not remained in India.

The fresh petition makes other arguments which have also 
been made here to seek justice from the Supreme Court 
in the matter. The CBDT was also possibly aware that it 
may have to provide additional relief since it has stated 
in the Circular that based on the applications that will be 
received it shall examine ‘whether general relaxation can 
be provided for a class of individuals or specific relaxation 
is required to be provided in individual cases’. We can 
only hope that given the almost universally negative 
response to the Circular, the CBDT relents and provides 
the much needed, and previously promised, general relief 
and exclusion. Else, the soon-to-be-heard petition seems 
to be the last resort for any equitable relief for the NRI and 
PIO community. 

A person who has the following five 
qualities starting with the alphabet व (va) 

is respected in the society:

(i) good dress-sense, 
(ii) good physique / beauty, 

(iii) oratory / communication skills, 
(iv) knowledge, and 

(v) conduct / humility

वस्त्रेण, वपुषा, वाचा, 
ववद्य्या, ववन्यरेन च । 
वकारैः पञचभि्युयुक्ः, 
नरो िवत् पूजि्ः ॥
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TS-113-ITAT-2021 (Chny)
FIH India Private Limited vs. DCIT
ITA No. 1184 (Chny) of 2018
A.Y.: 2010-11
Date of order: 8th February, 2021

Section 37 – Input service tax credit is deductible 
u/s 37(1) when such Input Tax Credit is written off 
in the books of accounts

FACTS
The assessee engaged in the business of manufacturing, 
assembling and trading of parts and accessories for 
mobile phones operated from two units, both located in 
SEZs. The assessee filed its return of income after setting 
off brought-forward losses and unabsorbed depreciation 
under normal provisions of the Act and book profit of Rs. 
80,25,61,835 under the provisions of section 115JB.

The assessee followed the method of accounting wherein 
expenses were debited to the Profit & Loss account 
excluding service tax. The service tax paid on expenses 
was shown as ITC adjustable against output service tax 
payable on the services rendered by it. Since output 
services rendered by the assessee were exempt from 
service tax, the assessee made a claim for refund. Upon 
the rejection of the claim of refund by the Service Tax 
Department, the assessee reversed the ITC and debited 
the P&L account with a sum of Rs. 51,65,869 towards 
service tax written off and claimed it as an expenditure u/s 
37(1). The A.O. called upon the assessee to explain why 
service tax written off should not be disallowed u/s 37(1).

The A.O. was of the opinion that
(i) rejection of the claim of refund of service tax credit 
cannot impact the P&L account;
(ii) even if it is to be treated as a P&L account item, it was 
never treated as income at any point of time for it to be 
written off;
(iii) if the same is treated as claim of deferred expenditure, 

the same pertains to earlier years and is therefore a prior 
period item which is not eligible to be claimed as an item 
of expenditure.

For the above-stated reasons, the A.O. rejected the claim 
of Rs. 51,65,869 made by the assessee.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the CIT(A) 
who confirmed the action of the A.O. The assessee then 
preferred an appeal to the Tribunal.

HELD
The Tribunal observed that the A.O. has not disputed the 
fact that the assessee has not debited the service tax 
component paid on input services into the P&L account. 
Therefore, there is no merit in his observation that it is not 
an item of P&L account. The assessee has paid service 
tax on input services and hence the question of treating 
the said service taxes as an item of income does not arise 
because any taxes paid on purchase of goods or services 
is part of the cost of goods or services which can be either 
debited to the P&L account when the assessee has not 
availed ITC, or if the assessee avails ITC then the service 
tax component is taken out from the P&L account and 
treated as current assets pending adjustment against 
output taxes payable on goods or services.

When the application filed by the assessee for refund was 
rejected by the Department, the assessee had written off 
the said ITC and debited it to the P&L account. Therefore, 
the second observation of the A.O. also fails. When the 
input service tax credit is carried forward from earlier 
financial year to the current financial year, it partakes 
the nature of taxes paid for the current financial year and 
hence deductible as and when the assessee has debited 
it into the P&L account.

Further, it is a well-settled principle of law by the decision 
of various Courts and Tribunals that ITC / CENVAT is 
deductible u/s 37(1) when such ITC is reversed or written 
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off in the books of accounts. The Tribunal relied upon the 
decision of the Gujarat High Court in the case of CIT vs. 
Kaypee Mechanical India (P) Ltd., (2014) 223 taxmann 
346 and the decision of the Ahmedabad Bench of the 
Tribunal in the case of Girdhar Fibres (P) Ltd. vs. ACIT 
in ITA No. 2027/Ahd/2009. The Tribunal held that input 
service tax credit is deductible u/s 37(1) when such ITC is 
written off in the books of accounts.

The Tribunal set aside the issue to the file of the A.O. 
for the limited purpose of verification of the claim of the 
assessee regarding rejection of refund claim.

TS-90-ITAT-2021 (Bang)
DCIT vs. GMR Energy Ltd.
ITA No. 3039 (Bang) of 2018
A.Y.: 2014-15
Date of order: 22nd February, 2021

Sections 120 and 250 – CIT(A) has no jurisdiction 
to pass orders after a direction from DGIT(Inv.) not 
to pass any further orders during the pendency 
of the explanation sought from him on the lapses 
in adjudicating the appeals – The order passed 
by him contrary to the directions of the superior 
officer cannot be said to be an order passed by a 
person having proper jurisdiction

FACTS
In the appeal under consideration filed by the Revenue 
and 82 other appeals and cross-objections filed before the 
Tribunal, the Revenue requested by way of an additional 
ground that the orders impugned in these appeals which 
had all been passed by the CIT(A)-11, Bengaluru should 
be held to be orders passed without proper jurisdiction 
and should be set aside and remanded to the CIT(A) for 
fresh decision by the CIT(A) with competent jurisdiction.

It was stated that the CIT(A)-11, Bangalore who passed 
all the impugned orders committed serious lapses and 
he was directed by the Director-General of Income-tax, 
Investigation, Karnataka & Goa, Bengaluru by direction 
dated 18th June, 2018 not to pass any further appellate 
orders during pendency of the explanation sought on the 
lapses in adjudicating the appeals. It was the plea of the 
Revenue that all the orders impugned in these appeals 
were passed after 18th June, 2018 and are therefore 
orders passed without jurisdiction and on that ground are 
liable to be set aside.

Without prejudice to the above contention, it was the 

further plea of the Revenue that by Notification dated 
16th July, 2018, issued u/s 120 by the Principal Chief 
Commissioner of Income-tax, Karnataka & Goa, the 
appeals pending before the CIT(A)-11 were transferred to 
the CIT(A)-12, Bengaluru.

It was the case of the Revenue that
(i) the CIT(A)-11, disregarding the directions issued by the 
Principal CCIT, has passed orders that are impugned in 
all these appeals;
(ii) though the impugned orders are purported to have 
been passed on dates which are prior to 16th July, 2018, 
they were in fact passed after those dates but were pre-
dated. In support of this claim, the Revenue relied on the 
circumstance that the date of despatch of the impugned 
orders has not been entered in the dispatch register 
maintained by the CIT(A)-11;
(iii) in view of the fact that the date of dispatch is not 
specifically entered during the period when CIT(A)-11 
was directed not to pass any orders, the only inference 
that can be drawn is that the impugned orders were 
passed after the appeals were transferred u/s 120 to the 
CIT(A)-12. By implication, the Revenue contended that 
the orders impugned were back-dated so as to fall before 
or on the cut-off date of 16th July, 2018;
(iv) since the orders passed in all these appeals are dated 
after 18th June, 2018 when the DGIT (Investigation), 
Karnataka & Goa, Bengaluru directed the then CIT(A)-11, 
Bengaluru not to pass any further appellate orders during 
pendency of the explanation sought on the lapses in 
adjudicating the appeals, therefore the orders passed 
after 18th June, 2018 are illegal and are orders passed 
without jurisdiction and liable to be set aside.

HELD
It is undisputed that the impugned orders in all the 
appeals were passed after 18th June, 2018. The order 
by which the DGIT (Investigation), Karnataka & Goa, 
Bengaluru directed the then CIT(A)-11, Bengaluru not 
to pass any further appellate orders during pendency of 
the explanation sought on the lapses in adjudicating the 
appeals was dated 18th June, 2018. The CIT(A)-11 thus 
had no jurisdiction to pass any orders in appeal on or after 
the aforesaid date. The orders passed by him contrary 
to the directions of the superior officer cannot be said to 
be orders passed by a person having proper jurisdiction. 
The Tribunal noted that the CBDT has in paragraph 
7 of its instruction dated 8th March, 2018 [F. No. DGIT 
(Vig.)/HQW/SI/Appeals/2017 - 18/9959] instructed all 
Chief Commissioners of Income-tax to conduct regular 
inspections of the CIT(A)s working under them and keep 
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a watch on the quality and quantity of orders passed by 
them. The instructions further lay down that failure on the 
part of the Chief Commissioners of Income-tax to do so 
would be viewed adversely by the CBDT.

The Tribunal held that the very action of then CIT(A)-11 
in ignoring the binding directions given by the DGIT 
and proceeding to pass orders resulted in a serious 
lapse on his part in administering justice. The Tribunal 
noticed that all the orders impugned in these appeals had 
been passed between the 5th and the 13th of July, 2018; 
they numbered around 50 orders, involving different 
assessees and different issues, which was a difficult task 
for any appellate authority. The Tribunal agreed with the 
submission of the standing counsel that the interests 
of Revenue were prejudiced by the said action of the 
then CIT(A)-11. The Tribunal held that all these factors 
vitiate the appellate orders passed by him after 18th June, 
2018, even if the allegation of pre-dating of orders is not 
accepted / proved.

Following the decision of the Delhi Bench of the Tribunal 
in the case of ACIT vs. Globus Constructions Pvt. Ltd. 
(ITA No. 1185/Delhi/2020; AY 2015-16; order dated 
8th January, 2021) on almost similar facts, the Tribunal 
set aside the orders of the CIT(A) to the respective 
jurisdictional CIT(A) to decide the appeals afresh in 
accordance with law after due opportunity of hearing to 
the parties.

2021 (3) TMI 252-ITAT Mumbai
Smt. Dellilah Raj Mansukhani vs. ITO
ITA No.: 3526/Mum/2017
A.Y.: 2010-11
Date of order: 29th January, 2021

Sections 2(24), 45, 56 – Compensation received 
by the assessee towards displacement in terms of 
Development Agreement is not a revenue receipt 
and constitutes capital receipt as the property has 
gone into redevelopment

FACTS
During the course of appellate proceedings the CIT(A) 
found, on the basis of details forwarded by M/s Calvin 
Properties, that the assessee has been given compensation 
for alternative accommodation of Rs. 2,60,000 as per the 
terms of the Development Agreement. According to the 
CIT(A), the amount received was over and above the rent 
actually paid by the assessee and, therefore, the same 
has to be taxed accordingly. The CIT(A) having issued 

notice u/s 251(2) qua the proposed enhancement and 
considering the reply of the assessee that she received 
monthly rental compensation during the year aggregating 
to Rs. 2,60,000 for the alternative accommodation which 
is a compensation on account of her family displacement 
from the accommodation and tremendous hardship and 
inconvenience caused to her, the said compensation is 
towards meeting / overcoming the hardships and it is a 
capital receipt and therefore not liable to be taxed.

The assessee relied on the decision of the co-ordinate 
Bench in the case of Kushal K. Bangia vs. ITO in ITA 
No. 2349/Mum/2011 for A.Y. 2007-08 wherein the A.O. 
did not tax the displacement compensation as it was held 
to be a receipt not in the nature of income. The CIT(A) 
rejected the contentions of the assessee and enhanced 
the assessment to the extent of Rs. 2,60,000 by holding 
that the assessee has not paid any rent.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
Tribunal.

HELD
The Tribunal held that compensation received by 
the assessee towards displacement in terms of the 
Development Agreement is not a revenue receipt and 
constitutes capital receipt as the property has gone into 
redevelopment. It observed that in a scenario where the 
property goes into redevelopment, the compensation is 
normally paid by the builder on account of hardship faced 
by owner of the flat due to displacement of the occupants 
of the flat. The said payment is in the nature of hardship 
allowance / rehabilitation allowance and is not liable to 
tax. It observed that the case of the assessee is squarely 
supported by the decision of the co-ordinate Bench in 
the case of Devshi Lakhamshi Dedhia vs. ACIT ITA 
No. 5350/Mum/2012 wherein a similar issue has been 
decided in favour of the assessee. The Tribunal in that 
case held that the amounts received by the assessee as 
hardship compensation, rehabilitation compensation and 
for shifting are not liable to tax. Accordingly, the Tribunal 
set aside the findings of the CIT(A) and directed the A.O. 
to delete the addition made of Rs. 2,60,000.

TS-48-ITAT-2021 (Mum)
DCIT vs. Tanna Builders Ltd.
ITA No. 2816 (Mum) of 2016
A.Y.: 2011-12
Date of order: 19th January, 2021

Sections 250, 251 – The appellate authorities are 

3
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obligated to dispose of all the grounds of appeal 
raised before them so that multiplicity of litigation 
may be avoided – There can be no escape on the 
part of the CIT(A) from discharging the statutory 
obligation cast upon him to deal with and dispose 
of all the grounds of appeal on the basis of which 
the impugned order has been contested by the 
assessee before him

FACTS
For A.Y. 2011-12, the assessee company, engaged in the 
business of builder, masonry and general construction 
contractor, filed its return of income declaring a total 
income of Rs. 26,41,130. The assessee had constructed 
two buildings, viz. Tanna Residency (Phase I) and 
Raheja Empress. The assessee had made buyers of 
units / houses shareholders of the company and allotted 
shares of Rs. 10 each to them. The assessee had issued 
debentures to those purchasers / shareholders equivalent 
to the value of the sale consideration of the units / houses 
sold. Debentures with a face value of Rs. 1,00,000 each 
were issued and an amount of Rs. 99,990 was collected 
on each debenture and shown as a liability in the Balance 
Sheet of the company. This was the case for all the 27 
allottees / purchasers of the houses / units in the two 
buildings on the date of commencement of the respective 
projects.

During the year under consideration the assessee issued 
debentures of Rs. 4.20 crores towards the sale of certain 
units / spaces. The A.O. held that the assessee had been 
accounting the sale proceeds of its stock as a liability in 
its Balance Sheet instead of as sales in the P&L account. 
He called upon the assessee to explain why the amounts 
received on issuing the debentures during the year 
under consideration may not be taxed as sales and be 
subjected to tax. The assessee submitted that it continued 
to own the buildings and the construction cost had been 
raised through the shareholders by issuing unsecured 
redeemable debentures to them. It was also submitted 
that issuing of debentures by the company and raising 
money therefrom was neither held as sale of units nor 
sale of parking spaces by the Department while framing 
its assessments of preceding years. It was submitted that 
the assessee has issued 60 debentures to International 
Export and Estate Agency (IEEA) on the basis of holding 
180 shares of the assessee company. On the basis of 
this holding, the assessee company had given IEEA the 
right to use, possess and occupy 60 basement parking 
spaces in its building. Debentures were issued pursuant 
to a resolution passed in the Board of Directors meeting 

held on 4th October, 2010 and the resolution passed by 
the shareholders in the Extraordinary General Meeting 
held on 29th October, 2010.

The A.O. held that the assessee has sold the units / 
houses in the aforesaid buildings to the shareholders / 
debenture holders who were the actual owners of the said 
properties and the claim of the assessee that it was the 
owner of the buildings and the debentures / shares were 
issued for raising funds was clearly a sham transaction 
that was carried out with an intent to evade taxes. The 
A.O. also held that the amount received by the assessee 
company by issuing shares / debentures to the purchasers 
of the houses / units / spaces was supposed to have 
been accounted by it as its income in its P&L account. 
He treated the amount of Rs. 4.20 crores received by the 
assessee on issuing debentures / shares during the year 
as the sales income of the assessee company.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal to the 
CIT(A) who found favour with the contentions advanced 
by the assessee and vacated the addition.

Aggrieved, the Revenue preferred an appeal to the 
Tribunal.

HELD
The Tribunal observed that the assessee had, in the 
course of appellate proceedings before the CIT(A), raised 
an alternative claim that the A.O. erred in not allowing 
cost of construction against the amount of Rs. 4.20 crores 
treated by him as business income. The assessee had 
filed additional evidence in respect of corresponding 
cost of parking space. In view of the fact that the CIT(A) 
had deleted the addition of Rs. 4.20 crores made by the 
A.O., he would have felt that adjudicating the alternative 
claim would not be necessary. The Tribunal held that in 
its opinion piecemeal disposal of the appeal by the first 
Appellate Authority cannot be accepted.

The Tribunal held that as per the settled position of law 
the appellate authorities are obligated to dispose of all 
the grounds of appeal raised by the appellant before them 
so that multiplicity of litigation may be avoided. For this 
view it placed reliance on the decision of the Madras High 
Court in the case of CIT vs. Ramdas Pharmacy [(1970) 
77 ITR 276 (Mad)] that the Tribunal should adjudicate all 
the issues raised before it.

The Tribunal restored the matter to the file of the CIT(A) 
with a direction to dispose of the alternative ground of 
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appeal that was raised by the assessee before him.

125 taxmann.com 110
Krishnappa Jayaramaiah
IT Appeal No. 405 (Bang) of 2020
A.Y.: 2016-17
Date of order: 22nd February, 2021

Section 54F of the Income-tax Act, 1961 – 
Exemption to be granted even if investment in new 
residential property is made in the name of legal 
heir – Section 54F does not require investment to 
be made in assessee’s name

FACTS
The assessee filed his return of income showing, among 
other things, income under capital gains from sale of a 
property acquired on account of partition of the HUF. The 
assessee claimed a deduction u/s 54F by investing the 
sale consideration in a new residential property purchased 
in the name of his widowed daughter. The assessee’s 
daughter had no independent source of income and was 
entirely dependent on him. The A.O. denied the claim 
of deduction to the assessee and determined the total 
assessed income at Rs. 2,07,75,230. The CIT(A) upheld 
the A.O.’s order. Aggrieved, the assessee filed an appeal 
with the Tribunal.

HELD
It was held that there is nothing in section 54F to show 
that a new residential house should be purchased only 
in the name of the assessee. The section merely says 
that the assessee should have purchased / constructed 
a ‘residential house’. Noting that purposive consideration 
is to be preferred as against literal consideration, the 
Tribunal held that the word ‘assessee’ should be given a 
wide and liberal interpretation and include legal heirs, too. 
Thus, the A.O. was directed to grant exemption u/s 54F to 
the assessee for the amount invested in the purchase of 
a residential house in his daughter’s name.

The assessee’s appeal was allowed.

(2020) 82 ITR (T) 419 (Mum)(Trib)
ITO vs. Abdul Kayum Ahmed Mohd. Tambol 
(Prop. Tamboli Developers)
ITA No.: 5851/Mum/2018
A.Y.: 2009-10
Date of order: 6th July, 2020

Where receipt of consideration was dependent 

upon fulfilment of certain obligations, the income 
cannot be said to have accrued in the year in which 
relevant agreement is entered

FACTS
The assessee, an individual, civil contractor, transferred 
certain development rights for a total consideration of Rs. 
3.36 crores vide agreement dated 23rd July, 2008 out of 
which Rs. 1 crore was received during F.Y. 2008-09. The 
assessee calculated business receipts after deducting 
expenditure incurred in connection with the above and 
finally offered 8% of the net receipts as income u/s 44AD. 
The A.O. brought to tax the entire consideration of Rs. 
3.36 crores on the basis that, as per the terms of the 
agreement, the assessee parted with development rights 
and the possession of the land was also given. Therefore, 
the transfer was completed during the year and the 
taxability of business receipts would not be dependent 
upon actual receipt thereof. On further appeal to the 
CIT(A), the latter concluded the issue in the assessee’s 
favour. Aggrieved, the Revenue filed an appeal before the 
ITAT.

HELD
The whole controversy in this matter pertained to 
year of accrual of the afore-mentioned income and 
consequent year of taxability of the income. The 
ITAT took note of an important fact that only part 
payment, as referred to above, accrued to the 
assessee in the year under consideration since the 
balance receipts were conditional receipts which were 
payable only in the event of the assessee performing 
various works, obtaining requisite permissions, etc. The 
payments were, thus, subject to fulfilment of certain 
contractual performance by the assessee. The said facts 
were confirmed by the payer, too, in response to a notice 
u/s 133(6).

The ITAT also confirmed the view of the CIT(A) that the 
term ‘transfer’ as defined in section 2(47)(v) would not 
apply in the case since the same is applicable only in case 
of capital assets held by the assessee. The development 
rights in the instant case were held as business assets. 
The assessee had also offered to tax the balance receipts 
in the subsequent years. It concluded that since the 
balance consideration was a conditional receipt and was 
to accrue only in the event of the assessee performing 
certain obligations under the agreement, the same did not 
accrue to the assessee.

Thus, the ITAT dismissed the appeal of the Revenue.

5
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(2020) 82 ITR (T) 557 (Del)(Trib)
Hespera Realty Pvt. Ltd. vs. DCIT
ITA No.: 764/Del/2020
A.Y.: 2015-16
Date of order: 27th July, 2020

Reserve credited in the books of amalgamated 
company on account of acquisition of assets and 
liabilities in a scheme of amalgamation is in the 
nature of capital reserve only and not revaluation 
reserve

FACTS
The assessee company took over (acquired) certain 
other companies under a scheme of amalgamation. 
The assets and liabilities were taken over at fair value 
which was higher than their cost in the books of the 
amalgamating companies. The difference was recorded 
in the assessee’s books as ‘capital reserve’. These also 
included shares of Indiabulls Housing Finance Limited. 
Some of the said shares acquired in the scheme of 
amalgamation were sold by the assessee company at a 
profit. While accounting for the said profit in the books, the 
assessee company considered the cost of acquisition as 
the actual cost at which they were acquired in the course 
of amalgamation, which value was necessarily the fair 
value of the shares (calculated at closing price on NSE on 
the day prior to the appointed date for the amalgamation).

It was the contention of the Revenue that the scheme 
of amalgamation was a colourable device to evade 
tax on book profits u/s 115JB. The A.O. held that the 
reserve credited in the books was not capital reserve 
and was essentially revaluation reserve which ought to 
be added back while computing book profits in view of 
clause (j) to Explanation 1 of section 115JB. Thus, the 
difference between the cost of shares in the books of the 
amalgamating company and their fair value was added 
back in the hands of the assessee while computing book 
profits (pertaining to sale of shares).

The CIT(A) concurred with the findings of the A.O. and 
upheld his order.

Aggrieved, the assessee preferred an appeal before the 
ITAT.

HELD
The ITAT observed that a ‘Revaluation Reserve’ is 
created when an enterprise revalues its own assets, 
already acquired and recorded in its books at certain 

values. In the instant case, the assessee has not revalued 
its existing assets but has only recorded the fair values of 
various assets and liabilities ‘acquired’ by the assessee 
from the transferor / ‘amalgamating companies’ pursuant 
to the scheme of amalgamation as its ‘cost of acquisition’ 
in accordance with the terms of the Court-approved 
scheme of amalgamation and the provisions of AS 14.

The ITAT examined the provisions of section 115JB vis-
à-vis accounting treatment of capital reserve / revaluation 
reserve.

It was observed that section 115JB requires an assessee 
company to prepare its P&L account in accordance 
with the provisions of Parts I and II of Schedule III of 
the Companies Act, 2013. The section further says 
that for computing book profits under the said section, 
the same accounting policy and Accounting Standards 
as are adopted for preparing the accounts laid before 
the shareholders at the Annual General Meeting in 
accordance with the provisions of section 129 of the 
Companies Act, 2013 (corresponding to section 210 of 
the Companies Act, 1956) shall be adopted.

Section 129 of the Companies Act provides that the 
financial statements of the company shall be prepared 
to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs and 
the profit or loss of the company and shall comply with 
the Accounting Standards as prescribed by the Central 
Government.

As per the above provisions, for accounting for 
amalgamation, AS 14 is applicable. As per AS 14 
pooling of interest method and purchase method 
are recognised. In the instant case, as per sections 391 
to 394 of the Companies Act, amalgamation was 
regarded as amalgamation in the nature of purchases 
and hence purchase method of AS 14 is applicable to the 
assessee.

As per AS 14 ‘If the amalgamation is an “amalgamation 
in the nature of purchase”, the identity of the reserves, 
other than the statutory reserves dealt with in paragraph 
18, is not preserved. The amount of the consideration is 
deducted from the value of the net assets of the transferor 
company acquired by the transferee company. If the result 
of the computation is negative, the difference is debited 
to goodwill arising on amalgamation and dealt with in 
the manner stated in paragraphs 19-20. If the result of 
the computation is positive, the difference is credited to 
Capital Reserve.’

7
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Based on the above examination of the requirements 
of AS 14 and the provisions of section 115JB, the ITAT 
ruled in favour of the assessee by holding that the reserve 
credited in the books of the assessee is not in the nature of 
revaluation reserve but is a capital reserve. In doing so, the 

Tribunal relied on the order of the co-ordinate Bench in the 
case of Priapus Developers Pvt. Ltd. 176 ITD 223 dated 
12th March, 2019 which had made similar observations on 
the issue of reserve arising out of the purchase method 
adopted in the scheme of amalgamation.

PART B IUNREPORTED DECISIONS
JAGDISH D. SHAH I JAGDISH T. PUNJABI

Chartered Accountants

Ashok Kumar Wadhwa vs. ACIT (New Delhi)
Amit Shukla (J.M.) and O.P. Kant (A.M.)
ITA No. 114/Del/2020
A.Y.: 2016-17
Date of order: 2nd March, 2021
Counsel for Assessee / Revenue: Raj Kumar 
Gupta and J.P. Sharma / Alka Gautam

Section 54F – Exemption cannot be denied merely 
because the sale consideration was not deposited 
in a bank account as per ‘capital gain accounts 
scheme’ when the investment in acquisition of 
a residential house was made within the time 
prescribed

FACTS
The assessee, along with a co-owner, sold a residential 
plot on 15th April, 2015 for Rs. 6.26 crores. He deposited 
the sale proceeds in a savings bank account maintained 
with Axis Bank. Subsequently, he purchased a residential 
house for a sum of Rs. 2.48 crores on 12th April, 2017 
under his full ownership. The due date for filing of the 
return of income was 31st July, 2016, which was extended 
to 5th August, 2016, but the assessee filed his return of 
income belatedly on 5th June, 2017 u/s 139(4). In the said 
return, the assessee claimed exemption u/s 54F against 
capital gain on sale of property. But according to the A.O., 
the assessee was not entitled to the benefit of exemption 
because the sale consideration was not deposited in a 
bank account maintained as per the ‘capital gain accounts 
scheme’ before the due date of filing of return of income 
u/s 139(1), i.e. 5th August, 2016. On appeal, the CIT(A) 
confirmed the order of the A.O.

Before the Tribunal, the assessee submitted that he has 
made an investment in the residential house within the 
specified period of two years from the date of the sale 
of the property and thus he has substantially complied 
with the provision of section 54F(1). Therefore, exemption 

should be allowed. However, the Revenue relied on the 
orders of the lower authorities.

HELD
The Tribunal noted that the assessee had made an 
investment in a new house on 12th April, 2017, i.e., within 
the two years’ time allowed u/s 54F(1). The benefit was 
denied only because the assessee had failed to deposit 
the sale consideration in the specified capital gains 
bank deposit schemes by 5th August, 2016, i.e., the time 
allowed u/s 139(1), as required u/s 54F(4).

Analysing the provisions of section 54, the Tribunal 
observed that the provisions of sub-section (1) are 
mandatory and substantive in nature while the provisions 
of sub-section (4) of section 54F are procedural. According 
to it, if the mandatory and substantive provisions stood 
satisfied, the assessee should be eligible for benefit u/s 
54F. For this purpose, the Tribunal relied on the decisions 
of the Karnataka High Court in the case of CIT vs. K. 
Ramachandra Rao (56 Taxmann.com 163) and of the 
Delhi Tribunal in the case of Smt. Vatsala Asthana vs. 
ITO (2019) (110 Taxmann.com 173). Therefore, the 
Tribunal set aside the findings of the lower authorities and 
directed the A.O. to allow the exemption u/s 54F.

BOB Financial Solutions Ltd. vs. DCIT 
(Mumbai)
Mahavir Singh (V.P.) and Manoj Kumar 
Aggarwal (A.M.)
I.T.A. No. 1207/Mum/2019
A.Y.: 2014-15
Date of order: 15th March, 2021
Counsel for Assessee / Revenue: Kishor C. Dalal 
/ Rahul Raman

Item (c) of the Explanation to section 115JB – 
Reduction of provision of doubtful debts written-
back from book profit allowed, even when in the 

1

2
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1 Assessee had branches in several countries, including countries with which 
India had entered into DTAAs as well as countries with which India had not 
entered into a DTAA

2 For the relevant year, Rule 128 (Foreign tax credit rules) inserted with effect 
from 1st April, 2017 was not applicable

year when provision was made and the tax was 
paid under normal provisions of the Act, while 
computing book profit, the same was not added to 
book profit

FACTS
While computing book profits u/s 115JB, the assessee 
reduced ‘provision of card receivables written-back’ 
amounting to Rs. 19.30 crores. According to the A.O., 
the provision made for card receivable, in earlier years, 
was not added back to compute book profits, hence, the 
same cannot be reduced from book profit in the current 
year. The assessee explained that in the earlier years 
the same was disallowed while computing total income 
under the normal provisions of the Act. In those years, the 
assessee had business losses and, therefore, as advised 
by its consultant, the book profit was shown as ‘Nil’ without 

making any adjustment as required u/s 115JB as it had no 
impact on his tax liability. However, the A.O. disallowed 
the said reduction of Rs. 19.30 crores from the book profit. 
The CIT(A), on appeal, confirmed the A.O.’s order.

HELD
The Tribunal noted that a similar issue had arisen before 
it in the assessee’s own case in A.Y. 2012-13 (ITA No. 
4485 & 4297/Mum/2017 order dated 7th May, 2019) 
which was decided in favour of the assessee. In the said 
case also, the assessee had book losses and even after 
adding back the said write-offs, the resultant figure would 
have still been a negative figure and the assessee would 
not have any liability to pay tax u/s 115JB. Following the 
same, the Tribunal held that the assessee was entitled 
for deduction of write-back while computing book profit 
u/s 115JB.

PART C ITRIBUNAL & AAR INTERNATIONAL TAX DECISIONS
GEETA JANI I DHISHAT B. MEHTA I BHAUMIK GODA 

Chartered Accountants

[2021] 125 taxmann.com 155 (Mum)(Trib)
Bank of India vs. ACIT
ITA No.: 869/Mum/2018
Date of order: 4th March, 2021

Sections 90 and 91, read with Article 24 of DTAA 
and section 37 of the Act – FTC cannot be granted 
in India in absence of tax liability in India – There is 
no provision in the Act for grant of refund in India 
of foreign tax paid abroad though non-creditable 
foreign tax can be claimed as business expenditure

FACTS
The assessee is an Indian bank having branches globally1. 
It earns income from branches outside India and also 
dividend on shares of its foreign associate companies. It 
paid taxes on income in accordance with the domestic tax 
laws of the countries in which it earned income. Further, 
wherever applicable, it had also availed benefit under the 
DTAA of the respective country. Computation of global 
income of the assessee in India had resulted in net loss. 
In its return of income in India, the bank claimed refund of 
foreign tax paid abroad. Alternatively, it claimed deduction 
of foreign tax as business expenditure. Since no income 

tax was payable by the assessee in India, the A.O. denied 
the claim for refund of foreign tax2. In the appeal, the 
CIT(A) upheld the order of the A.O.

Being aggrieved, the assessee appealed before the 
Tribunal. Generally, Article 24 of a DTAA mentions the 
mechanism to grant foreign tax credit (‘FTC’). However, 
the language of Article 24 may vary between different 
DTAAs. The three variants considered by the Tribunal 
in the present case were the DTAAs with Namibia, the 
UK and the US. It also relied on the views expressed by 
several authors and also the decisions of Courts in foreign 
jurisdictions and reached similar conclusions in respect of 
all the three variants.

HELD
Refund in India of tax paid abroad
* Article 24(2) of the India-UK DTAA mentions the following 
conditions in respect of grant of FTC: (a) FTC should be 
subject to the domestic law of India; (b) Income in respect 
of which FTC can be given should have been ‘subjected 
to tax’ in both the jurisdictions, i.e., the UK and India; (c) 
Only so much of FTC in respect of doubly-taxed income 
should be given as is proportionate to income chargeable 
to tax in India.

1
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* Income earned in the UK could not be subjected to tax in 
India since the assessee did not have taxable income in 
India due to loss after aggregation of income at an overall 
level.
* FTC was available only against Indian tax payable on 
doubly-taxed income. Since no Indian tax was payable 
in respect of foreign income, there was no doubly-taxed 
income. Therefore, no FTC was available to the assessee.
* Referring to several commentaries on international tax, 
the Tribunal concluded that under none of the DTAAs can 
the FTC for taxes paid in the source jurisdiction exceed 
the actual income tax payable in the residence jurisdiction 
in respect of such doubly-taxed income.
* The Tribunal also did not accept the contention of the 
assessee that there was double jeopardy because foreign 
income reduced its losses in India which, otherwise, 
could have been carried forward and set off against future 
income, and further, credit for FTC for foreign taxes paid 
on such income was also not granted against future 
incomes.
* The Tribunal held that such difficulty referred to as 
‘double jeopardy’ (i.e., a taxpayer who but for foreign tax 
income could have enjoyed higher set-off) had not arisen 
in the current year though it may arise in subsequent 
years in which the assessee may enjoy restricted set-off. 
But such eventualities may also be contingent as losses 
may not effectively be set off within the permissible limit. 
Besides, FTC rules make the claim of FTC prescriptive 
and do not contemplate carry-forward of such tax credit to 
future years. The Tribunal, however, kept the issue open 

for adjudication in subsequent years. It distinguished 
the decision of the Karnataka High Court in the case of 
Wipro Ltd.3 on the ground that it was applicable only in 
a situation where the foreign source income was eligible 
for profit-linked deduction, but the taxpayer had sufficient 
taxable income against which it could claim FTC of foreign 
taxes paid on such income. However, the said decision 
was not an authority for granting refund of foreign taxes 
by the Indian exchequer. Even otherwise, since it was 
a ruling by a non-jurisdictional High Court, it may only 
have a persuasive effect, unlike the binding effect of a 
jurisdictional High Court.
* Section 91 grants FTC in respect of ‘doubly-taxed 
income’ arising in a non-treaty country. However, if there 
was no tax liability in India on account of loss at an overall 
level, the condition of ‘doubly-taxed income’ was not 
satisfied.

Business expense deduction for tax paid abroad
* Relying on the jurisdictional High Court decision in 
the case of Reliance Infrastructure Limited vs. CIT4, 
the Tribunal granted tax paid as a deduction by way of 
business expenditure.

Note: The Tribunal dealt with various principles of 
interpretation of tax treaty and domestic law. Readers 
may gainfully refer to the decision for detailed reading. 

3 Wipro Ltd. vs. DCIT [(2015) 62 taxmann.com 26 (Kar)
4 [2016] 390 ITR 271 (Bom)

The most important thing is to live a 
fabulous life. As long as it’s fabulous 

I don’t care how long it is
 —  Freddie Mercury, 1986  

The bitterness of poor quality remains 
long after the sweetness of low price is 

forgotten 
 —  Unknown
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IN THE HIGH COURTS

K. B. BHUJLE
Advocate

Pacific Projects Ltd. vs. ACIT
[2021] 430 ITR 522 (Del)
Date of order: 23rd December, 2020

Appeal to ITAT – Sections 253, 254 and 254(2) of 
ITA, 1961 – Ex parte order – Application for recall 
of order – Limitation – Assessee not served with 
notice of hearing before Tribunal though change 
of address intimated by assessee in Form 35 – 
Rejection of application for recall of order on 
ground of bar of limitation – Order unsustainable 
– Ex parte order in appeal and order rejecting 
application u/s 254(2) quashed and set aside – 
Matter remanded to Tribunal

The assessee filed an application u/s 254(2) of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961 before the Tribunal for recall of the 
ex parte order remanding the matter to the Assessing 
Officer to decide the matter afresh after examining all 
the documents, including additional evidence as well as 
books of accounts, bills and vouchers, etc. The Tribunal 
held that it had no power to condone the delay in filing 
the application u/s 254(2) as the assessee had filed the 
application after six months from the end of the month in 
which the ex parte order had been passed.

The assessee filed a writ petition and challenged the 
order of the Tribunal contending that it had changed its 
address and shifted to new premises and this fact was 
mentioned in the appeal filed by the assessee in Form 35 
against the order passed by the Deputy Commissioner 
and the assessee was never served in the appeal filed by 
the Department before the Tribunal. The Delhi High Court 
allowed the writ petition and held as under:

‘i) The course adopted by the Tribunal at the first instance 
by dismissing the appeal for non-prosecution and then 
refusing to entertain the application filed by the assessee 
u/s 254(2) for recall of the order, could not be sustained. 

The address of the assessee mentioned in the appeal 
before the Tribunal by the Department was the assessee’s 
former address and not the new address, which had been 
mentioned in the appeal filed before the Commissioner 
(Appeals) in Form 35. The assessee was never served 
in the appeal filed by the Department before the Tribunal.

ii) The Tribunal had erroneously concluded that the 
miscellaneous application filed by the assessee was 
barred by limitation u/s 254(2) inasmuch as the assessee 
had filed the application within six months of actual 
receipt of the order. If the assessee had no notice and 
no knowledge of the order passed by the Tribunal, the 
limitation period would not start from the date the order 
was pronounced by the Tribunal. The order dismissing the 
application filed by the assessee u/s 254(2) was quashed 
and on the facts the ex parte order whereby the matter 
was remanded to the Assessing Officer was set aside. 
The Tribunal is directed to hear and dispose of the appeal 
on the merits.’

CIT vs. G.E. Medical Systems (I) (P) Ltd.
[2021] 430 ITR 494 (Karn)
Date of order: 18th November, 2020
A.Y.: 2000-01

Business expenditure – Section 37 – Assessee 
company taking over business of another company 
– Scheme for voluntary retirement of employees of 
such company – Amount paid under scheme was 
for purposes of business – Deductible expenditure

GE was incorporated in Singapore and EI in India. The 
two companies entered into a joint venture agreement 
on 9th December, 1993 as a result of which the assessee 
came into existence with the object of carrying on the 
business of manufacturing and distribution of X-ray 
equipment. The agreement also provided that the 
assessee company would take over certain assets of EI 

1

2
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and 184 of its employees. A separate agreement termed 
‘equipment sales and employees absorption agreement’ 
was executed between the assessee and EI. This 
agreement was part of the share purchase agreement. 
Under the agreement, the employees were given a 
choice of continuity of service. The assessee introduced 
a scheme under which it paid a sum of Rs. 4,33,67,658 as 
retirement benefit to employees who availed of the benefit 
of the scheme. The amount paid under the scheme was 
claimed as a deduction u/s 37. The claim was rejected by 
the A.O.

The Commissioner (Appeals) and the Tribunal allowed 
the claim.

On appeal by the Revenue, the Karnataka High Court 
upheld the decision of the Tribunal and held as under:

‘i) The sum was paid as retirement benefit to employees 
who availed of the benefit of the scheme. Under the 
scheme, compensation was paid not only for past 
services but also for the remaining years of service with 
the company. The employees had also filed a complaint 
against the assessee under the labour laws and, 
therefore, the assessee had to offer a scheme to avoid 
any kind of future problems. The scheme was sanctioned 
by the Chief Commissioner for the exemption u/s 10(10C) 
of the Act and it was a contractual obligation and was an 
ascertained liability.

ii) The genuineness of the scheme was not doubted by 
any of the authorities, rather it had been approved by the 
Chief Commissioner. The expenditure incurred by the 
assessee under the scheme had been incurred solely and 
exclusively for the purposes of business and was eligible 
for deduction u/s 37(1).’

Principal CIT vs. Tally Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
[2021] 430 ITR 527 (Karn)
Date of order: 16th December, 2020
A.Y.: 2009-10

Business expenditure – Disallowance u/s 40(a)
(i) – Depreciation – Scope of section 40(a)(i) – 
Depreciation is not an expenditure and is not 
covered by section 40(a)(i)

The assessee was engaged in the business of software 
development and sale of software product licences, 
software maintenance and training in software. For the A.Y. 
2009-10, the A.O. disallowed a sum of Rs. 6,70,94,074 in 

respect of depreciation on intellectual property rights u/s 
40(a)(i).

The Commissioner (Appeals) held that there being 
an irrevocable and unconditional sale of intellectual 
property and the transfer being absolute, it was an 
outright purchase of a capital asset and, therefore, section 
40(a)(i) could not be invoked. This was confirmed by the 
Tribunal.

On appeal by the Revenue, the Karnataka High Court 
upheld the decision of the Tribunal and held as under:

‘i) From a close scrutiny of section 40(a)(i) it is axiomatic 
that an amount payable towards interest, royalty, fee for 
technical services or other sums chargeable under the Act 
on which tax is deductible at source shall not be deducted 
while computing the income under the head profits and 
gains of business or profession where such tax has not 
been deducted. The expression “amount payable” which 
is otherwise an allowable deduction refers to expenditure 
incurred for the purpose of business of the assessee and, 
therefore, the expenditure is a deductible claim. Thus, 
section 40 refers to the outgoing amount chargeable 
under the Act and subject to tax deduction at source 
under Chapter XVII-B. The deduction u/s 32 is not in 
respect of an amount paid or payable which is subjected 
to tax deduction at source, but it is a statutory deduction 
on an asset which is otherwise eligible for deduction of 
depreciation.

ii) Section 40(a)(i) and (ia) provides for disallowance only 
in respect of expenditure, which is revenue in nature, and 
does not apply to a case of the assessee whose claim is 
for depreciation which is not in the nature of expenditure 
but an allowance. Depreciation is not an outgoing 
expenditure and therefore the provisions of section 40(a)
(i) and (ia) are not applicable. Depreciation is a statutory 
deduction available to the assessee on an asset, which 
is wholly or partly owned by the assessee and used for 
business or profession.

iii) The Commissioner (Appeals) had held that the 
payment had been made by the assessee for an 
outright purchase of intellectual property rights and 
not towards royalty. This finding had rightly been 
affirmed by the Tribunal. The findings recorded by 
the Commissioner (Appeals) as well as the Tribunal 
could not be termed perverse. Depreciation was 
allowable. In any case, the amount could not be disallowed 
u/s 40(a)(i).’
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Principal CIT vs. Envestor Ventures Ltd.
[2021] 431 ITR 221 (Mad)
Date of order: 18th January, 2021
A.Y.: 2015-16

Exempt income – Disallowance u/s 14A – 
Disallowance of expenditure relating to exempt 
income – Scope of section 14A and rule 8D – 
Disallowance cannot exceed non-taxable income

Dealing with the scope of section 14A, the Madras High 
Court held as under:

‘i) The disallowance u/s 14A read with rule 8D of the 
Income-tax Rules, 1962 of the expenditure incurred to earn 
exempted income has to be computed in accordance with 
rule 8D which in essence stipulates that the expenditure 
directly relatable to the earning of such exempted 
income can alone be disallowed u/s 14A. The assessing 
authority has to mandatorily record his satisfaction that the 
proportionate disallowance of expenditure u/s 14A as made 
by the assessee is not satisfactory and therefore the same 
is liable to be rejected for such cogent reasons as specified 
and, thereafter, the computation method under rule 8D can 
be invoked to compute the quantum of disallowance. It 
is well settled that the Rules cannot go beyond the main 
parent provision. Therefore, what has been provided as 
computation method in rule 8D cannot go beyond the roof 
limit of section 14A itself under any circumstances.

ii) The Tribunal was right in restricting the disallowance 
u/s 14A to the extent of exempt income earned during the 
previous year relevant to the A.Y. 2015-16.’

CIT vs. S.N. Builders and Developers
[2021] 431 ITR 241 (Karn)
Date of order: 7th January, 2021
A.Y.: 2009-10

Housing project – Special deduction u/s 80-IB(10) – 
Condition regarding extent of built-up area – Some 
flats conforming to condition – Proportionate 
deduction can be granted

The assessee was a firm engaged in the development of 
real estate and construction of apartments. For the A.Y. 
2009-10 the assessee claimed deduction u/s 80-IB(10) 
on the profits determined by applying the percentage 
completion method. A survey u/s 133A was carried out 
during which it was found that the built-up area of 26 
flats exceeded 1,500 square feet. The A.O. completed 

the assessment rejecting the claim of the assessee for 
deduction u/s 80-IB(10).

The Commissioner (Appeals) held that derivation of 
profits based on the percentage completion method by 
the assessee was correct and the assessee was entitled 
to proportionate deduction u/s 80-IB(10) in respect of 
those flats which conformed to the limits prescribed under 
the relevant provisions of the Act. This was upheld by the 
Tribunal.

On appeal by the Revenue, the Karnataka High Court 
upheld the decision of the Tribunal and held as under:

‘i) The Tribunal was correct and the assessee was entitled 
to the benefit of proportionate deduction u/s 80-IB(10) in 
respect of flats which conformed to the limits under the 
relevant provisions of the Act.

ii) The Institute of Chartered Accountants has issued a 
clarification that revised Accounting Standard 7 is not 
applicable to the enterprises undertaking construction 
activities. The assessee was right in following the project 
completion method of accounting in terms of Accounting 
Standard 9.’

Principal CIT vs. Dr. Ranjan Pai
[2021] 431 ITR 250 (Karn)
Date of order: 15th December, 2020
A.Y.: 2012-13

Income from other sources – Section 56(2)(vii) 
– Property received without consideration or 
for consideration less than its fair market value 
– Scope of section 56(2)(vii) – Bonus shares – 
Fair market value of bonus shares not normally 
assessable as income from other sources

The assessee was an individual engaged in the medical 
profession. For the A.Y. 2012-13, the A.O. found that the 
assessee had received 1,00,00,000 bonus shares issued 
by M Ltd. The A.O. invoked section 56(2)(vii) and treated 
the receipt of bonus shares as income from other sources 
and assessed the fair market value of the bonus shares 
as income of the year.

The Tribunal held that the provisions of section 56(2)(vii) 
were not attracted to the fact situation of the case and 
deleted the addition.

On appeal by the Revenue, the Karnataka High Court 

4
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upheld the decision of the Tribunal and held as under:

‘i) A careful scrutiny of section 56(2)(vii) contemplates 
two contingencies; firstly, where the property is 
received without consideration, and secondly, where it 
is received for consideration less than the fair market 
value. The issue of bonus shares by capitalisation of 
reserves is merely a reallocation of the company’s 
funds. There is no inflow of fresh funds or increase in 
the capital employed, which remains the same. The 
total funds available with the company remain the same 
and the issue of bonus shares does not result in 
any change in respect of the capital structure of the 
company. In substance, when a shareholder gets 
bonus shares, the value of the original shares held by 
him goes down and the market value as well as the 
intrinsic value of the two shares put together will be the 
same or nearly the same as per the value of the original 
share before the issue of bonus shares. Thus, any profit 
derived by the assessee on account of receipt of bonus 
shares is adjusted by depreciation in the value of equity 
shares held by him. Hence, the fair market value of bonus 
shares is not normally assessable as income from other 
sources.

ii) There was no material on record to infer that bonus 
shares had been transferred with an intention to evade 
tax. The provisions of section 56(2)(vii)(c) were not 
attracted to the fact situation of the case.

iii) In view of the preceding analysis, the substantial 
question of law framed by a Bench of this Court is 
answered against the Revenue and in favour of the 
assessee. In the result, we do not find any merit in this 
appeal, the same fails and is hereby dismissed.’

CIT (International Taxation) vs. Micro Focus 
Ltd.
[2021] 431 ITR 136 (Del)
Date of order: 24th November, 2020
A.Ys.: 2010-11 and 2013-14

Non-resident – Taxability in India – Royalty – 
Consideration received for sale of software 
products under contract with customers in India 
– Assessee opting to be governed by provisions 
of DTAA – Meaning of royalty in agreement not 
amended to correspond with amended definition 
in Act – Receipts not royalty – Not liable to tax – 
Section 9(1)(vi), Explanation 4 – Articles 3(2), 13 of 
DTAA between India and UK

The assessee, a company incorporated in the United 
Kingdom, developed and distributed software products. 
It sold software products in India either through its 
distributors or directly to customers. The assessee 
entered into contracts with its customers on principal-
to-principal basis and sale of software licences was 
concluded outside India (off-shore supplies). For the 
A.Ys. 2010-11 and 2013-14 the A.O. passed final orders 
u/s 144C(3) holding that the receipts of income from the 
sale of software products in India were taxable under the 
head ‘royalty’ under the provisions of section 9(1)(vi) read 
with article 13 of the DTAA between India and the United 
Kingdom and, accordingly, brought the receipts of the 
assessee as royalty income at 10%.

The Tribunal held that the consideration received by 
the assessee from various entities on account of sale 
of software was not royalty within the meaning of article 
13 of the DTAA and that there was no corresponding 
amendment to the definition of the term ‘royalty’ in article 
13(3) of the DTAA as carried out in the definition of royalty 
u/s 9(1)(vi).

On appeal by the Revenue, the Delhi High Court upheld 
the decision of the Tribunal and held as under:

‘i) The Tribunal did not err in holding that the receipts of 
the assessee from the sale of software were not taxable 
as royalty under the DTAA. The payment made by the 
reseller for the purchase of software for sale in Indian 
market could not be considered as royalty.

ii) The Tribunal was right in holding that Explanation 4 
to section 9(1)(vi) would not apply to the DTAA between 
India and United Kingdom.

iii) The Tribunal did not err in holding that the receipt of the 
assessee was not royalty though u/s 14(b)(ii) of the Indian 
Copyright Act, 1957 selling or giving on commercial rent 
any copy of computer programme was copyright.’

(1) Karti P. Chidambaram and (2) Srinidhi 
Karti Chidambaram vs. Dy. DIT (Investigation)
[2021] 431 ITR 261 (Mad)
Date of order: 11th December, 2020
A.Ys.: 2014-15 and 2015-16

Offences and prosecution – Sections 276C, 277 
and 278 – Wilful attempt to evade tax – False 
verification in return – Abetment of false returns 
– Condition precedent for application of sections 
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276C and 277 – Incriminating material or evidence 
of wilful attempt to evade tax must emanate from 
assessee – Evidence unearthed during search 
and survey operations of third persons – No 
evidence of connection between such material 
and assessee – Mere denial of allegation will not 
amount to incriminating evidence – Abetment 
denotes instigation to file false return – Complaint 
filed by Director of Income-tax – Not justified – 
Prosecution not valid

The assessees were husband and wife. For the A.Y. 
2014-15, K filed his return on 29th July, 2014 declaring 
profit from the sale of immovable property as long-term 
capital gains. His wife filed her return for the A.Y. 2015-
16 and disclosed long-term capital gains. Neither K nor 
his wife disclosed cash payments received as part of the 
consideration. These facts came to light in a survey u/s 
133A carried out in the case of a company A Ltd. and 
other entities on 1st December, 2015 by the Income-tax 
Department and the Enforcement Directorate. In the 
course of the search several hard disks were retrieved by 
the Department and the ED. Further search and seizure 
were also conducted in the case of another company AE 
Ltd. in the year 2018 and certain notebooks were seized 
from the cashier of the purchaser company and their 
statements also recorded. A private complaint was filed 
by the Deputy Director of the Income-tax Department 
against K for the offences u/s 276C and 277. Similarly, 
another complaint was filed against his wife under 
sections 276C(1), 277 and 278.

After the Court had taken cognizance of the complaint, 
the assessees filed petitions to discharge them from the 
prosecution mainly on the ground that the documents 
alleged to have been seized during the search conducted 
in the two companies were inadmissible and the alleged 
cloning of the electronic records was not done by any 
experts and those documents also were not admissible 
due to non-compliance with section 65B of the Indian 
Evidence Act, 1872. Similarly, the person who was said 
to have given a statement as to the cash transaction had 
not been examined by the Court while taking cognizance. 
Hence, without any evidence in this regard there were 
no materials to proceed against the assessees. It was 
further submitted that the Deputy Director of the Income-
tax Department was not a competent person to file a 
complaint for the false declaration. Only the A.O. before 
whom the returns were filed was competent to file any 
complaint for false returns or evidence. The trial court 
dismissed the petition.

The Madras High Court allowed the revision petitions filed 
by the assessees and held as under:

‘i) Section 276C deals with wilful attempt to evade tax. 
In order to attract the provisions of section 276C the 
following ingredients must be available: the person (a) 
wilfully attempts to evade any tax; or (b) wilfully attempts 
to evade any penalty; or (c) wilfully attempts to evade 
any interest chargeable or imposable under this Act; or 
(d) under-reports his income. The Explanation further 
indicates that the expression “wilfully attempts” employed 
in the provision is an inclusive one. The Explanation 
makes it very clear that to maintain the prosecution, the 
false entry or statement containing the books of accounts 
or other documents ought to have been in the possession 
or control of such person and such person should have 
made any false entry or statement in such books of 
accounts or other documents or wilfully omitted or caused 
to be omitted any relevant entry or statement in such 
books of accounts or other documents, or caused any 
other circumstance to exist which will have the effect of 
enabling such person to evade any tax, penalty or interest 
chargeable or imposable under this Act.

ii) The essential ingredients of the sections make it clear 
that any statements or incriminating materials either 
should come from the accused or very strong material 
unearthed during search or survey is required to maintain 
prosecution u/s 276C or 277. The very Explanation 
provided u/s 276C makes it clear that incriminating 
materials and documents ought to have been seized from 
the accused. Unless strong materials are seized from the 
accused or any incriminating statement recorded from 
the accused, the prosecution has to wait till the finding 
recorded by the A.O. Reassessment or assessment order 
has to be passed only based on the materials seized 
during the search. On such assessment, when the A.O. 
comes to the conclusion that there is a wilful suppression 
to evade tax or under-reporting, etc., the complaint is 
maintainable. Though the offences u/s 276, 277 and 278 
are distinct offences and the Deputy Director can launch 
the prosecution as per section 279, merely because the 
power was conferred to the Deputy Director to launch 
a complaint or sanction merely on the basis of some 
materials said to have been collected from third parties, 
the prosecution will not be maintainable. 

iii) The intention of the Legislature is to prosecute only 
where concrete materials are unearthed during the search 
or survey. It is stated in Circular No. 24 of 2019 [2019] 
417 ITR (St.) 5 that the prosecution u/s 276C(1) shall be 
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launched only after the confirmation of the order imposing 
penalty by the Appellate Tribunal. The object of the statute 
discernible u/s 276 is that to maintain a complaint by the 
Deputy Director, the material seized or collected during 
search should unerringly point towards the accused.

iv) All the proceedings before the Income-tax Officer, 
particularly assessment proceedings, are deemed to be 
civil proceedings in terms of section 136. When all the 
proceedings before the A.O. under the Act are deemed 
to be judicial proceedings and the officer is deemed to 
be a civil court, if any false declaration or false return is 
filed before the A.O. such act of the assessee is certainly 
punishable u/s 193 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. In 
such a case the fact that the statement given by the 
assessee during the assessment proceedings was false 
has to be recorded by the officer concerned. Without such 
a finding recorded, the prosecution cannot be launched 
merely on the basis of some statements said to have 
been recorded from third parties.

v) The Income-tax search proceedings have also been 
held to be judicial proceedings and such authority is 
deemed to be a judicial authority within the meaning of 
sections 193 and 196 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. 
Even the raiding officer is deemed to be a civil court and 
the proceedings before him are judicial proceedings and 
if any offence is committed before such authority, the 
complaint can be lodged only following the procedure u/s 
195 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.

vi) The entire reading of the complaint made it clear that 
the assessees never incriminated themselves in the 
statements recorded by the raiding officers at any point 
of time. The search was said to have been carried out 
in AE Ltd., the so-called purchaser of the property. The 
complaint was silent about whether the assessee, i. e., 
the accused, were either directors or had control over the 
firms. Mere denial of the prosecution version could not by 
any stretch of imagination be construed as incriminating 
evidence.

vii) Admittedly, returns were filed before the A.O. by the 
assessees and the verification was also done by them 
while filing the returns. Whether such verification was 
false or not had to be decided by the A.O. before whom 
such verification was filed. Neither the false return nor 
any false statement or verification was done before the 
Deputy Director of Income-tax to invoke section 195 of 
the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. Prosecution was 
launched for the alleged offence under sections 276C and 

277. There must be material to show that there was wilful 
attempt to evade tax, penalty, interest or under-report, etc. 
Merely because search had been conducted and some 
third parties’ statements were recorded, and further they 
had also not been examined, and there was no finding 
recorded by the A.O. as to a wilful attempt to evade tax or 
filing of false verification, the complaint filed by the Deputy 
Director was not maintainable.

viii) Showing of ignorance by one of the assessees 
by maintaining that only her husband was aware of 
the return… such conduct could not be construed as 
abetment to attract the offence u/s 278. The prosecution 
of K and his wife was not sustainable.’

V. Gopalan vs. CCIT
[2021] 431 ITR 76 (Ker)
Date of order: 5th January, 2021
A.Y.: 2001-02

Writ – Article 226 of Constitution of India and sub-
sections 10(10C)(viii), 89(1), 154, 246A – Existence 
of alternative remedy not a bar to issue of writ 
where proceedings are without jurisdiction – 
Amounts received under voluntary retirement 
scheme – Denial of claim for deduction u/s 10(10C)
(viii) and relief u/s 89(1) on basis of letter issued by 
CBDT – Decision of court quashing letter of Board 
– Order of denying relief – Proceedings without 
jurisdiction – Assessee entitled to relief

The assessee claimed deduction u/s 10(10C)(viii) and 
under the provisions of section 89(1) on the amounts 
received by him under the voluntary retirement scheme 
of the State Bank of Travancore. The A.O. held that the 
assessee was not entitled to claim deduction u/s 10(10C)
(viii) and also u/s 89(1).

The assessee filed an application u/s 264 for revision of the 
order but the Commissioner denied relief. Thereafter, the 
assessee filed an application to the Commissioner u/s 154 
for rectification of his order relying on a decision in State 
Bank of India vs. CBDT [2006] (1) KLT 258 wherein the 
Court had held that the amounts received by employees 
under a voluntary retirement scheme were entitled to benefit 
u/s 89(1) in addition to the exemption granted u/s 10(10C)
(viii) and quashed letter / Circular No. E.174/5/2001-ITA-I 
dated 23rd April, 2001 issued by the CBDT which held to 
the contrary. Since recovery proceedings were initiated 
in the meanwhile, the assessee paid certain amounts to 
the Department to satisfy the demand that arose out of the 

9
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denial of relief u/s 89(1).

On a writ petition filed by the assessee, the single judge 
relegated the assessee to the alternative remedy of appeal 
u/s 246A. The Division Bench of the Kerala High Court 
allowed the appeal and held as under:

‘i) On the facts the assessee need not have been relegated 
to the alternative remedy of filing an appeal u/s 246A.

ii) Admittedly, the assessee had taken voluntary retirement 
in the year 2001. He had also claimed deduction u/s 
10(10C)(viii) and benefit u/s 89(1) in his return of income for 
the relevant assessment year and the claim was rejected 
on the basis of the letter issued by the Board on 23rd April, 
2001. The letter of the Board had been quashed by the Court 
in State Bank of India vs. CBDT. In that decision it was 

also declared that the assessee was entitled to deduction 
of amounts received under a voluntary retirement scheme 
u/s 10(10C)(viii) and u/s 89(1) simultaneously. That being 
the position, the entire proceedings initiated against the 
assessee were without jurisdiction.

iii) When the proceedings were without jurisdiction the 
existence of an alternative remedy was not a bar for 
granting relief under Article 226 of the Constitution. The 
assessee was entitled to deduction u/s 10(10C)(viii) and 
benefit u/s 89(1) (as the provision stood at the relevant 
point of time) in respect of the amounts received by him 
under the voluntary retirement scheme. If any amounts had 
been paid by the assessee pursuant to demands which 
arose on account of denial of deduction u/s 10(10C)(viii) 
and benefit u/s 89(1), such amounts should be refunded 
to the assessee.’

PCIT (Central) - 3 vs. Anand Kumar Jain (HUF) 
[Income-tax Appeal No. 23 of 2021 and other 
appeals; order dated 12th February, 2021 (Delhi 
High Court)]
[Arising from Anand Kumar Jain (HUF) vs. 
ACIT; ITA No. 5947/Del/2018, ITA No. 4723/
Del/2018, ITA No. 5954/Del/2018, ITA No. 5950/
Del/2018, ITA No. 5948/Del/2018 and ITA No. 
5955/Del/2018, dated 30th July, 2019, Del. ITAT]

Sections 153A, 153C search assessments – A 
statement recorded u/s 132(4) has evidentiary value 
but cannot justify the additions in the absence of 
corroborative material – No opportunity to cross-
examine the said witness

The assessee purchased shares of an unlisted private 
company in 2010. This unlisted company then merged 
with another unlisted company, M/s Focus Industrial 
Resources Ltd., and shares of this merged entity were 
allotted to the assessee. Subsequently, the merged entity 
allotted further bonus shares and thereafter it was listed 
on the Bombay Stock Exchange. The assessee sold 
these shares on the stock exchange in 2014 and earned 
a huge profit which was claimed as exempt income on 
account of being long-term capital gain.

A search was conducted u/s 132 on 18th November, 2015 

at the premises of the assessee [being Anand Kumar 
Jain (HUF), its coparceners and relatives] as well as at 
the premises of one Pradeep Kumar Jindal. During the 
search, a statement of Pradeep Jindal was recorded on 
oath u/s 132(4) on the same date, wherein he admitted to 
providing accommodation entries to Anand Kumar Jain 
(HUF) and his family members through their Chartered 
Accountant. The A.O. framed the assessment order 
detailing the modus operandi as to how cash is provided 
to the accommodation entry operator in lieu of allotment of 
shares of a private company. Thereafter, when the matter 
was carried in appeal before the CIT(A), the findings of 
the A.O. were affirmed. However, in further appeal before 
the ITAT the said findings were set aside.

On further appeal before the High Court, the Revenue 
submitted that the ITAT has erred by holding that the 
assessee’s premises were not searched and therefore 
notice u/s 153A could not have been issued. It submitted 
that the ITAT ignored that the assessment order itself 
revealed that a common search was conducted at 
various places on 18th November, 2015 including at the 
premises of the entry provider and the assessee and 
thus assessment u/s 153A has been rightly carried out. 
It further said that the ITAT erred in setting aside the 
assessment order on the ground that no right of cross-
examining Pradeep Jindal was afforded to the assessee. 
Further, there is no statutory right to cross-examine a 

AJAY R. SINGH
Advocate

PART B IUNREPORTED DECISIONS
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person whose statement is relied upon by the A.O. so long 
as the assessee is provided with the statement and given 
an opportunity to rebut the statement of the witness. The 
assessee has been provided with a copy of the statement 
of Pradeep Jindal and the ITAT has wrongly noted to the 
contrary.

Furthermore, the assessee has failed to bring in any 
evidence to dispute the factual position emerging 
therefrom and has therefore failed to establish any 
prejudice on account of not getting the opportunity to 
cross-examine the witness. In view of the statement of 
Pradeep Jindal, it was incumbent upon the assessee to 
discharge the onus of proof which had been shifted on 
him. The Revenue has sufficient material in hand in the 
nature of the statements recorded during the search and, 
therefore, the assessee ought to have produced evidence 
to negate or to contradict the evidence collected by the 
A.O. during the course of the search and assessment 
proceeding which followed thereafter. It was also 
emphasised that the statement recorded u/s 132(4) can 
be relied upon for any purpose in terms of the language of 
the Act and thus action u/s 153A was justified.

The Court held that the assessment has been framed u/s 
153A consequent to the search action. The scope and 
ambit of section 153A is well defined. This Court, in CIT vs. 
Kabul Chawla (2016) 380 ITR 573 concerning the scope 
of assessment u/s 153A, has laid out and summarised 
the legal position after taking into account the earlier 
decisions of this Court as well as the decisions of other 
High Courts and Tribunals. In the said case, it was held 
that the existence of incriminating material found during 
the course of the search is a sine qua non for making 
additions pursuant to a search and seizure operation. In 
the event no incriminating material is found during search, 
no addition could be made in respect of the assessments 
that had become final. Revenue’s case is hinged on the 
statement of Pradeep Jindal, which according to them is 
the incriminating material discovered during the search 
action. This statement certainly has evidentiary value 
and relevance as contemplated under the explanation 
to section 132(4). However, this statement cannot, on a 
standalone basis, without reference to any other material 
discovered during search and seizure operations, 
empower the A.O. to frame the block assessment. This 
Court in Principal Commissioner of Income Tax, Delhi 
vs. Best Infrastructure (India) P. Ltd. [2017] 397 ITR 82 
2017 has inter alia held that: 

‘38. Fifthly, statements recorded under section 132(4) 

of the Act do not by themselves constitute incriminating 
material as has been explained by this Court in 
Commissioner of Income Tax vs. Harjeev Aggarwal 
(2016) 290 CTR 263.’

Further, the Court noted that the A.O. has used this 
statement on oath recorded in the course of search 
conducted in the case of a third party (i.e., search of 
Pradeep Jindal) for making the additions in the hands 
of the assessee. As per the mandate of section 153C, if 
this statement was to be construed as an incriminating 
material belonging to or pertaining to a person other than 
the person searched (as referred to in section 153A), 
then the only legal recourse available to the Department 
was to proceed in terms of section 153C by handing 
over the same to the A.O. who has jurisdiction over such 
person. Here, the assessment has been framed u/s 153A 
on the basis of alleged incriminating material [being the 
statement recorded u/s 132(4)]. As noted above, the 
assessee had no opportunity to cross-examine the said 
witness, but that apart, the mandatory procedure u/s 
153C has not been followed. The Court didn’t find any 
perversity in the view taken by the ITAT. Accordingly, the 
appeals, were dismissed.

Mayur Kanjibhai Shah vs. ITO-25(3)(1)
[Writ Petition No. 812 of 2020, dated 
12th March, 2020 (Bombay High Court)]

Section 220 – Collection and recovery of tax – 
Assessee contended that total demand was to be 
kept in abeyance till disposal of appeal by CIT(A) – 
It was noted that said addition was made primarily 
on basis of statement – No cross-examine granted 
– Thus making additions to income of assessee 
was highly questionable – Financial hardship to 
meet demand even to extent of 20% – The entire 
demand was to be kept in abeyance till disposal of 
appeal on merits by CIT(Appeals)

The assessee had filed his return of income for A.Y. 2012-
13 on 28th September, 2012 declaring a total income of 
Rs. 5,05,981.00, which was processed u/s 143(3).

Subsequently, it was decided to reopen the assessment 
u/s 147 for which notice u/s 148 was issued. Following 
assessment proceedings on re-opening culminating in 
the assessment order passed u/s 143(3) r/w/s 147, the 
A.O. held that an amount of Rs. 3.25 crores was extended 

2

Continued on Page 68   
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The assessee was involved in the business of 
development and construction. For the assessment year 
2008-09, it filed its return of income on 29th September, 
2008 declaring an income of Rs. 2,53,460 by claiming 
deduction u/s 80-IB. This return of income was taken up 
for scrutiny and was accepted. Subsequently, in exercise 
of the power vested u/s 147, reassessment proceedings 
were commenced for withdrawing the deduction allowed 
u/s 80-IB and reassessment proceedings came to be 
concluded by withdrawing the said deduction.

The claim of the assessee for deduction u/s 80-IB, which 
was in respect of a residential project ‘Majestic Residency’ 
had been disallowed by the A.O. on the ground that 
the assessee had failed to produce the completion 
certification.

The first appellate authority, the Commissioner of Income-
tax (Appeals), considered the assessee’s claim in the 
background of the provisions, viz., u/s 80-IB(10) and 
clause (ii) of the Explanation to clause (a), and allowed 
the claim since the documents and explanation proved or 
established that the assessee had completed the project 
within five years from the date of commencement.

The Revenue, being aggrieved by the said order, preferred 
a second appeal before the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal 
which came to be dismissed by arriving at a conclusion 
that in a similar / identical fact situation, the issue had 
been dealt with by the jurisdictional High Court in CIT vs. 
Ittina Properties Pvt. Ltd. [2014] 49 taxmann.com 201 
(Karn.).

Revenue filed an appeal contending that the authorities 
erred in arriving at the conclusion that the assessee was 
entitled to deduction u/s 80-IB(10) by relying upon the 
decision in Ittina Properties Pvt. Ltd. (Supra) which had 
not reached finality.

The High Court dismissed the appeal, holding that the 
completion certificate which is referred to in section 310 
of the Karnataka Municipal Corporation Act, 1976 (KMC 

GLIMPSES OF SUPREME COURT RULINGS

Travancore Education Society vs. CIT
[2021[ 431 ITR 50 (SC)

Charitable purposes – The object of a trust which 
admittedly collects capitation fees for admission 
in addition to regular fees cannot be said to be 
charitable and is not entitled to be registered u/s 
12AA

The assessee was a society registered under the 
Travancore-Cochin Literary, Science and Charitable 
Trust Act, 1955. It had established an engineering 
college named ‘Travancore Engineering College’. 
During a search operation in the office of the assessee, 
several incriminating materials were found which 
disclosed the receipt of capitation fees for admission 
of students. It was collected by the trust in addition to 
the prescribed fees. The fact that capitation fee was 
being collected was admitted by the treasurer of the 
trust, one Shajahan, and the secretary, Sainulabdeen, 
in the statement given by them. On these facts, the 
Commissioner rejected the application for registration 
u/s 12AA. According to the Commissioner, the object of 
the trust was not charitable. The Tribunal dismissed the 
appeal of the assessee.

On appeal, the High Court agreed with the Tribunal that on 
the materials it was evident that the trust was not carrying 
out any charitable activities entitling it for registration u/s 
12AA.

On further appeal, the Supreme Court dismissed the 
appeal holding that there was no ground to interfere with 
the order passed by the High Court.

PCIT vs. Majestic Developers
[2021] 431 ITR 49 (SC)

Special deduction in respect of housing project 
– Condition precedent – Proof of completion of 
project within specified time must be satisfied in 
terms of local State Act

1
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KISHOR KARIA
Chartered Accountant

ATUL JASANI
Advocate
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Act) is the completion certificate which is required to be 
issued by the architect and / or engineering supervisor, 
as the case may be, of the factum of completion of the 
building or project to the Commissioner. It is only after 
the completion certificate is furnished and inspection 
conducted by the Commissioner that the occupancy 
certificate would be issued by the Commissioner of the 
Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike. According to the High 
Court, the contention of the Revenue that the completion 
certificate was required to be issued by the local authority 

as prescribed under clause (ii) of the Explanation to 
clause (a) of sub-section (10) of section 80-IB could not 
therefore be accepted.

The Supreme Court dismissed the appeal of the Revenue 
opining that the judgment of the High Court did not 
warrant any interference, clarifying that the observations 
as to the scope of section 310(2) of the KMC Act made in 
the impugned judgment were qua the State of Karnataka 
given the particular local Act in that case. 

by the petitioner to one Nilesh Bharani which was treated 
as unexplained money u/s 69A and was added to the total 
income of the assessee.

Pursuant to the order of assessment, the A.O. issued 
notice of demand dated 21st December, 2019 to the 
assessee u/s 156 calling upon him to pay an amount of 
Rs. 2,17,76,850 within the period prescribed.

An appeal was preferred before the CIT(A)-37. 
Simultaneously, the assessee filed an application before 
the A.O. for complete stay of demand. Under an order 
passed u/s 220(6) the A.O. rejected the stay application, 
giving liberty to the assessee to pay 20% of the demand 
in which event it was stated that the balance of the 
outstanding dues would be kept in abeyance.

Aggrieved by the above order, the assessee filed the writ 
petition.

Revenue filed a common affidavit. Reopening of the 
assessment in the case of the petitioner for A.Y. 2012-
13 was justified and it was contended that the said re-
assessment order suffers from no error or infirmity. In 
paragraph No. 17 it was stated that summons u/s 131 
was issued to Nilesh Bharani, but he, instead, had sent a 
copy of a letter dated 14th October, 2014 addressed to the 
Director of Income Tax-2, Mumbai.

The Court observed that the assessment order on 
reopening had been made primarily on the basis of certain 
entries (in coded language) made in the diary recovered 
from the premises of Nilesh Bharani in the course of 
search and seizure u/s 132. The finding that the petitioner 
had lent / provided cash amount of Rs. 3.25 crores to 
M/s Evergreen Enterprises / Nilesh Bharani was also 
reached on the statement made by Nilesh Bharani. Nilesh 
Bharani was not subjected to any cross-examination by 
the petitioner; rather, in the affidavit of the Revenue it is 
stated that Nilesh Bharani has retracted his statement. 
Prima facie, on the basis of coded language diary entries 
and a retracted uncorroborated statement of an alleged 
beneficiary, perhaps the additions made by the A.O. are 
highly questionable. In such circumstances, instead of 
taking a mechanical approach by directing the petitioner 
to pay 20% of the tax demand or providing instalments, 
the Revenue ought to have considered the case prima 
facie, balance of convenience and financial hardship, if 
any, of the petitioner.

In such circumstances, in the interest of justice the 
demand raised was kept in abeyance till disposal of the 
appeal by the CIT(A). The appeal should be decided by 
the CIT(A) within a period of four months from the date of 
receipt of an authenticated copy of the order. Till disposal 
of the appeal within the said period, notice of demand shall 
be kept in abeyance. Accordingly, writ petition is allowed. 

  IN THE HIGH COURTS Continued from Page 66

Never confuse education with intelligence. 
You can have a Ph.D. and still be an idiot

 —  Professor Richard Feynman
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CONTROVERSIES

NAMING OF BENEFICIARIES IN TRUST DEED – 
EXPLANATION TO SECTION 164(1)

PRADIP KAPASI I GAUTAM NAYAK I BHADRESH DOSHI
Chartered Accountants

ISSUE FOR CONSIDERATION
Section 160(1) treats the trustee as a representative 
assessee in respect of the income which he receives or 
is entitled to receive on behalf of or for the benefit of any 
person due to his appointment under a trust declared 
by a duly executed instrument in writing. Section 161 
provides that tax on the income in respect of which the 
trustee is a representative assessee shall be levied upon 
and recovered from him in like manner and to the same 
extent as it would be leviable upon and recoverable from 
the person represented by him, i.e., the beneficiary.

Section 164(1) provides an exception to this general 
rule of taxation of the income of a trust. It provides 
that the tax shall be charged at the maximum marginal 
rate in certain cases and not the tax that would have 
been payable had it been taxed in the hands of the 
beneficiaries. The taxability at maximum marginal rate in 
the manner provided in section 164(1) will get triggered 
in a case where the income (or any part thereof) is not 
specifically receivable on behalf of or for the benefit of any 
one person or where the individual shares of the persons 
on whose behalf or for whose benefit such income is 
receivable are indeterminate or unknown. Such trusts are 
commonly referred to as discretionary trusts. Further, the 
Explanation 1 to section 164 provides as follows:

• Where the person on whose behalf or for whose benefit 
the income (or any part thereof) is receivable during the 
previous year is not expressly stated in the instrument of 
the trust and is not identifiable as such on the date of 
such instrument, it shall be deemed that the income is not 
specifically receivable on behalf of or for the benefit of any 
one person.
• Where the individual shares of the persons on whose 
behalf or for whose benefit the income (or part thereof) 
is receivable are not expressly stated in the instrument 
of the trust and are not ascertainable as such on the date 
of such instrument, it shall be deemed that the individual 
shares of the beneficiaries are indeterminate or unknown.

An issue has arisen about the applicability of the provisions 
of section 164(1) read with the aforesaid Explanation 
in the case of trusts (such as venture capital funds or 
alternative investment funds) where the persons who 
contribute the capital (contributors) under the scheme 
become beneficiaries of the income derived by the trust 
in proportion to the capital contributed by them. In such 
cases it is not possible to identify the beneficiaries and 
their share in the income of the trust at the time when the 
trust has been formed. Therefore, the trust deed does not 
list out the names of the beneficiaries and their respective 
shares in the income of the trust. Instead, it provides for 
the mechanism on the basis of which the beneficiaries 
and also their shares in the income of the trust can be 
identified from time to time.

The Bengaluru Bench of the Tribunal has held that it is 
sufficient if the basis to identify the beneficiaries and their 
share in the income of the trust is specified in the trust 
deed and it is not left to the discretion of the trustee or 
any other person. As against this, the Chennai Bench 
took the view that the income of the trust would be liable 
to tax at the maximum marginal rate in the absence of 
identification of the beneficiaries and their share in the 
income in the trust deed at the time of its formation.

THE INDIA ADVANTAGE FUND CASE
The issue had first come up for consideration of the 
Bengaluru Bench of the Tribunal in the case of DCIT vs. 
India Advantage Fund – VII [2015] 67 SOT 5.

In this case, the assessee was a trust constituted under 
an instrument of trust dated 25th September, 2006. The 
settlor (ICICI Venture Funds Management Company 
Limited) had, by the said instrument, transferred a sum 
of Rs. 10,000 to the trustee (The Western India Trustee 
and Executor Company Limited) as initial corpus to be 
applied and governed by the terms and conditions of the 
indenture of trust. The trustee was empowered to call for 
contributions from the contributors which were required to 
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be invested by the trustee in accordance with the objects 
of the trust. The objective of the trust was to invest in 
certain securities called ‘mezzanine instruments’ and to 
achieve commensurate returns for the contributors. The 
trust was to facilitate investment by the contributors who 
should be resident in India and achieve returns for such 
contributors. The trust deed provided that the contributors 
to the fund would also be its beneficiaries.

For the assessment year 2008-09, the trust filed its 
return declaring income of Rs. 1,81,68,357 and, further, 
submitted a letter to the A.O. that it had declared the 
income out of extreme precaution and in good faith to 
provide complete information and details about the income 
earned by it but offered to tax by the beneficiaries. It was 
claimed that the income declared had been included in 
the return of income of the beneficiaries and offered to tax 
directly by them pursuant to the provisions of sections 61 
to 63 of the Act, which mandated that the income arising 
from revocable transfers was to be taxed in the hands 
of the transferors (i.e., the contributors). Accordingly, the 
Fund had not offered the same to tax again in its hands.

The A.O. was of the view that the individual shares of 
the persons on whose behalf or for whose benefit the 
income was received or was receivable by the assessee, 
or part thereof, were indeterminate or unknown. He was 
also of the view that the mere fact that the deed mentioned 
that the share of the beneficiaries would be allocated 
according to their investments in the Fund, did not make 
their shares determinate or known. Accordingly, the A.O. 
invoked the provisions of section 164(1) and held that the 
assessee would be liable to be assessed at the maximum 
marginal rate on its whole income. Apart from that, the 
A.O. also held that the assessee and the beneficiaries 
joined in a common purpose or common action, the object 
of which was to produce income, profits and gains, and 
therefore constituted an AOP. On that count also, the 
income was brought to tax in the hands of the assessee 
in the status of an AOP and charged at the maximum 
marginal rate.

The assessee raised the following contentions before the 
CIT(A):
1. It should not have been treated as an AOP as there 
was no inter se arrangement between one contributory 
/ beneficiary and the other contributory / beneficiary, 
as each of them had entered into separate contribution 
arrangements with the assessee. Therefore, it could not 
be said that two or more beneficiaries had joined in a 
common purpose or common action;

2. The beneficiaries could not be said to be uncertain so 
long as the trust deed gave the details of the beneficiaries 
and the description of the person who was to be benefited. 
Reliance was placed on the CBDT Circular No. 281 dated 
22nd September, 1980 wherein it was clarified that it was 
not necessary that the beneficiary in the relevant previous 
year should be actually named in the instrument of trust 
and all that was necessary was that the beneficiary should 
be identifiable with reference to the instrument of trust on 
the date of the instrument. With regard to ascertainment of 
the share of the beneficiaries, it was contended that it was 
enough if the shares were capable of being determined 
based on the provisions of the trust deed and it was not 
the requirement of law that the trust deed should actually 
prescribe the percentage share of the beneficiary in order 
for the trust to be determinate. Attention was drawn to 
the relevant clauses of the trust deed where it was 
specified who would be the beneficiaries and the formula 
to determine the share of each beneficiary.

3. The assessee was set up as a revocable trust as the 
trustees were given power to terminate the trust at any 
time before the expiry of the term. Therefore, the income 
of the trust had to be assessed in the hands of the 
beneficiaries, being the transferors.

The CIT(A) treated the assessee trust as a revocable trust 
and held that it need not be subjected to tax as the tax 
obligations had been fully discharged by the beneficiaries 
of the assessee trust. Aggrieved by the order of the 
CIT(A), the Revenue preferred an appeal to the Tribunal.

Before the Tribunal, the Revenue, apart from reiterating 
its stand as contained in the assessment order, drew 
attention to Circular No. 13/2014 whereby the CBDT 
had clarified that Alternative Investment Funds which 
were subject to the SEBI (Alternative Investment Funds) 
Regulations, 2012 which were not venture capital funds 
and which were non-charitable trusts where the investors’ 
name and beneficial interest were not explicitly known 
on the date of its creation – such information becoming 
available only when the funds started accepting 
contribution from the investors – had to be treated as 
falling within section 164(1) and the fund should be 
taxed in respect of the income received on behalf of 
the beneficiaries at the maximum marginal rate. It was 
claimed that the case of the assessee would fall within the 
above CBDT Clarifications and therefore the action of the 
A.O. was correct and had to be restored.

On behalf of the assessee, however, attention was 
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drawn to the clause of the trust deed which contained the 
following definition:
‘“Contributors” or “Beneficiaries” means the Persons, each 
of whom have made or agreed to make Contributions to 
the Trust, in accordance with the Contribution Agreement.’

It was claimed that it was possible to identify the 
beneficiaries and their share on the basis of the mechanism 
provided in the trust deed. Reliance was placed on CBDT 
Circular No. 281 dated 22nd September, 1980 and the 
decisions in the case of CIT vs. P. Sekar Trust [2010] 
321 ITR 305 (Mad); CIT vs. Manilal Bapalal [2010] 
321 ITR 322 (Mad); and Companies Incorporated in 
Mauritius, In re [1997] 224 ITR 473 (AAR). Insofar as 
the Circular No. 13/2014 relied upon by the Revenue was 
concerned, it was argued that it was not applicable for the 
assessment year under consideration and reliance was 
placed on the decision of the Bombay High Court in the 
case of BASF (India) Ltd. vs. W. Hasan, CIT [2006] 280 
ITR 136 wherein it was held that Circulars not in force in 
the relevant assessment year cannot be applied.

The assessee also raised the issue of the nature of the 
trust being revocable and, hence, the income could be 
assessed only in the hands of the transferors in terms of 
the provisions of section 61. As far as the status of the 
trust as an AOP was concerned, the assessee relied upon 
several decisions including that of the Supreme Court in 
the case of CIT vs. Indira Balakrishnan [1960] 39 ITR 
546 and claimed that the characteristics of an AOP were 
completely absent in its case.

After considering the contentions of both the parties, the 
Tribunal inter alia held as follows:
• The trust deed clearly laid down that beneficiaries 
means the persons, each of whom have made or agreed 
to make contributions to the trust in accordance with the 
Contribution Agreement. This clause was sufficient to 
identify the beneficiaries. It was clarified by Circular No. 
281 dated 22nd September, 1980 that it was not necessary 
that the beneficiary in the relevant previous year should 
be actually named in the instrument of trust and all 
that was necessary was that the beneficiary should be 
identifiable with reference to the order of the instrument 
of trust on the date of such instrument.

• It was not the requirement of law that the trust deed 
should actually prescribe the percentage share of the 
beneficiary in order for the trust to be determinate. It was 
enough if the shares were capable of being determined 
based on the provisions of the trust deed. In the case 

of the assessee, the clause details the formula with 
respect to the share of each beneficiary and the trustee 
had no discretion to decide the share of each beneficiary. 
Reliance was placed on the decision of the AAR in the 
case of Companies Incorporated in Mauritius, In re 
(Supra) wherein it was held that the persons as well as 
the shares must be capable of being definitely pinpointed 
and ascertained on the date of the trust deed itself without 
leaving these to be decided upon at a future date by a 
person other than the author either at his discretion or 
in a manner not envisaged in the trust deed. Even if the 
trust deed authorised the addition of further contributors 
to the trust at different points of time, in addition to the 
initial contributors, then the same would not make the 
beneficiaries unknown or their share indeterminate. Even 
if the scheme of computation of income of beneficiaries 
was complicated, it was not possible to say that the share 
income of the beneficiaries could not be determined or 
known from the trust deed.

• CBDT’s Circular No. 13/2014 dated 28th July, 2014 was 
not in force in the relevant assessment year for which the 
assessment was made by the A.O. The Circulars not in 
force in the relevant A.Y. cannot be applied as held by 
the Bombay High Court in the case of BASF (India) Ltd. 
(Supra).

On the basis of the above, the Tribunal held that the income 
of the assessee trust was determinate; its income could 
not be taxed at the maximum marginal rate; the income 
was assessable only in the hands of the beneficiaries as it 
was a revocable transfer; and that there was no formation 
of an AOP.

TVS INVESTMENTS IFUND CASE
Thereafter, the issue came up for consideration before 
the Chennai Bench of the Tribunal in the case of TVS 
Investments iFund vs. ITO (2017) 164 ITD 524.

In this case, the assessee was a trust which was formed 
to receive unit contributions from High Net-Worth 
Individuals (HNIs) towards the capital amount committed 
by them as per the terms of Contribution Agreements and 
provided returns on such investments. For the A.Y. 2009-
10, the assessee declared Nil income by treating itself 
as a representative assessee and claimed that the entire 
income was taxable in the hands of the beneficiaries. 
However, the A.O. subjected the entire receipts to tax. He 
concluded that the assessee was not a Determinate Trust 
and when not found eligible for deduction u/s 10(23FB) as 
an alternative investment fund, it could not be extended 
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the benefit of section 164. The ‘pass-through’ status was 
denied since the assessee was neither a determinate trust 
nor a non-discretionary trust and therefore the income 
was taxed in the hands of the representative assessee 
and not in the hands of the beneficiaries.

In appeal, the CIT(A) held that the assessee trust could 
not be categorised as a Determinate Trust so as to gain 
pass-through status. Further, pass-through status was 
available only when the trust was an approved fund u/s 
10(23FB). When the assessee was not a SEBI-approved 
Alternate Investment Fund, it could not claim pass-
through status. The CIT(A) opined that if every trust were 
to become eligible for pass-through status automatically, 
then there was no need for an enactment under the Act 
in the form of 10(23FB) r.w.s. 115U. Accordingly, the 
CIT(A) dismissed the appeal of the assessee. On being 
aggrieved, the assessee went in further appeal before the 
Tribunal.

The Tribunal held that the income of the trust would be 
chargeable to Maximum Marginal Rate if the trust does 
not satisfy two tests, i.e., the names of the beneficiaries 
are specified in the trust deed and the individual shares 
of the beneficiaries are ascertainable on the date of the 
trust deed. If the trust has satisfied these tests, then the 
trust would be treated as a pass-through conduit subject 
to the provisions of section 160. For getting pass-through 
treatment the trust should be a determinate and non-
discretionary trust. In order to form a determinate trust, the 
beneficiaries should be known and the individual share 
of those beneficiaries should be ascertainable as on the 
date of the trust deed. But in the case under consideration 
the beneficiaries were not incorporated in the trust 
deed. The identities of the contributors / beneficiaries 
were unknown. The investment manager gathered the 
funds from the contributors and the benefit was passed 
on to the contributors based on the proportion of their 
investments in the assessee trust. The exception to this 
rule, and providing pass-through status to a Trust, even 
though the contributing beneficiaries were not mentioned 
in the deed of trust, was only extended to AIF(VCF) which 
were registered with SEBI and eligible for exemption u/s 
10(23FB) r.w.s. 115U.

The Tribunal distinguished the decision of the Madras 
High Court in the case of CIT vs. P. Sekar Trust [2010] 
321 ITR 305 which was relied upon by the assessee 
on the ground that in that case the beneficiaries were 
incorporated on the day of institution of the trust deed 
and, moreover, they did not receive any income in that 

year. Further, the individual share of the beneficiaries was 
also ascertainable on the date of the trust. As against 
this, in the assessee’s case neither the names of the 
beneficiaries were specified in the trust deed nor were 
the individual shares of the beneficiaries ascertainable 
on the date of the institution of the trust. Therefore, the 
Tribunal upheld the order of the A.O. taxing the income of 
the assessee trust at the maximum marginal rate under 
the provisions of section 164(1).

OBSERVATIONS
The taxation of discretionary trusts at maximum marginal 
rate was introduced in section 164(1) by the Finance Act, 
1970 with effect from 1st April, 1970. The objective behind 
its introduction was explained in Circular No. 45 dated 2nd 
September, 1970 which is reproduced below:

Private discretionary trusts. - Under the provisions of s. 
164 of the IT Act before the amendment made by the 
Finance Act, 1970, income of a trust in which the shares 
of the beneficiaries are indeterminate or unknown, 
is chargeable to tax as a single unit treating it as the 
total income of an AOP. This provision affords scope 
for reduction of tax liability by transferring property to 
trustees and vesting discretion in them to accumulate the 
income or apply it for the benefit of any one or more of the 
beneficiaries, at their choice. By creating a multiplicity of 
such trusts, each one of which derives a comparatively 
low income, the incidence of tax on the income from 
property transferred to the several trusts is maintained at 
a low level. In such arrangements, it is often found that 
one or more of the beneficiaries of the trust are persons 
having high personal incomes, but no part of the trust 
income being specifically allocable to such beneficiaries 
under the terms of the trust, such income cannot be 
subject to tax at a high personal rate which would have 
been applicable if their shares had been determinate.

Thus, it can be seen that the objective was to curb the 
practice of forming multiple trusts, whereby each of them 
derived minimum income, so that it did not fall within the 
higher tax bracket.

Thereafter, the Explanation was added by the Finance 
(No. 2) Act, 1980 with effect from 1st April, 1980 deeming 
that, in certain situations, beneficiaries shall be deemed 
to be not identifiable or their shares shall be deemed 
to be unascertained or indeterminate or unknown. The 
legislative intent behind insertion of this Explanation 
has been explained in the Circular No. 281 dated 22nd 
September, 1980 which is reproduced below:
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Under the provisions as they existed prior to the 
amendments made by the Finance Act, the flat rate of 
65 per cent was not applicable where the beneficiaries 
and their shares are known in the previous year although 
such beneficiaries or their shares have not been specified 
in the relevant instrument of trust, order of the court or 
wakf deed. This provision was misused in some cases by 
giving discretion to the trustees to decide the allocation 
of income every year and in several other ways. In such 
a situation, the trustees and beneficiaries were able to 
manipulate the arrangements in such a manner that 
a discretionary trust was converted into a specific trust 
whenever it suited them tax-wise. In order to prevent such 
manipulation, the Finance Act has inserted Explanation 1 
in section 164 to provide as under:

a. any income in respect of which the court of wards, 
the administrator-general, the official trustee, receiver, 
manager, trustee or mutawalli appointed under a wakf 
deed is liable as a representative assessee or any 
part thereof shall be regarded as not being specifically 
receivable on behalf or for the benefit of any one person 
unless the person on whose behalf or for whose benefit 
such income or such part thereof is receivable during the 
previous year is expressly stated in the order of the court 
or the instrument of trust or wakf deed, as the case may 
be, and is identifiable as such on the date of such order, 
instrument or deed. [For this purpose, it is not necessary 
that the beneficiary in the relevant previous year should 
be actually named in the order of the court or the 
instrument of trust or wakf deed, all that is necessary is 
that the beneficiary should be identifiable with reference 
to the order of the court or the instrument of trust or wakf 
deed on the date of such order, instrument or deed;]

b. the individual shares of the persons on whose behalf or 
for whose benefit such income or part thereof is receivable 
will be regarded as indeterminate or unknown unless the 
individual shares of such persons are expressly stated in 
the order of the court or the instrument of trust or wakf 
deed, as the case may be, and are ascertainable as such 
on the date of such order, instrument or deed.

As a result of the insertion of the above Explanation, 
trust under which a discretion is given to the trustee to 
decide the allocation of the income every year or a right is 
given to the beneficiary to exercise the option to receive 
the income or not each year will all be regarded as 
discretionary trusts and assessed accordingly.

The following points emerge from a combined reading 

of both the Circulars, clarifying the objective behind 
amending the provisions of section 164(1) to provide for 
taxability of discretionary trusts at the maximum marginal 
rate and inserting the Explanation providing for deemed 
cases of discretionary trust:

• There was a need to tax the income of the discretionary 
trusts at the maximum marginal rate to curb the practice 
of creating multiple trusts and thereby avoiding tax by 
ensuring that they earn low income, so that they do not 
get taxed at the maximum marginal rate.
• To overcome this issue, the provisions of section 
164(1) were amended to provide that the income of the 
discretionary trust (where the beneficiaries or their share 
are not known or determinate) is liable to tax at the 
maximum marginal rate.
• Even after providing for taxability of such discretionary 
trusts at the maximum marginal rate in section 164(1), the 
practice of avoiding it continued in some cases, as there 
was no requirement under the law that the beneficiaries 
or their shares should have been specified in the relevant 
instrument of trust, order of the court or wakf deed.
• Although the discretion was given to the trustees to 
decide the allocation of income every year, the affairs 
of the trusts were so arranged whereby it was claimed 
that the beneficiaries and their shares were known in the 
concerned previous year and, therefore, the provisions of 
section 164(1) were not applicable to that previous year.
• To plug this loophole, the Explanation was inserted to 
provide that the beneficiaries and their shares should be 
expressly stated in the relevant instrument of trust, order 
of the court or wakf deed.
• It has been expressly clarified that it is not necessary that 
the beneficiary in the relevant previous year should be 
actually named in the order of the court or the instrument 
of trust or wakf deed and all that is necessary is that the 
beneficiary should be identifiable with reference to the 
order of the court or the instrument of trust or wakf deed 
on the date of such order, instrument or deed.
• Only cases where a discretion is given to the trustee 
to decide the allocation of the income every year or a 
right is given to the beneficiary to exercise the option to 
receive the income or not each year will be regarded as 
discretionary trusts and assessed accordingly.

In the background of these legislative developments, it 
can be inferred that the requirement is not to name the 
beneficiaries in the instrument of trust but to provide 
for the identification of the beneficiaries on an objective 
basis. This has been made expressly clear in the 
aforesaid Circular itself. These aspects had not been 
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pointed out to the Chennai Bench of the Tribunal in the 
case of TVS Investments iFund (Supra). The Bengaluru 
Bench of the Tribunal considered the legislative intent and 
the aforesaid Circulars to hold that it would be sufficient 
if the trust deed provided that the contributors would be 
beneficiaries and further it provided for the formula to 
arrive at the individual share of each beneficiary.

It may be noted that both the above decisions of the 
Tribunal had been challenged before the respective 
High Courts. The Revenue had filed an appeal before 
the Karnataka High Court against the decision of the 
Bengaluru Bench in the case of India Advantage Fund 
(Supra). Before the High Court it was contended on 
behalf of the Revenue that the exact amount of share of 
the beneficiaries and its quantification should have been 
possible on the date when the trust deed was executed 
or the trust was formed. If such conditions were not 
satisfied, then the shares of the beneficiaries would turn 
into non-determinable shares. The High Court rejected 
this argument by holding as under:

10. In our view, the contention is wholly misconceived for 
three reasons. One is that by no interpretative process the 
Explanation to section 164 of the Act, which is pressed in 
service can be read for determinability of the shares of 
the beneficiary with the quantum on the date when the 
Trust deed is executed, and the second reason is that 
the real test is the determinability of the shares of the 
beneficiary and is not dependent upon the date on which 
the trust deed was executed if one is to connect the same 
with the quantum. The real test is whether shares are 
determinable even when or after the Trust is formed or 
may be in future when the Trust is in existence. In the facts 
of the present case, even the assessing authority found 
that the beneficiaries are to share the benefit as per their 
investment made or to say in other words, in proportion to 
the investment made. Once the benefits are to be shared 
by the beneficiaries in proportion to the investment made, 
any person with reasonable prudence would reach to the 
conclusion that the shares are determinable. Once the 
shares are determinable amongst the beneficiaries, it 
would meet with the requirement of the law, to come out 
from the applicability of section 164 of the Act.

11. Under the circumstances, we cannot accept the 
contention of the Revenue that the shares were non-
determinable or the view taken by the Tribunal is perverse. 
On the contrary, we do find that the view taken by the 
Tribunal is correct and would not call for interference so 
far as determinability of the shares of the beneficiaries is 

concerned.

12. Once the shares of the beneficiaries are found to be 
determinable, the income is to be taxed of that respective 
sharer or the beneficiaries in the hands of the beneficiary 
and not in the hands of the trustees which has already 
been shown in the present case.

Thus, the view of the Bengaluru Bench of the Tribunal 
was affirmed by the Karnataka High Court. 

The decision of the Chennai Bench of the Tribunal in the 
case of TVS Investments iFund (Supra) was challenged 
by the assessee before the Madras High Court. Before 
deciding the issue, the Madras High Court had already 
dealt with it in the case of CIT vs. TVS Shriram Growth 
Fund [2020] 121 taxmann.com 238 and decided it in 
favour of the assessee by relying on its own decision in 
the case of CIT vs. P. Sekar Trust [2010] 321 ITR 305 
(Mad). It was noted by the Madras High Court that the 
Chennai Bench had wrongly disregarded the decision in 
the case of the P. Sekar Trust. The relevant observations 
are reproduced below:

In fact, the Tribunal ought to have followed the decision 
of the Division Bench of this Court in the case of P. Sekar 
Trust (Supra). However, the same has been distinguished 
by the Tribunal in the case of TVS Investments iFund 
(Supra) by observing that the said judgment is not 
applicable to the facts of the case because in it, the 
beneficiaries are incorporated on the day of the institution 
of the Trust Deed and, moreover, they did not receive 
any income in that year. Unfortunately, the Tribunal in the 
case of TVS Investments iFund (Supra), did not fully 
appreciate the finding rendered by the Hon’ble Division 
Bench of this Court and post a wrong question, which led 
to a wrong answer.

The Madras High Court in this case concurred with the 
view of the Karnataka High Court in the case of India 
Advantage Fund (Supra) and decided the issue against 
the Revenue. The same view was then followed by the 
Madras High Court in the case of TVS Investments 
iFund and overruled the decision of the Chennai Bench 
of the Tribunal.

A similar view had been taken by the Authority for Advance 
Rulings in the case of Companies Incorporated in 
Mauritius, In re (Supra).

Continued on Page 84   
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ISSUES IN TAXATION OF DIVIDEND INCOME, 
Part – 1

The Finance Act, 2020 has reintroduced the classical 
system of taxation on dividends moving away from the 
Dividend Distribution Tax (‘DDT’) system. The DDT tax 
system was first introduced by the Finance Act, 1997, 
abolished by the Finance Act, 2002 and reintroduced by 
the Finance Act, 2003 before being abolished in 2020. 
This reintroduction of the earlier, traditional system 
of taxation, while not necessarily more beneficial to a 
resident shareholder, can be more favourable to a non-
resident shareholder on account of the benefit of the 
tax treaty as compared to the erstwhile DDT system of 
taxing dividends. For example, under the DDT regime 
the dividends were subject to tax at the rate of 15% 
plus surcharge and education cess. Under the classical 
system of taxation, this rate of tax can now be reduced to 
a lower DTAA rate, depending on the DTAA.

Article 10 of the DTAAs, dealing with dividends, was 
not of much significance in the past. However, now one 
would need to understand the intricacies of the benefits 
available for dividends in tax treaties and the various 
issues arising therefrom. It is important to note that the 
Multilateral Instrument (MLI), of which India is a signatory 
and which modifies various Indian DTAAs, also contains 
certain clauses which impact the taxation of dividends. 
In this two-part article we seek to analyse part of the 
international tax aspects of the taxation of dividends. In 
the first part we analyse the taxation of dividends under 
the domestic tax law and the construct of the DTAAs in the 
case of dividend income. The second part would contain 
various specific issues arising in the taxation of dividends 
in an international tax scenario.

1. INTRODUCTION
Debt and equity are two main options available to a 
company to raise capital, with various forms of hybrid 
instruments having varying degrees of characteristics 
of each of these options. The return on investment from 
such capital structure is generally termed as ‘dividend’ or 
‘interest’ depending on the type of structure, i.e., whether 

classified as a primarily equity or a debt instrument.

‘Dividend’ in its ordinary connotation means the sum 
paid to or received by a shareholder proportionate to his 
shareholding in a company out of the total sum distributed. 
Dividend taxation in a domestic scenario typically involves 
economic double taxation – the company is taxed on the 
profits earned and the shareholders are taxed on such 
profits when they are distributed by the company by way 
of dividends.

While DTAAs generally relieve juridical double taxation, 
some DTAAs also relieve economic double taxation to 
a certain extent, in cases where underlying tax credit is 
provided.

The ensuing paragraphs evaluate various domestic 
tax as well as DTAA aspects of inbound as well as 
outbound dividends, specifically from the international tax 
perspective. In other words, tax implications on dividends 
paid by a foreign subsidiary to an Indian resident and 
on dividends paid by Indian companies to foreign 
shareholders are sought to be analysed.

Most DTAAs as well as both the Model Conventions – the 
OECD as well as the UN Model – follow a similar pattern 
in terms of the language of the article on dividends. For 
the purposes of this article, the UN Model Convention 
(2017) is used as a base.

2. TAXATION OF DIVIDEND AS PER 
DOMESTIC TAX LAW
There are various options available to a country while 
formulating its tax laws for taxation of dividends. In 
the past India was following the DDT system of taxing 
dividends. From A.Y. 2021-22 India has moved to the 
classical system of taxing dividends. Under the classical 
system of taxation, the company is first taxed on its profits 
and then the shareholders are taxed on the dividends 
paid by the company.

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION
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2.1 Definition of the term ‘dividend’
The term ‘dividend’ has been defined in section 2(22) 
of the Income-tax Act, 1961. It includes the following 
payments / distributions by a company, to the extent it 
possesses accumulated profits:
a. Distribution of assets to shareholders;
b. Distribution of debentures to equity shareholders or 

bonus shares to preference shareholders;
c. Distribution to shareholders on liquidation;
d. Distribution to shareholders on capital reduction;
e. Loan or advance given to shareholder or any concern 

controlled by a shareholder.

The domestic tax definition of dividend as compared 
to the definition under the DTAA has been analysed 
subsequently in this article.

2.2 Outbound dividends
Dividend paid by an Indian company is deemed to accrue 
or arise in India by virtue of section 9(1)(iv).

Section 8 provides for the period when the dividend would 
be added to the income of the shareholder assessee. It 
provides that the interim dividend shall be considered 
as income in the year in which it is unconditionally made 
available to the shareholder and that the final dividend 
shall be considered as income in the year in which it is 
declared, distributed or paid.

The timing of the taxation of interim dividend as per the 
Act, i.e., when it is made unconditionally or at the disposal 
of the shareholder, is similar to that provided in the 
description of the term ‘paid’ above. However, the timing 
of the taxation of the final dividend may not necessarily 
match with that of the description of the term.

For example, in case of final dividend declared by an 
Indian company to a company resident of State X in 
September, 2020 but paid in April, 2021, when would 
such dividends be taxed as per the Act?

In this regard, it may be highlighted that the source rule 
for taxation of dividends ‘paid’ by domestic companies to 
non-residents is payment as per section 9(1)(iv) and not 
declaration of dividend. The Bombay High Court in the 
case of Pfizer Corpn. vs. Commissioner of Income-tax 
(259 ITR 391) held that,

‘….but for 9(1)(iv) payment of dividend to non-resident 
outside India would not have come within 5(2)(b). 
Therefore, 9(1)(iv) is an extension to 5(2)(b)……. in case 

where the question arises of taxing income one has to 
consider place of accrual of the dividend income. To 
cover a situation where dividend is declared in India and 
paid to non-resident out of India, 5(2)(b) has to be read 
with 9(1)(iv). Under 9(1)(iv), it is clearly stipulated that a 
dividend paid by an Indian company outside India will 
constitute income deemed to (be) accruing in India on 
effecting such payment. In 9(1)(iv), the words used are 
“a dividend paid by an Indian company outside India”. 
This is in contradiction to 8 which refers to a dividend 
declared, distributed or paid by a company. The word 
“declared or distributed” occurring in 8 does not find place 
in 9(1)(iv). Therefore, it is clear that dividend paid to non-
resident outside India is deemed to accrue in India only 
on payment.’

Therefore, one can contend that dividend declared by an 
Indian company would be considered as income in the 
hands of the non-resident shareholder only on payment.

Earlier, dividends declared by an Indian company were 
subject to DDT u/s 115O payable by the company 
declaring such dividends. The rate of DDT was 15% 
and in case of deemed dividend the DDT rate from A.Y. 
2019-20 (up to A.Y. 2020-21) was 30%. Further, section 
115BBDA, referred to as the super-rich tax on dividends, 
taxed a resident [other than a domestic company, an 
institution u/s 10(23C) or a charitable trust registered 
u/s 12A or section 12AA] earning dividends (from Indian 
companies) in excess of INR 10 lakhs. In case of such 
a resident, the dividend in excess of INR 10 lakhs was 
taxed at the rate of 10%.

From A.Y. 2021-22, dividends paid by an Indian company 
to a non-resident are taxed at the rate of 20% (plus 
applicable surcharge and education cess). Further, with 
the dividend now being taxed directly in the hands of the 
shareholders, section 115BBDA is now inoperable. 

Payment of dividend to non-residents or to foreign 
companies would require deduction of tax at source u/s 
195 at the rates in force on the sum chargeable to tax. 
The rates in force in respect of dividends for non-residents 
or foreign companies as discussed above is 20% (plus 
applicable surcharge or education cess) or the rate as per 
the relevant DTAA (subject to fulfilment of conditions in 
respect of treaty eligibility), whichever is more beneficial.

2.3 Inbound dividends
Dividends paid by foreign companies to Indian companies 
which hold 26% or more of the capital of the foreign 
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company are taxable at the rate of 15% u/s 115BBD. 
Further, such dividends, when distributed by the Indian 
holding company to its shareholders, were not included 
while computing the dividend distribution tax payable u/s 
115O. However, section 80M also provides such a pass-
through status to the dividends received to the extent the 
said dividends received by an Indian company have been 
further distributed as dividend within one month of the 
date of filing the return of income of the Indian company. 
The tax payable would be further reduced by the tax 
credit, if any, paid by the recipient in any country.
 
Let us take an example, say F Co, a foreign company in 
country A distributes dividend of 100 to I Co, an Indian 
company which further distributes 30 as dividend to its 
shareholders (within the prescribed limit). Assuming that 
the withholding tax on dividends in country A is 10, the 
amount of tax payable would be computed as below:

Particulars Amount

A Dividend received from F Co 100

B (-) Deduction u/s 80M for dividends distributed 
by I Co

(30)

C Dividend liable to tax (A-B) 70

D Tax u/s 115BBD (C * 15%) 10.5

E (-) Tax credit for tax paid in country A (assuming 
full tax credit available)

(10)

F Net tax payable (D-E) (plus applicable 
surcharge and education cess)

0.5

Dividends received by other taxpayers are taxable at the 
applicable rate of tax (depending on the type of person 
receiving the dividends).

2.4 Taxation in case the Place of Effective Management 
(‘POEM’) of foreign company is in India
a. Dividend paid by foreign company having POEM in 
India to non-resident shareholder
As highlighted earlier, section 9(1)(iv) deems income 
paid by an Indian company to accrue or arise in India. 
In the present case, as the deeming fiction only refers 
to dividend paid by an Indian company, one may be 
able to take a position that the deeming fiction should 
not be extended to apply to foreign companies even if 
such foreign companies are resident in India due to the 
POEM of such companies in India. One may be able 
to argue that if the Legislature wanted such dividend to 
be covered, it would have specifically provided for it as 
done in respect of the existing source rules for royalty 

and fees for technical services in section 9, wherein a 
payment by a non-resident would deem such income to 
accrue or arise in India. Accordingly, the dividend paid by 
the foreign company to a non-resident shareholder may 
not be taxable in India even though the foreign company, 
declaring such dividend, is considered as a resident of 
India due to the POEM of the foreign company in India.

b. Dividend paid by foreign company having a POEM in 
India to resident shareholder
Such dividend would be taxed in India on account of the 
recipient of the dividend being a resident of India. Further, 
section 115BBD provides a lower rate of tax on dividends 
paid by a foreign company to an Indian company, subject 
to the Indian company holding at least 26% in nominal 
value of the equity share capital of the foreign company. 
Accordingly, such lower rate of tax would apply to 
dividends received by an Indian company from a foreign 
company (subject to the fulfilment of the minimum holding 
requirement) even if such foreign company is considered 
as a resident in India on account of its POEM being in 
India.

c. Dividend received by a foreign company
The provisions of section 115A apply in the case of 
receipt by a non-resident (other than a company) and 
a foreign company. Accordingly, dividend received by a 
foreign company would be taxed at the rate of 20% (plus 
applicable surcharge and education cess) even if the 
foreign company is considered as a tax resident of India 
on account of its POEM being in India.

3. ARTICLE 10 OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION OR DTAAs DEALING 
WITH DIVIDENDS
As discussed above, dividends typically give rise to 
economic double taxation. However, the dividends may 
also be subject to juridical double taxation in a situation 
where the income, i.e., dividend is taxed in the hands of 
the same shareholder in two different jurisdictions. Article 
10 of a DTAA typically provides relief from such juridical 
double taxation.

Article 10 dealing with taxation of dividends is typically 
worded in the following format:
a. Para 1 deals with the bilateral scope for the applicability 

of the Article;
b. Para 2 deals with the taxing right of the State of source 

to tax such dividends and the restrictions for such 
State in taxing the dividends;

c. Para 3 deals with the definition of dividends as per the 
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DTAA or Model Convention;
d. Para 4 deals with dividends paid to a company having 

a PE in the other State;
e. Para 5 deals with prohibition of extra-territorial taxation 

on dividends.

4. ARTICLE 10(1) OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION OR DTAAs
Article 10(1) of a DTAA typically provides the source 
rule for dividends under the DTAA and also provides the 
bilateral scope for which the Article applies.

Article 10(1) of the UN Model (2017) reads as under: 
‘Dividends paid by a company which is a resident of a 
Contracting State to a resident of the other Contracting 
State may be taxed in that other State.’

4.1. Bilateral scope
Paragraph 1 deals with the bilateral scope for applicability 
of the Article. In other words, for Article 10 to apply the 
company paying the dividends should be a resident of 
one of the Contracting States and the recipient of the 
dividends should be a resident of the other Contracting 
State.
4.2. Source rule
Paragraph 1 also provides the source rule for the 
dividends, which helps in identifying the State of source 
for the Article. The paragraph is applicable to dividends 
‘paid by a company which is a resident of a Contracting 
State’. Therefore, the State of source in the case of 
dividends shall be the State in which the company paying 
the dividends is a resident.
4.3. The term ‘paid’
Article 10 provides for allocation of taxing rights of 
dividends paid by a company. Therefore, it is important to 
understand the meaning of the term ‘paid’.

The description of the term in the OECD Commentary 
is as follows, ‘The term “paid” has a very wide meaning, 
since the concept of payment means the fulfilment of the 
obligation to put funds at the disposal of the shareholder 
in the manner required by contract or by custom.’

The issue of ‘paid’ is extremely relevant in the case of a 
deemed dividend u/s 2(22).

Section 2(22)(e) provides that the following payments by 
a company, to the extent of its accumulated profits, shall 
be deemed to be dividends under the Act:
a. Advance or loan to a shareholder who holds at least 

10% of the voting power in the payee company;

b. Advance or loan to a concern in which the shareholder 
is a member or partner and holds substantial interest 
(at least 20%) in the recipient concern.

While a loan or advance to a shareholder, constituting 
deemed dividend u/s 2(22)(e), would constitute dividend 
‘paid’ to the shareholder and, therefore, covered under 
Article 10(1) (subject to the issue as to whether deemed 
dividend constitutes dividend for the purposes of the 
DTAA, discussed in subsequent paragraphs), the question 
arises whether, in case of advance or loan given to a 
concern in which the shareholder has substantial interest, 
would be considered as ‘dividend paid by a company’.

Let us take the following example. Hold Co, a company 
resident in Singapore has two wholly-owned subsidiaries 
in India, I Co1 and I Co2. During the year, I Co1 grants a 
loan to I Co2. Assuming that neither I Co1 nor I Co2 is in 
the business of lending money, the loan given by I Co1 to 
I Co2 would be considered as deemed dividend.

The Delhi High Court in the case of CIT vs. Ankitech (P) 
Ltd. & Ors. (2012) (340 ITR 14) held that while section 
2(22)(e) deems a loan to be dividend, it does not deem the 
recipient to be a shareholder. This view was upheld by the 
Supreme Court in the case of CIT vs. Madhur Housing & 
Development Co. & Ors. (2018) (401 ITR 152).

Therefore, the deemed dividend would be taxed in the 
hands of the shareholder, i.e., Hold Co in this case, and 
not I Co2, being the recipient of the loan, as I Co2 is not a 
shareholder. Would the dividend then be considered to be 
‘paid’ to Hold Co as the funds have actually moved from 
I Co1 to I Co2 and Hold Co has not received any funds?

The question to be answered here is how does one 
interpret the term ‘paid’? In this context, Prof. Klaus Vogel 
in his book, ‘Klaus Vogel on Double Tax Conventions’ 
(2015 4th Edition), suggests,

‘“Payment” cannot depend on the transfer of money or 
“monetary funds”, nor does it depend on the existence of 
a clearly defined “obligation” of the company to put funds 
at the disposal of the shareholder; instead, in order to 
achieve consistency throughout the Article, it has to be 
construed so as to cover all types of advantages being 
provided to the shareholder covered by the definition of 
“dividends” in Article 10(3) OECD and UN MC, which 
include “benefits in money or money’s worth”. It has been 
argued that the term “payment” requires actual benefits to 
be provided to the shareholder, so that notional dividends 
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b. __ per cent of the gross amount of the dividends in all 
other cases.
The competent authorities of the Contracting States shall 
by mutual agreement settle the mode of application of 
these limitations.
This paragraph shall not affect the taxation of the company 
in respect of the profits out of which the dividends are 
paid.’

While the UN Model does not provide the rate of tax for 
paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b) and leaves the same to the 
individual countries to decide at the time of negotiating a 
DTAA, the OECD Model provides for 5% in sub-paragraph 
(a) and 15% in sub-paragraph (b).

5.1. Right of taxation to the source State
Paragraph 2 provides the right of taxation of dividends 
to the source State, i.e., the State in which the company 
paying the dividends is a resident. The first part provides 
the right of taxation to the source State and the second 
part of the paragraph restricts the right of taxation of the 
source State to a certain percentage on the applicability 
of certain conditions.
5.2. The term ‘may also be taxed’
Paragraph 2 provides that dividends paid by a company 
may also be taxed in the State in which the company 
paying the dividends is a resident.
5.3. Beneficial owner
The benefit of the lower rate of tax in the source State 
is available only if the beneficial owner is a resident of 
the Contracting State. Therefore, if the beneficial owner 
is not a resident of the Contracting State, the second part 
of the paragraph would not apply and there would be no 
restriction on the source State to tax the dividends.

The beneficial ownership test is an anti-avoidance 
provision in the DTAAs and was first introduced in the 
1966 Protocol to the 1945 US-UK DTAA. The concept of 
beneficial ownership was first introduced by the OECD 
in its 1977 Model Convention. However, the Model 
Commentary did not explain the term until the 2010 
update.

The term ‘beneficial owner’ has not been defined in the 
DTAAs or the Model Conventions.

However, the OECD Model Commentary explains the term 
‘beneficial owner’ to mean a person who, in substance, 
has a right to use and enjoy the dividend unconstrained 
by any contractual or legal obligation to pass on the said 
dividend to another person.

would automatically fall outside the scope of Article 10 
OECD and UN MC. This view has to be rejected, however, 
in light of the need for internal consistency of the provisions 
of the OECD and UN MC, which rather suggests that the 
terms “paid to”, “received by” and “derived from” serve 
only the purpose to connect income that is dealt with in 
a certain Article to a certain taxpayer, so that any income 
that falls within the definition of a “dividend” of Article 
10(3) OECD and UN MC needs to be considered to be 
so “paid”. Indeed, it would make little sense to define a 
“dividend” with reference to domestic law of the Source 
State only to prohibit taxation of certain such “dividends” 
because they have not actually been “paid”.’

Accordingly, one may take a view that in such a scenario 
dividend would be considered as ‘paid’ under the DTAA.

4.4. The term ‘may be taxed’
The paragraph provides that the dividend ‘may be taxed’ 
in the State of residence of the recipient of the dividends. 
It does not provide an exclusive right of taxation to the 
State of residence.

The interpretation of the term ‘may be taxed’ still continues 
to be a vexed issue to a certain extent even after the 
CBDT Notification No. 91 of 2008 dated 28th August, 
2008. This controversy would be covered by the authors 
in a subsequent article.

5. ARTICLE 10(2) OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION OR DTAAs
Article 10(2) of a DTAA typically provides the taxing right 
of the State of source for dividends under the DTAA.

Article 10(2) of the UN Model (2017) reads as under:
‘However, such dividends may also be taxed in the 
Contracting State of which the company paying the 
dividends is a resident and according to the laws of that 
State, but if the beneficial owner of the dividends is a 
resident of the other Contracting State, the tax so charged 
shall not exceed:
a. __ per cent of the gross amount of the dividends if the 
beneficial owner is a company (other than a partnership) 
which holds directly at least 25 per cent of the capital of 
the company paying the dividends throughout a 365-day 
period that includes the day of the payment of the dividend 
(for the purpose of computing that period, no account 
shall be taken of changes of ownership that would directly 
result from a corporate reorganisation, such as a merger 
or divisive reorganisation, of the company that holds the 
shares or pays the dividend);
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In the case of X Ltd., In Re (1996) 220 ITR 377, the 
AAR held that a British bank was the beneficial owner 
of the dividends paid by an Indian company even though 
the shares of the Indian company were held by two 
Mauritian entities which were wholly-owned subsidiaries 
of the British bank. However, the AAR did not dwell on 
the term beneficial owner but stressed on the fact that 
the Mauritian entities were wholly-owned by the British 
bank.

Some of the key international judgments in this regard are 
those of the Canadian Tax Court in the cases of Prevost 
Car Inc. vs. Her Majesty the Queen (2009) (10 ITLR 
736) and Velcro Canada vs. The Queen (2012) (2012 
TCC 57) and of the Court of Appeal in the UK in the case 
of Indofood International Finance Ltd. vs. JP Morgan 
Chase Bank NA (2006) (STC 1195).

In the case of JC Bamford Investments vs. DDIT (150 
ITD 209), the Delhi ITAT held (in the context of royalty) 
that the ‘beneficial owner’ is he who is free to decide (i) 
whether or not the capital or other assets should be used 
or made available for use by others, or (ii) on how the 
yields therefore should be used, or (iii) both.

Similarly, the Mumbai Tribunal in the case of HSBC Bank 
(Mauritius) Ltd. v. DCIT (International Taxation) (2017) 
(186 TTJ 619) has explained the term ‘beneficial owner’, 
in the context of interest as, ‘“Beneficial owner” can be 
one with full right and privilege to benefit directly from 
the interest income earned by the bank. Income must be 
attributable to the assessee for tax purposes and the same 
should not be aimed at transmitting to the third parties 
under any contractual agreement / understanding. Bank 
should not act as a conduit for any person, who in fact 
receives the benefits of the interest income concerned.’

The question that arises is, how does one practically 
evaluate whether the recipient is a beneficial owner 
of the dividends? In this case, generally, dividends are 
paid to group entities wherein it is possible for the Indian 
company paying the dividends to evaluate whether or 
not the shareholder is merely a conduit. A Chartered 
Accountant certifying the taxation of the dividends in Form 
15CB can ask for certain information such as financials 
of the non-resident shareholder in order to evaluate 
whether the recipient shareholder is a conduit company, 
or whether such shareholder has substance. In the 
absence of such information or such other documentation 
to substantiate that the shareholder is not a conduit 
company, it is advisable that the benefit under the DTAA 

is not given. It is important to highlight that an entity, even 
though a wholly-owned subsidiary, can be considered as 
a beneficial owner of the income if it can substantiate that 
it is capable of and is undertaking decisions in respect of 
the application of the said income.

6. ARTICLE 10(3) OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION AND DTAAs
Article 10(3) of a DTAA generally provides the definition 
of dividends.

Article 10(3) of the UN Model (2017) reads as under: ‘The 
term “dividends” as used in this Article means income 
from shares, “jouissance” shares or “jouissance” rights, 
mining shares, founders’ shares or other rights, not being 
debt claims, participating in profits, as well as income 
from other corporate rights which is subjected to the same 
taxation treatment as income from shares by the laws of 
the State of which the company making the distribution is 
a resident.’

Therefore, the term ‘dividends’ includes the income from 
the following:
a. Shares, jouissance shares or jouissance rights, 

mining shares, founders’ shares;
b. Other rights, not being debt claims, participating in 

profits;
c. Income from corporate rights subjected to the same 

tax treatment as income from shares in the source 
State.

6.1 Inclusive definition
The definition of the term ‘dividends’ in the DTAA as well 
as the OECD and UN Model is an inclusive definition. 
Further, it also gives reference to the definition of the term 
in the domestic law of the source State. The reason for 
providing an inclusive definition is to include all the types 
of distribution by the company to its shareholders.

6.2 Meaning of various types of shares and rights
The various types of shares referred to in the definition 
above are not relevant under the Indian corporate laws 
and, therefore, have not been further analysed.

6.3 Deemed dividend
The OECD Commentary provides that the term ‘dividends’ 
is expansively defined to include not only distribution of 
profits but even disguised distributions. However, the 
question that arises is whether such deemed dividend 
would fall under any of the limbs of the definition of 
dividends in the Article.
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The Mumbai ITAT in the case of KIIC Investment 
Company vs. DCIT (2018) (TS - 708 - ITAT - 2018) while 
evaluating whether deemed dividend would be covered 
under Article 10(4) of the India-Mauritius DTAA (having 
similar language to the UN Model), held,

‘The India-Mauritius Tax Treaty prescribes that dividend 
paid by a company which is resident of a contracting state 
to a resident of other contracting state may be taxed in 
that other state. Article 10(4) of the Treaty explains the 
term “dividend” as used in the Article. Essentially, the 
expression “dividend” seeks to cover three different facets 
of income; firstly, income from shares, i.e. dividend per se; 
secondly, income from other rights, not being debt claims, 
participating in profits; and, thirdly, income from corporate 
rights which is subjected to same taxation treatment as 
income from shares by the laws of contracting state of 
which the company making the distribution is a resident. 
In the context of the controversy before us, i.e. ‘deemed 
dividend’ under section 2(22)(e) of the Act, obviously 
the same is not covered by the first two facets of the 
expression “dividend” in Article 10(4) of the Treaty. So, 
however, the third facet stated in Article 10(4) of the Treaty, 
in our view, clearly suggests that even “deemed dividend” 
as per Sec. 2(22)(e) of the Act is to be understood to be 
a “dividend” for the purpose of the Treaty. The presence 
of the expression “same taxation treatment as income 
from shares” in the country of distributor of dividend in 
Article 10(4) of the Treaty in the context of the third facet 
clearly leads to the inference that so long as the Indian 
tax laws consider “deemed dividend” also as “dividend”, 
then the same is also to be understood as “dividend” for 
the purpose of the Treaty.’

Therefore, without dwelling on the issue as to whether 
deemed dividend can be considered as income from 
corporate rights, the Mumbai ITAT held that deemed 
dividend would be considered as dividend under Article 
10 of the DTAA.

In this regard it may be highlighted that the last limb of 
the definition of the term in the India-UK DTAA does not 
include the requirement of the income from corporate 
rights and therefore is more open-ended than the OECD 
Model. It reads as follows, ‘…as well as any other item 
which is subjected to the same taxation treatment as 
income from shares by the laws …’

7. ARTICLE 10(4) OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION AND DTAAs
Article 10(4) of a DTAA provides for the tax position in 

case the recipient of the dividends has a PE in the other 
Contracting State of which the company paying the 
dividends is resident.

Article 10(4) of the UN Model (2017) reads as under, 
‘The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not apply if 
the beneficial owner of the dividends, being a resident 
of a Contracting State, carries on business in the 
other Contracting State of which the company paying 
the dividends is a resident, through a permanent 
establishment situated therein, or performs in that other 
State independent personal services from a fixed base 
situated therein, and the holding in respect of which the 
dividends are paid is effectively connected with such 
permanent establishment or fixed base. In such case the 
provisions of Article 7 or Article 14, as the case may be, 
shall apply.’

The difference between the OECD Model and the UN 
Model is that the OECD Model does not provide reference 
to Article 14 as the Article dealing with Independent 
Personal Services is deleted in the OECD Model.

7.1 Need to tax under Article 7 or Article 14
The paragraph states that once the bilateral scope in 
Article 10(1) is met, if the beneficial owner of the dividends 
has a PE in the source State and the holding in respect 
of which the dividends are paid is effectively connected to 
such PE, then the provisions of Article 7 or Article 14 shall 
override the provisions of Article 10.

To illustrate, A Co, resident of State A, has a subsidiary, 
B Co, as well as a branch (considered as a PE in this 
example) in State B. If the holding of B Co is effectively 
connected to the branch of A Co in State B, Article 7 of the 
A-B DTAA would apply and not Article 10.

The reason for the insertion of this paragraph is that 
once a taxpayer has a PE in the source State and the 
dividends are effectively connected to such PE, they 
would be included in the profits attributable to the PE and 
taxed as such in accordance with Article 7 of the DTAA. 
Therefore, taxing the same dividends on a gross basis 
under Article 10 and on net basis under Article 7 would 
lead to unnecessary complications in State B. In order to 
alleviate such unnecessary complications, it is provided 
that the dividends would be included in the net profits 
attributable to the PE and taxed in accordance with Article 
7 and not Article 10.

7.2 The term ‘effectively connected’
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The OECD Model Commentary provides a broad 
guidance as to when the holdings would be considered 
as being ‘effectively connected’ to a PE and provides the 
following circumstances in which it would be considered 
so:
a. The economic ownership of the holding is with the 

PE;
b. Under the separate entity approach, the benefits as 

well as the burdens of the holding (such as right to 
the dividends attributable to ownership, potential 
exposure of gains and losses from the appreciation 
and depreciation of the holding) is with the PE.

8. ARTICLE 10(5) OF THE UN MODEL 
CONVENTION AND DTAAs
Article 10(5) of a DTAA deals with prevention of extra-
territorial taxation.

Article 10(5) of the UN Model (2017) reads as under, 
‘Where a company which is a resident of a Contracting 
State derives profits or income from the other Contracting 
State, that other State may not impose any tax on 
the dividends paid by the company, except insofar 
as such dividends are paid to a resident of that other 
State or insofar as the holding in respect of which 
the dividends are paid is effectively connected with a 
permanent establishment or a fixed base situated in that 
other State, nor subject the company’s undistributed 
profits to a tax on the company’s undistributed profits, 
even if the dividends paid or the undistributed profits 
consist wholly or partly of profits or income arising in such 
other State.’

Each country is free to draft source rules in its domestic 
tax law as it deems fit. Paragraph 5, therefore, prevents 
a country from taxing dividends paid by a company to 
another, simply because the dividend is in respect of 
profits earned in that country, except in the following 
circumstances:
a. The company paying the dividends is a resident of 

that State;
b. The dividends are paid to a resident of that State; and
c. The holding in respect of which the dividends are paid 

is effectively connected to the PE of the recipient in 
that State.

Let us take an example where A Co, a resident of 
State A, earns certain income in State B and out of 
the profits from its activities in State B (assume 
constituting PE of A Co in State B), declares dividend to 
X Co, a resident of State C. This is provided by way of a 

diagram below.

While State B would tax the profits of the PE of A Co, 
State B can also seek to tax the dividend paid by A Co to 
X Co as the profits out of which the dividend is paid is out 
of profits earned in State B. In such a situation, the DTAA 
between State C and State B may not be able to restrict 
State B from taxing the dividends if the Article dealing 
with Other Income does not provide exclusive right of 
taxation to the country of residence. In such a scenario, 
Article 10(5) of the DTAA between State A and State B will 
prevent State B from taxing the dividends on the following 
grounds:
a. A Co, the company paying the dividends, is not a 

resident of State B;
b. C Co, the recipient of the dividends, is not a resident 

of State B; and
c. The dividends are not effectively connected to a PE of 

C Co (the recipient) in State B.

9. CONCLUSION
With the return to the classical system of taxing dividends, 
dividends may now be a tax-efficient way of distributing 
the profits of a company, especially if the shareholder is 
a resident of a country with a favourable DTAA with India. 
In certain cases, distribution of dividend may be a better 
option as compared to undertaking buyback on account 
of the buyback tax in India.

However, it is important to evaluate the anti-avoidance 

Continued on Page 86   
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Ind AS/IGAAP–INTERPRETATION & 
PRACTICAL APPLICATION

REVENUE ADJUSTMENT ON ACCOUNT 
OF TRANSFER PRICING

BACKGROUND
The finalisation of transfer price between an assessee 
and the Income-tax Authorities with respect to related 
party transactions could take several years. In the 
meantime, the related party transactions are priced on a 
provisional basis. This article deals with the accounting 
of the adjustments required when there is finality on the 
transfer pricing between the assessee and the Income-
tax Authorities.

ISSUE
 An Indian subsidiary bills the parent and recognises 
revenue for services provided @ 10% margin;
 Three years later, the Income-tax Department settles 
transfer pricing @ 15% margin as per the Advance Pricing 
Agreement (APA);
 The parent contributes to the subsidiary the 5% 
difference for the past three years, let’s say, INR 100;
 Whether INR 100 is an equity contribution by the parent 
to the subsidiary in the books of the subsidiary under AS?
 What are the disclosures required in the financial 
statements of the subsidiary?

REFERENCES
Paragraph 11 Ind AS 32 - Financial Instruments: 
Presentation
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a 
residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting 
all of its liabilities.

Paragraph 51 Ind AS 115 - Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers
An amount of consideration can vary because of 
discounts, rebates, refunds, credits, price concessions, 
incentives, performance bonuses, penalties or other 
similar items. The promised consideration can also vary 
if an entity’s entitlement to the consideration is contingent 
on the occurrence or non-occurrence of a future event. 

For example, an amount of consideration would be 
variable if either a product was sold with a right of return 
or a fixed amount is promised as a performance bonus on 
achievement of a specified milestone.

Ind AS 12 Appendix C - Uncertainty over Income-tax 
treatments
4. This Appendix clarifies how to apply the recognition 
and measurement requirements in Ind AS 12 when 
there is uncertainty over income-tax treatments. In such 
a circumstance, an entity shall recognise and measure 
its current or deferred tax asset or liability applying the 
requirements in Ind AS 12 based on taxable profit (tax 
loss), tax bases, unused tax losses, unused tax credits 
and tax rates determined applying this Appendix.

Ind AS 115 - Revenue from Contracts with Customers
118  An entity shall provide an explanation of the significant 
changes in the contract asset and the contract liability 
balances during the reporting period. The explanation 
shall include qualitative and quantitative information. 
Examples of changes in the entity’s balances of contract 
assets and contract liabilities include any of the following:
(a) …….;
(b) cumulative catch-up adjustments to revenue that 
affect the corresponding contract asset or contract 
liability, including adjustments arising from a change 
in the measure of progress, a change in an estimate 
of the transaction price (including any changes in 
the assessment of whether an estimate of variable 
consideration is constrained) or a contract modification;
(c) ………………….;
(d) ………………….; and
(e) …………………….

119 An entity shall disclose information about its 
performance obligations in contracts with customers, 
including a description of all of the following:

DOLPHY D’SOUZA
Chartered Accountant
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(a) …………..;
(b) the significant payment terms (for example, when 
payment is typically due, whether the contract has a 
significant financing component, whether the consideration 
amount is variable and whether the estimate of variable 
consideration is typically constrained in accordance with 
paragraphs 56 - 58);
(c) ………………..;
(d) …………………; and
(e) …………………...

122 An entity shall explain qualitatively whether it is 
applying the practical expedient in paragraph 121 and 
whether any consideration from contracts with customers 
is not included in the transaction price and, therefore, 
not included in the information disclosed in accordance 
with paragraph 120. For example, an estimate of the 
transaction price would not include any estimated 
amounts of variable consideration that are constrained 
(see paragraphs 56 - 58).

126  An entity shall disclose information about the 
methods, inputs and assumptions used for all of the 
following:
(a) determining the transaction price, which includes, 
but is not limited to estimating variable consideration, 
adjusting the consideration for the effects of the time 
value of money and measuring non-cash consideration;
(b) assessing whether an estimate of variable 
consideration is constrained;
(c) allocating the transaction price, including estimating 
stand-alone selling prices of promised goods or services 
and allocating discounts and variable consideration to a 
specific part of the contract (if applicable); and
(d) ………………..

RESPONSE
The APA between the Indian subsidiary and the 
Income-tax Authorities will require the Indian subsidiary 
to raise an invoice for the amounts under-invoiced 
earlier. The Indian subsidiary will now have to bill the 

difference in margin of 5% to the parent entity, i.e., 
INR 100. The parent entity will have to remit this 
amount to the Indian subsidiary. If the parent does not 
remit this amount to the subsidiary, it would be treated as 
a deemed loan to the parent in the hands of the subsidiary, 
and the subsidiary will have to pay tax on deemed interest 
income.

As per paragraph 11 of Ind AS 32, an equity instrument 
is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the 
assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities. They 
are, therefore, non-reciprocal in nature. In the fact pattern, 
the invoicing of the incremental 5% margin, INR 100, is 
not a non-reciprocal transfer. The parent is transferring 
INR 100 to the Indian subsidiary because it was under-
invoiced in the past. In accordance with paragraph 51 of 
Ind AS 115, this would constitute variable consideration 
and the billing by the subsidiary to the parent company 
would be included in the current year revenue of the 
subsidiary as a cumulative catch-up adjustment. This will 
not constitute a prior-period error as there was no error 
in the given fact pattern. The earlier years invoicing was 
provisional and the final invoicing, once a conclusion was 
reached with the Income-tax Authorities, was based on 
the contractual arrangement between the parent and 
the subsidiary. The final billing of an additional INR 100 
reflected the arrangement between the parent and the 
subsidiary as a supplier and a customer, rather than in 
the capacity as a shareholder.

Appendix C of Ind AS 12 - Uncertainty over Income-
tax treatments applies when the uncertainty is with 
respect to income-tax treatment by Income-tax 
Authorities. From the perspective of the subsidiary, there 
is no uncertainty over income-tax treatments since it is 
fully compensated by the parent as per their agreement. 
However, there is uncertainty over variable consideration. 
Therefore, from a disclosure perspective in the financial 
statements of the subsidiary, the disclosure as required 
by paragraphs 118, 119, 122 and 126 of Ind AS 115 will 
be required. 

The better view of the matter therefore is the view 
taken by the Bengaluru Bench of the Tribunal in the 
case of India Advantage Fund, as affirmed by 
the Karnataka and Madras High Courts, that it is not 
necessary to list out the beneficiaries and their exact 
share in terms of percentage in the trust deed. It 

is sufficient if the trust deed provides both for 
the manner of identification of the beneficiaries as 
well as a mechanism to compute their respective 
shares in the income of the trust for any year, without 
leaving it to the discretion of the trustee or any other 
person. 

  CONTROVERSIES Continued from Page 74
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FROM PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS 

Compiler’s Note: The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic 
was particularly adverse on the air travel, commercial 
aerospace and supporting industries. This has 
necessitated impairment testing of goodwill for companies 
that have invested in such entities. Given below is an 
illustration of such impairment evaluation and provision 
by one of the largest corporations in the US which had 
invested in such an entity and the reporting thereon by the 
Independent Auditor under Critical Audit Matters.

BERKSHIRE HATHWAY INC.  
(31ST DECEMBER, 2020)

From Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Significant accounting policies and practices
(b) Use of estimates in preparation of financial statements
We prepare our Consolidated Financial Statements in 
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted 
in the United States (‘GAAP’) which require us to make 
estimates and assumptions that affect the reported 
amounts of assets and liabilities at the balance sheet date 
and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses 
during the period. Our estimates of unpaid losses and 
loss adjustment expenses are subject to considerable 
estimation error due to the inherent uncertainty in 
projecting ultimate claim costs. In addition, estimates 
and assumptions associated with the amortisation of 
deferred charges on retroactive reinsurance contracts, 
determinations of fair values of certain financial 
instruments and evaluations of goodwill and identifiable 
intangible assets for impairment require considerable 
judgment. Actual results may differ from the estimates 
used in preparing our Consolidated Financial Statements.

The novel coronavirus (Covid-19) spread rapidly across 
the world in 2020 and was declared a pandemic by 
the World Health Organization. The government and 
private sector responses to contain its spread began to 
significantly affect our operating businesses in March. 
Covid-19 has since adversely affected nearly all of our 
operations, although the effects are varying significantly. 
The duration and extent of the effects over longer terms 
cannot be reasonably estimated at this time. The risks 
and uncertainties resulting from the pandemic that may 

affect our future earnings, cash flows and financial 
condition include the time necessary to distribute safe 
and effective vaccines and to vaccinate a significant 
number of people in the U.S. and throughout the world 
as well as the long-term effect from the pandemic on 
the demand for certain of our products and services. 
Accordingly, significant estimates used in the preparation 
of our financial statements including those associated 
with evaluations of certain long-lived assets, goodwill and 
other intangible assets for impairment, expected credit 
losses on amounts owed to us and the estimations of 
certain losses assumed under insurance and reinsurance 
contracts may be subject to significant adjustments in 
future periods.

Goodwill and other Intangible Assets (Extracts)
During 2020, we concluded it was necessary to re-
evaluate goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible assets 
of certain of our reporting units for impairment due to 
the disruptions arising from the Covid-19 pandemic. We 
believed that the most significant of these disruptions 
related to the air travel and commercial aerospace and 
supporting industries. We recorded pre-tax goodwill 
impairment charges of approximately $10 billion and pre-
tax indefinite-lived intangible asset impairment charges of 
$638 million in the second quarter of 2020. Approximately 
$10 billion of these charges related to Precision Castparts 
Corp. (‘PCC’), the largest business within Berkshire’s 
manufacturing segment. The carrying value of PCC-
related goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible assets prior 
to the impairment charges was approximately $31 billion.

The impairment charges were determined based 
on discounted cash flow methods and reflected our 
assessments of the risks and uncertainties associated 
with the aerospace industry. Significant judgment is 
required in estimating the fair value of a reporting unit 
and in performing impairment tests. Due to the inherent 
uncertainty in forecasting cash flows and earnings, 
actual results in the future may vary significantly from the 
forecasts.

From Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting 
Firm
Critical Audit Matters

HIMANSHU V. KISHNADWALA
Chartered Accountant
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Goodwill and Indefinite-Lived Intangible Assets – 
Refer to Notes 1 and 13 to the Financial Statements
Critical Audit Matter Description
The Company’s evaluation of goodwill and indefinite-lived 
intangible assets for impairment involves the comparison of 
the fair value of each reporting unit or asset to its carrying 
value. The Company evaluates goodwill and indefinite-lived 
intangible assets for impairment at least annually. When 
evaluating goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible assets 
for impairment, the fair value of each reporting unit or asset 
is estimated. Significant judgment is required in estimating 
fair values and performing impairment tests. The Company 
primarily uses discounted projected future net earnings or 
net cash flows and multiples of earnings to estimate fair 
value, which requires management to make significant 
estimates and assumptions related to forecasts of future 
revenue, earnings before interest and taxes (‘EBIT’) and 
discount rates. Changes in these assumptions could have 
a significant impact on the fair value of reporting units and 
indefinite-lived intangible assets.

The Precision Castparts Corp. (‘PCC’) reporting unit 
reported approximately $31 billion of goodwill and 
indefinite-lived intangible assets as of 31st December, 
2019. During the second quarter of 2020, the Company 
performed an interim re-evaluation of the goodwill and 
indefinite-lived intangible assets at the PCC reporting 
unit. This determination was made due to disruptions 
arising from the Covid-19 pandemic that had an adverse 
impact on the industries in which PCC operates. As a 
result of the re-evaluation, the Company recognised 
goodwill and indefinite-lived intangible asset impairment 
charges in the amount of approximately $10 billion, as the 
fair values of the PCC reporting unit and indefinite-lived 
intangible assets were less than their respective carrying 
values. As a result, PCC reported goodwill and indefinite-
lived intangible assets of approximately $21 billion as of 
31st December, 2020.

Given the significant judgments made by management 
to estimate the fair value of the PCC reporting unit 
and certain customer relationships with indefinite lives 
along with the difference between their fair values and 
carrying values, performing audit procedures to evaluate 
the reasonableness of management’s estimates and 
assumptions related to forecasts of future revenue and 
EBIT and the selection of the discount rate required a 
high degree of auditor judgment and an increased extent 
of effort, including the need to involve our fair value 
specialists.

How the Critical Audit Matter was addressed in the 
audit
Our audit procedures related to forecasts of future revenue 
and EBIT and the selection of the discount rate for the 
PCC reporting unit and certain customer relationships 
included the following, among others:
• We tested the effectiveness of controls over goodwill 
and indefinite-lived intangible assets, including those 
over the forecasts of future revenue and EBIT and the 
selection of the discount rate.
• We evaluated management’s ability to accurately 
forecast future revenue and EBIT by comparing prior year 
forecasts to actual results in the respective years.
• We evaluated the reasonableness of management’s 
current revenue and EBIT forecasts by comparing the 
forecasts to historical results and forecasted information 
included in analyst and industry reports and certain peer 
companies’ disclosures.
• With the assistance of our fair value specialists, we 
evaluated the valuation methodologies, the long-term 
growth rates and discount rate, including testing the 
underlying source information and the mathematical 
accuracy of the calculations, and developed a range 
of independent estimates and compared those to the 
long-term growth rates and discount rate selected by 
management. 

rules such as the beneficial ownership rule as well as the 
MLI provisions before applying the treaty benefit. As a CA 
certifying the remittance in Form 15CB, it is extremely 
important that one evaluates the documentation to 
substantiate the above anti-avoidance provisions and, 
in the absence of the same, not provide benefit of the 

DTAA to such dividend income. In the next part of this 
article, relating to international tax aspects of taxation of 
dividends, we would cover certain specific issues such 
as whether DDT is restricted by DTAA, MLI aspects and 
underlying tax credit among other issues in respect of 
dividends. 

  INTERNATIONAL TAXATION Continued from Page 82
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INTRODUCTION
The charging section for the levy of GST provides that 
the tax shall be levied on supply of goods / services or 
both. This entails the need for determination of whether 
a particular activity undertaken by a supplier is for supply 
of goods or supply of services? While dealing with this 
question, one may need to refer to the principles of 
composite supply or mixed supply as defined u/s 2 of the 
CGST Act, 2017 to determine whether the supply is that 
of goods or of services.

Once the determination of the nature of supply is done, 
the next question that arises is the rate applicable on 
such supply. There is a lot of confusion about the entry 
under which a particular goods / service should be 
classified in view of conflicting rates prescribed under 
the respective Rate Notifications, coupled with conflicting 
rulings by the Authority for Advance Ruling from different 
locations. This, despite the Rate Notifications specifically 
providing that rules for the interpretation as provided for 
under the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 shall also apply for 
the interpretation of headings covered under the said 
Notification.

In one of our earliest articles, ‘Principles of Classification’ 
(BCAJ, November, 2017), we had discussed in detail the 
subject of Classification under GST. In this article, we 
have attempted to identify a few instances dealing with 
Classification – both of a supply as goods vs. services, 
and the applicable rate on a supply along with conflicting 
AARs’ which add fire to this controversy.

GOODS VS. SERVICES – INTANGIBLES
The perennial controversy about determining what 
constitutes goods and what constitute services, although 
settled by the Supreme Court in the case of Tata 
Consultancy Services vs. State of Andhra Pradesh 
[2004 (178) ELT 22 (SC)] (the ‘TCS case’), used to be a 
burning issue under the earlier regime and continues to 
be so even under the new GST regime. This is because 
the definition of the said terms u/s 2 of the CGST Act, 

2017. Section 2 (52) defines ‘goods’ to mean every kind 
of movable property other than money and securities 
but includes actionable claim, growing crops, grass and 
things attached to, or forming part of the land which are 
agreed to be severed before supply or under a contract 
of supply. Similarly, section 2(102) defines ‘services’ to 
mean anything other than goods, money and securities 
but includes activities relating to the use of money or 
its conversion by cash or by any other mode, from one 
form, currency or denomination to another form, currency 
or denomination for which a separate consideration is 
charged.

The first controversy which pertains to the issue of goods 
vs. services is in relation to intangibles. The issue of 
whether software, being an intangible property, is goods 
or service was already settled by the Apex Court in the 
TCS case wherein the Hon’ble Court had laid down the 
conditions for treating an intangible property as goods. 
Keeping that in mind, in view of the provision of Schedule 
II of the CGST Act, 2017, if the supply results in transfer 
of title in goods, the same would constitute supply of 
goods; while if there is transfer of right in goods without 
transfer of title thereof, the same would constitute supply 
of services. However, while dealing with this aspect 
another recent decision of the Supreme Court in the case 
of Engineering Analysis Centre of Excellence Private 
Limited vs. The Commissioner of Income Tax [Civil 
Appeal Nos. 8733-8734 of 2018], though in the context 
of income-tax, will always have an important bearing. In 
this case, the Court had held that licenses granted by 
way of End-User License Agreements were nothing but 
sale of goods. The relevant extracts of the decision are 
reproduced below for reference:

52. There can be no doubt as to the real nature of the 
transactions in the appeals before us. What is ‘licensed’ 
by the foreign, non-resident supplier to the distributor and 
resold to the resident end-user, or directly supplied to the 
resident end-user, is in fact the sale of a physical object 
which contains an embedded computer programme, and 

CLASSIFICATION CONUNDRUM
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Chartered Accountants
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this, one would need to arrive at a conclusion whether a 
particular activity amounts to supply of goods or supply of 
service as job-work.

This discussion becomes important since there are 
specific instances where if the activity is treated as supply 
of goods, the same attracts tax at a different rate, while 
when treated as supply of service the applicable rate is 
different. At times where credit is not available fully, this 
would also involve cost ramifications. One such instance 
is observed in the context of newspapers. Supply of 
newspaper attracts nil rate of tax. However, the activity 
of printing of newspaper, which is classified as service, 
attracts tax @ 5%. Therefore, it becomes important to 
determine whether the supply being made is classifiable 
as supply of goods / services. Of course, while the answer 
to this question would depend on the facts of each case, 
the issue becomes more controversial in view of Circular 
11/11/2017-GST dated 20th October, 2017 wherein the 
Board has clarified as under:

4. In the case of printing of books, pamphlets, brochures, 
annual reports and the like, where only content is supplied 
by the publisher or the person who owns the usage rights 
to the intangible inputs, while the physical inputs including 
paper used for printing belong to the printer, supply of 
printing [of the content supplied by the recipient of supply] 
is the principal supply and therefore such supplies would 
constitute supply of service falling under heading 9989 of 
the scheme of classification of services.
5. In case of supply of printed envelopes, letter cards, 
printed boxes, tissues, napkins, wall paper, etc. falling 
under Chapter 48 or 49, printed with design, logo etc. 
supplied by the recipient of goods but made using 
physical inputs including paper belonging to the printer, 
the predominant supply is that of goods and the supply 
of printing of the content [supplied by the recipient of 
supply] is ancillary to the principal supply of goods, and 
therefore such supplies would constitute supply of goods 
falling under respective headings of Chapter 48 or 49 of 
the Customs Tariff.

While in the first case the Board has clarified that the 
supply of printing service is the principal service, in the 
second case it has been clarified that supply of goods is 
the predominant supply. It is difficult to fathom how both 
the transactions can be dealt with differently as in both 
the cases the intention of the recipient is to receive back 
printed material from the job-worker. It is common for 
publishers to outsource printing activity and the dominant 
intention is to receive the printed content which is used by 

is therefore, a sale of goods which, as has been correctly 
pointed out by the learned counsel for the assessees, is 
the law declared by this Court in the context of a sales tax 
statute in Tata Consultancy Services vs. State of A.P., 
2005 (1) SCC 308 (see paragraph 27).

In view of the above decision, an issue arises in case of 
import / export transactions through online mode. Such 
import / export transactions are not regulated through the 
Customs channel, and therefore, when payment is made 
for import of software or received for export of software, 
the nature of the transaction, i.e., whether the same 
pertains to purchase / sale of goods or service becomes 
particularly important. For example, if a person purchases 
all the rights which subsist in an intangible property / a 
license, the same would undoubtedly amount to supply 
of goods. The question that would arise in case of import 
of such goods is whether GST would be payable treating 
the same as ‘import of services’ or the same would be 
liable to tax under the proviso to section 5 of the IGST Act, 
2017, i.e., the tax would be levied and collected under the 
Customs Act, 1962? If the latter view is taken, perhaps 
such transaction would not attract any IGST since there 
is no mechanism for levy of tax on intangibles under the 
Customs Act.

An even larger issue may crop up in the case of export 
transactions, especially when supply is under payment of 
IGST where there is a system for automated refund. Since 
the supply of intangibles is not routed through the customs 
system, the refund for such transactions may not be 
automatically processed and would therefore necessitate 
such exporters to file separate refund applications which 
can give rise to challenges as the Jurisdiction Officer 
may reject the refund claim on the simple ground that the 
same falls within the purview of Customs who may not at 
all be aware of the entire transaction.

GOODS VS. SERVICES – SALE VS. 
SERVICE
Entry 3 of Schedule II presumes an activity of job-work 
as service. While under the earlier regime job-work was 
defined to mean any activity amounting to manufacture, 
GST law defines the same to mean any treatment or 
process undertaken by a person on goods belonging 
to another registered person and the expression ‘job 
worker’ shall be construed accordingly. However, it would 
be incorrect to read this definition on a standalone basis, 
especially when the statute provides for concepts relating 
to composite supply / mixed supply which needs to be 
used when determining the nature of supply. Based on 
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them to further supply such printed content.

In fact, this Circular also appears to be contrary to the 
principles of job-work which have been laid down by the 
Supreme Court in the case of Prestige Engineering 
(India) Ltd. vs. CCE Meerut [1994 (73) ELT 497 (SC)] 
which explained what shall and what shall not constitute 
job work. The primary rule laid down by the Court was that 
job work should not be narrowly understood as requiring 
the job worker to return the goods in the same form as 
this would render the Notification itself redundant since 
the definition specifically contemplated ‘a manufacturing 
process’, but it also cannot be so widely interpreted as 
to allow an arrangement where the process involved 
substantial value addition. It is imperative for the readers 
to note that the above clarification has also been 
followed by the Authority for Advance Ruling in the case 
of Sri Venkateswara Enterprises [2019 (30) GSTL 83 
(AAR - GST)]. However, in another case, that of Ashok 
Chaturvedi [2019 (21) GSTL 211 (AAR - GST)], the 
Authority has held that the principal supply was that 
of goods and therefore the printed content would be 
classified under Chapter 49 and taxed accordingly.

A similar issue exists in the hospitality sector where 
there is confusion as to whether tobacco products such 
as cigarettes, hookah, etc., supplied and consumed in 
a restaurant shall be classified as supply of goods or 
supply of service as a part of restaurant services? The 
Advance Authority has, in the case of MFAR Hotels & 
Resorts Private Limited [2020 (42) GSTL 470 (AAR 
– GST – TN)], held that cigarettes supplied in the 
restaurant will be treated as supply of goods as the same 
is not naturally bundled with the service of the restaurant. 
However, it would appear that the ruling has not taken into 
consideration Entry 6(b) of Schedule II which deems a 
composite supply by way of or as part of any service or in 
any other manner whatsoever, of goods, being food or any 
other article for human consumption or any drink as supply 
of service. If aerated beverages, which also attract the 
higher rate of tax as well as compensation cess supplied 
in a restaurant can be treated as supply of service, there 
is no logical reasoning to not extend the same benefit to 
tobacco as the same also falls within the basket of goods 
supplied for human consumption, irrespective of whether 
or not the same is injurious to health!

RATE CLASSIFICATION – GOODS
As discussed in the earlier article also, the Rate 
Notifications under GST provide that the classification 
of any goods / services in a particular rate / exemption 

entry shall be done applying the rules for interpretation 
as provided for under the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. The 
said rules were discussed in detail in the said article. 
However, since the introduction of GST there have been 
several items the classification of which has continued to 
be under dispute. In this article, we have attempted to 
identify and discuss such cases.

The first class of goods which has seen substantial 
classification dispute is ‘tobacco’ which comes in different 
forms and varied rates have been notified depending on 
the nature of the product. The following table summarises 
the different rates applicable to different types of tobacco:

Schedule Entry 
No.

HSN Description of product Rate

I 109 2401 Tobacco Leaves 5%

IV 13 2401 Unmanufactured tobacco; 
tobacco refuse [other than 
tobacco leaves]

28%

IV 15 2403 Other manufactured 
tobacco and manufactured 
tobacco substitutes; 
‘homogenised’ or 
‘reconstituted’ tobacco; 
tobacco extracts and 
essences [including ‘biris’]

28%

A particular area of dispute has been as to what constitutes 
tobacco leaves. The Board has, vide Circular 332/2/2017 
– TRU clarified that tobacco leaves shall mean leaves 
of tobacco as such, broken tobacco leaves and stems. 
This issue has been examined in detail in the context of 
Central Excise. The Tribunal has, in the case of Yogesh 
Associates vs. CCE, Surat II [2006 (195) ELT 196 (Tri - 
Mum)] wherein the Tribunal held that raw leaf treated with 
tobacco solution Quimam and other flavours including 
saffron water did not result in the leaf undergoing any 
irreversible change and the same continued to remain 
raw, unmanufactured tobacco leaf. This decision was also 
approved by the Apex Court in 2006 (199) ELT A221 (SC). 
However, there have been conflicting decisions from the 
Authority for Advance Ruling in the context of GST w.r.t. 
classification of tobacco products in different forms.

In the case of Shailesh Kumar Singh [2018 (13) GSTL 
373 (AAR - GST)] and Pragathi Enterprises [2018 
(19) GSTL 327 (AAR - GST)]), the Authority has held 
that dried tobacco leaves which have undergone the 
process of curing are not covered under Schedule I Entry 
109 but will be covered under Schedule IV Entry 13. In 
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Sringeri Yogis Pai [2019 (31) GSTL 357 (AAR - GST)] 
the Authority has further held that cured tobacco leaves 
would also get covered under Schedule IV Entry 13.

However, in Suresh G. [2019 (023) GSTL 0483 (AAR 
- GST)], the Authority has held that sun-cured tobacco 
leaves would get covered under Schedule I and therefore 
attract GST at 5%. The Authority held as under:

‘6. It is well-known fact that the fresh or green leaves 
are having no commercial marketability. Only after 
the long process of curing the tobacco leaves become 
capable for marketing. Therefore legislature imposed 
tax only on cured tobacco leaves which are capable of 
being traded. As per serial number 13 of Schedule-IV of 
Notification No. 1/2017-Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-6-
2017 “un-manufactured tobacco” is brought under 28% 
taxable category. But the entry itself clearly specified 
that unmanufactured tobacco, tobacco refuse (other 
than tobacco leaves) is taxable at the rate of 28%. Since 
tobacco leaves are specifically excluded from Schedule-
IV Sl. No. 13 it will squarely come under Schedule-I of Sl. 
No. 109 and taxable at the rate of 5%. Therefore tobacco 
leaves including the leaves cut from plant, dry leaves, 
cured leaves by applying natural process ordinarily used 
by the farmers to make them fit to be taken to market 
shall qualify for 5% tax rate. It is common knowledge 
that without curing tobacco leaves cannot be consumed. 
The curing in relation to tobacco leaves means removal 
of moisture from the tobacco leaves. Section 2(c) of the 
Central Excise Act, 1944 specified that the term “curing” 
includes wilting, drying, fermenting and any process for 
rendering an unmanufactured product fit for marketing or 
manufacture. Hence, the unavoidable process of curing 
of tobacco leaves to make it fit for marketing will qualify 
the word “curing” mentioned in Chapter 24 of the Customs 
Tariff Act, 1975.’

The above view has also been followed in the case of 
Alliance One Industries Private Limited [2020 (32) 
GSTL 216 (AAR - GST - AP)] and K.S. Subbaih Pillai & 
Co. (India) Pvt. Ltd. [2020 (32) GSTL 196 (AAR - GST 
- AP)].

It is therefore clear that there is a lot of confusion with 
regard to the correct classification of tobacco under GST. 
Further, with tobacco being liable to tax under Reverse 
Charge also, the need for a correct solution becomes 
more important since if a wrong classification is applied 
there will be an effect on both fronts, outward supplies 
as well as inward supplies. It therefore becomes more 

important for the taxpayer to determine the correct 
classification of the product being dealt with by him to 
avoid future litigation. In other words, it would be safe to 
say that applying a wrong classification would not only be 
injurious to customers’ health, but also to the taxpayers’ 
health!

The next controversy revolves around classification of 
fryums. This is because while there is no specific entry 
for fryums under GST, Entry 96 of Notification 2/2017 - 
CT (Rate) exempts papad, by whatever name known, 
from GST except when served for human consumption. 
On the other hand, there are different entries in the 
Rate Notification so far as namkeen is concerned. The 
following table summarises the different rates applicable 
to namkeen in different forms:

Schedule Entry 
No.

HSN Description of product Rate

I 101A 2106 
90

[Namkeens, bhujia, 
mixture, chabena and 
similar edible preparations 
in ready for consumption 
form, other than those put 
up in unit container and, -
(a).... bearing a registered 
brand name; or
(b).... bearing a brand 
name on which an 
actionable claim or 
enforceable right in a court 
of law is available (other 
than those where any 
actionable claim or any 
enforceable right in respect 
of such brand name has 
been voluntarily foregone, 
subject to the conditions as 
specified in the Annexure)]

5%

II 46 2106 
90

[Namkeens, bhujia, 
mixture, chabena and 
similar edible preparations 
in ready for consumption 
form (other than roasted 
gram), put up in unit 
container and, -
(a).... bearing a registered 
brand name; or
(b).... bearing a brand 
name on which an 
actionable claim or 
enforceable right in a court 
of law is available (other 
than those where any 
actionable claim or any 
enforceable right in respect 
of such brand name has 
been voluntarily foregone,

12%
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Schedule Entry 
No.

HSN Description of product Rate

II  
[continued]

46 2106 
90

subject to the conditions as 
specified in the Annexure)]

12%

III 23 2106 [Food preparations not 
elsewhere specified or 
included (other than 
roasted gram, sweetmeats, 
batters including idli / dosa 
batter, namkeens, bhujia, 
mixture, chabena and 
similar edible preparations 
in ready for consumption 
form, khakhra, chutney 
powder, diabetic foods)]

18%

Therefore, the questions which need deliberation are:
* Whether fryums can be treated as papad?
* If not, under which entry will fryums qualify?

The reason behind the need to determine whether fryum 
can be classified as papad or namkeen arises in view of 
the decision of the Tribunal in the case of Commissioner 
of Central Excise vs. TTK Pharma Ltd. [2005 (190) ELT 
214 (Tri - Bang)]. The Tribunal had held that fryums can 
be marketed as namkeen only after they are fried, just like 
papad. However, the tax implication if this classification 
is not accepted is substantial because if fryums are 
classified as papad, the same are exempted from GST, 
while if classified as namkeen, the same would get 
classified under Schedule III and become liable to GST 
at 18%. Thus, the difference is substantial and therefore 
one needs to be careful while deciding the classification 
of fryums.

This aspect has also been dealt with by the AAR in the case 
of Sonal Products [2019 (23) GSTL 260 (AAR - GST)] 
and Alisha Foods [2020 (33) GSTL 474 (AAR - GST)]. 
In both instances, the Authority has held that fryums are 
classifiable as namkeen and not papad and therefore the 
same would be taxable at 18%. The Authority relied on the 
decision in the case of TTK Pharma Ltd. vs. Collector 
of Central Excise [1993 (63) ELT 446 (Tribunal)]. 
However, it has failed to appreciate that the Tribunal had 
used the word namkeen / papad interchangeably while 
dealing with the applicability of an exemption Notification. 
The Authority further referred to the decision in the case of 
Commissioner of Commercial Taxes, Indore vs. TTK 
Healthcare Ltd. [2007 (21) ELT 0197 (SC)]. However, the 
Authority has again failed to appreciate that the dispute in 
the said case was whether or not fryums could be treated 
as cooked food. The Authority has further concluded that 

the classification was to be done as per the meaning 
construed in the popular sense and as understood in 
common language.

It is important to note that the Authority has failed to 
appreciate that the process followed for making of papad 
/ fryums is similar. In fact, both become ready for human 
consumption only when fried and when fried, both rather 
partake the character of namkeen. In this sense, the 
decision of the Authority to not treat fryums as papad 
appears to be on shaky ground.

The next item which has seen its fair share of controversy 
is parantha. Entry 97 of Notification 2/2017-CT (Rate) 
exempts bread (branded or otherwise) from tax, except 
when served for consumption, and pizza bread. Bread 
is something which is generally an accompaniment 
with the main meal of the day and is cooked in different 
styles using different ingredients. It is known by different 
names across the globe. If one does a search for ‘List of 
Breads’ on Wikipedia, it can be seen that even the roti, 
chapati, naan, kulcha, dosa, etc., which are consumed in 
different parts of India and known by different names are 
also types of bread. However, there is a separate entry 
for plain chapati or roti under Schedule I of Notification 
2/2017-CT (Rate) and the same is taxed at 5%. But other 
forms of Indian bread do not find a specific entry in the 
Rate Notifications. This gives rise to the classification 
issue.

The first such issue reported was in the classification 
of ‘Classic Malabar parota’ or ‘Whole Wheat Malabar 
parotta’. The Authority for Advance Ruling has in the case 
of Modern Food Enterprises Private Limited [2018 (18) 
GSTL 837 (AAR - GST)] held that there is a substantial 
distinction between parotta and bread in terms of 
preparation, use and digestion and, therefore, exemption 
given to bread cannot be extended to parotta. However, 
in Signature International Foods India Private Limited 
[2019 (20) GSTL 640 (AAR - GST)], the Authority has held 
that paratha was similar to roti and therefore classifiable 
under Schedule I of Notification 1/2017-CT (Rate) and 
therefore attracts GST @ 5%. Surprisingly, in this case 
the Authority proceeded to conclude that naan / kulcha 
which were not defined anywhere would be classifiable 
under the residuary entry in Schedule III of Notification 
1/2017-CT (Rate) and therefore attract GST @ 18%.

RATE CLASSIFICATION – SERVICES
Let us now look at similar issues while determining 
the applicable tariff entry for services. The first issue 
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which arises is with classification of certain services 
provided to Government, whether Central Government, 
State Government, Union Territory, a local authority, a 
Governmental Authority or a Government Entity. The 
relevant entry for discussion is Entry 3(vi) of Notification 
11/2017-CT (Rate) which provides for tax at 12% on 
composite supply of works contract as defined in clause 
(119) of section 2 of the Central Goods and Services 
Tax Act, 2017 provided to the Central Government, 
State Government, Union territory, a local authority or a 
Governmental Authority or a Government Entity by way 
of construction, erection, commissioning, installation, 
completion, fitting out, repair, maintenance, renovation, 
or alteration of a civil structure or any other original works 
meant predominantly for use other than for commerce, 
industry, or any other business or profession. Vide 
the explanation, it has also been clarified that the term 
‘business’ shall not include any activity or transaction 
undertaken by the Central Government, State Government 
or any local authority in which they are engaged as public 
authorities.

Despite the above clarification, there has been substantial 
confusion as to when a service would be classified under 
this entry, because when services are being provided 
to Government it is difficult to distinguish whether the 
service is for use other than for commerce, industry or 
any other business or profession. There have been 
conflicting AARs on this issue as well. In A2Z Infra 
Engineering Ltd. [2018 (18) GSTL 760 (AAR - GST)], 
the Authority held that services provided to a Power 
Distribution Company would be covered under the scope 
of ‘for use other than for commerce, industry, or any other 
business or profession’ and therefore concessional tax 
rate would not be applicable in such a case. A similar 
view was also followed in the case of Madhya Pradesh 
Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran Company Limited 
[2019 (020) GSTL 0788 (AAR - GST)] as well. In fact, 
in a recent decision the Appellate AAR in the case of 
Vijai Electricals Ltd. [2020 (42) GSTL 153 (App. AAR)] 
wherein despite the appellants submitting an opinion 
from the Government Departments that the activities of 
the recipient were non-commercial in nature, the denial of 
benefit of concessional rate of tax was upheld.

In the case of Tata Projects Limited [2019 (24) GSTL 
505 (AAR - GST)], service provided to the Nuclear Fuel 
Complex engaged in the manufacture and enrichment 
of nuclear fuel for production of electricity which is a 
business and commercial activity, the concessional rate 
of 12% will not be available.

However, the Appellate AAR has in the case of ITD 
Cementation India Limited [2019 (25) GSTL 315 
(AAAR)] set aside the order of the AAR and held 
that supply of service for construction of multi-modal 
terminal was for infrastructural development of 
waterways of India and not meant for commerce 
and business. A similar view was taken in the case of 
Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre [2019 (25) GSTL 129 
(AAR - GST)] also.

There are many taxpayers who are providing service of 
this kind to Government and in many cases the contract 
values are inclusive of GST. Prompt clarification on what 
constitutes ‘commerce, industry, business or profession’ 
would be most welcome as there would be severe financial 
consequences if the end conclusion is not beneficial to 
the taxpayers.

Another burning issue in the context of services provided 
to Government is what constitutes ‘pure services’? Entry 3 
of Notification 12/2017-CGST (Rate) provides exemption 
to pure services (excluding works contract service or 
other composite supplies involving supply of any goods) 
provided to the Central Government, State Government 
or Union territory, or local authority, or a Governmental 
authority, or a Government Entity by way of any activity 
in relation to any function entrusted to a Panchayat under 
Article 243G of the Constitution, or in relation to any 
function entrusted to a Municipality under Article 243W of 
the Constitution. However, what constitutes ‘pure service’ 
has not been defined either under the Notification or the 
Act / Rules.

This has resulted in substantial confusion since taxpayers 
intend to claim the benefit of the exemption Notification 
while the tax authorities look at ways to deny the same. 
In fact, the AAR has on multiple occasions held that only 
such service where there is no involvement of even an 
incidental supply of goods would be covered within the 
scope of ‘pure service’. In fact, in the case of Harmilap 
Media (P) Limited [2020 (33) GSTL 89 (AAR - GST)], 
while determining whether or not advertising service 
would classify as pure service, the Authority held in the 
negative since there is an element of supply of goods 
involved, though not material. Fortunately, this anomaly 
has been sought to be removed by way of insertion of 
Entry 3A to the Notification which now provides that 
the exemption shall extend to composite services also, 
provided that the value of goods involved in the supply is 
not more than 25% of the total value. This amendment will 
perhaps put the dispute to rest.
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The next dispute revolves around classification of services 
relating to transport of goods. There are two rates notified 
for the service of GTA, one being 5% in case the service 
provider opts to not claim ITC and 12% where the service 
provider opts to claim ITC. What constitutes ‘GTA’ has 
been defined to mean any person who provides service 
in relation to transport of goods by road and issues a 
consignment note, by whatever name called. The first 
controversy which prevails is whether for classification 
as a GTA is the supplier compulsorily required to issue a 
consignment note? A perusal of the Rate Notification does 
indicate towards the same. However, the Appellate AAR 
has in the case of K.M. Trans Logistics Private Limited 
[2020 (35) GSTL 346 (AAAR -– GST)] while dealing 
with this issue held that once the possession of goods is 
transferred to the transporter, irrespective of whether the 
consignment note is issued or not, he becomes a GTA 
and would therefore be liable to tax accordingly.

However, in the case of Liberty Translines [2020 (41) 
GSTL 657 (App. AAR - GST)], in a case involving sub-
contracting in transportation business, the Authority held 
that issuance of a consignment note by the sub-contractor 
transporter to the main transporter would not make him 

a GTA and the service would be classified under the 
entry of ‘renting of vehicles’ and would therefore attract 
tax at 18%, irrespective of whether the main contractor 
opts to pay tax under the 5% scheme / 12% scheme, 
thus involving substantial cost implications for the main 
contractor. It is, however, important to note that in the 
case of Saravana Perumal [2020 (33) GSTL 39 (AAR - 
Kar)] involving a similar fact matrix, the AAR has held that 
the services provided by the sub-contracting transporter 
to the main transporter would also get classified as GTA.

CONCLUSION
The above discussion clearly indicates that the 
classification issue will continue even under the GST 
regime. Of course, the same will be on multiple fronts, 
ranging from classifying an activity as that of goods or 
service or none, and then proceeding to determine the 
correct tariff classification. The controversy will get more 
pronounced with conflicting decisions from the AAR which 
will only add fuel to the fire. However, the taxpayers will 
need to be more cautious and careful, especially where 
there is confusion on the classification, because incorrect 
classification may have serious ramifications on the 
business. 

DO YOU SEE UNFAIRNESS AROUND YOU? 
WRITE ABOUT IT IN THE BCA JOURNAL!

There are many provisions of law and procedures that are outright unfair! Inequitable, unjust, anti-tax payer/
citizen, lop sided, vague, causing unnecessary hardship, complex, and tilting excessively in the favour of taxman. 
Sounds familiar right?

We invite you to write about such unfairness you observe and face in the areas of accountancy, audit, tax, 
international tax, GST, FEMA or such related topics. 

Word limit: 1200 words 

Structure and Format: Background, Problem / Issue, Unfairness and Solution/Recommendation.  

Email your contributions to: journal@bcasonline.org

All contributions are subject to review by the Editorial Board.

Have questions: Speak to the Knowledge Manager at 022-61377600

It’s okay if you fall apart sometimes.
Tacos fall apart, and we still love them.

 —  Unknown
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NOTIFICATIONS
(a) Exclusion from Authentication Procedure – 
Notification No. 03/2021-Central Tax dated 23rd 
February, 2021
As per sections 25(6B) and 25(6C) of the CGST Act, 
authentication is necessary for getting registration under 
GST. By the above Notification, the specified entities, like 
not a citizen of India; a Department or establishment of the 
Central or State Government; a local authority; a statutory 
body; a Public Sector Undertaking; or a person applying 
for registration under the provisions of sub-section (9) of 
section 25 of the said Act, are excluded from operation of 
the above procedure.

(b) Extension of due date of filing of Form 9/9C 
– Notification No. 04/2021-Central Tax dated 28th 
February, 2021
Through this Notification, the due date of filing annual 
return in Form 9 and audit report in Form 9C is extended 
from 28th February, 2021 to 31st March, 2021.

(c) E-Invoicing – Notification No. 05/2021-Central Tax 
dated 8th March, 2021
By the above Notification the turnover limit for complying 
with E-invoicing is brought down to Rs. 50 crores from Rs. 
100 crores. The change is effective from 1st April, 2021.

CIRCULARS
(i) Clarification in respect of applicability of Dynamic 
Quick Response (QR) Code on B2C invoices and 
compliances of Notification 14/2020-Central Tax 
dated 21st March, 2020 – Circular No. 146/02/2021-
GST dated 23rd February, 2021
CBEC has issued a Circular clarifying various aspects 
relating to QR Code requirements. The issues clarified 
are about requirement of QR code on export invoices, 
details required to be captured in the QR code, payment 
mode by customers vis-à-vis the QR code, etc.

(ii) Clarification on refund-related issues - Circular 
No. 147/03/2021-GST dated 12th March, 2021
In the above Circular, clarifications regarding difficulties 

faced by the taxpayers in relation to getting refunds are 
given. The main issues covered are about the refund 
claim by recipients of Deemed Export supply, wrong 
declaration in Table 3.1(a), the manner of calculation of 
Adjusted Total Turnover under Sub-rule (4) of Rule 89 of 
the CGST Rules, etc.

(iii) Guidelines for provisional attachment - CBEC-
20/16/05/2021-GST/359 dated 23rd February, 2021
The CBEC has issued an instruction communication 
giving guidelines for provisional attachment of property 
u/s 83 of the CGST Act.

ADVANCE RULINGS
ITC vis-à-vis goods distributed on FOC basis
M/s BMW India Pvt. Ltd. (Advance Ruling No. 49/2018-
19 dated 10th April, 2019)
The issue in this Advance Ruling was about the availability 
of ITC on certain items distributed at promotional events.

The applicant is engaged in the business of manufacturing 
and sale of motor cars. It organises various events 
through the year for the purposes of marketing and sales 
promotion of its products. Such events are organised all 
over the country with an intention to increase the brand 
loyalty of its customers. In short, these are referred to 
as sales promotion events. For organising such events 
various expenses are incurred such as booking of space, 
hiring of consultants and other such expenses.

At such events, amongst other things, the applicant 
distributes BMW branded lifestyle accessories like 
duffle bags, T-shirts, golf balls, caps, keychains, etc. 
These items are given on free of cost (FOC) basis to the 
attendees at such events.

The applicant company filed this Advance Ruling 
application before the Haryana AAR to know the eligibility 
of ITC on the purchase of the above items. The main 
contentions of the applicant were as under:
 The applicant’s activity is in the course of business 
and further it is certainly in furtherance of business being 
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sales promotion activity.
 Section 16 of the CGST Act allows credit on inward 
supplies, which are in course or furtherance of business.
 Section 17(5)(h) also does not affect its claim of ITC.
 The distribution of the above items is not as a gift but 
on FOC principle.
 The meaning of gift as per Gift Tax Act was cited.
 The accessories supplied are embossed with the 
company’s logo for the purpose of enhancing brand loyalty 
in existing customers and attracting potential customers.
 A gift was distinguished from FOC on the ground that 
a gift is voluntary without consideration whereas FOC 
distribution is in exchange for a hidden consideration in 
the form of future customers.

The AAR considered the above arguments vis-à-vis 
the provisions of the GST Act. Section 17(5)(h) is also 
reproduced in the order as under:

‘Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1) 
of section 16 and sub-section (1) of section 18, input tax 
credit shall not be available in respect of the following:
(h) goods lost, stolen, destroyed, written off or disposed of 
by way of gift or free samples.’

Based on the above analysis, the AAR observed as under:

The applicant has contended that the goods supplied by it 
in the marketing events are intended to earn consideration 
in the form of reciprocity from customers and increase 
in sales and brand value of the company. It has further 
maintained that the customers invited at such events are 
existing and potential customers. It is true that the existing 
BMW customers must have paid some consideration at 
the time of purchasing BMW motor cars / motor bikes 
but this consideration was in respect of the supply of 
motor cars or motor bikes. This consideration had not the 
remotest of connection with the goods supplied on free of 
cost basis at the promotional events.

As far as the supply of goods to the potential customers 
is concerned, the issue of consideration does not arise 
because the potential customers may not be actual 
customers / buyers of the applicant company’s motor 
cars and motor bikes. The company has itself maintained 
that these free of cost supplies are made with an intention 
to earn consideration. This statement itself reflects that 
there is no consideration involved at the time of making of 
these free of cost supplies. It is also important to refer to 
the proviso to the definition of consideration as provided 
under the CGST Act. It contains that a deposit given in 

respect of the supply of goods or services or both shall 
not be considered as payment made for such supply 
unless the supplier applies such deposit as consideration 
for the said supply. It is not the case of the applicant that 
any part of the amount received or to be received from 
the existing customers or the potential customers, as the 
case may be, at the time of supply of taxable products by 
the applicant company is applied to the goods provided 
on free of cost basis at these promotional events.

Reversal of ITC on finished goods destroyed
M/s Jay Chemical Industries Ltd. (Advance Ruling No. 
GUJ/GAAR/R/101/2020 dated 14th October, 2020)
The issue in this Advance Ruling was about reversal of 
ITC on the facts given by the applicant. The applicant is 
engaged in the business of manufacturing and marketing 
of dyes and dye intermediates.

The applicant company manufactures Vinyl Sulphone, 
H Acid, M.P.D.S.A, C.P.C., etc. (collectively known as 
‘dye intermediates’) which are finished and marketable 
products. There was a fire in the warehouse of the 
applicant and the above materials got destroyed.

The applicant company filed this Advance Ruling 
application before the Gujarat AAR to know whether 
reversal of ITC on the inputs consumed in the above 
destroyed dye intermediates is necessary. The main 
contention of the applicant was that, as per sections 2(59), 
2(62) and 2(63), the definition of Input Tax is very wide. 
A registered person is entitled to take Input Tax Credit on 
inputs, input services and capital goods, if the same are 
used by him in course or furtherance of his business or if 
such input, input service or capital goods are intended for 
use in course or furtherance of business.

In respect of the restriction in section 17(5)(h), which 
prohibits ITC in relation to goods destroyed, it was 
submitted that the restriction is ‘in respect of goods 
destroyed’. The judgment in the case of Swastik Tobacco 
Factory (AIR-1966-SC-1000) was cited to explain that raw 
goods and finished goods are different. Therefore, it was 
submitted that ITC cannot be allowed in respect of input 
destroyed. Once the inputs are utilised in manufacturing 
of finished goods, inputs have been said to be consumed 
and have lost their identity and have been said to be used 
in course or furtherance of business. Therefore, once the 
finished goods are manufactured and subsequently get 
destroyed then it cannot be said that input got destroyed. 
What is destroyed is finished goods and not the inputs. It 
was further argued that the section nowhere states that 
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Brilliance is the ability to simplify a mass 
of information into a simple yes-no decision 

 —  Warren Buffett

ITC, in respect of input utilised for manufacture of finished 
goods, should be reversed if such goods get destroyed.

Accordingly, it was submitted that once the ITC was 
availed legitimately, the applicant cannot be asked to 
reverse the ITC without any specific provision in this 
regard.

The AAR went through the provisions. He reproduced 
section 17(5)(h) in the AR:

‘Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1) 
of section 16 and sub-section (1) of section 18, input tax 
credit shall not be available in respect of the following:
(h) goods lost, stolen, destroyed, written off or disposed of 
by way of gift or free samples.’

Based on this analysis, the. AAR observed as under:

‘In view of the above, we find that since the said inputs 
and capital goods have been used in manufacturing of 
finished goods that have been destroyed, the same 
are not used in course or furtherance of business. We 
therefore hold that the ITC taken on the inputs used in 
the manufacture or production of goods, i.e., intermediate 
dye, and the ITC taken on input service used in or in 
relation to the manufacture or production of said goods, 
shall be reversed’.

Thus, the learned AAR has given a ruling for reversal of 
ITC in the above situation.

CLASSIFICATION – ‘ODOMOS’
M/s. Dabur India Ltd. [Advance Ruling No. 25 dated 
20th February, 2019 (Uttar Pradesh)]
The issue in this AR order was about the classification 
of ‘Odomos’. The applicant has given facts about 
the nature of the product. It is a cream meant for 
application on the skin and it is said to be providing 100% 
protection against mosquitoes which cause life-
threatening diseases like dengue, malaria, etc. It is 
also submitted that the active compound in it is NNDB. 
It is the substance that prevents mosquitoes from biting 
humans. It was further submitted that NNDB is a 
drug under the Indian Pharmacopoeia. It was also 
submitted that ‘Odomos’ is manufactured and sold 

under Drug License. In support of the above submission, 
further material was also submitted such as the judgment 
in the case of ICPA Health Products Ltd. vs. CCE, 
Vadodara 2004 (4) SCC 481 in which the meaning 
of ‘prophylactic’ is considered to mean medicament, 
intended to prevent disease, a preventive medicine or 
course of action.

Therefore, it was submitted that the item is covered by 
Chapter heading 3004 of Custom Tariff Act (Sl. No. 63 
of Schedule II in the GST Act). Accordingly, the prayer 
was that it should be considered as drugs under GST and 
liable to tax @ 12%.

The learned AAR referred to the entry in Schedule II, 
which is reproduced below:

‘Sl. 
No.

Chapter Heading / 
Sub-heading / Tariff item

Description of goods

63. 3004 Medicaments (excluding 
goods of heading 30.02, 
30.05 or 30.06) consisting of 
mixed or unmixed products 
for therapeutic or prophylactic 
uses, put up in measured 
doses (including those in 
the form of transdermal 
administration systems) or in 
forms or packings for retail sale, 
including Ayurvedic, Unani, 
Homoeopathic, Siddha or Bio-
chemic systems medicaments, 
put up for retail sale.’

According to the Learned AAR, ‘Odomos’ is not intended 
to prevent any disease and has no therapeutic properties 
to be classified under Chapter 30.03 or 30.04. He referred 
to Chapter 38.08 of the Custom Tariff Act which covers 
products other than medicaments and used to destroy 
insects (mosquitoes). It was also observed that ‘Odomos’ 
performs the above effect by way of odour.

Therefore, the AR held that the correct classification of 
the product is under Chapter heading 38.08 and not 30.03 
or 30.04. Therefore, the item cannot get benefit of lower 
rate of tax. 
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RECENT DECISIONS–INDIRECT TAXES
PART A IGOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST) 

PULOMA DALAL I JAYESH GOGRI I MANDAR TELANG 
Chartered Accountants

I. HIGH COURT

[2021-TIOL-57-AAR-GST]
M/s Bhushan Power and Steel Ltd. vs. ACST & E 
(Proper Officer)
Date of order: 11th February, 2020

Where only the validity of the E-way bill had expired 
and all the documents were accompanying the 
invoice, the invocation of penalty proceedings u/s 
129(1) was harsh and unsustainable

FACTS
In pursuance of orders received, the appellant generated 
several invoices for movement of goods to Himachal 
Pradesh from its manufacturing unit in Odisha. When 
the goods reached Chandigarh, they were transferred to 
different vehicles because the original driver of the vehicles 
was unable to drive in the hilly terrain of Himachal Pradesh. 
In transit, the Revenue authority concerned found that the 
validity of the E-way bill of one of the vehicles had lapsed. 
The vehicle was seized and duty demand was raised. They 
were directed to furnish bank guarantee and personal bond 
to secure release of the vehicles and the goods.

HELD
The Authority noted that the validity of the E-way bill 
had expired when it was detained by the Revenue. The 
vehicle was stationary and parked by the roadside and 
the driver was called telephonically and proceedings 
were initiated u/s 129(1) for expiry of validity of the E-way 
bill. There were no discrepancies either with regard to 
the other documents or with the quantity of goods being 
transported. It was noted that Part-B of the E-way bill was 
duly filled which puts to rest any doubts about the intention 
of the appellant to evade tax. It appears that an E-way 

bill is invalid only if Part-B is not filled or a considerable 
time has gone by before updating Part-A of E-way bill. 
Paragraph No. 5 of Circular No. 64/38/2018-GST dated 
14th September, 2019 provides that in case a consignment 
of goods is accompanied with an invoice or any other 
specific document and also an E-way bill, proceedings u/s 
129 of the GST Act may not be initiated. Therefore, since 
all the documents were available and only the validity of the 
E-way bill had expired, the imposition of tax and penalty by 
the Revenue is harsh and therefore unsustainable.

II. ADVANCE RULING

[2021-TIOL-53-AAR-GST]
Thirumalai Chemicals Ltd.
Date of order: 18th December, 2020

Where distinct persons are eligible for full Input 
Tax Credit, the amount charged in the invoice is 
deemed to be the open market value

FACTS
The applicant is engaged in the business of manufacture 
and trading of chemicals. It has sought a ruling on the value 
to be adopted in respect of transfer to branches located 
outside the State. The question before the Authority is 
whether the value of supplies can be determined in terms 
of the second proviso to Rule 28 in respect of supplies 
made to distinct units in accordance with clauses (4) and 
(5) of section 15 of the GST law.

HELD
The Authority noted that they supply material to their 
branches and in turn the branch supplies to the ultimate 
consumer. It was noted that the branch is eligible to avail 
full Input Tax Credit (ITC) of the tax paid by the applicant. 

1

2

From Volume 53, GST decisions will be displayed under PART A (as opposed to PART C) and Service Tax 
Decisions will be taken under PART B (as opposed to PART A). VAT decisions, which were earlier reported under 
PART B, have been discontinued. This is done considering the relevance of decisions / ratios and the overall 
importance of each of the laws going forward.
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PULOMA DALAL I JAYESH GOGRI I MANDAR TELANG 
Chartered Accountants

PART B ISERVICE TAX 

I. HIGH COURT

[2021] 125 taxmann.com 197 (Guj)
Deepak Print vs. UOI
Date of order: 9th March, 2021

The Gujarat High Court ordered that rectification 
of GSTR3B be permitted to the assessee. 
Also ordered not to levy late fees hoping that 
such unnecessary litigation would be avoided in 
future

FACTS
The writ applicant while submitting the GSTR3B 

return in May, 2019 inadvertently uploaded the entries 
of M/s Deepak Process instead of M/s Deepak Print. 
It, therefore, made an application to the Nodal Officer 
for allowing it to edit the figures and off-set the correct 
liabilities and to re-submit the said return. Failing to 
get the appropriate response from the authority 
concerned, the applicant filed a writ before the Gujarat 
High Court.

HELD
The Court noted that the short question in the 
writ was whether the applicant was entitled to seek 
rectification of Form GSTR3B for the month of May, 
2019. Relying on the decision of the Delhi High Court 

1

3

Therefore, following the judicial discipline [Specsmakers 
Opticians Private Limited - 2020-TIOL-05-AAAR-GST], 
the Authority holds that the value to be adopted can be 
arrived at by following the methodology of one of the 
methods provided under Rule 28 of the Rules read with 
section 15 of the Act, 2017: (a) Open Market Value as 
is presently being adopted; (b) 90% of the ultimate sale 
value as raised by the distinct persons to the unrelated 
ultimate customers based on the purchase orders in 
cases of ‘as such’ supplies. Since the distinct person is 
eligible for full ITC, the ‘invoice value’ charged is deemed 
to be the open market value.

[2021-TIOL-49-AAR-GST]
M/s Khatwani Sales and Services LLP
Date of order: 28th August, 2020

GST on demo or demonstration cars is not 
available as Input Tax Credit to a dealer in vehicles

FACTS
The applicants are authorised dealers of KIA cars. The 
question before the Authority is whether ITC is available on 
the motor vehicle purchased by them for demo purposes. 
The vehicle is purchased against tax invoice after paying 
tax and is capitalised in the books of accounts. The 
applicants further submit that every model of the car is 
used for demonstration for a limited period and is usually 
replaced every two years or after 40,000 kilometres, or 
up to continuation of the model, whichever is earlier. The 

vehicles used for demo purposes are sold in subsequent 
year(s) at the written down value. It was also stated that 
no depreciation will be claimed on the tax component of 
such capitalised vehicles.

HELD
For deciding the eligibility of ITC on demo vehicles, 
the provisions of section 17(5)(a) of the GST Act, 2017 
are relevant. A reading of section 17(5)(a) indicates 
that ITC shall be available in respect of motor vehicles 
which are further supplied as such, or which are used 
for transportation of passengers, or which are used for 
imparting training for driving of such vehicles. Subsequent 
sale of the demo vehicle after one or two years cannot 
be said to be further supply inasmuch as the sale of the 
demo vehicle in a subsequent year on which depreciation 
has been charged is to be treated as a sale of used 
second-hand vehicle and not a sale of a new vehicle. 
Therefore, although the demo vehicles are for furtherance 
of business, even then they are not eligible for ITC in view 
of the provisions of section 17(5)(a) of the Act.

Note: Readers may note a contrary decision in the case 
of Chowgule Industries Private Limited [2020-TIOl-05-
AAR-GST-Maharashtra] dated 26th December, 2019 
where the credit is allowed on demo cars to a trader in 
motor vehicles. Similarly, the decision in AM Motors 
reported at [2018-TIOL-185-AAR-GST, Kerala] has also 
allowed ITC on the purchase of demo cars. 
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in the case of Bharti Airtel Limited vs. Union of 
India & Ors., Writ Petition (Civil) No. 6345 of 2018, 
the Court held that the applicant should be permitted 
to rectify the Form GSTR3B in respect of the relevant 
period. It further ordered that since it had been 
dragged into unnecessary litigation only on account 
of technicalities, it should not be saddled with the liability 
of payment of late fees. The Court also expressed the 
hope that the applicant may not have to come back to it 
on any further technicalities that the Department was in 
the habit of raising and thereby resulting in unnecessary 
litigation.

[2021] 125 taxmann.com 241 (Bom)
Skoda Auto Volkswagen India (P) Ltd. vs. 
Commissioner (Appeals)
Date of order: 12th March, 2021

As per section 9(1) of the General Clauses Act 
read with section 85(3A) of the Finance Act, 1994, 
if the order was received on 30th August, 2019 
the extended period of three months for filing an 
appeal would end on 1st December, 2019 and not 
on 30th November, 2019 because there are ‘no 31 
days’ in November and the word ‘to’ is not used in 
section 85(3A) to cap the limitation period to 30th 
November, 2019. Further, when the period for filing 
of appeal expires on a Sunday and the said appeal 
is dispatched by Speed Post on the immediate next 
working day, then the appeal is said to have been 
filed within the period of limitation

FACTS
The petitioner had filed a service tax appeal before 
the Commissioner (Appeals) against the adjudicating 
order dated 8th July, 2019. The order was dispatched 
on 29th August, 2019 and was received on 30th August, 
2019. On 29th November, 2019 the petitioner made a 
mandatory pre-deposit u/s 35F of the Central Excise Act. 
It had also dispatched its appeal to the Commissioner 
(Appeals) which was received by him on 4th December, 
2019. The limitation period for filing such an appeal is 
two months extendable by another one month, a total of 
three months. The three months’ period had lapsed on 
30th November, 2019 which was a Saturday. Therefore, 
the appeal was dispatched by the petitioner immediately 
on the following Monday, 2nd December, 2019, being the 
next working day. The petitioner also sent an application 
dated 5th December, 2019 to the Commissioner (Appeals) 
requesting the latter to condone the delay in presenting 
the appeal, if any, which was received by him on 9th 

December, 2019. The Commissioner (Appeals) held 
that the appeal was filed beyond the extended period of 
limitation and since as per the decision of the Apex Court 
in the case of Singh Enterprises vs. Commissioner of 
Central Excise, 2008 (221) ELT 163 he had no power to 
condone the delay beyond the period of one month after 
the normal period of limitation of two months, the appeal 
was found to be time-barred. Accordingly, the application 
for condonation of delay was rejected and the appeal was 
dismissed. Aggrieved by the same, the applicant filed the 
writ petition before the High Court.

HELD
The High Court noted that since the matter relates to a 
service tax appeal, the provisions of section 85 of the 
Finance Act would be of relevance. Section 85(3A) of the 
Finance Act is in pari materia to the provisions relating to 
filing of an appeal in matters of Central Excise and uses 
the word ‘presented’ and not ‘filed’. In other words, the 
appeal is to be presented and not filed. It also noted that 
while u/s 35 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 the limitation 
period is 60 days from the date of communication, 
extendable by another period of 30 days, in section 
85(3A) of the Finance Act, 1994 the limitation period for 
presentation of appeal is two months from the date of 
receipt of the decision or order, extendable by a further 
period of one month.

The Court held that there is no dispute on the proposition 
that section 5 of the Limitation Act, 1963 would stand 
excluded when the statute itself provides the limitation 
period for filing of appeal as well as the period beyond 
the limitation period within which the delay in filing the 
appeal can be condoned. Noting the differences between 
the provisions of the Central Excise Act and the Finance 
Act as mentioned above, it held that as per sub-section 
(35) of section 3 of the General Clauses Act, the word 
‘month’ has been defined to mean a month reckoned 
according to the British calendar. The Court referred to 
the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Bibi 
Salma Khatoon vs. State of Bihar, AIR 2001 SC 3596, 
wherein it was held that when the period prescribed is 
a calendar month running from any arbitrary date, the 
period of one month would expire upon the day in the 
succeeding month corresponding to the date upon which 
the period starts. Therefore, it held that a month means 
and has to be reckoned according to the British calendar 
and not by the number of days comprising a month.

Referring to the decision of Bhikha Lal vs. Munna Lal, 
AIR 1974 Allahabad 366 (Full Bench), the Court held 

2
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that there was no infirmity on the part of the petitioner in 
dispatching the appeal by post, Speed Post in the present 
case, as the order challenged in the appeal was also 
sent to the petitioner by Speed Post. It was also clarified 
that there is no bar u/s 85(3A) of the Finance Act, 1994 
or the rules framed thereunder, i.e., the Service Tax 
Rules, 1994 for dispatching or presentation of appeal by 
Speed Post or by post. Referring to section 9(1) of the 
General Clauses Act, the Court held that the said section 
statutorily recognises that while computing the time period 
the first date is to be excluded when the word ‘from’ is 
used and to include the last date when the word ‘to’ is 
used. It also referred to the principle laid down in the 
decision in Jhabboo Lal Kesara Rolling Mills vs. Union 
of India, 1985 (19) ELT 367 (All) that if the appeal was 
sent by registered post to the appellate authority at the 
correct address within the period of limitation but was 
received beyond the period of limitation, that would not 
render it barred by limitation. This principle will apply 
where it is found that the appeal had been dispatched to 
the appellate authority prior to the expiry of the period of 
limitation.

Next, referring to the provisions of section 10 of the General 
Clauses Act, the Court held that as propounded by the 
Supreme Court in Harinder Singh vs. S. Karnail Singh, 
AIR 1957 SC 271, the object of this section is to enable a 
person to do what he could have done on a holiday on the 
next working day. Where, therefore, a period is prescribed 
for the performance of an act in a Court or office and that 
period expires on a holiday, then according to this section 
the act should be considered to have been done within 
that period if it is done on the next day on which the Court 
or office is open. For section 10 to apply the requirement 
is that there should be a period prescribed and that period 
should expire on a holiday. Section 10 itself indicates that 
this provision is for the computation of time. Therefore, if 
the limitation for filing an appeal or the extended period 
for filing an appeal expires on Sunday but it is filed on 
Monday, then by operation of section 10 it would be 
deemed to have been done within time.

After discussing the various legal principles as above, the 
High Court held that as the petitioner received the order on 
30th August, 2019, this date would have to be excluded while 
counting (and) the limitation period of two months would 
commence from 31st August, 2019. Accordingly, it held that 
the delay could have been condoned till 31st November, 
2019 but because there are no 31 days in November, 
the extended period of limitation would spill over to 1st 
December, 2019. This is more so because the word ‘to’ is 

not used in section 85(3A) to cap the limitation period on 
30th November, 2019. Therefore, the appeal was required 
to have been dispatched by 1st December, 2019. But it was 
dispatched on 2nd December, 2019. The Court, however, 
noted that 1st December, 2019 was a Sunday and therefore 
the benefit of this public holiday would be available to the 
petitioner in terms of section 10 of the General Clauses 
Act. Accordingly, the appeal presented on 2nd December, 
2019 would be construed to be within the extended period 
of limitation. The writ petition was therefore allowed. 

II. TRIBUNAL
 

[2021-TIOL-152-CESTAT-Mum]
State Street Syntel Service Pvt. Ltd. vs. CGST
Date of order: 25th November, 2020

Notice pay recovered on termination of 
employment before serving the notice period is a 
service liable to service tax

FACTS
The appellant was issued with a show cause notice 
alleging non-payment of service tax during the period 
2012-13 to 2015-16 on account of recovery of certain 
amounts from the employees who had opted for 
termination of employment or resignation from service 
before serving the notice period prescribed under the 
contract of employment, in violation of section 66E(e) 
of the Finance Act, 1994. The demand was confirmed, 
hence the present appeal is filed.
 
HELD
The Tribunal noted that the issue of levy of service tax on 
the amount received by the employer from the employee 
in lieu of ‘notice period’ on termination of employment 
is no more res integra and covered by the judgment of 
the Madras High Court in GET&D India Ltd.’s case 
-2020-TIOL-183-HC-Mad-ST. The said judgment clearly 
provides that notice pay in lieu of sudden termination 
does not give rise to rendition of service either by the 
employer or the employee. Thus, the appeal is allowed.

[2021-TIOL-147-CESTAT-Ahmd]
Gujarat Eco Textile Park Limited vs. 
Commissioner of Central Excise and Service Tax
Date of order: 5th March, 2021

Contribution made by own members is not liable 
to service tax on the ground of mutuality

3

Continued on Page 103   
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ALLIED LAWS

Uma Mittal & Ors. vs. UOI & Ors.
AIR 2020 Allahabad 202
Date of order: 15th June, 2020
Bench: Shashi Kant Gupta J., Saurabh Shyam 
Shamshery J.

Guardian – Comatose state – No remedy under law 
– Wife appointed as guardian – Central Government 
directed to consider enacting an appropriate 
legislation [Constitution of India, Art. 21, Art. 226; 
Guardians and Wards Act, 1890, S. 7]

FACTS
Petitioner No. 1 is the wife of Sunil Kumar Mittal (SKM). 
The couple has four children (petitioner Nos. 2 to 5), three 
daughters and a son Raghav Mittal; petitioner No. 2 is a 
married daughter. However, petitioner Nos. 3 and 4 are 
unmarried daughters and petitioner No. 5 is the son.

SKM had a fall and suffered a severe head injury. After 
a series of medical procedures, Doctors opined that till 
his eventual demise SKM would remain in comatose 
condition.

SKM was carrying on business as a sole proprietor till 
December, 2018. He also had a few real estate properties 
and bank accounts.

Writ Petition was filed to appoint the petitioner No. 1 
as the guardian of her husband to protect his interest, 
administer bank accounts, investments, proprietorship 
business, etc., and in the event of necessity, to sell the 
immovable property standing in the name of her husband 
and to use the proceeds towards medical treatment of her 
husband and family welfare expenses.

HELD
There appears to be no dispute that any of legislative 
enactments are applicable qua SKM, a person lying in 
a comatose state. Further, the petitioners are in dire 
need of money towards medical treatment of SKM and 
for the welfare of the family as they have exhausted their 

financial resources in the past one and a half years.

Further, since the petition has been filed jointly, there is no 
dispute amongst the legal heirs of SKM.

Petitioner No. 1, Uma Mittal, wife of SKM as the guardian 
of her husband who is in a comatose condition, is vested 
with the property of her husband to do all acts, deeds and 
things for the proper medical treatment, nursing care, 
welfare and benefit of SKM and his children and with 
power to do all acts, deeds and things with respect to his 
assets and properties.

Further, the Central Government to consider enacting 
an appropriate legislation pertaining to appointment of 
guardians qua persons lying in a comatose state, as no 
remedy is provided in any statute to persons in comatose 
/ vegetative state.

N. Mani and Ors. vs. Babyammal
AIR 2020 (NOC) 511 (Mad)
Date of order: 19th September, 2019
Bench: T. Ravindran J.

Registration – Alleged relinquishment of property 
– Family arrangement – Instrument not registered 
– Agreement not sustainable [Hindu Succession 
Act, S. 14(1)]

FACTS
The properties in the plaint belonged to one Natesa 
Naicker and when it is admitted that the plaintiff and the 
defendants are the legal heirs of Natesa Naicker, it is 
found that on the demise of Natesa Naicker, the plaintiff 
and the defendants would be each entitled to equal share 
in the schedule properties.

However, the defendants have put forth the case that the 
defendants had effected a partition amongst the family 
members by a partition deed and further also put forth the 
case that in the family arrangement jewels and cash were 
given to the daughters including the plaintiff and thereby 

1
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the daughters had relinquished their right in the family 
properties and accordingly the plaintiff is not entitled to 
claim any share in the family properties.

HELD
The family arrangement and the alleged relinquishment 
said to have been made by the plaintiff in respect of her 
share in the family properties has been stoutly challenged 
by the plaintiff and despite the same the defendants 
have not placed any acceptable and reliable materials to 
establish that the so-called family arrangement said to 
have been effected between the family members is true 
and validly effected. When the defendants are unable 
to put forth the clear case that the daughters had been 
given jewels and cash in lieu of their shares in the family 
properties and when the defendants have not tendered 
clear evidence as to when actually the jewels and cash 
were given to the daughters, we cannot safely accept the 
case of the defendants that a valid family arrangement had 
been effected and the daughters had been given jewels 
and cash in lieu of their shares and that the daughters had 
thereby relinquished their right in respect of their family 
properties.

On a perusal, when such instruments are required by law 
to be compulsorily registered and when it is found that 
they are not registered, no safe reliance could be made 
on the abovesaid documents for sustaining the defence 
version and the Courts below had rightly rejected the said 
documents.

Food Corporation of India & Anr. vs.  
V.K. Traders & Anr.
(2020) 4 SCC 60
Date of order: 6th March, 2020
Bench: S.A. Bobde C.J., B.R. Gavai J. and 
Surya Kant J.

Lease deeds – Unregistered lease deeds – Not 
admissible as evidence – No right in lease 
[Registration Act, 1908, S. 17; Transfer of Property 
Act, 1882, S. 107]

FACTS
It was common practice in Punjab for different government 
agencies to allocate paddy for custom milling to hundreds 
of rice mills, which in turn would supply the rice, post-
milling as per approved specifications, to the appellant 
FCI. Such allocation would take place through terms of a 
bipartite agreement and the same took place for the kharif 
marketing season (KMS) of 2004-05.

A dispute arose as to the quality of the milled rice stock 
for the aforementioned KMS, leading to an investigation 
by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). Finding the 
quality to be defective, the CBI initiated prosecution against 
numerous rice millers and additionally recommended 
blacklisting of a total of 182 millers. Such ban was effected 
by the FCI vide a Circular dated 10th October, 2012.

The blacklisted rice mills, thus, were not allocated 
any paddy for purposes of custom milling in 2011-12. 
Allegedly with a view to wriggle out of the ban period, 
the mill owners leased out their rice mills to other similar 
partnership / proprietorship firms. Notably, all such lease 
deeds were unregistered.

These new lessees subsequently applied to the appellant 
FCI for allocation of paddy and asserted that none of 
them had committed any default or been blacklisted and 
that the disqualification attached to their lessors could 
not traverse onto their lawful entitlements. The FCI, on 
the other hand, declined to entertain such requests on 
the ground that the new lessees had simply stepped into 
the shoes of the earlier blacklisted lessors as the lease 
deeds were nothing but sham transactions to circumvent 
the ban.

HELD
No reliance can be placed upon the lease deeds allegedly 
executed between the defaulting rice miller(s) and 
the respondent(s), as they do not satisfy the statutory 
requirements of section 17(1)(d) of the Registration Act, 
1908. These lease deeds thus cannot be accepted as 
evidence of valid transfer of possessory rights. The plea 
taken by the appellant FCI, that such documentation 
was made only to escape the liability fastened on the 
defaulting rice millers, carries some weight, though it is a 
pure question of fact. The appeal is allowed.

Apurva Jagdishbhai Dave vs.  
Prapti Apurva Dave
AIR 2020 Gujarat 124
Date of order: 25th October 2020
Bench: A.P. Thaker J.

Electronic evidence – CD recording – Application 
dismissed – Certificate u/s 65B filed later – 
Admitted as primary evidence u/s 62 [Evidence 
Act, 1872; S. 62, S. 65B]

FACTS
The petitioner wanted to play a CD in the Court 

3
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proceedings and asked a question to the respondent 
either to controvert or to admit the incident of a particular 
date and also asked the respondent whether or not it was 
her voice. It was contended that the petitioner had made 
an application for playing the CD.

The respondent raised an objection with regard to playing 
of the CD in the Family Court and filed a reply wherein she 
disputed the contents of the recording and stated that no 
such incident had occurred; after hearing both the parties, 
the trial Court rejected the application.

HELD
The trial Court dismissed the application on the ground 
that the certificate under section 65B of the Evidence 
Act has been produced at a later stage and not at the 
time when the original document was produced. Now, 
it is an admitted fact that u/s 65B of the Evidence Act, 
the electronic document can be produced along with the 
certificate which is prescribed under the Act. 

In view of the provisions of section 65B of the Evidence 
Act, the Supreme Court in the case of Anwar P.V. vs. P.V. 
Basheer, reported in (2014) 10 SCC 473 has held that an 
electronic record by way of secondary evidence shall not 
be admitted in evidence unless the requirements u/s 65B 

are satisfied. Thus, in the case of CD, VCD, chip, etc., the 
same shall be accompanied by the certificate in terms of 
section 65B obtained at the time of taking the document, 
without which the secondary evidence pertaining to that 
electronic record is inadmissible. Although the aforesaid 
case clarified the position relating to certification to a large 
extent, it did not specify as to whether the certificate can 
be supplied at a later stage.

There are two decisions of the Delhi High Court and the 
Rajasthan High Court, i.e., Kundan Singh vs. State, 
2015 SCC Online Delhi 13647 and Paras Jain vs. 
State of Rajasthan (2015) SCC Online Rajasthan 
8331, respectively. Both the Courts have taken the view 
that section 65B certificate can be provided at a later 
stage and it is not an illegality going to the root of the 
matter.

Therefore, the impugned order of the Family Court 
regarding non-submission of the certificate at the time of 
production of electronic record is not legally sustainable. 
The document ought to have been permitted to be 
produced in the matter and after proper verification it could 
have been exhibited. Therefore, the impugned order of 
the trial Court is set aside and the electronic record is 
liable to be taken on record. 

FACTS
The appellant is a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), 
a public-private partnership. The SPV was formed 
for acquiring land and setting up infrastructure for 
establishing textile parks wherein different member 
textile units could operate. In terms of the scheme 
the member unit intending to establish a unit in the said 
park executes a share subscription agreement with 
SPV and becomes a member of the SPV. On becoming a 
member, it is entitled to allotment of a parcel of land and 
access to the common facilities at the park. Subsequent 
to the execution of the share subscription agreement, the 
member units and the SPV entered into a lease deed for 
allotment of land situated in the park. Accordingly, the SPV 
received payment against the shares purchased, rent for 
the allotted parcel of land, non-refundable contribution 
towards capital expenditure and usage charges for the 
common facilities from the member units. The Revenue 
sought to demand service tax on non-refundable 
contribution made by member units under the category of 

‘renting of immovable property service.’

HELD
The Tribunal noted that the case of the Department 
is that the rental amount is collected in the guise of a 
non-refundable contribution which is nothing but 
service charge against ‘renting of immovable property 
service’ and hence liable to service tax. However, 
the Department has failed to provide any evidence to 
bolster the allegation. Hence, the contention of the 
Department has no legs to stand on. In the judgment 
in Calcutta Club Limited 2019-TIOL-449-SC-ST-
LB the Supreme Court has held that the service 
provided by a company incorporated under the 
Companies Act to its members is not under the tax net. 
There is no dispute that the appellant is an incorporated 
company under the Companies Act and provided 
the service to its own members; therefore, the ratio 
of judgment in Calcutta Club applies directly. The demand 
is therefore unsustainable, hence the same is set aside. 

  RECENT DECISIONS–INDIRECT TAXES Continued from Page 100
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LAWS AND BUSINESS

GIFTS FROM ‘GIFT CITY’

DR. ANUP P. SHAH
Chartered Accountant

INTRODUCTION
The Gujarat International Financial Tec-City (‘GIFT City’) 
in Gujarat is India’s first International Financial Service 
Centre (‘IFSC’). Many nations such as Singapore, the 
UAE, etc., have successfully developed IFSCs which have 
become financial service hubs and have attracted foreign 
investments. India aims to do so through the GIFT City. 
Several sops have been provided for setting up financial 
service intermediaries in the GIFT City both by the RBI 
and by SEBI. While GIFT City is a subject which merits 
a publication to itself, this article only looks at some of 
the key features and benefits available to financial service 
intermediaries for setting up an entity in the GIFT City.

REGULATORY REGIME
Instead of multiple financial services regulators such 
as SEBI, RBI and IRDA, the GIFT City is regulated by 
only one body – the International Financial Services 
Centres Authority set up under the Finance Ministry. The 
IFSC Authority is based in Gujarat. The unified IFSC 
Authority aims to ease the business environment for the 
intermediaries. However, multiple legislations continue to 
impact the GIFT City.

Units set up in the IFSC are treated as SEZ Units set 
up under the Special Economic Zones Act, 2005. 
Accordingly, units set up in an IFSC must conform to the 
provisions of the SEZ Act and its regulations.

Some of the key regulations pertaining to the setting up of 
financial institutions in the GIFT City are:
 Special Economic Zones Act, 2005
 Foreign Exchange Management (International 
Financial Services Centre) Regulations, 2015
 International Financial Services Centres Authority 
Act, 2019
 International Financial Services Centres Authority 
(Banking) Regulations, 2020
 Securities and Exchange Board of India (International 
Financial Services Centre) Guidelines, 2015

 SEBI’s Operating Guidelines for Alternative Investment 
Funds in International Financial Services Centres of 
2018
 IFSCA’s Guidelines of 2020 for AIFs in IFSCs.

PERSON RESIDENT OUTSIDE INDIA
One of the most salient features of the GIFT City is that 
any entity set up here would be treated as a Person 
Resident Outside India under the Foreign Exchange 
Management Act, 1999. Thus, even though the unit is 
physically incorporated in India, it would be treated as if it 
is a non-resident under the FEMA. A financial institution 
is an entity engaged in rendering financial services or 
carrying out financial transactions and includes banks, 
NBFCs, insurance companies, brokerages, merchant 
bankers, securities exchanges, mutual funds, etc. On the 
other hand, a financial service is defined to mean any 
activity allowed to be carried out by SEBI / RBI / IRDA 
or any authority empowered to regulate the financial 
institution.

Consequently, a financial institution set up in the GIFT 
City must conduct business only in foreign currency and 
not in Indian Rupees. This feature has certain unique 
consequences which are explained below.

Any SEBI-registered intermediary may provide financial 
services relating to the securities market in the IFSC 
without forming a separate company.

FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTORS
SEBI has liberalised the regime for foreign investors 
operating in the GIFT City as well as for FPIs to operate 
in it. Any applicant incorporated in the GIFT City shall be 
deemed to be appropriately regulated for the purposes 
of being registered as an FPI with SEBI. Hence, such an 
entity can apply for registration as a Category-I FPI.

Eligible Foreign Investors (EFIs) operating in IFSCs / 
GIFT City shall not be treated as entities regulated by 
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SEBI. Further, SEBI-registered FPIs shall be permitted, 
without undergoing any additional documentation and / 
or prior approval process, to operate in the IFSC. The 
following are eligibility and KYC norms for EFIs:

Eligibility norms: EFIs are those foreign investors who 
are eligible to invest in IFSCs by satisfying the following 
conditions:
a) the investor is not resident in India,
b) the investor is not resident in a country identified in the 
public statement of the Financial Action Task Force as a 
deficient jurisdiction, and
c) the investor is not prohibited from dealing in the 
securities market in India.

KYC norms: An intermediary operating in an IFSC needs 
to ensure that the records of its clients are maintained as 
per the Prevention of Money-Laundering Act, 2002 and 
the rules made thereunder. The following KYC norms 
may be made applicable to EFIs:

 In case of participation of an EFI, not registered with 
SEBI as an FPI but desirous of operating in the IFSC, 
a trading member of the recognised stock exchange in 
the IFSC may rely upon the due diligence carried out by 
a bank which is permitted by RBI to operate in the IFSC 
during the account opening process of the EFI.

 In case of EFIs that are not registered with SEBI as 
FPIs and also not having bank accounts in the IFSC, 
KYC as applicable to Category-II FPI as per the new FPI 
categorisation shall be made applicable. However, PAN 
shall not be applicable for KYC of EFIs in the IFSC.

 In case of participation of FPIs in the IFSC, due 
diligence carried out by a SEBI-registered intermediary 
during the time of account opening and registration shall 
be considered.

Segregation of accounts: FPIs who operate in the 
Indian securities market and also propose to operate in 
the IFSC shall be required to ensure clear segregation of 
funds and securities. The custodians shall, in turn, monitor 
compliance of this provision for their respective FPI 
clients. Such FPIs shall keep their respective custodians 
informed about their participation in the IFSC.

AIFs IN THE GIFT CITY
Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs) are investment 
vehicles set up in India which privately pool funds / 
monies from domestic as well as foreign investors 

and invest such funds / monies in securities as per a 
defined investment policy. In India, an AIF along with 
its constituents is regulated by SEBI under the SEBI 
(AIF) Regulations, 2012 (SEBI AIF Regulations). SEBI 
has provided several incentives for setting up an AIF in 
the GIFT City / IFSCs. The IFSC Authority has further 
liberalised the framework for setting up AIFs in the GIFT 
City. The combined regulations for setting up an AIF are 
explained below.

Incorporation of the AIF
Any trust / LLP / company set up in the IFSC can be 
registered with SEBI as an AIF. If the sponsor / manager 
of an Indian AIF wishes to set up an AIF in the IFSC, it 
must first set up a branch / company in the IFSC which 
will act as the sponsor / manager of the AIF. Thus, the 
Indian sponsor cannot directly sponsor the IFSC AIF. It 
must first set up a foreign branch / foreign company in 
the IFSC. The investment in the IFSC sponsor would 
be treated as an overseas direct investment in a Joint 
Venture / Wholly-Owned Subsidiary under the Foreign 
Exchange Management (Transfer or Issue of any 
Foreign Security) Regulations, 2004 (FEMA No. 120/
RB-2004). Since this would be an investment in the 
Financial Services Sector, the provisions of Regulations 6 
and 7 of these Regulations would need to be adhered to.

The SEBI IFSC guidelines along with the SEBI AIF 
Regulations recognise the following types of AIFs:
(a) Category-I AIF: Funds which invest in startups, 
early-stage ventures, social ventures, small and medium 
enterprises, infrastructure sector, etc. These include 
Venture Capital Funds.
(b) Category-II AIF: Residual category, i.e., other than 
Category I and III AIFs and which do not undertake 
leverage other than to meet day-to-day operational 
requirements as per SEBI AIF Regulations. These include 
Private Equity Funds / Debt Funds.
(c) Category-III AIF: Funds which employ diverse or 
complex trading strategies and leverage including through 
investments in listed or unlisted securities / derivatives. 
These would include Hedge Funds.

Each scheme of the AIF shall have a corpus of at least 
US $3 million. The manager or sponsor shall have a 
continuing interest in the AIF of not less than 2.5% of the 
corpus or US $750,000, whichever is lower, in the form 
of investment in the AIF and such interest shall not be 
through the waiver of management fees. Further, for 
Category-III AIFs the continuing interest shall be not less 
than 5% of the corpus or US $1.5 million, whichever is 
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lower. The AIF must raise money only in foreign currency 
and not in Indian Rupees.

Investments permissible by the AIF
SEBI has harmonised the provisions governing 
investments by AIFs incorporated in IFSCs with the 
provisions regarding investments applicable for domestic 
AIFs. Accordingly, AIFs set up in the IFSC can invest in
 Securities which are listed in the IFSC
 Securities issued by companies incorporated in the 
IFSC
 Securities issued by companies in India or belonging to 
foreign jurisdictions
 Units of other AIFs located in India as well as in the 
IFSC
 Any company, Special Purpose Vehicle or Limited 
Liability Partnership or body corporate or Real Estate 
Investment Trust or Infrastructure Investment Trust in 
which a domestic AIF can make an investment
 It can also co-invest in a portfolio company through a 
segregated portfolio by issuing a separate class of units. 
However, the investments by such segregated portfolios 
shall, in no circumstances, be on terms more favourable 
than those offered to the common portfolio of the AIF and 
appropriate disclosures must be made in the placement 
memorandum regarding creation of the segregated 
portfolio.

AIFs operating in India are subject to leverage restrictions 
under the SEBI Regulations. Accordingly, AIF Category-I 
cannot borrow, while Category-II can only borrow for 
meeting daily expenses. However, these restrictions have 
been removed for AIFs set up in the GIFT City. An AIF 
in an IFSC may borrow funds or engage in leveraging 
activities without any regulatory limit, subject only to the 
following conditions:
(a) The maximum leverage by the AIF, along with the 
methodology for calculation of leverage, shall be disclosed 
in the placement memorandum;
(b) The leverage shall be exercised subject to consent 
of the investors;
(c) The AIF employing leverage shall have a 
comprehensive risk management framework appropriate 
to the size, complexity and risk profile of the fund.

Further, AIFs operating in India have a maximum 
investment diversification rule. Thus, under the SEBI 
Regulations a Category-I AIF can invest a maximum of  
25% of its investible funds in one investee company. 
Similarly, a Category-II AIF can invest a maximum of 
10% of its investible funds in one investee company. 

The guidelines for AIFs in the IFSC have removed 
these diversification rules. Accordingly, they shall not 
apply to AIFs in IFSCs, subject to the conditions that 
appropriate disclosures have been made in the placement 
memorandum and the investments by the AIFs are in line 
with the risk appetite of the investors.

Most offshore financial centres do not have restrictions 
on leveraging or diversification guidelines. This is a very 
welcome move since now AIFs in IFSCs can set up 
tailor-made schemes for investing in a very select pool 
of companies. These guidelines should encourage more 
foreign institutions to set up AIFs in India.

Lastly, Indian AIFs are subject to a monetary limit when 
they want to invest abroad. AIFs set up in the IFSC are 
exempt from this limit since they are treated as set up in 
an offshore jurisdiction.

Nature of Indian investments by the AIF
Under the FEM (Non-Debt Instruments) Rules, 2019 
an AIF is treated as an Investment Vehicle. If the control 
and management of the sponsor and manager of the AIF 
are ultimately with resident Indian citizens, then the entire 
investment made in India by such an AIF is treated as a 
domestic investment. It does not then matter whether the 
corpus of the scheme is foreign or Indian. Thus, if the AIF 
in the GIFT City is set up by and managed by another 
Indian entity which in turn is ultimately controlled and 
managed by resident Indian citizens, then the downstream 
investment by such an AIF in Indian entities would be 
treated as domestic investment. Such investment would 
then be outside the purview of the FEMA Regulations 
and would not be subject to pricing / sectoral conditions 
/ sectoral caps under the FEM (Non-Debt Instruments) 
Rules, 2019 even if the entire corpus is raised from non-
residents.

Eligible investors in the AIF
The following persons can make investments in an AIF 
operating in the IFSC:
 A person resident outside India;
 A non-resident Indian;
 Institutional investor resident in India who is eligible 
under FEMA to invest funds offshore, to the extent of 
outward investment permitted;
 A person resident in India having a net worth of at least 
US $1 million during the preceding financial year who is 
eligible under FEMA to invest funds offshore, to the extent 

Continued on Page 111   
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SECURITIES LAWS

A LEG-UP FOR INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS – 
WILL SEBI’S PROPOSALS IMPROVE CORPORATE 

GOVERNANCE?

SEBI has proposed several changes to the rules relating to 
corporate governance, mainly to strengthen the status of 
Independent Directors. The major changes include giving 
a bigger role to minority shareholders in the appointment / 
removal of such directors, proposing higher remuneration 
to them, strengthening the Audit Committee / Nomination 
and Remuneration Committee (‘NRC’) even further, etc. 
Views have been sought from the public at large through 
the release of a Consultation Paper.

The Consultation Paper notes how the requirements 
relating to corporate governance, introduced formally for 
the first time in 1999, have, over the years, seen several 
expert reviews and amendments in law to successively 
upgrade the requirements. As the paper notes, the 
Companies Act, 2013 / Rules made thereunder too 
have corporate governance requirements generally for 
specified listed and unlisted companies, many of them 
overlapping with the SEBI requirements. Hence, the fresh 
proposals are yet another step in that direction, though 
this time more focused on Independent Directors.

Independent Directors are seen as a pillar that balances 
the interests of all stakeholders with the primary focus on 
those of the minority shareholders vis-à-vis promoters. 
The worry is that promoters with their controlling stake 
should not be able to usurp the interests of others. This 
requires that they should not be able to influence the 
watchdog group – the Independent Directors.

APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL OF 
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
The first of these important proposals looks at how 
Independent Directors are appointed and removed. At 
present, they are usually recommended by the NRC. The 
next step is appointment by the Board and the validity 
of their tenure is till the next annual general meeting. At 
such annual general meeting, the appointment is placed 

and confirmed by approval of the majority of shareholders 
who vote. Their removal is also by majority shareholder 
approval.

It is seen that the promoters who usually have a 
controlling stake can influence – perhaps decisively – the 
process at every step. This would mean that at every step 
they have a direct say and even decision-making ability. 
Thus, there are fair concerns that their independence 
may be influenced by the promoters. Hence, adopting 
the UK model almost wholly, it is proposed that this be 
corrected and that the appointment at shareholder level 
should pass two tests; first, approval by a majority of 
all shareholders including the promoters, and second, 
approval by the majority of the minority shareholders. 
Minority shareholders for this purpose would mean 
shareholders other than the promoters.

Let us understand this better through an example. Say, 
the promoters of a company hold 60% equity shares. 
The first test would be achieved when 50.01% of all 
shareholders approve (the percentage in each case is of 
shareholders who actually vote). Since promoters hold 
60%, they would control this outcome. The second test 
is majority of the public (40%) shareholding and thus 
more than half of these – say 20.01% of the total – would 
also have to approve. If either of these tests fails, the 
appointment is rejected. There are then two ways out for 
the management. The first is that it can propose a new 
person as Independent Director and put him through these 
tests. Or, it can put the same candidate through a slightly 
different agni pariksha of sorts after a cooling period of 90 
days, but before 120 days. If at least 75% of shareholders 
(including the promoters) approve, the appointment would 
be through. A similar process is proposed for the removal 
of Independent Directors. This ensures a significant role 
for the public shareholders and the strong influence of the 
promoters is mitigated to an extent.

JAYANT M. THAKUR
Chartered Accountant
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SHORTLISTING OF INDEPENDENT 
DIRECTORS TO BE MORE 
TRANSPARENT
Even the shortlisting of Independent Directors is given 
a fillip by requiring more disclosures on how they came 
to be shortlisted. The process and requirements have 
to be laid down first and thereafter it is to be seen how 
each candidate fits these requirements. There have to be 
extensive disclosures to the shareholders, too.

Higher proportion of Independent Directors in the 
NRC
Moreover, the NRC that recommends Independent 
Directors will now have a higher proportion (two-thirds) 
of Independent Directors instead of just a majority as 
at present. A higher 67% ratio of Independent Directors 
would mean even more say to them in the NRC.

Appointment of new Independent Directors only by 
shareholders
At present the appointment of Independent Directors is 
made first by the Board and it is only at the later annual 
general meeting that shareholders get a chance to 
approve. During this period – which could be as long 
as a year – the Independent Director functions in office. 
To avoid this even interim say of the promoters on such 
appointments, it is now proposed that the appointment of 
Independent Directors shall only be by shareholders. If 
an Independent Director resigns / dies, his replacement 
too has to be made by shareholders, now within three 
months.

Resignation of Independent Directors to be more 
transparent and subject to restrictions
Concerns are often expressed that some Independent 
Directors having issues with the company may prefer 
to exit quietly without creating a fuss. To tackle this, 
several proposals have been made. Firstly, the complete 
resignation letter is required to be published by the 
company.

Further, if an Independent Director resigns stating ‘personal 
reasons’, ‘other commitments’ or ‘preoccupation’, he won’t 
be able to join any other Board for a year. This obviously 
makes sense since one cannot claim being busy, resign 
and then promptly join elsewhere. This may encourage 
them to be more forthright, if that was the real issue.

There is another concern. The management may 
have offered full-time employment to an Independent 
Director. This may be for bona fide reasons such as 

the management being impressed with his work. But 
obviously there are also concerns that this would affect 
his independence. A new proposal now states that if an 
Independent Director desires to join the company as a 
Wholetime Director, he will have to wait for one year after 
his resignation. Interestingly, as we will see later, the 
cooling period to become an Independent Director after 
having been an employee or KMP is three years, while in 
this case only one year’s cooling period is given.

Audit Committee to have no promoter / nominee 
directors or executive directors
The Audit Committee has an important role in approving 
related party transactions, accounts, etc. At present it 
is required that two-thirds of the committee should be 
Independent Directors and the rest can be any director, 
including promoter directors. Now, several categories are 
excluded even for the balance one-third of the committee. 
These may be non-independent directors but cannot be 
executive directors, nominee directors or those related 
to the promoters. The influence of both promoters and 
management is thus sought to be removed.

Excluding further categories of Key Managerial 
Persons
Persons who may have, in the immediate past, been 
employees / Key Managerial Persons (or their relatives) 
of the company and its holding / associate / subsidiary 
companies, or having material pecuniary relationships 
with them, may still have loose ties and may be subject to 
influence, and hence there may be concerns about their 
independence. Therefore, cooling periods are prescribed 
whereby they can join as Independent Directors only after 
specified periods. Two changes are now proposed. Firstly, 
now, past employees / KMPs of even promoter group 
companies will have to be subject to the cooling period. 
Secondly, the cooling period for all categories would now 
be uniform at three years.

ENHANCED REMUNERATION OF 
INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS
Finally, there is the proposal to enhance the remuneration 
of Independent Directors. The dilemma here is that if you 
pay too little, the Independent Director does not have 
the incentive to devote sufficient time to the affairs of the 
company. And if you pay too much, the concern is about 
him being influenced by the remuneration which may 
affect his independence. At present, a maximum Rs. 1 
lakh per meeting is permitted as sitting fees. Commission 
based on profits is allowed but this has issues for loss-
making companies. Besides, commission linked to profits 
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has obvious concerns of conflict in approving accounts 
since there is a link between higher profits and higher 
commission.

A compromise of sorts is now proposed in two ways. One 
is by increasing the sitting fees, but this would have to 
be decided by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. Hence, 
this proposal would be forwarded to them for their 
consideration.

The second is by permitting grant of employees stock 
options (‘ESOPs’) with at least five years vesting period. 
Thus, those who stay on for five years can possibly be 
rewarded through appreciation in the value of shares. 
However, this solution may not resolve the issue well. 
ESOPs are generally not very common in companies. 
Apart from this, a waiting period of five years could be too 
long and many may not benefit.

CONCLUSION
All in all, the changes are positive. However, much 
more is needed to be done. The powers and liabilities 
of Independent Directors have not been touched upon. 
Individually, Independent Directors have very little power. 
But the liability, on the other hand, is significant and the 
enhanced status may raise it even more. The remuneration 
of Independent Directors is still not resolved satisfactorily 
on at least two counts. First, the amount would still be 
decided by the Board and thus the promoters would 
still have a significant, often decisive, say. Second, the 
amount and manner may still be found to be insufficient 

to attract the best of talent. The proposal of dual approval 
tests giving minority shareholders a bigger role could also 
be applied for appointment of auditors who represent 
another pillar of safeguards.

It will also have to be seen how companies are required to 
transition to the new requirements. Will the provisions be 
effective immediately? Whether only large companies will 
be required first to change, with later dates being given 
for successive categories of smaller companies? Will the 
existing directors be allowed to complete their terms or 
will they have to be subject to this test immediately?

It is also seen that two laws – the SEBI LODR Regulations 
and the Companies Act, 2013 – have simultaneous 
requirements of corporate governance which overlap and 
even conflict. Perhaps the first step could be to require 
that listed companies would be regulated in this regard 
only by SEBI.

There is also another thought. Many principles of 
corporate governance are borrowed from the West, 
including a few significant ones from the UK, even in 
these proposals. India is different in a very vital way. 
Promoters typically hold a very significant stake, often 
more than 50%. Investors traditionally invest on the faith 
of the reputation and entrepreneurship of the promoters, 
though there would be cases where this trust is broken. 
While a check on them is always advisable, it should not 
happen that adopting a relatively alien concept tilts the 
balance so much that it actually becomes a hindrance. 

https://bit.ly/2RU45ba 
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CORPORATE LAW CORNER

Puthenpurakal Properties Private Ltd. vs. UOI, 
Delhi and Others
LSI-128-HC-2021 (Ker)
Date of order: 2nd March, 2021

Kerala High Court grants liberty to the Government 
to proceed against petitioner companies for 
violating section 203 of the Companies Act, 2013 
which inter alia mandates appointment of a whole-
time Company Secretary where a company’s paid-
up capital exceeds Rs. 5 crores

FACTS
Company P, the petitioner, is a company incorporated 
with the Registrar of Companies, Kerala. P has filed these 
writ petitions seeking to direct the respondents to permit 
it to file E-form ACTIVE, INC-22A without insisting on 
appointment of a whole-time Company Secretary (CS). P 
has also sought to declare that the restrictions imposed 
in filing E-form ACTIVE, INC-22A with regard to non-
compliance of section 203 of the Companies Act, 2013 in 
appointment of a whole-time Company Secretary, or Rule 
8A of the Companies (Appointment and Remuneration 
of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 2014, is arbitrary and 
illegal.

P contended that pursuant to the powers vested u/s 469 
of the Companies Act, 2013 the Union of India amended 
the Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014. As per the 
newly-added Rule 25A, every company incorporated 
on or before 31st December, 2017 was required to file 
the particulars of the company and its registered office 
in E-form ACTIVE (Active Company Tagging Identities 
and Verification) on or before 25th April, 2019. P further 
contended that the website of the Ministry of Corporate 
Affairs was not accepting the E-form ACTIVE submitted 
by it for the reason that its paid-up capital is more than 
Rs. 5 crores and yet the petitioners have not appointed a 
whole-time CS.

It was the case of the petitioners that as per section 203(5) 
if any company makes any default in complying with the 
provisions, such company shall be liable for a penalty of 
Rs. 5 lakhs and Directors and Key Managerial Personnel 

are personally liable for a penalty of Rs. 50,000, and if the 
default is a continuing one, with a further penalty of Rs. 
1,000 for each day.

The petitioners contended that they have part-time 
Company Secretaries and Auditors to properly look after 
the affairs of their companies and for the last several years 
they have been functioning well within the provisions 
of the Act without giving any room for initiating any 
penal proceedings. On these premises, the petitioners 
contended that they should not be forced to appoint a 
whole-time Company Secretary and should be permitted 
to file E-form ACTIVE, INC-22A without insisting on the 
appointment of a whole-time Company Secretary.

When these writ petitions came up for admission, interim 
orders were passed by the Court permitting the petitioners 
to file E-form ACTIVE, INC-22A, Form PAS-03 (change 
in paid-up capital) and Form DIR-12 (change in Director, 
except cessation) without insisting on appointment of a 
whole-time Company Secretary provisionally, pending 
further orders in these writ petitions.

When the petitions came up for final hearing, the Counsel 
for the respondents urged as under:

The Central Government counsel representing the 
respondents argued that as per the existing rules the 
petitioners are bound to appoint a whole-time Company 
Secretary as their paid-up capital is more than Rs. 5 
crores. The petitioners cannot be granted any exemption 
from the Rules.

The Counsel further argued that non-appointment of 
Company Secretary by the petitioners is an offence u/s 
383A of the Companies Act, 1956 with effect from 1st 
December, 1988. If a company fails to comply with this 
requirement, the Company and every one of its officers 
who is in default shall be punishable with a fine which 
may extend to Rs. 500 per day during which the default 
continues.

HELD
After deliberations, the Kerala High Court held as under: 
 

1
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As things stand now, the petitioners have been permitted 
to file E-form ACTIVE, INC-22A without insisting on the 
appointment of a whole-time Company Secretary on a 
provisional basis. Section 203(5) of the Companies Act, 
2013 provides that if any company makes any default in 
complying with the provisions of section 203 relating to 
appointment of a Key Managerial Personnel, such company 
shall be liable to a penalty of Rs. 5 lakhs and every Director 
and Key Managerial Personnel of the company who is in 
default shall be liable to a penalty of Rs. 50,000, and where 
the default is a continuing one, with further penalty of Rs. 
1,000 for each day after the first during which such default 
continues, but not exceeding Rs. 5 lakhs.

It is evident that the petitioner has not adhered to the 

provisions of the Companies Act, especially section 203 
thereof. In such circumstances, the respondents are 
empowered to proceed against the petitioner companies 
in accordance with the law.

In the circumstances, the writ petitions were disposed 
of granting liberty to the respondents to proceed 
against the petitioners for violating section 203 of 
the Companies Act, 2013 if they are so advised. It 
is made clear that the interim orders passed in these 
writ petitions shall not be taken as pronouncements 
on merits on the legality of section 203 of the 
Companies Act, 2013 or Rule 8A of the Companies 
(Appointment and Remuneration of Managerial 
Personnel) Rules, 2014. 

allowed in the LRS (US $250,000) of RBI. The minimum 
investment by an investor in an AIF is US $40,000 for 
employees or directors of the AIF or its manager and US 
$150,000 for all other investors.

The RBI has recently expressly allowed resident individuals 
to make remittances under LRS to IFSCs set up in India. 
Resident individuals may also open non-interest-bearing 
Foreign Currency Accounts (FCAs) in IFSCs for making 
the above permissible investments under LRS. Any funds 
lying idle in the account for a period up to 15 days from 
the date of receipt into the account shall be immediately 
repatriated to the domestic Rupee account of the investor 
in India. This is an example of express round-tripping being 
permissible by the RBI ~ Indian money under LRS would 
go abroad to an offshore AIF (although physically the AIF 
is in India) and could be routed back into India since such 
an AIF can invest in Indian companies!

Under the International Financial Services Centres 
Authority (Banking) Regulations, 2020 Qualified Resident 
Individuals (meaning an individual who is a person 
resident in India having net worth not less than US $1 
million or equivalent in the preceding financial year) are 
permitted to open, hold and maintain accounts in a freely 
convertible foreign currency, with a banking unit, for 
undertaking transactions connected with or arising from 
any permissible transaction specified in the Liberalised 

Remittance Scheme of the Reserve Bank of India. The 
IFSCA has clarified that the net worth criteria shall not 
be applicable for an individual, being a person resident in 
India who opens an account with the bank for the purpose 
of investing in securities under the LRS. This is because 
of the fact that the purpose of such remittance under the 
LRS is investment in securities and the opening of a bank 
account with a banking unit is incidental to the same.

Triple role of the AIF
The AIF set up in the IFSC can also invest in India under 
the FDI Route, the FPI Route or the Foreign Venture 
Capital Investor (FVCI) Route. If it desires to come under 
the FPI or the FVCI Route, then it must get a separate 
registration for the same with SEBI. All such investments 
would be subject to the Foreign Exchange Management 
(Non-Debt Instrument) Rules, 2019 administered by the 
RBI and the relevant SEBI Regulations.

CONCLUSION
The GIFT City at Gujarat is an excellent idea to attract 
foreign investment and foreign financial institutions to set 
up shop in India. Along with the regulatory concessions 
provided to AIFs, there are several income-tax benefits 
which are also afforded to AIFs established in the IFSC. 
While the Government has given a strong impetus to 
the GIFT City, it remains to be seen whether financial 
institutions actually set up shop. 

  LAWS AND BUSINESS Continued from Page 106
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REGULATORY REFERENCER

DIRECT TAX

1. Amendment to Notification No. 85 of 2020 for extension 
of date in Vivad Se Vishwas Act, 2020. [Notification No. 
9 of 2021 dated 26th February, 2021.]

2. Extension of dates specified in Taxation and 
Other Laws (Relaxation and Amendment of Certain 
Provisions) Act, 2020 for penalty and reassessment 
proceedings under Income-tax Act and completion of 
action under Prohibition of Benami Property Transaction 
Act, 1988. [Notification No. 10 of 2021 dated 27th February, 
2021.]

3. When the Designated Authority passes an order 
under Vivad Se Vishwas Act, the Assessing Officer 
shall pass consequential order under the Act. [Circular 
3 of 2021 dated 4th March, 2021.]

4. Insertion of Rule 3B to compute annual accretion 
referred to in the sub-clause (viia) of clause (2) of 
section 17 of the Act - Income-tax (1st Amendment) 
Rules, 2021. [Notification No. 11 of 2021 dated 5th 
March, 2021.]

5. CBDT amends Form 12BA, Form 16 and Form 24Q 
to incorporate changes related to Finance Act, 2020 
The CBDT has amended Form 12BA, Form 16 and Form 
24Q vide Income-tax (3rd Amendment) Rules, 2021. The 
Finance Act, 2020 has brought concessional tax regime for 
individual taxpayers. Further section 17(2) was amended 
to tax contribution made in excess of Rs. 7.50 lakhs in the 
hands of employees. The consequential changes related 
to the above amendments have been incorporated in the 
forms. [CBDT Notification No. 15/2021 dated 11th March, 
2021.] 
 
6. CBDT enhances the scope of Statement of Financial 
Transactions (SFT) In line with the announcement made 
in the recent Union Budget, the CBDT has amended Rule 
114E. A new sub-rule 5A has been inserted to provide 
that for the purposes of pre-filling the return of income, 
an SFT shall be furnished by the specified persons, 
containing information relating to:

Nature of Transaction Reporting Entity

Capital gains on transfer of 
listed securities or units of 
Mutual Funds, (Refer Note 
Below)

Recognised Stock Exchanges, 
Depository, Clearing Corporation, 
Registrars and Transfer Agents

Dividend Income A Company

Interest Income Banking Company, Post Master 
General, NBFCs holding Certificate 
of Registration under RBI Act

[CBDT Notification No. 16/2021 dated 12th March, 2021.]

7. Insertion of Rule 29BA and Form 15E being 
Application for grant of certificate for determination 
of appropriate proportion of sum (other than salary), 
payable to non-resident, chargeable in case of the 
recipients. [Notification No. 18 of 2021 dated 16th March, 
2021.]

COMPANIES ACT, 2013

(I) MCA notifies 5th March, 2021 as the effective date 
for enforcement of amendment to the provisions 
relating to annual returns MCA has notified amendment 
to section 92 which relates to Annual Returns. 
The amendment was introduced vide Companies 
(Amendment) Act, 2017 and will be effective from 5th 
March, 2021. Now companies would not be required to 
provide particulars of their indebtedness in their Annual 
Returns. Companies are also exempted from providing 
details pertaining to FIIs, their names and addresses, 
countries of incorporation, registration and percentage 
of shareholding held by them, etc. [MCA Notification No. 
S.O. (E) dated 5th March, 2021.]

(II) MCA introduces new E-form MGT-7A for filing 
of annual return by OPCs and Small Companies 
from F.Y. 2020-21 MCA has amended the Companies 
(Management and Administration) Rules, 2014 requiring 
every OPC and Small Company to file its annual return 
from F.Y. 2020-21 in Form No. MGT-7A (Abridged Annual 
Return). Further, the requirement of filing extract of 
Annual Return (Form MGT-9) is removed in case of such 

SONALEE GODBOLE I PRAMOD S. PRABHUDESAI I VINAYAK PAI I RUTVIK SANGHVI 
Chartered Accountants
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companies.[MCA Notification No. G.S.R. (E) dated 5th 
March, 2021.]

(III) MCA notifies amendment relating to remuneration 
of Independent Directors and Non-Executive Directors 
MCA has appointed 18th March, 2021 as the date on 
which provisions relating to remuneration to Independent 
Directors and Non-Executive Directors would come into 
force. This amendment was introduced vide Companies 
(Amendment) Act, 2020. The amendment prescribes the 
quantum of remuneration payable to an Independent 
Director in case a company has no profits or its profits are 
inadequate. [MCA Notification No. S.O. 1255 (E) dated 
19th March, 2021.]

(IV) MCA amends schedule V; prescribes limit of 
remuneration payable to ‘other Directors’ in case of 
no profits MCA has notified an amendment to Schedule 
V, wherein a limit of yearly remuneration payable to ‘other 
Directors’ has been prescribed. The remuneration shall be 
Rs. 12 lakhs where the effective capital of the company is 
negative or less than Rs. 5 crores. The remuneration will 
be Rs. 17 lakhs if the effective capital is Rs. 5 crores or 
more but less than Rs. 100 crores. In case the effective 
capital is Rs. 250 crores and above, other Directors’ 
remuneration per year shall not exceed Rs. 24 lakhs plus 
0.01% of the effective capital. [MCA Notification No. S.O. 
1256 (E) dated 19th March, 2021.]

(V) Amendment to Schedule III to the Companies Act – 
The MCA has amended Divisions I (AS), II (Ind AS) and III 
(NBFCs, Ind AS) of Schedule III that is effective 1st April, 
2021. The amendments require incremental disclosures 
in the financial statements including: a) disclosure of 
shareholding of promoters; b) current maturities of long-
term borrowings; c) ageing schedules of trade payables, 
trade receivables, and capital work-in-progress; and d) 
specified Additional Regulatory Information that include: 
title deeds of immovable property not held in name of the 
company, details of Benami property held, relationship 
with struck off companies, ratio analysis, undisclosed 
income and details of Crypto / Virtual currency traded / 
invested. [MCA Notification G.S.R._(E ) dated 24th March, 
2021.]

(VI) Companies (Accounts) Amendment Rules, 
2021 – The MCA has mandated that for financial year 
commencing on or after 1st April, 2021, every company 
which uses accounting software for maintaining its books 
of accounts, shall use only such accounting software 
which has a feature of recording audit trail of each and 

every transaction, creating an edit log of each change 
made in books of accounts along with the date when 
such changes were made and ensuring that the audit trail 
cannot be disabled. [MCA Notification G.S.R._(E ) dated 
24th March, 2021.]

(VII) Companies (Audit and Auditors) Amendment 
Rules, 2021 – The MCA has amended Rule 11 of the 
Companies (Audit and Auditors) Rules, 2014 that deals 
with ‘Other Matters to be included in Auditor’s Report’. 
The amendment which is effective 1st April, 2021 
requires auditors to report on additional matters that 
include: a) management representation on no funds 
having been advanced / loaned to other persons / 
entities (Intermediaries) with the understanding that the 
intermediary whether directly or indirectly lends or invests 
in other persons or entities identified in any manner 
whatsoever by or on behalf of the company; b) whether 
dividend declared / paid during the year is in compliance 
with section 123; and c) whether the company has used 
such accounting software for maintaining its books of 
accounts which has a feature of recording audit trail 
facility. [MCA Notification G.S.R._(E ) dated 24th March, 
2021.]

SEBI

(VIII) SEBI specifies investment limits for mutual fund 
schemes w.e.f. 1st April, 2021 SEBI has decided to put 
investment limits for mutual funds schemes with special 
features like Additional Tier 1 (AT1) and Additional Tier 2 
(AT2) bonds. At present there are no specified investment 
limits for these instruments with special features and these 
instruments may be riskier than other debt instruments. 
Therefore, the prudential investment limits have been 
decided for such instruments. [Circular No. SEBI/HO/
IMD/DF4/CIR/P/2021/032 dated 11th March, 2021.]

(IX) Ministry of Finance notifies new format of ‘Annual 
Report’ for SEBI The Ministry of Finance has notified 
the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Annual 
Report) Rules, 2021 whereby a new format for the Annual 
Report has been prescribed. Henceforth, such report 
shall include an analysis of the economic and investment 
environment in India along with a comparison with 
developed and peer countries and potential risk factors, 
stress factors indicated through market signals, etc. 
The Board shall have to submit a report to the Central 
Government giving a true and full account of its activities, 
policies and programmes during the previous financial 
year in the new format. The report shall be submitted 
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within 90 days after the end of each financial year.
[Notification No. G.S.R. 176(E) F. NO. 2/8/2019-RE dated 
15th March, 2021.]

FEMA

(i) The Ministry of Home Affairs has issued a 
Notification superseding many of the earlier 
Notifications in respect of rights that Overseas 
Citizens of India (OCIs) enjoy in India. Among other 
points, the Notification states that:

(a) OCIs would enjoy parity with NRIs for purchase or 
sale of immovable property other than agricultural land or 
farmhouse or plantation property; and

(b) In respect of their rights in economic and financial 
fields not specified in the Notification or those not covered 
by the Notifications issued by RBI under FEMA, an OCI 
Cardholder shall have the same rights and privileges as 
a foreigner.

Kindly refer to the full Notification for other rights and 
privileges. [Notification - F. No. 26011/CC/05/2018-OCI 
dated 4th March, 2021.]

(ii) The Government had announced a hike in foreign 
investment limit for the insurance sector from 49% to 74% 
during the Budget presented on 1st February, 2021. In line 
with that, the Government has now introduced and passed 
into law (both in the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha) the 
Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 2021 to raise the limit 
of foreign investment in Indian insurance companies 
from the existing 49% to 74%. A corresponding 
amendment in the Non-Debt Instrument Rules, 2019 (NDI 

Rules) is required. This should be announced soon. [The 
Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 2021 and news reports.]

(iii) DPIIT has issued a Press Note amending the 
Consolidated FDI Policy of 2020 by inserting a clause 
to state that downstream investment made by an Indian 
entity, which is owned and controlled by NRIs on a non-
repatriation basis as per Schedule IV of the NDI Rules, 
2019, shall not be considered for calculation of indirect 
foreign investment. This is because investments made 
by NRIs on a non-repatriation basis are deemed to be 
domestic investments at par with investments made by 
residents. It should be noted that OCIs, who enjoy similar 
relief, are not mentioned in the Press Note. Further, 
amendments made by Press Notes are not effective as 
law until corresponding amendments are made in the NDI 
Rules, 2019. However, in this case, the current NDI Rules 
in any case do not count investments made on a non-
repatriation basis by both NRIs and OCIs towards indirect 
foreign investment. [Press Note No. 1 (2021 Series) dated 
19th March, 2021.]

ICAI MATERIAL

Accounts and Audit
 Educational material on Ind AS 105, Non-current 
Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations. 
[25th February, 2021.]
 Technical Guide on Audit of Internal Financial 
Controls in Case of Public Sector Banks. [19th March, 
2021.]
 Guidance Note on Audit of Banks (2021 Edition). [20th 
March, 2021.] 

The reward of the young scientist is the emotional thrill of being the first person 
in the history of the world to see something or to understand something. 

Nothing can compare with that experience
 —  Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin

When kids look up to great scientists the way they do musicians, 
actors [and sports figures], civilisation will jump to the next level

 —  Brian Greene
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RIGHT TO INFORMATION (r2i)
JINAL SANGHVI

Advocate

PART A IDECISION OF HIGH COURT

Cogent reasons have to be given by the public 
authority as to how and why the investigation or 
prosecution will get impaired or hampered by giving 
the information in question
 

Case name: Amit Kumar Shrivastava vs. Central Information 
Commission, New Delhi

Citation: Writ Petition (Civil) No.: 3701/2018
Court: The High Court of Delhi

Bench: Justice Jayant Nath
Decided on: 5th February, 2021
Relevant Act / 
Sections:

Section 8 of Right to Information Act, 2005

Brief facts and procedural history:
 The petitioner filed an RTI application on 5th September, 
2016 under Rule 6 of the Right to Information Act, 
2005 (‘the RTI Act’) seeking disclosure of point-wise 
information which was mentioned at serial Nos. 5(i) to 
5(xxv) of the said application.
 The CPIO did not provide correct information in respect 
of point 5(i) of the RTI application. The CPIO hid the 
cases registered under IPC / PC Act. Information was 
not disclosed u/s 8(1)(h) of the RTI Act.
 The petitioner filed a first appeal on 10th October, 
2016 before the First Appellate Authority. The Appellate 
Authority did not decide the appeal of the petitioner 
in the defined period. The petitioner then filed a 
second appeal before the Second Appellate 
Authority CIC. It is the grievance of the petitioner 
that during the hearing the respondent believed the 
verbal submissions of the CPIO instead of the written 
submissions of the petitioner and allowed them to 
sustain their stand for non-disclosure of the information 
in respect of all the points by claiming exemption u/s 8(1)
(h) of the RTI Act.

Court’s observation and judgment
The Court was of the view that the facts, including details 
regarding the grave allegations against the petitioner 
and the pending criminal and departmental proceedings 

against him, were not disclosed. However, the CIC 
dismissed his appeal holding that the proceedings 
initiated by the CBI are pending and exemption can 
be claimed u/s 8 of the RTI Act that lays down certain 
conditions when exemptions are allowed.

Section 8(1)(h) of the Act provides that information 
which ‘would impede the process of investigation 
or apprehension or prosecution of offenders’ need 
not be disclosed to citizens. On examination, the High 
Court observed that what follows from the legal position 
is that where a public authority takes recourse to this 
section to withhold information, the burden is on the 
public authority to show in what manner disclosure of 
such information could impede the investigation. The 
word ‘impede’ would mean anything that would hamper 
or interfere with the investigation or prosecution of the 
offender.

Further, the word ‘investigation’ used in section 8(1)(h) of 
the Act should be construed rather broadly and include 
all inquiries, verification of records and assessments. ‘In 
all such cases, the inquiry or the investigation should be 
taken as completed only after the competent authority 
makes a prima facie determination about the presence 
or absence of guilt on receipt of the investigation / inquiry 
report from the investigating / inquiry officer’, said the 
Single Bench.

Since the CIC in its order made no attempt 
whatsoever to show how giving the information sought 
would hamper the investigation and the on-going 
disciplinary proceedings, the Court decided to quash 
its order. The Court also remanded the matter back 
to the CIC for consideration afresh in terms of the 
legal position held by the High Court in the present 
matter.

Justice Jayant Nath also referred to the case of Union 
of India vs. Manjit Singh Bali (2018) where the High 
Court of Delhi had held that the exclusion u/s 8(1)(h) of 
the RTI Act (information which would impede the process 
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PART B I DECISION OF SIC
Private medical colleges within RTI Act’s purview: 
Rajasthan SIC

The private medical colleges in Rajasthan have been 
brought within the purview of the Right to Information 
(RTI) Act, 2005, following an order of the State Information 
Commission which has imposed a fine of Rs. 25,000 on 
the Principal of Geetanjali Medical College in Udaipur 
for flouting the transparency law and refusing to provide 
information.

Allowing an appeal against the college, the Information 

Commission held in its recent order that the State 
Government had allotted land to the institution at 
concessional rates and the college was established under 
a law passed by the State Legislature.

‘Based on these facts, the college falls within the purview 
of the RTI Act. The college is governed by the rules 
and regulations framed by the State government’, said 
Information Commissioner Narayan Bareth.

He imposed the fine on the Principal for refusing to 
provide information sought by an applicant2.

PART C IINFORMATION ON AND AROUND
 Vaishno Devi temple got 1,800 kg. of gold in 20 years
The Vaishno Devi Temple in Jammu received over 1,800 
kg. of gold and over 4,700 kg. of silver, besides Rs. 
2,000 crores in cash, in the past 20 years (2000-2020) 
as donation3.

 Supreme Court refuses to disclose Justice Patnaik's 
probe report on 'Larger Conspiracy' against judiciary 
under RTI
The Public Information Officer of the Supreme Court has 
refused to disclose the details of a report submitted by the 
former Supreme Court Judge, Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik, 
on the probe into the ‘larger conspiracy’ behind the sexual 
harassment allegations levelled against the then Chief 
Justice of India, Mr. Ranjan Gogoi4.

 Who writes PM Modi's speeches?
‘Depending upon the nature of event, various individuals, 
officials, departments, entities, organisations, etc., provide 
inputs for the PM's speech and the speech is given final 
shape by the PM himself,’ the PMO said in its reply to an 
RTI query5.

 SBI refuses data under RTI on interest waiver claims 
it received
In October, 2020 the Government had appointed SBI as the 
nodal agency and said it will receive funds for settlement 
of such (interest waiver) claims. Other lenders were told 
to submit their claims by 15th December to India’s largest 
lender. The State Bank of India, in charge of collating 
and settling compound interest waiver reimbursement 

claims by lenders for the last round of the interest waiver 
scheme during the moratorium, has declined to provide 
information on the quantum of claims it received6.

 Centre paid Rs. 4.10 crores as commission to SBI 
for sale of electoral bonds
The Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, 
in its reply dated 19th March, 2021 to an RTI application 
stated that an amount of over Rs. 4.35 crores (Rs. 
4,35,39,140.86), inclusive of GST, has been charged to 
the Government as commission consequent to the sale 
of electoral bonds in 15 phases.

An aggregated amount of Rs. 4.10 crores (Rs. 
4,10,16,764.60) has been paid by the Government as 
commission, consequent to the sale of electoral bonds 
in 13 phases. Commission for the 14th and 15th phases 
of electoral bond issuance has not been paid till date7. 

1 https://www.latestlaws.com/latest-news/public-authority-to-give-cogent-reasons-for-
claiming-exemption-from-disclosure-of-information-sought-under-the-rti-act-read-
order/

2 https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/rajasthan-brings-private-
medical-colleges-within-rti-acts-purview/article34135979.ece

3 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/dehradun/vaishno-devi-temple-received-
over-rs-2000-crore-cash-1800-kilos-of-gold-and-4700-kilos-of-silver-in-last-20-
years-rti/articleshow/81638135.cms

4 https://www.livelaw.in/top-stories/supreme-court-refuses-disclose-justice-patnaiks-
probe-report-larger-conspiracy-rti-171351

5 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/who-writes-pm-modi-speeches-pmo-reply-to-
rti-1774874-2021-03-02

6 https://www.livemint.com/companies/news/sbi-refuses-data-under-rti-on-interest-
waiver-claims-it-received-11616563915641.html

7 https://www.theweek.in/news/india/2021/03/22/centre-paid-rs-4-10-crore-as-
commission-to-sbi-for-sale-of-electoral-bonds.html

of investigation or apprehension or prosecution of the 
offenders) has to be read in conjunction with Article 

19(2) of the Constitution of India. Such denial must be 
reasonable and in the interest of public order1.
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MISCELLANEA
JHANKHANA THAKKAR I CHIRAG CHAUHAN 

Chartered Accountants

I. Economy

How 100 unicorns are propelling 
India forward

Many believe constant claims by opposition parties and 
leftist journals that our economy is dominated by two 
Modi-friendly conglomerates. Rubbish. A research paper 
by Neelkanth Mishra of Credit Suisse reveals that India 
has spawned 100 ‘unicorns’ – unlisted new companies 
worth over a billion dollars each.

Never before has India witnessed such a broad-based 
upsurge of massive new businesses unconnected with 
old wealth, political contacts or dirty deals with public 
sector banks. The unicorns have raised billions of dollars 
from global investors keen to invest not in venerable 
names but newcomers with ideas capable of dominating 
the 21st century. The investors know that many unicorns 
will fail, but enough will succeed to make their investment 
profitable.

There is a veritable explosion of new entrepreneurs 
backed by global billions.

In the bargain, they are giving opportunities unknown in 
history to entrepreneurs earlier shut out of big business 
for want of capital, contacts and bribing capacity. This 
does not mean the newcomers are Yudhisthirs who have 
never sinned. But it does mean old businesses are being 
challenged by a veritable explosion of new entrepreneurs 
backed by global billions. Earlier, challengers started 
small and grew slowly. Today, they can explode from 
nothing to a billion dollars in a few years, threatening all 
existing giants.

Earlier, financial experts estimated that India had 30 to 50 
unicorns. Credit Suisse used a slightly different definition, 
including firms valued at at least $1 billion in a recent 
round of funding; companies where, at the average 
multiple of similar firms, operating profits of newcomers 
would justify a billion-dollar valuation; and companies 
where business momentum had risen so strongly since 

the last round of funding that a fresh round would have 
a valuation of one billion-plus. Credit Suisse excluded 
subsidiaries of existing companies and firms that once 
rode high but had subsequently slipped in momentum. 
This gives it credibility.

Some unicorns are famous. The Serum Institute of India 
is the world’s biggest producer of vaccines. Flipkart sold 
its e-commerce business for $16 billion to Walmart. But 
few readers know other names like Wonder Cement, 
GRT Jewellers, Greenko, Digit or Chargebee. Ask Credit 
Suisse for the full list.

Two-thirds of these unlisted unicorns started after 
2005. They are very diverse, covering not just IT and 
e-commerce but more humdrum areas. The fastest 
growth is of software-as-a-service, including gaming, 
new-age distribution and logistics, modern trade, bio-tech, 
pharmaceuticals and consumer goods. Unicorns are just 
the tip of a fast-growing pyramid of 80,000 startups, one-
tenth of the new companies formed every year.

Their ambitions are stunning. Ola Cabs, famous for 
transport, also plans the world’s biggest electric two-
wheeler factory of ten million vehicles. The dream 
may fail – but what a dream!

SEBI, India’s stock market regulator, is pathetically 
obsolete in rules and outlook. An Initial Public Offering 
enables companies to list shares on stock exchanges. 
For this, SEBI has dozens of onerous conditions including 
profits in three of five preceding years. But giants like 
Amazon and Facebook made no profits for years even 
as their value soared because of their potential. Many 
Indian unicorns too have never made a profit and would 
not qualify for a stock market listing under SEBI rules.

SEBI focuses on saving Indian household investors 
from crooks, not on nurturing unicorns. Had India been 
dependent only on local money and SEBI, it would not 
have 100 unicorns with hundreds more raring to go. 
Luckily, globalisation has enabled unicorns to sidestep 
local rules and red tape. Brand new companies with great 

1
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ideas but no profit record are viewed by global investors 
as potential giants rather than potential crooks (as SEBI 
does).

This is not a bubble about to burst. The world has created 
massive new pools of private capital in recent decades 
from venture capitalists and private equity funds. It is 
now witnessing the explosion of a new species – SPACs, 
or Special Purpose Acquisition Companies. These 
raise billions from private investors (including the most 
illustrious financial names) with no specified investment 
targets or strategies, which is why some call them ‘blank-
cheque’ companies. They are free to search the world 
for good investment opportunities. In 2020, 248 SPACs 
in the US raised $83 billion and in January, 2021 alone 
they raised $26 billion. SPACs can finance promising 
newcomers without the onerous, expensive route of an 
IPO to get listed on stock exchanges. Once, a stock 
market listing was essential for reputation and large-scale 
financing. Not anymore.

Most unicorns are owned overwhelmingly by foreigners. 
Indian promoters typically have only a small shareholding. 
In the US, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg issued shares 
to others with reduced or zero voting rights, enabling him 
to raise billions without losing control over his company. 
India needs to go the same way. Nirmala Sitharaman, 
please pay attention.

Source: The Times of India – S.A. Aiyar in Swaminomics 
– 14th March, 2021

II. Science

Indian researchers discover unknown strains of 
bacteria in International Space Station

Researchers from the United States and India have 
discovered four strains of bacteria in the International 
Space Station (ISS) and three of these strains were until 
now completely unknown to science. The new finding 
suggests that bacteria living on earth are also capable to 
live in low gravity environments such as the International 
Space Stations.

In the study report published in the journal Frontiers in 
Microbiology, researchers noted that the bacteria were 
formed on plants that astronauts were growing in space. 
Three of these strains were found on the surface of the 
ISS in 2015, while one strain was discovered long back 
in 2011.

Researchers revealed that one of the bacterial strains 
was Methylorubrum rhodesianum, a known strain. 
However, after sequencing, researchers noted that the 
remaining three strains were unknown to humans until 
now. Researchers have now named these three strains 
IF7SW-B2T, IIF1SW-B5 and IIF4SW-B5.

‘To grow plants in extreme places where resources are 
minimal, isolation of novel microbes that help to promote 
plant growth under stressful conditions is essential,’ 
said Kasthuri Venkateswaran and Nitin Kumar Singh, 
researchers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in a 
recent press release.

Researchers also noted that the International Space 
Station is maintaining a clean environment, but beneficial 
microbes should also be there in these low-gravity 
conditions.

Breakthrough in space farming
As humans are eyeing space tourism and space 
colonization, the new discovery could create revolutionary 
changes in plant growth and space farming. The discovery 
could also help humans during long space missions which 
include a manned Mars exploration programme that could 
be initiated soon by NASA.

‘This will further aid in the identification of genetic 
determinants that might potentially be responsible for 
promoting plant growth under microgravity conditions 
and contribute to the development of self-sustainable 
plant crops for long-term space missions in the future,’ 
researchers wrote in the study report.

Source: International Business Times – By Nirmal 
Narayanan – 17th March, 2021

III. News

RBI may have to delay liquidity normalisation 
amid rising Covid cases

The central bank may have to delay the start of monetary 
policy normalisation by three months amid rising Covid-19 
cases, but barring the return of stringent lockdowns there 
is no significant threat to the economy's recovery, analysts 
say.

Having seen a peak of daily cases of nearly 100,000 in 
late September, infections had been on a steady decline 
but have now started rising again over the last month. 

2
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‘Even as the increase in the current caseload points to the 
risk of a second wave, more localised and less stringent 
restrictions (on activity) will help contain the economic 
impact versus the initial wave,’ said Radhika Rao, an 
economist with DBS Bank.

DBS has retained its assumptions for a stronger pick-up in 
March quarter growth versus the December, 2020 quarter 
and expects a double-digit rebound in the fiscal year 2021-
22. India reported 35,871 new corona virus cases on 18th 
March, the highest in more than three months, with the 
worst-affected state of Maharashtra, which houses the 
country's financial capital Mumbai, alone accounting for 
65% of that.

India needs to take quick and decisive steps soon to stop 
an emerging second ‘peak’ of Covid-19 infections, Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi has said. Though analysts are 
unlikely to rush to review their long-term growth forecasts, 
several believe policy normalisation on interest rates and 
liquidity may now take a backseat.

‘Monetary policy normalisation might be pushed back by a 
quarter as authorities monitor developments closely, with 
status quo on the cards on the repo as well as liquidity 
management plans for H121,’ Rao said.

The Reserve Bank of India has repeatedly assured bond 
markets of ample liquidity being maintained to support 
the recovery, but in early January said it wanted to start 
restoring normal liquidity operations in a phased manner.

‘Growth concerns due to rising pandemic cases amid a 
negative output gap could push back market expectations 
on the timing of policy normalisation in the near term,’ 
Nomura economists Sonal Varma and Aurodeep Nandi 
wrote in a note. Though surplus liquidity is a positive from 
the perspective of ensuring credit flows to productive 
sectors, economists fear it may add to inflationary 
pressures if it remains in the system for too long.

‘Although inflation has moderated from the high level, the 
surge in global crude oil price has added to the upside 
risk,’ said Arun Singh, global chief economist at Dun and 

Bradstreet. ‘The central bank, thus, has a difficult task of 
managing the inflation target while preventing a rise in 
borrowing cost to the government.’.

Source: International Business Times – By IANS –  
18th March, 2021

India now has 4th largest forex reserves behind 
China, Japan and Switzerland

India has become the fourth largest in the world with forex 
reserves at $580.3 billion surpassing Russia and behind 
China, Japan and Switzerland.

Emerging markets have been building reserves to guard 
against volatility due to Covid aftershocks.

Reserves for India and Russia have plateaued after 
rising for months. India pulled ahead as Russian holdings 
declined at a faster rate. India's foreign currency holdings 
fell by $4.3 billion to $580.3 billion as of 5th March, the 
Reserve Bank of India said, edging out Russia's $580.1 
billion pile.

The world's largest forex reserves league table is headed 
by China, followed by Japan and Switzerland. India's 
reserves are now worth 18 months of imports; they have 
been boosted by massive inflows by FIIs into the stock 
market and burgeoning FDI.

According to a recent report by Acuite Ratings, the Indian 
rupee has strengthened in 2021 so far on healthy portfolio 
inflows and sharp downward adjustment in inflation. ‘We 
expect India to post record BoP surplus of $105 billion in 
FY21, followed by a healthy surplus of $55 billion in FY22.

‘While FX intervention from the central bank will continue 
in FY22, the pace is likely to ease with moderation in 
inflation. We expect gradual appreciation in the currency 
to play out with USD-INR at 73.0 (with downside risk) in 
March, 20 to 71.0 by March, 21,’ the report said.

Source: International Business Times – By IANS –  
15th March, 2021 

If a cluttered desk is a sign of a cluttered mind, of what, then, 
is an empty desk a sign?

 —  Albert Einstein

4
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SOCIETY NEWS
MIHIR SHETH I SAMIR KAPADIA 

Hon. Jt. Secretaries

THE ‘SCIENCE OF MANIFESTATION’

The HRD Study Circle organised an online meeting on 
13th October, 2020 on the ‘Science of Manifestation’ 
presented by Mr. Sanjay Mansukhani.

Interestingly, the speaker started the session in a matter 
of fact manner by saying that ‘all that we need to do 
is go in’. What he meant thereby was that when we 
go ‘inside ourselves’, we meet both our Mind and our 
Soul. By training our Mind and our Soul we can develop 
and access their power to the fullest. And if this is done 
smartly, then it can create magic in our lives and in the 
lives of others around us, namely, our family, community, 
nation and humanity at large.

The session was based on two world-class treatises that 
expound the powers of the Mind and the Soul.

1. ‘Master Key System’ by Charles F. Haanel, 1912
Mr. Mansukhani stated that this American tome is the 
‘Father’ of all transformational and creative manifestation 
teachings. It produces unbelievable results through the 
right understanding and application of Thought, of the 
Conscious mind, the Sub-conscious mind, the Universal 
Mind, Universal Laws and Mental exercises. It is meant 
for advanced learners of the science of manifestation. It 
is for those who have already read ‘The Secret Book’ and 
know the ‘Law of Attraction’.

2. ‘Yoga Sutras’ by Rishi Patanjali, 400 BC
This is the ancient Indian science of Dhyana yoga. The 
four padas of Samadhi, Sadhana, Siddhis and Kaivalya 
reveal the deep science of manifestation. By practising 
it all worldly manifestations to God realisation can be 
achieved. It is strictly for serious advanced learners of 
the science of manifestation. It helps if the ‘Master Key 
System’ has already been learnt and practised.

A discussion on the above leads one to obtain a complete 
picture of the science of manifestation. ‘Master Key 
System’ is the western science of manifestation where 
the current laws of science are applicable, whereas 
Patanjali yoga sutras are the ancient Indian science of 

manifestation where the results go beyond the realms of 
modern-day science such as Siddhi (mystic powers) and 
Kaivalya (liberation).

The outcome of BIG manifestations will come with the 
right training and disciplined practice. The session ended 
with some intriguing thoughts. India and our friends and 
family are waiting for us to deliver BIG THINGS. The 
question is, CAN WE?

PANEL DISCUSSION ON ‘BUDGET 2021’

An illustrious panel of experts participated in a lively virtual 
discussion on ‘Budget 2021 – A 360° view of the Indian 
Economy’, on 24th February, 2021. They were Bhagirath 
Merchant, Ex-President, BSE; Niranjan Hiranandani, 
Co-Founder and Managing Director of the Hiranandani 
Group, and Dr. Ajit Ranade, Chief Economist of the Aditya 
Birla Group. Vikas Khemani moderated the discussion.

Welcoming the guests and participants, President Suhas 
Paranjpe explained that it was important to have a 360° 
view of the Budget as it was likely to have significant 
implications in the years to come. Vice-President Abhay 
Mehta introduced the panellists and the moderator.

Launching the discussion, Vikas Khemani said that the 
current year’s Budget did manage to meet the expectation 
of a ‘Once in 100 years Budget’ as was promised by the 
Finance Minister. It was indeed a shift of mind-set from 
extreme prudence to growth orientation, from incremental 
approach to leap-frogging, all this while keeping in mind 
the new economic realities. The Budget had demonstrated 
that policy-makers were working in a coordinated way to 
reach the goal of a ‘Five Trillion Dollar’ economy that the 
Prime Minister had envisioned.

Agreeing with these views, Niranjan Hiranandani said 
that there was indeed a paradigm shift evidenced in 
‘Budget 2021’. Not deterred by the challenges posed 
by the pandemic, it had tried to convert them into an 
opportunity to bring about major reforms. The proposal 
to increase the capital expenditure for infrastructure by 
Rs 5 lakh crores without burdening the taxpayers with 
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additional taxes was visionary. Although it could lead to 
deficit financing, it clearly reflected the positive mind-set 
of the policy-makers to give an impetus to infrastructure 
without impacting the consumption power of the people. 
Besides, openly supporting privatisation of the public 
sector was indeed a trendsetter. The concept of an 
infrastructure bank was a welcome move and he wished 
that there could be a couple of them rather than just one 
so as to increase the capability of taking on more projects 
with distributed risk. With expectations having been 
roused in the business community, he said that it would 
not be too much to ask for a clear asset monetisation 
policy and rationalisation of the highest tax rates which 
were currently at 42%. Concluding his remarks, he said 
that it was a great Budget that would put India on the 
trajectory of a growth rate of 11 to 12% in real terms.

Expressing his views, Dr. Ajit Ranade said that Budget 
2021 laid the roadmap for several generations by providing 
funds for infrastructure. He was glad to note such evolved 
thinking on the part of the Government, that deficit 
financing is not a taboo if money is planned to be spent 
on building the future for generations to come. Lauding 
the Budget, he said that among the positives were that it 
was bold, with no further taxes, it showed a clear intent of 
privatisation of the public sector and proposed a push on 
many initiatives that would make GDP growth possible at 
15% in nominal terms and at 11 to 12% in real terms. In 
Dr. Ranade’s opinion, the only caveat was to meet deficit 
financing without moving interest rates, with a proactive 
role for the RBI and providing a level playing field for the 
private sector to succeed.

For his part, Bhagirath Merchant complimented the 
Finance Minister for thinking out of the box and laying down 
the policy intent clearly. He appreciated the increased 
allocation for infrastructure, health and education and 
said that this was the first Budget that clearly quantified 
the disinvestment target. Making railways ‘future ready’ 
would help the manufacturing and agriculture sectors. 
Agricultural income would double thanks to this Budget. 
Growth in manufacturing will create opportunities by 
giving rise to ancillary industries, the SME sector and 
also the services sector. The move for privatisation of the 
public sector would unlock funds for Government to direct 
them in the right channels and would prove very useful in 
the long run.

Giving an example of how infrastructure investment could 
be self-fulfilling, Bhagirath Merchant said that with the 
build-up of the road network, the daily toll collection itself 

was more than Rs. 100 crores, thus helping in the direct 
recoupment of capital spent (to the tune of Rs. 36,500 
crores per annum). Add to that the other benefits of 
faster traffic movement, increased trade volumes and tax 
collections, the benefits could be humongous. He gave a 
‘thumbs up’ to the Budget on all these counts.

Pointing out that Government departments will now 
be permitted to bank with private banks, moderator 
Vikas Khemani said that the role of the private sector 
and external capital will assume greater importance. 
He invited the panellists to give their points of view. All 
panellists agreed with him and stressed the inevitability 
of investments from the private sector and access to 
funds from external sources. The general consensus 
was that ease of business will have to be accelerated 
even further as there were still quite a few issues on 
last-mile connectivity at the ground level. However, there 
was no denying that Government was quite proactive in 
responding to the challenges.

The next question raised by the moderator was whether 
the current account would continue to be in deficit or 
would be in surplus with rising exports that may occur with 
the push on manufacturing and the Atmanirbhar Bharat 
initiative. Most panellists felt that the current account 
numbers would continue to remain in deficit with rising 
import of crude and increasing consumption of aspirational 
India. However, that deficit would have ample leeway to 
be compensated by a rise in capital funding from external 
sources, making the overall balance of payment position 
positive.

On a question about the opportunities for wealth creation 
and green shoots for various types of industries, Bhagirath 
Merchant felt that there were ample opportunities. 
His opinion was backed by other panellists, too. The 
point in support of this argument was that the current 
pandemic had opened the vistas for cost reduction. 
And this was evidenced in the second quarter results of 
several companies. The Balance Sheets of Government 
banks and NBFCs had been nearly cleaned up to a 
‘hygienic level’, free from their past issues, resulting in 
an improvement in their asset quality. The BFSI sector 
was on the verge of a major breakthrough with serious 
commitment of Government on business. The market 
would see huge capital mobilisation that companies 
already had on the anvil.

Niranjan Hiranandani echoed the above sentiments and 
said that the realty sector was also on the verge of a big 
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turnaround with ease of finance, push to building houses 
under the PMAY and a proper regulatory framework of 
RERA in place. He said that NPAs in the realty sector 
could be transferred to the ‘Bad Bank’ which was under 
consideration of the Government. The private sector was 
prepared for something similar to SWAMIH fund that could 
infuse new life into many stalled projects. All these could 
provide a big boost to the realty industry. He cautioned, 
however, that instead of looking at the industry in general 
it would be prudent for the investors to look at each 
company separately for its credentials. On the whole, he 
was very positive about the market opportunities in the 
realty sector.

Dr. Ajit Ranade also opined that with growth in 
manufacturing and availability of funds, sectors such as 
warehousing, data warehousing, logistics, etc., looked 
positive.

The panel discussion was followed by a Q&A session. On 
a question whether there were any missed opportunities 
in the Budget, the opinion was that the wish list is always 
long but the Budget needs to be looked at as a balancing 
act for one year, and to that extent it did do justice to 
the exercise. To another question on the probable risks 
of losing the momentum, the answer was that there 
were always some risks in a democratic society that 
arise out of political fallouts, the excessive caution-driven 
approach by bureaucrats and last-minute hitches due 
to external factors. However, despite all these, the 
Budget was indeed path-breaking in its approach and 
thinking.

Treasurer Chirag Doshi proposed the vote of thanks.

The panel discussion is available on YouTube and the 
BCAS website for viewing. 
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Our virtues and our failures are inseparable, like force and matter. 
When they separate, man is no more

 —  Nikola Tesla

Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to 
understand more, so that we may fear less

 —  Marie Curie

Every brilliant experiment, like every great work of art, 
starts with an act of imagination

 —  Jonah Lehrer
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TRIBUTE 
ARVIND H. DALAL

(2nd July, 1929 – 15th March, 2021)

In the passing away of Shri Arvindbhai Dalal we have 
lost a great professional. My association with him started 
more than six decades back. He had a soft corner for 
junior members of our profession and whenever a junior 
wanted his help, he was always available.

He served our profession in many different capacities. 
He was Chairman of WIRC in 1962-63, President 
of the BCA Society in 1963-64 and President of ICAI in 
1989-90. He was also a Founder Trustee of the BCAS 
Foundation. During his association with all these 
professional bodies, he rendered exemplary service to 
the profession.

Some CA friends used to meet every Thursday to discuss 
the developments in the fields of taxation, accounting, 
auditing and other professional subjects. And Arvindbhai 
used to attend these meetings regularly. I came in close 
contact with him at these meetings. Even when his health 
was not good, he tried to attend these meetings and gave 
us the benefit of his knowledge.

He used to attend almost all the lecture meetings, 
seminars, conferences, and Residential Reference 
Courses organised by the WIRC, the BCAS, the ICAI 
and other professional bodies either as a paper writer, 
speaker or a participant. He always believed that by 
such participation we can share our knowledge with 
other professionals and also gain some knowledge. 
His pet subject was ‘Charitable Trusts’. In fact, he 
has authored the book ‘Taxation of Charitable Trusts’ 
published by the BCAS. He has argued several cases 
of Charitable Trusts before the Income-tax Appellate 

Authorities.

In 1998, the Golden Jubilee Year of the ICAI, the ICAI 
Council entrusted the work of writing the history of the 
accounting profession to me along with Arvindbhai and 
Shri Harishbhai Motiwala. We had to cover the period 
from 1973 to 1999 within one year. We completed the 
task in record time and the book ‘History of the Accounting 
Profession in India – Vol. II’ was published in January, 
2000. Arvindbhai took great care in going through the 
draft of this publication, which records the achievements 
of our profession in these 25 years.

It is difficult to believe that Shri Arvindbhai is no more 
with us. All of us professionals will feel his absence. We 
pray that this noble soul rests in eternal peace.

– P.N. Shah, Past President, BCAS and ICAI
_____________________________________________

Shri Arvindbhai became known to me as a worthy senior 
of stature from the day I joined the BCAS. It was indeed 
a privilege for me to have been, in the years to follow, 
associated with him at the BCAS, at the ICAI and also at 
the personal level. In him we have lost a fatherly figure 
to whom any junior could turn for guidance without any 
fear.

He was a great human being. He maintained high ethical 
standards as a professional all through. In his dealings 
with all he was soft-spoken and humble. His devotion to 
the Society and to the profession hardly had any parallel. 
He contributed as much to the development as to the 
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academic profile of the profession. He remained active 
with the Society almost till the end, despite his uneven 
health during the last few years. It was so pleasing to 
see him participate in the lecture meetings as a keen 
learner till even very recently. In him we have lost a giant 
personality. He will always be remembered by all those 
around him.

May the members of his family have courage to bear this 
loss and may the noble soul rest in peace.

– Pinakin D. Desai, Past President, BCAS
_____________________________________________

Shri Arvindbhai Dalal passed away peacefully on 15th 
March, 2021.We have lost a genuine well-wisher of the 
Society and a senior, disciplined guardian of the profession 
who was always extremely concerned about the image of 
our profession. His selfless and invaluable contribution 
with utmost devotion to the development of the profession 
in various aspects was self-evident and does not require 
any recognition. His commitment and dedicated approach 
in this regard were extremely remarkable and for this 
he remained active till his last days. I still recall that he 
last participated, despite his advanced age and health 
challenges, in the virtual post-Budget meeting of the 
BCAS Taxation Committee on 18th February, 2021, and 
even prior to that, he kept on checking with me about the 
BCAS Annual Budget Booklet of which he was one of the 
main pillars. I salute his dedication and passion for the 
development of our profession in general and the Society 
in particular.

I still can’t forget my initial introduction to him during 
one of the RRCs in the early 1980s at Matheran where 
I was innocently raising many questions during the 
reporting session as one of the young group leaders in 
his paper and the patience with which he was responding 
and encouraging me in the process. What was even 
more noteworthy was his approach during the General 
Assembly Session while giving his replies where, at 
appropriate relevant stages, he referred to such questions 
with my name and that shocked me as I had never 
expected such encouragement for a very junior member 
from such a senior professional. Of course, subsequently, 
I also learned that this kind of culture was nurtured by 
such pillars of the RRCs. This made me an integral part of 
the Society’s close academic circle, immensely benefiting 
me in making my academic career in the profession. For 
me, since then, in addition to a few others, Arvindbhai 
became a role model.

While I have many personal experiences to share, it is 
impossible to describe his innumerable qualities and his 
selfless contribution to the profession here. But I can’t 
resist mentioning one or two episodes. I still remember 
when we were revising the Tax Audit Manual of the BCAS 
around 1989; for that purpose we stayed in a hotel in 
Mumbai along with the late Shri Narayanbhai to complete 
the work in a short time – the kind of dedication and 
humility that I witnessed during that stay and the personal 
encouragement given to me are both unforgettable and 
remain etched in my mind even today.

He was a rare human being with such outstanding 
qualities. On the ethical front, I still recall his 
extreme resistance to my request to be a Faculty 
at the seminar following that Tax Audit Manual at 
Patkar Hall on the ground that since he is the Chairman 
of the Organising Committee, he can’t be a Faculty. 
It took a lot of time and effort to persuade him with 
the help of the late Narayanbhai in the evening 
discussion session in that hotel room to effectively thrust 
on him this responsibility for the benefit of the large 
number of members attending that seminar from various 
parts of the country. I had similar experiences as part 
of the Golden Jubilee Celebration Committee of the 
Society of which he was Chairman, as well as during my 
association with him as his Co-Chairman of the Taxation 
Committee.

On a personal note, I was fortunate to have had the 
privilege of working closely with him in the Society as 
well as at a personal level and to learn a lot from him, 
especially on the ethical front. I will be missing travelling 
with him regularly for punctually attending various BCAS 
and other meetings and our discussions on various 
subjects.

On his departure I feel like I have lost an elderly friend, 
philosopher and guide. He used to mostly call me on 
my wife’s mobile and would always first affectionately 
ask her, ‘Ilaben, kem cho?’ We will miss all this now. We 
sincerely pray to the Almighty that his soul rest in eternal 
peace.

– Kishor Karia, Past President, BCAS, Editorial Board
_____________________________________________

I was fortunate to have come in contact with Arvindbhai 
in my formative years of practice, a time when he was 
the doyen of the profession. The association established 
then, in the early 80s, continued till God recalled him for 
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better things. He was one of the very few persons who 
shaped and moulded my professional career and beyond. 
In recent years, since the passing away of my father, I 
relied on him as a source of inspiration in many matters 
of life.

The long association, full of fascinating and inspiring 
instances, is difficult to express in words; surely not in 
a note that is limited by the number of words. He was 
a kind of hand-holder for me who was around silently, 
throughout, without being physically present, and guided 
my thoughts, at times without expressly communicating it 
in words. The way he conducted himself and carried on 
with his life became guiding posts for me.

I first met him in his chamber at Nariman Point when he 
was already the Past President of the ICAI, a humbling 
experience which has stayed with me for long; a very 
unassuming place and the decorum and the person’s all-
attentive stance and willingness to help with no desire to 
impress, in spite of his scholarly insight into the subjects 
of accounts, auditing and taxation. I was guided by his 
precision in writing; in editing any text, he would not 
hesitate to devote long hours to fine-tune any text on 
complex technical matters and would ensure that the 
final product is delivered within the deadline. Anyone who 
has sat with him in meetings of professional associations 
would have witnessed his immense contribution 
with humility, patience and persistence; all of these 
encouraged me to request him to join the Chamber’s 
Managing Committee. He not only honoured our request 
but guided the Chamber with exemplary leadership. 
Dignity was natural to him and those who were present 
at numerous full court conferences addressed by him 
would confirm this with respect.

We come across people who inspire our faith in them; but 
he was one who inspired one’s faith in one’s own abilities. 
I will always remember him for this. He was not ‘all work 
and no play’; he was witty and full of Surti humour and 
was fun to be with. The best example of his dedication 
to BCAS is that he attended the last meeting of the BCA 
Foundation.

I had the benefit of presenting several papers under his 
chairmanship and I have no hesitation in stating that those 
were the best of the times, where he would very politely 

but firmly correct mistakes, share valuable suggestions 
and at times be a shield and would still ensure that he 
claimed no credit for the same.

I conclude with a fervent hope that his life continues 
to guide the profession in the right direction and 
his soul enlightens our path by being a torchbearer for long.

– Pradip Kapasi, Past President, BCAS
_____________________________________________

Rare are the people who are calm reservoir of knowledge 
and experience and are generous with it. Rarer are those 
who inspire those qualities in others with their life example. 
In spite of many achievements and stature, they remain 
approachable and accessible. Arvindbhai was such a 
person ever since I have known him since I was a young 
boy. Author, speaker, guide, past president of BCAS and 
ICAI and a friend and elder to so many.

We would have asked several times questions on 
charitable trust matters and taken his counsel for our 
clients. At the BCAS he was someone you could call 
upon and count on. Today many people are very busy 
and have little time to spare. He shared his time and so 
his life for the BCAS. At RRCs and on overnight train 
travels especially, it was a treat to hear him chit chat. He 
often shared stories of his times. At lecture meetings, 
one saw him sitting in the first row listening attentively 
and patiently. As a Chairman of sessions, his words were 
measured and his comments were not taxing. We will 
miss his benign demeanor, meticulous counsel. However, 
above all we will have one person less to go to and look 
upon as an elder.   

– Editor, BCAJ
_____________________________________________

Shri Arvind Bhai Dalal was one of the best but 
unassuming chartered accountants I have seen. I had 
the pleasure of working with him in Central Council for 
six years. As President of Institute, he had initiated far-
reaching steps for the growth of the professional. He will 
be missed by the profession. 

– Anand Rathi, Central Council Member, ICAI - 1985 to 
1991, Ex President, BSE 
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intelligence, science and technology and foreign policy.

Keeping this thought in mind, this annotation could either 
be considered a book of ideas, a guide for citizens, a 
handbook for policy-makers, or simply a collection of 
essays. At first it may seem partly like crystal-gazing and 
partly a wish list; on a closer reading, it turns out to be a 
scientific and strategic estimation of the future based on 
an analysis of historical and current facts. While ten years 
is a long time frame to look at, especially in an era when 
tomorrow seems to be as different from today as one’s 
imagination allows, the extrapolation of the future based 
on the current patterns and trends makes for interesting 
reading.

The underlying theme of optimism and assertiveness 
that emerges from it does not distract the reader from 
the challenges that the nation must overcome in the next 
decade. This is evident in most of the essays.

The essay on health by Rajesh Parikh points out that 
the less sensationalised problems of lifestyle, climate 
change, pollution and existing infections have been killing 
us from long before the advent of the novel corona virus. 
He also describes the looming danger of bio-terrorism 
and anti-microbial resistance. According to him, Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and nature’s wisdom will be the future of 
healthcare.

The essay on economy by Bibek Debroy shows how the 
existing policy, focusing on inequality rather than inequity 
and wealth redistribution rather than wealth creation, is 
flawed. He points out that the policy shall now shift to 
wealth creation to reduce inequity. While inequality will 
still exist, that does not matter as long as the absolute 
standard of living improves.

In his essay on justice, B.N. Shrikrishna touches on 
the collegium system which will change in the 2020s. 
He unabashedly points out that the justice system 
resembles a mansion in utter disrepair and stresses 
the need to focus on technology, educating citizens 
about enforcing their rights, further strengthening the 
independence of the judiciary, the rise of the written 
word against oral arguments and faith in fiat justitia ruat 
caelum.

Abhijit Iyer-Mitra, writing on defence, gives an interesting 

I ‘INDIA 2030: THE RISE OF A RAJASIC NATION’ – 
Edited by Gautam Chikermane
Reviewed by Riddhi Lalan, Chartered Accountant

The world, beset by uncertainties and crumbling under 
the weight of a global pandemic, has now ushered in a 
new decade with socio-economic disturbances, sluggish 
growth and global disorder. This new decade shall surely 
mark the resurgence of a new world order and the 
revamping of the old. India 2030: The Rise of a Rajasic 
Nation is a book to read if you are curious about what the 
next ten years might hold and how India can charter its 
course towards 2030.

In the words of Editor Gautam Chikermane, Vice-
President of Observer Research Foundation, ‘In the 
2020s, the world will look at India to provide inner stability 
in outer chaos. It will bring out and turn into action the 
collective journeys of 1.3 billion souls. It will create new 
civilizational-spiritual narratives. It will pour out and share 
its knowledge of the intellectual-philosophical traditions 
in ways not seen before, through mediums that are still 
evolving. All this it will do while becoming the world’s third 
largest economy, a regional power and a shaper of world 
events. This it will do in an era of constant Black Swan 
events.’

What is intriguing is the use of the term ‘Rajasic Nation’. 
In his introductory essay Gautam talks about how the 
nation has been under the pressure of tamas – inertia, 
inactivity and dullness – since the war of Kurukshetra. 
Independence and the surge of nationalism were 
expected to see the transformation from tamas to rajas 
– action, force and passion. As these transformations 
take time to gather momentum, he expounds that the last 
seven decades were a preparation for the domination of 
rajasic forces that the 2020s shall witness.

He has comprehensively woven together essays by Abhijit 
Iyer-Mitra, Ajay Shah, Amish Tripathi, Amrita Narlikar, 
Bibek Debroy, David Frawley, Devdip Ganguli, Justice 
B.N. Shrikrishna, Kirit Parikh, Manish Sabharwal, Monika 
Halan, Parth Shah, R.A. Mashelkar, Rajesh Parikh, Ram 
Madhav, Reuben Abraham, Samir Saran, Sandipan Deb 
and Vikram Sood into a single volume that looks towards 
the next decade leading to 2030, beautifully describing 
the nuances and complexities of various subjects ranging 
from health, politics, justice, defence, economy, education, 

BOOK REVIEWS
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insight into the Balakot strike, highlighting the flaws of the 
current defence system. He has listed nine trends that 
will dominate the defence sector in the 2020s. These 
include a shift from offsets to work share, empowerment 
of Medium, Small and Micro Enterprises (MSMEs), 
privatisation and bifurcation of economic and security 
policy, among others.

Amrita Narlikar brilliantly brings out how the pandemic 
has taught certain nations that ‘weaponised inter-
dependence’ is not just an academic theory. Emphasising 
the importance of India’s stubborn adherence to 
principles and values, she predicts that a new robust 
and deeper multilateralism shall replace the old one, 
based on a commitment to shared principles reinforced 
by India.

In his essay on energy, Kirit Parikh predicts three 
concurrent trends: a fall in energy intensity at the level 
of industries, increasing use at the household level and 
greater use of clean energy. Pointing out that the share 
of renewable energy is currently low, he postulates that 
India's rising energy consumption will be cleaner, greener 
and more sustainable compared to that of the rest of the 
world.

Manish Sabharwal gives us a thought-provoking line: 
‘The problem in India is not unemployment but employed 
poverty’. Predicting a shift towards productivity, he 
highlights the key areas that will bring the required 
change, viz., increased formalisation, urbanisation, 
industrialisation, better governance and higher skills. The 
problem, he believes, is that we have created corporate 
dwarfs which remain small instead of babies that can 
grow. This will change by 2030.

Amish Tripathi in his essay on soft power, calling out 
the downsides of consumerism and individualism, 
anticipates that India could be a strange confluence 
of both materialism and spiritualism. He highlights 
how the Indian spiritual path helps us to be liberal 
while still being traditional. India will become a source 
of soft power that is gentle, compassionate and 
inclusive. It will reset the new principles of global co-
existence.

Each essay in this compilation highlights the importance 
of strong and exemplary policy formulation along 
with disciplined implementation of these policies. 
We, as citizens, play a role in influencing such policies 
and manifesting the collective rajasic force emerging 

within us, too. As overwhelming as it seems, this idea 
is thought-provoking. It is for this that the book is worth 
a read both for the common citizen and policy-maker 
alike.

‘Philosophers have described the world in thousands 
of ways. The point, however, is to change it.’ This Karl 
Marx quote referred to by Manish Sabharwal in his 
essay is an appropriate description of what this book 
is about. Thought leaders from twenty diverse fields 
attempt to describe what 2030 could look like for India. 
Together, they lay out a path for the nation’s evolution 
in the coming decade. The point, therefore, is the 
synchronised efforts of the citizens and the policy-makers 
to take forward this daunting yet adventurous journey 
towards 2030.

Only time will tell whether this is a book of mere wishful 
thinking, a collection of informed predictions for 2030, or 
a prophecy for 2030. To some readers it may seem tilted 
towards the right and exceedingly optimistic. However, 
this illuminating book gives positive vibes that there are 
better times ahead and a hope that India will emerge 
as a ‘Developmental Superpower’ even while grappling 
with constant internal disruptions and uncertainties. For 
someone interested in comprehensively understanding 
the implications of the historical and current trends in 
various subjects and influencing policy-making, this book 
makes a good read.

II ‘INDIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (Ind AS) – 
Interpretation, Issues & Practical Application’ by 
Dolphy D’Souza, Chartered Accountant
Reviewed by Bhavik Jain, Chartered Accountant

Many years ago the author had published two small 
pocket-edition books on accounting standards. From 
those days to now, we have seen the ever-widening 
scope of accounting standards. These three volumes, 
and they are really voluminous, contain exhaustive 
guidance to help understand the principles and practices 
prescribed by these ‘principle-based’ accounting 
standards. It goes without saying that Ind AS has 
made accounting not just complex but also complicated 
and treacherous. This fifth edition containing 3,000 
pages of analysis, including a third volume containing 
reference and application material, make a must-have 
compilation for preparers and auditors of financial 
statements.

The author has been an eminent writer and contributor to 
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What you learn from a life in science is the vastness of our ignorance
 —  David Eagleman

Science is not only a disciple of reason but also one of romance and passion
 —  Stephen Hawking

पश्यरेम शरदः श्म ्।
िीवरेम शरदः श्म ्।
बुध्यरेम शरदः श्म ्।
रोहरेम शरदः श्म ्।
पूषरेम शरदः श्म ्।
िवरेम शरदः श्म ्।
िू्यरेम शरदः श्म ्।
िू्यसीः शरदः श्ा् ्।
-अथवयुवरेद 18.67.1-8

the BCAJ every month for more than 18 years. He has 
been involved in the standard-setting process at the ICAI 
as well as at the IASB. Hence his ‘word’, to be fair, carries 
both weight and value.

Coming to the book under review, it is structured to cover 
all Ind AS’s. Specifically, it exhaustively covers new Ind 
AS 115, 116 (more than 300 practical illustrations and 
examples each) and guidance on the new definition 
of business under Ind AS 103. It handles these 
with illustrations, examples, references to EAC opinions, 
ITFG/IFRIC interpretations, where necessary and issues 
as well as the author’s response and that, too, industry-
wise. A section that covers the differentiation between 
IFRS and Ind AS is of particular academic interest 
especially for first-time users. The book is replete with 
numerous illustrations and examples. Some of the 
examples feature actual working cases and solutions with 
comments.

Ind AS’s are particularly complicated when one comes 
to Financial Instruments (FIs). The book devotes 
more than 600 pages to them. Business combination 
draws particular attention. Charts, explanations 
of definitions, accounting, group re-organisation 
issues and more offer the clarity that one seeks. The 

book also covers tax implications arising from Ind AS 
Accounting.

The book reproduces the text of both Ind AS and ICDS. 
It also gives significant changes made in the Draft ICDS 
on Real Estate Transactions vis-a-vis the Guidance Note 
on Real Estate Transactions issued by ICAI, making 
it handy for the Real Estate Sector. Electronic copy of 
the illustrative financial statement blending Schedule III 
and Ind AS makes it beneficial for preparers, especially 
during Work from Home / Remote Working situations. The 
last part of the book consists of some useful circulars / 
notifications on Ind AS issued by Securities and Exchange 
Board of India, related to Banking and Insurance Sector 
and Company Law such as the format of publishing 
financial results, formats for limited review / audit reports, 
clarification on ‘appointed date’ under the Companies Act, 
2013 and more.

This book carries an enormous amount of content packed 
in three volumes with practical resources. The author 
once again deserves a pat on the back for writing on a 
subject which is in a constant state of flux (changing, 
blurry and ephemeral). I am sure that this book, like 
Dolphy’s previous works, will remain a handy tool for both 
practitioners and preparers. 
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LIGHT ELEMENTS
C.N. VAZE

Chartered Accountant

Today, corona and vaccination are hitting the front pages 
of all newspapers. Of course, of late Sachin Waze has 
started taking precedence over these two. But the main 
topic of discussion among the general public is still corona 
and vaccination.

Vaccination stock is over!
Mismanagement at corona vaccination camps;
Vaccine not effective!
Man catches corona despite vaccination;
Bogus and adulterated vaccination stocks held!
Long queues at vaccination centres.

All these reports revolve around the corona virus. And 
people are flocking to the centres to avail of the facility 
offered by the Government.

People are taking leave from work, keeping aside 
other important tasks, to get vaccinated. However, one 
particular community has no time to take the vaccine. 
For them, certain things are more important than even 
their lives and health. This community is engaged in 
commercial activity but functions like NGOs.

They were keen to keep their offices open even during the 
pandemic. They incurred heavy expenditure to ensure that 
their staff should be able to work from home. They worked 
day and night to meet the deadlines for their clients. Of 
course, their clients always take it for granted that this 
community’s charges are never to be paid promptly. And 
the NGOs consider it inhuman to ask for fees during the 
pandemic. As soon as the lockdown was relaxed and 
the unlocking process started, the same clients travelled 
for ‘outings’. Clients were sure that the NGO would be 
slogging for them and sacrifice everything for the clients. 
Not only that, the clients were also sure that since the fees 

are not received, the NGOs would borrow from banks to 
run their show. On top of it, the alma mater of these NGOs 
would tie up with banks and other financial institutions 
to offer credit facilities for them. And the NGOs kept on 
slogging, forgetting everything happening around them.

After some time, the Government conducted a review 
and felt that almost every citizen of the country should 
get vaccinated. So, it announced the date for closure of 
vaccination centres.

Suddenly, the NGO community woke up and started 
representing to the Government for extension of time. 
They started begging, praying and a few of them even 
thought of filing writ petitions. They could produce the 
Object clause of the constitution of many NGOs which 
prohibited doing things in time. Their object was to start 
the work only at the eleventh hour, issue certificates 
based on inadequate data, risk their own licence, work 
without asking for payment of fees and so on.

Their ‘incidental’ object was to carry all tensions for their 
clients, sacrifice their personal lives and health, lose their 
sleep and fight for getting extension of time.

These NGOs are always making some ‘submission’ 
or other. In the process, they suffer from the virus of 
‘submissiveness’. They have lost the energy to be 
assertive.

The researchers should come out with a new vaccine for 
the NGOs to make them immune from this virus called 
‘submissiveness’.

Note: In case the NGOs described in this article resemble 
any professional group, it is only a coincidence. 

VACCINATION

We say that nothing happens to the wise man against his expectation
 —  Seneca
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Bombay Chartered Accountants' Society
Notice of Election for Bombay Chartered Accountants Society for 

the Year 2021-2022

1. Election for the posts of President, Vice–President, two Joint Secretaries, Treasurer and Eight 
Members of the Managing Committee of the Bombay Chartered Accountants’ Society will be held on 
Saturday, 8th May 2021.

2. Nomination forms will be available by email only from Wednesday, April 07, 2021 10.30 a.m. onwards 
looking at the prevalent circumstances due to the pandemic. Desirous members may write an email 
to elections2021@bcasonline.org with a request to send the copy of the nomination form. 

3. Members desirous of contesting the elections for the above posts should file their nominations 
by email only in the prescribed forms latest by 11.00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 27, 2021 by writing 
in to elections2021@bcasonline.org. Nomination forms will be accepted only by email from 
Saturday, April 17, 2021. Duly filled nomination form should be scanned and emailed to 
elections2021@bcasonline.org 

4. Voting for the election will be held on Saturday, May 8, 2021 at the Society’s office between 10.00 
a.m. and 1.00 p.m. or by any other medium as will be decided. 

Note:

1. Attention of members is invited to Rules 12 and 18 of the Rules and Regulation of the Society, 
according to which, a member in arrears of subscription is not entitled to contest the election, nor can 
he/she vote or propose / second a candidate until his / her subscription is fully paid. 

2. This notice is issued in terms of Rule 50 of the Rules and Regulation of the Society. 

CA Mihir Sheth 
CA Samir Kapadia
Hon. Joint Secretaries

Prayer for long life
A hundred autumns may we see.
A hundred autumns may we live.

A hundred autumns may we know.
A hundred autumns may we grow.
A hundred autumns may we thrive.

A hundred autumns may we be.
A hundred autumns may we bide.

A hundred, years & even more
 —  Atharvaveda
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